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Our ref:   550147jw14Jul09FL01_Screeeing_Letter 
Direct Dial:  020 7529 1514 
Email:   jane.wakiwaka@environper.com  
 

 

 

Jeremy Content 
Cornwall Council 
Dolcoath Avenue 
Camborne 
Cornwall TR14 8SX 
 

7
th
 August 2009 

 

 

Dear Jeremy, 

 

SOUTH QUAY, HAYLE - RETAIL DEVELOPMENT 

REQUEST FOR SCREENING OPINION IN ACCORDANCE WITH TOWN & COUNTRY 

PLANNING (EIA) (ENGLAND & WALES) REGULATIONS 1999 

 

 

Environmental Perspectives LLP is writing on behalf of its client (ING Property Holdings Ltd.) in 

relation to the outline planning application for the proposed retail development, situated within 

South Quay, Hayle (hereafter ‘the application site’), which will be submitted in September 2009.  

 

In preparation for this, we are formally requesting a Screening Opinion, as required under 

Regulation 5 of the Town and Country Planning (EIA) (England & Wales) Regulations 1999 

(hereafter ‘EIA Regulations’) in relation to the deviations to the proposed retail development, in 

South Quay, Hayle (hereafter 'the application site').  

 

The application site is located at South Quay, within the town of Hayle on the north coast of 

Cornwall. The application site is now largely derelict, with areas used by local fishing fleet and 

storage of boats for repair work. Penpol Creek lies along the eastern boundary of the 

application site, beyond which lies an area comprised of predominantly commercial and 

residential mixed uses. To the south, B3301 (Carnsew Road) provides access from the site to 

Hayle town centre to the east. To the north, the application site is bordered by an area of land 

(part of South Quay), which has been earmarked for future development at a later phase and is 

not included within this planning application. Along the south western border, the application site 

lies adjacent to an area of land owned by Jewsons, comprised of large warehouses.  

 

A Site Location Plan showing the application site marked in red is attached (Figure 1.1); and 

extends to approximately 2.7 hectares (ha).  

 

In order to inform the Council's Screening Opinion, we are providing a brief description of the 

proposed development and the differences between the development parameters assessed as 

part of the South Quay to the Hayle Harbour outline application, and those of this planning 

application. We have undertaken a preliminary identification of any additional environmental 

impacts to those that have been previously identified for the outline application.  

 

Development Proposals and Deviations 

 

An outline planning application for the redevelopment of Hayle Harbour on behalf of ING RED 

UK (Hayle Harbour) Ltd. was submitted in 2008, with a resolution to grant outline planning 
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permission at the Committee Meeting on the 13
th

 January 2009. A number of technical 

documents were prepared to support the submission of the outline planning application, 

including an Environmental Statement, Sustainability Statement, Retail Impact Assessment, and 

a Design & Access Statement.  

As part of the outline application, the application site at South Quay (one of five character areas 

identified as part of Hayle Harbour) was assessed with regard to the proposed land uses, block 

layouts, building heights and access arrangements. This comprised of:  

• 260 Residential units; 

• 10,585m
2
 A1-A5 Retail use; 

• 5,150m
2
 B1 Office use; 

• 2,000m
2
 D1 and D2 leisure and non-residential institutions; 

• Associated car parking facilities. 

Subsequent to the submission of the outline planning application, further analysis demonstrated 

an identified need for a new food store in Hayle to support the overall regeneration of Hayle 

Harbour. The application site at South Quay was considered to be sequentially preferable, given 

it's location to the Foundry town centre.  

In order to address the identified need for a food store, the proposals for South Quay have now 

varied slightly from the Hayle Harbour outline application. The outline planning application will 

therefore, seek to develop the majority of the South Quay site (as defined within the 

Environmental Statement for the outline application), and will comprise of the following:  

• Proposed foodstore with a maximum 40,000sqm net floorspace, with an 
adjoining care, pharmacy and toilet facilities; 

• Service yard associated with the foodstore; 

• Two-storey car park 450 car parking spaces, as well as motorcycle and 
cycle spaces; 

• Four retail units to the south of the application site along a raised piazza; 

• Boardwalk at store level along Penpol Creek; 

• Repair of quay breech at Penpol Creek along the eastern boundary of the 
application site;  

• Proposed new roundabout and internal roads from the B3301, providing 
access to the service yards, and to future development site and harbour 
users; and 

• Associated landscaping.  

We have therefore, undertaken a review of the environmental context of the application site and 

area as well as the Environmental Statement for the Hayle Harbour outline application, to 

confirm that the variations of the proposed development at South Quay will not result in any 

significant environmental impacts that were not previously assessed within the parameters of 

the Environmental Statement for the outline application. For the reasons outlined below, we 

consider that the proposed development would have limited environmental impacts beyond 

what has been previously identified and assessed and would therefore not warrant a formal 

Environmental Impact Assessment under the EIA Regulations.  

 

Transport 

The assessment of environmental impacts of the development in terms of transport has been 

previously considered within the Environmental Statement for the outline application. The 

assessment took into account the accessibility levels of the Hayle Harbour outline application, in 
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line with the aspirations of prevailing policy guidance, ensure that the proposed transport 

infrastructure does not prejudice highway safety, and whether generated traffic would give rise 

to congestion of a level that would compromise highway safety. Within the Environmental 

Statement, it was considered that through the implementation of demand management 

measures and highway improvements, impacts associated with transport could be mitigated, or 

were otherwise considered to be insignificant.  

 

As part of the proposed development, possible junction enhancements (including a proposed 

new roundabout to the south west of the application site) will be included. The proposed 

measures will provide improved access to the application site, most notably car parking spaces 

(for consumers of the proposed food store), service yards, as well as access to future 

developments and harbour users to the north of the application site. In addition, the proposed 

development will also incorporate a quayside walk and boardwalk at street level for pedestrians, 

to further increase accessibility to the proposed development through alternative means of 

transport. These enhancement measures, in addition to a Travel Plan will seek to mitigate the 

potential impacts of the proposed development.  

 

A stand-alone Transport Assessment will be produced for the outline planning application, 

which will consider the transport impacts associated with the deviations of the proposed 

development to the outline application for the Hayle Harbour. However, it is not considered that 

these will give rise to additional significant environmental impacts that will trigger the need for 

an EIA for the application site.  

 

Air Quality 

The Environmental Statement for the outline application considers the potential impacts on local 

air quality associated with the construction phase (dust and odour), emissions from increased 

traffic flows and from biomass boilers. It is considered that implementation of dust management 

measures at the construction phase (including monitoring) would adequately mitigate any 

impacts as a result of dust. Measures to limit emissions of dust and odour will be effectively 

mitigated as part of the Construction Environmental Management Plan, developed in 

consultation with the local authority. With respect to emissions from increased traffic flows, the 

findings of the Environmental Statement for the outline application show that despite increases 

in particulates and nitrogen dioxide, the levels would remain significantly lower than the 

maximum allowed by the National Air Quality Objective. As such, impacts associated with air 

quality are considered insignificant in context of local air quality. Furthermore, any equipment 

on-site will be in line with the recommendations made by the Environment Agency. 

 

As such, it is considered that the proposed development will not result in any significant impacts 

to air quality; the mitigation measures that have been previously identified within the 

Environmental Statement for the outline application is considered appropriate and valid to the 

proposed development for the outline planning application. Nonetheless, a stand-alone Air 

Quality Assessment for the application site will be produced to be submitted as part of the 

planning application.  

 

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage 

A stand-alone Heritage Statement for the proposed development will be submitted as part of the 

outline planning application. Within the EIA for the outline planning application, it was identified 

that any hidden archaeological resources that could be lost or disturbed during construction 

could be appropriately mitigated through preservation in record. While it is acknowledged that 

proposed development will inevitably bring forward changes to the harbour, it will respond to the 

historic setting through appropriate scale and respect to historic features and the natural setting. 

The proposed development will improve access to the historic quayside and to historic features, 

including the potential siting of the Goonvean engine. An opportunity to protect deteriorating 
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historic features (including repair of the breach of the Listed harbour wall) has also been 

identified as part of the proposals for the scheme.  

 

The Environmental Statement also concludes that the proposals contained within the outline 

application will not have a significant adverse impact to the Cornwall and West Devon Mining 

Landscape World Heritage Site. As such, it is considered that the proposed development in 

relation to this outline planning application will not result in any significant impacts with respect 

to archaeology and cultural heritage.  

 

Landscape and Visual 

The proposed development will replace an area of land, which is currently degraded, creating a 

new positive part of the town, enhancing the character of Hayle Harbour and the surrounding 

area. It is considered that the changes to the heights of the proposed development is not 

considered to change the outcome of the landscape and visual assessment contained within the 

Environmental Statement of the original outline application. Moreover, the proposed 

development would contribute to the restoration of important historic elements (e.g. the breach 

of the Listed harbour wall and Goonvean engine) that would otherwise be lost. In this way, it is 

considered that the proposed development will improve the existing derelict views of the 

harbour.  

 

A visual appraisal of the application site and surrounding area will be undertaken and provided 

as part of the planning application alongside a Landscape Masterplan and Statement.  

 

Ecology and Nature Conservation 

While the application site at South Quay does not fall within any nature conservation 

designations, the site lies adjacent to the Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI boundary to 

the east, and is bordered by the St Ives Bay Sensitive Marine Area along the east, north and 

western boundary.  

 

The majority of land at the application site is open, unvegetated ground used for parking and 

vehicular access to the quaysides. Semi-natural habitats cover approximately 15% of the site 

and consist of small areas of sparse grassland interspersed with bryophytes along a narrow 

strip on the eastern boundary of the quay, along with sparse scrub and ruderal vegetation which 

has colonised tipped material on the western side of the quay. Given the sparseness of semi-

natural habitats and relatively high levels of access and disturbance, the Environmental 

Statement concluded that the potential for protected species of fauna to occupy the site was 

considered to be low.  

 

A survey carried out in 2001 recorded one plant species of local interest on the application site. 

The balm-leaved figwort (Scrophularia scorodonia) specimens were recorded to the western 

region of the site. In 2005, a survey for rare plants recorded 479 balm-leaved figwort plants, 

distributed over a similar area, as well as 71 specimens of ivy broomrape (Orobanche hederae). 

In addition, the Nationally Scarce and protected liverwort species, petalwort (Petalophyllum 

ralfsii) was found in a survey in April 2005; 14 small discrete colonies were identified on open 

sandy soil accumulated along the harbour walls along the eastern boundary of the site. The 

number of thalli recorded at each colony varied from 1-17, given the scarcity of suitable habitat 

for plant, the total size of the population here is estimated to be in the low hundreds.  

 

At the construction phase, clearance of any scrub, hedges, and buildings would be undertaken 

alongside the implementation of best practice measures that will comply with the law relating to 

protection of breeding birds. In the case of identified colonies on the application site, a licence to 

translocate for the purpose of conservation of plants in the colony will be sought as necessary.  
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Renovation of the existing harbour walls would be carried out as part of the proposals for the 

scheme; the assessment within the Environmental Statement considers that this will result in a 

minor, localised impact, but as the surrounding area is currently terrestrial, there would be only 

a small possibility of impacts on existing aquatic ecology. Overall, it is considered that the 

mitigation measures outlined within the Environmental Statement, which will be implemented for 

the proposed development, are considered to remain appropriate and valid. As such, there will 

be no further impacts associated with the deviations to the proposed development, which has 

not been previously identified and resolved in the Environmental Statement.  

 

As part of the variations to the proposed development, opportunities to incorporate biodiversity 

enhancement measures will be considered and included, where appropriate. These measures 

will be set out in a stand-alone biodiversity statement as part of the planning application.  

 

Ground Conditions 

Hayle harbour has a long industrial history, including the port and associated wharves, an oil 

storage depot, bromide works, power station and a shipbuilding/ship breaking yard. Currently, 

the harbour area is used by relatively small businesses.  

 

Within the Environmental Statement, a desk based study and preliminary site investigation was 

undertaken to determine ground conditions both for geotechnical and geo-environmental 

purposes, which identified elevated concentrations of heavy metals, alongside some 

polyaromatic hydrocarbons within Made Ground at the application site. In particular, elevated 

concentrations of mineral oils and asbestos, associated with ship breaking activities were also 

identified in South Quay.  

 

As such, a number of mitigation measures were proposed within the Environmental Statement, 

to reduce impacts to both human and environmental receptors to meet acceptable levels. 

Discussions with the relative statutory authorities will be undertaken to agree any need for 

further remedial actions based on previous contamination assessment works, and where 

additional information may be needed.  

 

Moreover, the magnitude of impact associated with the changes to the scheme from residential 

to commercial is considered to reduce in significance. The mitigation and remediation measures 

outlined within the Environmental Statement for the outline application are considered valid to 

the varied scheme; the residual impacts will therefore be reduced to being negligible or of minor 

significance.  

 

Noise and Vibration 

An appropriate transport study will be undertaken to address any impacts associated with the 

construction and operation of the proposed development. These details will inform the potential 

for traffic related noise related to the operation of the site, and will be considered as part of the 

stand-alone noise assessment that will be submitted alongside the planning application. Any 

potential impacts associated with noise and vibration during the construction phase will be 

mitigated through compliance with recognised best practice measures, careful site management 

(contained within the Construction Environmental Management Plan of the Environmental 

Statement) and control of road vehicle movements.  

 

At the operational phase, the Environmental Statement for the outline application identified the 

primary source from road traffic; however, mitigation measures such as speed controls, 

attention to site layout and provision of sound insulation within buildings would be employed. In 

addition, the buildings on-site will be designed in accordance with relevant acoustic standards. 

As such, it is considered that the proposed development will not result in any significant impacts 

associated with noise and vibration.  
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Water Environment 

The possible impacts to water resources from the outline application has been assessed within 

the Environmental Statement, including issues relating to flood risk, erosion, sluicing, and 

drainage. While a number of construction activities may pose a potential impact on water quality 

temporarily, activities (e.g. dredging, site clearance, debris, dust, accidental spillage or leakage) 

will be effectively controlled and mitigated through the implementation of a Construction 

Environmental Management Plan.  

 

At the operational stage, measures to manage water resource impacts will be introduced as 

identified within the Environmental Statement for the outline application. Flood risk management 

for the development will be delivered by raising the level of the ground in those areas at risk of 

tidal flooding. Additional flood defences are proposed to be built into a half tide bottom-hinged 

lifting gate at the entrance of Penpol Creek to the north east of the application site.    

 

Therefore, it is considered that the findings and measures outlined within the Environmental 

Statement for the outline application remain valid to the proposed development. The deviations 

will not result in any further significant environmental impacts that have not been identified and 

appropriately addressed in the previous assessment.   

 

Socio-Economic 

Hayle Harbour has been identified as one of the most significant areas of derelict land within the 

south west of England, which has prevented effective economic growth of the town. The 

proposed development, as part of Hayle Harbour, would therefore, provide additional 

commercial and community space, thereby increasing the number of employment opportunities 

in an area where a need for additional full time year-round employment has been identified. The 

Socio-Economic assessment within the Environmental Statement considers that increased local 

spending would result from the new development; the new increase population would create 

further demand for existing or enhanced facilities elsewhere in the town. 

 

A stand-alone Retail Impact Assessment has been produced for this outline planning 

application, demonstrating the need for a new food store in Hayle, and identifying the 

application site as sequentially preferable to all other locations. Further details on the additional 

economic benefits including the type and number of jobs to be created will be provided as part 

of the outline planning application. 

 

Conclusions 

 

It is our professional opinion that the variations to the proposed development to the Hayle 

Harbour outline application will not result in any significant environmental impacts above what 

has been previously identified and addressed. As such, the mitigation measures and residual 

impacts in the previous Environmental Statement remain valid to the proposed development for 

this planning application. As such, we would not consider that a formal EIA is required.  

 

However, in the absence of a formal EIA being undertaken, our client has commissioned a 

number of technical assessments to support the outline planning application, which will consider 

any further environmental and other impacts associated with the proposed development, 

beyond the parameters and scope of the Environmental Statement for the outline application for 

Hayle Harbour. The reports that will be prepared in conjunction with the planning application 

include the following:  

 

• Retail Assessment; 

• Transport Assessment; 
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• Heritage Statement; 

• Landscape Masterplan and statement; 

• Air Quality Assessment; 

• Biodiversity Statement; 

• Noise Assessment; 

• Visual Appraisal; 

• Sustainability Statement; and  

• Energy Statement.  

 

Other reports such as a Planning Statement and a Design and Access Statement have also 

been prepared and will be submitted with the outline planning application.  

 

The development will seek to incorporate a range of sustainability aspirations and an 

assessment of how these are met against international, national and local policy objectives will 

be carried out. The sustainability initiatives that will be provided on-site will be provided within a 

stand-alone Sustainability Statement, which will be submitted alongside the planning application 

and are consistent with the objectives of the Hayle Harbour outline application.   

 

We trust that this letter provides you, as the competent authority, with reassurance that the 

environmental considerations associated with the proposed development are being properly 

and robustly assessed. Should you require any additional information to enable you to reach a 

screening decision, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. Otherwise, we look 

forward to receiving your Screening Opinion within the necessary 3 week period, or by the 28th 

August 2009, as specified in the EIA Regulations.  
 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Jane Wakiwaka 
 
Environmental Consultant 

For and on Behalf of 

Environmental Perspectives LLP 

 

   

Cc: Dave Slatter - Cornwall Council 

      Nicola Stinson - Cornwall Council 

 

 
Encl. Figure 1.1 - Site Location Map of South Quay, Hayle 
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Figure 1.1 - Site Location Map of South Quay, Hayle 
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1 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 ING Real Estate Development (Hayle Harbour) Limited (henceforth known as 'the 

applicant') is seeking to submit a hybrid planning application for the regeneration of 

approximately 3.1 hectares (ha) of previously developed land at South Quay, Hayle 

Harbour, Cornwall in South West England ('the application site').  

1.2 The application is for a mixed use development comprised of a food store, retail units, 

residential dwellings, restaurant, as well as associated car parking facilities, 

infrastructure and soft landscaping.  

THE NEED FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) 

1.3 The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and 

Wales) Regulations 1999  ('the EIA Regulations') implement directive No. 85/337/EEC 

1998 (as amended by Council Directive 97/11/EC 1999) and apply to the assessment 

of environmental effects likely to arise from certain types of public and private projects 

seeking planning permission. 

1.4 There are two types of development that are subject to an EIA as defined by the EIA 

Regulations: 

• Schedule I Developments; and 

• Schedule 2 Developments. 

1.5 It is mandatory for any development falling within the description of a Schedule I 

development to undertake an EIA to accompany the planning application.  

1.6 It is not mandatory for Schedule 2 developments to undertake an EIA. The EIA 

Regulations categorise development types and provide thresholds to assist with the 

identification of projects that may be subject to an EIA. The proposed development 

falls under Schedule 2 Paragraph 10 Infrastructure Project of the EIA Regulations 

advises that an Environmental Statement (ES) should be prepared for urban 

development projects, covering an area of at least 1ha, if there are likely significant 

environmental issues which will need to be assessed.  

1.7 The application site can be regarded as: 

• More than of local importance and is a 'major' development;  

• Being within a 'sensitive' location, given the application site’s Cornwall and West 

Devon Mining World Heritage Site designation, Hayle Town Conservation Area, 

and its proximity to Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI boundary to the 

east, and St Ives Bay Sensitive Marine Area along the east, north and western 

boundary; and  

• Has the potential for 'complex' and hazardous environmental effects.  
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1.8 The site for the proposed development extends to approximately 3.1ha and the 

application is for the provision of a retail led mixed-use development, at South Quay, 

forming part of the wider Hayle Harbour Masterplan scheme.  

1.9 The EIA Regulations require that EIA developments undertake an EIA and provide an 

ES, identifying impacts and associated mitigation measures, to accompany any 

planning application. 

1.10 The ES will ensure that sufficient information is provided to enable Cornwall County 

Council (the 'competent authority') to make a decision about the planning application 

with due regard and in the knowledge of any likely significant environmental effects. 

To this end, the following scoping report has been undertaken to establish the 

assessment parameters of the EIA. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 

1.11 For the purposes of the EIA Regulations, the ES means ‘a statement: 

(a) that includes such of the information referred to in Part I of Schedule 4 as is 

reasonably required to assess the environmental effects of the development and which 

the applicant can, having regard in particular to current knowledge and methods of 

assessment, reasonably be required to compile, but  

(b) that includes at least the information referred to in Part II of Schedule 4 (of 

the EIA Regulations).’  

1.12 The EIA procedure set out in the EIA Regulations aims to ensure that enable Cornwall 

Council and the public properly understand the likely significant environmental effects, 

and the scope for reducing them, before a decision on the application is made.  

1.13 Environmental Perspectives LLP have been commissioned by the applicant to prepare 

the EIA in accordance with the Regulations and EIA best practice, and to produce the 

ES that will be submitted with the outline planning application.  

THE PURPOSE OF SCOPING IN THE EIA PROCESS  

1.14 The EIA Scoping Report describes how the EIA of the proposed development will be 

undertaken. The scope encompasses the topics to be addressed and the geographical 

area and timeframe over which they will be considered. It also sets out the methods to 

be used by the EIA to determine the significant environmental effects that will arise 

temporarily during the project's construction, and from its permanent physical impacts 

and operation.  

1.15 Scoping forms an early stage in the EIA process. It refers to the activity of identifying 

the likely significant environmental impacts of the proposed development. In doing so, 

the potential significance of impacts associated with each environmental aspect 
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become more clearly defined, resulting in the identification of priority issues to be 

addressed in the EIA.  

1.16 Government guidance contained in Circular 02/99 states that: 

‘In many cases, only a few of the effects will be significant and will need to be 

discussed in the ES in any great depth. Other impacts may be of little or no 

significance for the particular development in question and will only need very brief 

treatment to indicate that their possible relevance has been considered. While every 

ES must comply with the requirements of the Regulations, it is important that they 

should be prepared on a realistic basis and without necessary elaboration.’ 

1.17 This Scoping Report will, therefore, describe how the EIA of the proposed development 

will be undertaken by identifying the topics to be addressed, the geographical areas 

covered and the timescales over which they will be considered. It will also set out the 

methods to be used by the EIA in order to determine the significant environmental 

effects that are likely to arise during both construction and operation of the proposed 

development. 

1.18 In this way, the Scoping Report will form the basis for on-going consultation on the 

EIA with statutory authorities and other relevant stakeholders. Its contents, having 

taken account of comments received during consultation, will be incorporated within 

the ES.  

Structure of the Scoping Report  

1.19 The remainder of this Scoping Report is structured as follows: 

• Section 2 describes the proposed development; 

• Section 3 describes the existing environment; 

• Section 4 summarises the consultations that have or will be held, as appropriate; 

• Section 5 details the environmental impacts not being assessed; 

• Section 6 presents the issues to be addressed by the EIA; 

• Section 7 presents the scope of the EIA; 

• Section 8 presents the details of the environmental topics being assessed; 

• Section 9 details the principal potential environmental impacts; 

• Section 10 presents the proposed structure of the ES; 

• Section 11 details the contributions to the ES by the professional team; and 

•  Section 12 details additional material that will be submitted with the application. 
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT 

SITE AND SURROUNDING AREA 

2.1 The application site comprises approximately 3.1 hectares of predominantly under 

used brownfield land, and is located at South Quay, within the town of Hayle on the 

north coast of Cornwall.  

2.2 South Quay is one of three quays that make up Hayle Harbour, and is the closest quay 

to the town centre at Foundry Square. The quay is bounded by Jewson’s and Carnsew 

Channel the west, Carnsew Road and the railway viaduct to the south, Penpol Creek to 

the east and the wider harbour area to the north.  

2.3 Whilst the actual quay is currently derelict and the harbour fabric considered to be of 

poor condition, South Quay was given a group value Grade II listing in 1998, which 

includes the harbour walls and furniture. Currently, the harbour walls are in a bad 

state of repair, and one area of the harbour wall has collapsed.  

2.4 South Quay is located within the wider area, forming the Cornwall and West Devon 

Mining Landscape World Heritage Site. It also falls within the Hayle Conservation Area. 

In addition, whilst the application site at South Quay does not fall within any nature 

conservation designations, the site lies adjacent to the Hayle Estuary and Carrack 

Gladden SSSI boundary to the east, and is bordered by the St Ives Bay Sensitive 

Marine Area along the east, north and western boundary. 

2.5 At the local policy level, the importance of Hayle Harbour is recognised in Penwith 

District Council’s Local Plan (adopted in 2005). The Plan identifies that the most 

significant opportunity to improve both the environment and economy of Hayle lies in 

the regeneration of the harbour area. 

2.6 The Quays themselves are identified as important features; the Local Plan states that 

the regeneration of these areas as crucial to the revitalisation of the harbour and 

Hayle. Paragraph 7.3.109 of the Plan in relation to South Quay states the following: 

‘South Quay extends northwards from the railway viaduct and the areas occupied by 

Jewsons and adjacent buildings are included within the potential redevelopment area 

together with the area of the former foundry yard to the south of the B3301. The quay, 

which is a listed Building, suffers from instability and in a poor stage of general repair. 

Nevertheless it is a valuable facility for local fishermen and is visually important in this 

part of the town. This area has the benefit of good access to the main road network 

without the need for traffic to pass through the town.’  

2.7 Moreover, Policy TV-D from the Local Plan specifically allocates the application site 

area as suitable for mixed use development within Classes A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B8, C1, 

C3, D1 and D2 of the Town and Country Planning Use Classes Order 1987.  
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PLANNING HISTORY 

2.8 The application site has had a long history of development proposals that have not 

been implemented, including: 

• LPA Reference 98/P/0390 – An application for the redevelopment of the harbour 

and adjoining land to include retail, leisure, industrial, residential and business use 

(Withdrawn); and 

• LPA Reference 00/P/0436 – An application for the redevelopment of the harbour 

and adjoining land to include retail, leisure, industrial, residential and business use 

(No decision made).  

2.9 The applicant purchased Hayle Harbour in 2004, and in April 2008, an outline 

application was submitted to Penwith District Council for the mixed use redevelopment 

and regeneration of the Hayle Harbour Masterplan scheme, and development to the 

northeast of the Harbour (LPA Reference: 08-0613-P), with the original aspiration of 

implementing the scheme through a phased construction period of 9 years to 2018.  

2.10 The application site of Hayle Harbour was divided into five principal character areas: 

South Quay, East Quay, North Quay, Hilltop and Riviere Fields, for residential, retail, 

offices, industrial space, leisure and hotel uses, alongside associated infrastructure and 

car parking, as shown in the table below.  

Table 2.1 Proposed Land Uses of the Character Areas of Hayle Harbour Outline 

Application 

 

2.11 In addition, a separate application for infrastructure improvements (LPA Reference: 

09-1721) was submitted during this period. The infrastructure improvements 

comprised predominantly of a new bridge, road, business park, fishing harbour, flood 

defence works, and the repair of the harbour walls and sluices.  

Land Use  South 

Quay 

North 

Quay 

Hilltop Riviere 

Fields 

East 

Quay 

Residential Units 260 382 97 300 0 

Retail (A1-A5) (m2) 10,585 2,613 0 0 0 

Office (m2) 5,150 7,755 0 0 0 

Industrial (B2 & B8) 

(m2) 
0 5,575 0 0 0 

Hotel (C1) (m2) 0 2,430 0 0 0 

Leisure and Non-

residential (D1 & 

D2) (m2) 

2,000 1,055 0 0 0 
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2.12 However, since securing the Council’s resolution to approve the redevelopment of 

Hayle Harbour, the demand for residential housing has reduced due to the economic 

climate and recession, which resulted in the reduced viability of implementing the 

Hayle Harbour Masterplan scheme.  

2.13 Consequently, the applicant undertook a comprehensive review of the original 

Masterplan scheme, which concluded that South Quay had the greatest potential to 

come forward in the short-tem despite significant financial costs associated with site 

preparation and the raising of site levels; infrastructure costs associated with the 

introduction of utilities; repairs to the listed quay walls; and highway improvements.  

2.14 From this, the applicant undertook a viability assessment, and a public consultation 

exercise for a retail development. Further analysis, subsequent to the submission of 

the outline planning application, demonstrated an identified need for a new food store 

in Hayle to support the overall regeneration of Hayle Harbour. The application site at 

South Quay was considered to be sequentially preferable, given its location to the 

Foundry town centre.  

2.15 Proposals for the application site progressed and evolved against this background, 

alongside a full assessment of the opportunities and constraints of the site, with 

applications for outline planning permission and listed building consent for the site 

submitted in December 2009, which was subsequently withdrawn. 

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

2.16 The application site comprises approximately 3.1 hectares of predominantly under 

used brownfield land, and is located at South Quay, within the town of Hayle on the 

north coast of Cornwall.  

2.17  In order to address the identified need for a food store, the proposals for South Quay 

have progressed, varying slightly from the Hayle Harbour Masterplan application to a 

retail-led mixed use development consisting of:   

• A retail foodstore with a gross internal area (GIA) of approximately 5,500m2; 

• Up to six retail units with a combined GIA of approximately 2,870m2; 

• 94 residential units comprised of one, two and three bed dwellings (flats and 

houses); 

• Restaurant with a GIA of approximately 380m2; 

• 446 parking spaces, including 112 spaces for the residential uses (as well as 7 

visitor spaces), 4 spaces for restaurant (including 2 disabled spaces), and 330 

parking spaces for the foodstore and retail units; 

• Associated infrastructure; and 

• Soft landscaping and amenity space. 
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3.0 THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITIES/SENSITIVE RECEPTORS  

3.1 When undertaking an EIA, it is important to determine which receptors should be 

considered as part of the technical assessments. Extensive studies and reference to 

previous assessments have revealed the following potentially sensitive receptors in and 

around the application site: 

• The Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site, and Hayle 

Town Conservation Area; 

• The statutory designated ecological sites (Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden 

SSSI, and the St Ives Bay Sensitive Marine Area); 

• Grade II Listed Harbour wall; 

• Ecologically sensitive species within the application site and its vicinity; 

• Archaeological features; 

• Residents (proposed and existing) on and near-site; and 

• Key short, medium, and longer distance views. 
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4.0 CONSULTATION  

4.1 The process of consultation is critical to the development of a comprehensive and 

balanced ES. It is essential to determine those aspects that require detailed 

assessment, and to consider comments and positions of affected stakeholders.  

4.2 Over the course of previous applications made for the South Quay and the wider Hayle 

Harbour Masterplan area, information and views have been sought and received from a 

wide range of statutory and non-statutory bodies, including:  

• Cornwall Council (including the Natural Environment Services, Cornwall County 

Council Services); 

• Penwith District Council; 

• Environment Agency; 

• Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB); and 

• Natural England. 

4.3 Whilst no further meetings or consultations are proposed as part of this proposed 

development, meetings with key consultees and organisations will be held on specific 

technical issues as appropriate.   
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL TOPICS NOT BEING ASSESSED 

5.1 The EIA Regulations require that where significant environmental effects are likely to 

occur, the associated impacts should be considered through the EIA. The following 

technical areas, however, are considered to be issues where no significant 

environmental effects are likely to occur. 

5.2 These areas are outside the requirement for any assessment under the EIA 

Regulations and, therefore, are not covered within the ES. It is not proposed that any 

further information or assessment be included on these areas within the EIA process. 

TELECOMMUNICATION RECEPTION 

5.3 The proposed development is located within an established industrial heritage. There 

are no immediate surrounding residential buildings; this will not create any 

telecommunication shadows.  

5.4 Taking into account the relative scale and heights of the proposed development, it is 

not anticipated that disturbance to television and radio reception to local residents and 

businesses will occur from the scheme. No study is therefore proposed for this aspect.  

MICROCLIMATE 

5.5 As a predominantly underused, vacant brownfield site, access to the application site is 

currently limited to the public. As such, it is anticipated that the height and scale of the 

proposed development will not bring about any unwanted changes to wind patterns at 

pedestrian level, or create any potential risks to jeopardise the creation of a safe and 

comfortable wind environment in the vicinity.  

5.6 In addition, it is not considered likely that the proposed development will have a 

significant effect on the local daylight and sunlight conditions on any neighbouring 

properties and open spaces, nor have any sensitive receptors been identified, where 

the quality of light conditions would be significantly changed. This is due both to the 

anticipated scale of the proposed buildings and to the existing site surroundings which 

constitute the main control on light quality in and around the site.  

5.7 It is, therefore, not considered necessary to include a wind assessment or an 

assessment of daylight, sunlight and overshadowing impacts in the EIA. 
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6.0 ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED BY THE EIA  

INTRODUCTION  

6.1 The EIA and associated technical studies will reflect current best practice and will be 

carried out in accordance with statutory guidance including the requirements for the 

content of an ES.  

METHODOLOGY  

6.2 The EIA will address the direct effects of the development in addition to the indirect, 

cumulative, short, medium and long-term, permanent, temporary, positive and 

negative effects likely to arise. The main mitigation measures envisaged in order to 

avoid, reduce or remedy significant negative effects will be described. The concluding 

chapters will provide a summary of the cumulative and residual impacts.  

6.3 The methodology will define the baseline against which the environmental impacts will 

be assessed. This will include the following scenarios: 

• The existing brownfield site; 

• The proposed scheme; and  

• Cumulative impacts from other developments, if appropriate. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS ASSESSMENT  

6.4 The scope and requirement for an assessment of any cumulative effects of the 

proposed development are given through the EIA Regulations. Part I of Schedule 4 

refers to an ES including a description of the likely significant environmental effects of 

the development on the environment, which should cover: 

‘The cumulative effects of the development resulting from the existence of the 

development, the use of natural resources and the emission of pollutants, the creation 

of nuisances and the elimination of waste’.  

6.5 As this ‘category’ of effects is contained in Part I of the Schedule, it is a category that 

should be covered in an ES if an applicant is able to do so, having regard to 

information available at the time the application is being formulated and the ES 

prepared.  

6.6 The following principles have been adopted in establishing the cumulative assessment 

methodology of the ES that will accompany the application:  

(a) Subject to b) and c) below, we will assess the cumulative impacts of nearby 

schemes for which an application has been lodged at the date the applicant 

submits the planning application for the proposed development;  
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(b) We will assess the cumulative impacts of schemes in respect of which 

adequate details of the construction and operational timescale and phases are 

known at the date the application is submitted, sufficient to enable a useful, 

informed assessment to be reasonably carried out; and 

(c) In each case, unless other principles apply that means a particular scheme 

falls outside the remit of part 1 of Schedule 4 of the EIA Regulations and therefore 

need not be covered in the ES, we will assess relevant schemes within a radius of 

the application site dependent upon the Zone of Influence from each 

environmental aspect. 

ALTERNATIVES ASSESSMENT  

6.7 The EIA process provides an opportunity to consider alternative development options, 

such as locations at other sites, different locations within the site and other operational 

design options. In accordance with the EIA Regulations and statutory practice, the ES 

will describe the evolution of the scheme and alternatives considered by the 

development team where appropriate.  

DEMOLITION AND CONSTRUCTION  

6.8 The application site has been cleared of all above ground structures, with the last 

building demolished in 2008. Construction works will therefore comprise of ancillary or 

minor site clearance and full enabling works, associated land levelling works and 

profiling, foundation and main structural construction and fit out. 

6.9 The ES will provide details of the proposed programme, where appropriate, together 

with details of specific construction activities and methods, and their anticipated 

duration. These will be developed having regard to the best practice in sustainable 

design and construction. Control measures and mitigation works will be outlined to 

reduce the impacts from: 

• Site Clearance; 

• Site establishment and enabling works (including lifting of South Quay levels); 

• Repair of Listed South Quay walls, and provision of new flood walls and handrails; 

• Piling and substructure;  

• Shell and core works; 

• Fit out and completion.  

POLICY CONTEXT  

6.10 The EIA will have regard to the following national Planning Policy Guidance and 

Statements (PPG and PPS): 
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• PPS1 Delivering Sustainable Development; 

• Supplement to PPS1: Planning and Climate Change; 

• PPS9 Biodiversity and Geological Conservation; 

• PPG13 Transport; 

• PPG16 Archaeology and Planning; 

• PPS23 Planning and Pollution Control; 

• PPG24 Planning and Noise; and 

• PPS25 Development and Flood Risk. 
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7.0 SCOPE OF THE EIA 

DETAIL OF TECHNICAL ASSESSMENTS 

7.1 The EIA Regulations state that an ES must describe: ‘the aspects of the environment 

likely to be significantly affected by the development, including, in particular, 

population, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, including the 

architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the inter-relationship between 

the above factors’. 

7.2 For the EIA to be an effective tool for assessing and mitigating potential impacts, 

therefore, it needs to focus on potentially significant environmental issues. These 

issues have been identified through preliminary consultation, data review and early 

site visits and assessment.  

7.3 In addressing the environmental scope prescribed above, the EIA will address effects 

(both positive and negative) on the following environmental issues: 

• Transportation; 

• Noise & Vibration; 

• Air Quality; 

• Landscape & Visual; 

• Soil Conditions, Groundwater & Contamination;  

• Water Resources & Flood Risk; 

• Ecology;  

• Archaeology; 

• Socio-Economic; 

• Energy; and  

• Waste.  

7.4 The following section sets out what the EIA will address in terms of each topic, defining 

the assumed baseline against which the effects will be assessed and the proposed 

strategy for mitigating these effects. 

TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS AND IMPACTS 

7.5 A number of criteria will be used to determine whether or not the potential impacts 

from the proposed development are significant. These will be outlined with reference to 

specific environmental issues in the relevant technical chapters of the ES. So far as 

appropriate, the impacts will be assessed quantitatively using definitive standards and 

legislation. Where quantitative assessment is not possible, qualitative evaluation of 
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significance based on professional judgement, with assumptions or uncertainties 

clearly highlighted, will be applied.  

7.6 Particular care will be taken to distinguish between environmental impacts and 

environmental effects. For the purposes of the EIA, these are defined as: 

• Environmental Impacts: the processes whereby a change which may be positive 

or negative or both, is brought about in the existing environment, as a result of 

development activities; and 

• Environmental Effects: the consequences for human beings, in terms of health and 

well-being, including the well-being of ecosystems and natural systems on which 

human survival depend, which stem from environmental impacts.  

Timeframe for Environmental Effects 

7.7 The ES will address impacts arising from the construction and operation of the 

proposed development. Construction impacts may arise from construction activities 

themselves, from temporary occupation of land or associated changes such as air 

quality. Permanent landtake effects (at the operational phase) may arise from changes 

in land use and, in particular, the infrastructure for which consent is being sought. 

Operational impacts may arise from the use of the infrastructure as part of the South 

Quay through potential transport, as well as cumulative air quality, and noise and 

vibration impacts.   

7.8 Much of the environmental baseline data and assessment approach for the 2009 

application is still relevant and applicable to the proposed development. However, 

where supplementary or additional information is required, this has been considered 

through further surveys and consultation, as such, the standardised baseline year of 

2010 can be applied through the EIA. It has also been assumed that construction will 

commence at 2011, with the development becoming fully operational by the end of 

2012.  

Figure 7.1 Timeframe for Environmental Effects 
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7.9 The duration of effects resulting from the construction or operation of the various 

phases is one of the factors to be considered in determining their significance. In order 

to distinguish between permanent and temporary, permanent effects are defined as 

those that result from irreversible change to the environmental baseline or which 

persist for the foreseeable future. Impacts that are considered significant prior to and 

following mitigation will be identified in the ES, as shown at Table 7.1 below.  

7.10 The significance of residual effects following mitigation will reflect judgements as to the 

importance or sensitivity of the affected receptors and the nature and magnitude of 

the predicted changes.  

Table 7.1 Classification of Duration of Impacts 

Significance Definition 

Temporary The period over which the impact is experienced 

lasts for the period of construction or less 

Short-term Less than 5 years (but longer than the full period 

of construction) 

Medium-term 5–10 years 

Long-term The impact remains for a substantial time, for 

the duration of the operation of the development 

 

7.11 The EIA will also distinguish the geographical extent of impacts; the following 

definitions have been adopted (bold and capitalise each word) as per Table 7.2. 

Table 7.2 Classification of Different Geographical Extents 

Significance Definition 

Local The site and its immediate surroundings 

Regional The region (i.e. Cornwall) 

National United Kingdom 

International Europe and beyond 
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8.0 ENVIRONMENTAL TOPICS TO BE ASSESSED 

TRANSPORTATION  

8.1 The ES will provide a summary of the key issues and the likely significance of any 

identified impacts at the construction and operational stages; cumulative impacts 

associated with transport (notably air quality, and noise and vibration) are assessed 

within the relevant technical chapters. Suggested mitigation measures will be identified 

where appropriate.  

Establishing the Baseline 

8.2 Hayle is located within close proximity to the County’s primary road network, the A30 

(T), which connects Hayle with Penzance in the south. To the north, the A30 (T) 

provides access to the Camborne/Pool/Redruth conurbation, as well as to Truro and 

Bodmin. Further east, this links with the M5 at Exeter, which provides access to the 

rest of the national motorway network. At the local level, the B3301 provides a 

continuous route through Hayle, parallel to the trunk road.  

8.3 To establish the baseline for the transport assessment as part of the withdrawn 

application submitted in December 2009, traffic flow data for the seasonal peak 

condition in Hayle was secured from the traffic data collection company, Count on Us, 

taken on a weekday in August 2009, representing Manual Turning count Data at 

Foundry Square and an Automated Traffic Count adjacent to the application site. In 

order to calculate non-summer month traffic flows, previous recorded data (traffic 

counts taken at Foundry Square on a weekday in April 2005) have been subjected to 

TEMPRO adjusted NRTF growth factors.  

8.4 It is considered that this baseline remains valid for the purposes of this application, 

and it is proposed that the existing traffic flow data will form the basis of the transport 

assessment for the EIA of the proposed development.  

Assessment Methodology 

8.5 It is proposed that the proposed development will be accessed by vehicular traffic via a 

new junction, which will connect to the B3301. As such, the impact assessment will 

consider whether this proposed junction will operate satisfactory, with the combined 

loading of development-related and background traffic. In addition, existing junctions 

that are likely to be subject to a material increase in traffic flow associated with the 

proposed development will also be assessed for the impact of generated traffic. As 

such, the impact assessment will take into consideration of the existing Foundry 

Square roundabout as well as the proposed access junction. Beyond Foundry Square, it 

is considered that the highway impact of the proposed development will not be 
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material and as such, has not been considered within the scope of this impact 

assessment.  

8.6 The transport assessment will examine the development proposals in terms of their 

compliance with both national and local policy. In addition, it will identify the levels of 

the traffic likely to be generated by the proposed development (using TRICS trip-rate 

database and TEMPRO assessment), and the potential effects of construction traffic, 

and the potential impact of operational traffic on baseline conditions. This will include 

consideration of whether the proposed development and associated transport 

infrastructure could be implemented in a manner that does not prejudice highway 

safety, and whether the generated traffic would give rise to congestion of a level that 

would compromise highway safety. From this, proposed mitigation measures will be 

recommended, where necessary and appropriate. 

8.7 Relevant national, regional and local planning policy and other technical documents 

pertinent to transport and land use planning includes: 

• PPG 13: Transport;  

• The Regional Transport Strategy for the south West region; 

• Cornwall Country Structure Plan; 

• Penwith District Local Plan; and 

• Hayle Harbour Development Technical Note Vehicle Traffic Generation (3). 

8.8 In addition, he following guidance will also be used or taken into account during the 

transport assessment as appropriate: 

• The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges; 

• Guidelines for Traffic Impact Assessment; 

• Transport Analysis Guidance; 

• Guidance for Transport Assessment; 

• Guidelines for Environmental Impact Assessment of Road Traffic; and 

• Guidelines for the Assessment of Road Traffic. 

NOISE & VIBRATION  

8.9 The ES will assess the effects of noise and vibration from the construction of the 

proposed development, vehicular movements to and from the proposed development, 

and the operational uses at and around the site affecting noise sensitive receptors such 

as residents. Throughout, the assessment will be undertaken with reference to British 

Standards and national and international good practice guidance on noise and vibration 

impacts. 
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Establishing the Baseline 

8.10 It is proposed that existing information from baseline noise surveys undertaken in 

2007 as part of the Hayle Harbour Masterplan will be used to establish the baseline 

conditions for the site. The methodology of the acoustic surveys was undertaken in 

accordance with the guidance in British Standard 7445-1:1991.  

8.11 It is considered appropriate that these results and measurements will establish exiting 

baseline background and ambient noise levels during the day and night periods in the 

vicinity of the proposed development site, at the nearest sensitive receptors.  

Assessment Methodology 

8.12 The assessment methodology will be based upon the scope agreed for the Hayle 

Harbour Masterplan application, and will therefore, consider the following issues that 

have been previously considered: 

• Road traffic noise assessment (in line with the guidance set out in PPG24 on those 

areas proposed for residential development). In addition, the road traffic noise will 

be calculated using the procedures described in the Calculation of Road Traffic 

Noise (CRTN) (1998), supplemented by guidance provided within the IEMA 

Guidance Note No. 1 (Guidance for the Environmental Assessment of Road 

Traffic); 

• A noise and vibration assessment of the impacts on existing and proposed 

residential dwellings at the construction stage, in line with guidance and limits set 

out in BS7385 and BS6472, as well as the methodologies set out in BS5228; 

• The impact at the operation stage of the proposed development on existing and 

proposed residential dwellings (with reference to BS4142).  

8.13 In addition, the noise exposure categories for the application site and surrounding area 

have been calculated in accordance with the guidance of PPG24, assuming that noise 

from the proposed development is attributable to ‘mixed sources’. As demonstrated 

within the previous Environmental Statement for the original application submitted in 

December 2009, the review confirmed that there were no significant changes to the 

results, and as such, the assessment remained valid. Nonetheless, the team are 

committed to ensuring that appropriate attention to the layout, design of building 

construction and appropriate use of materials will be specified to achieve acceptable 

internal ambient noise levels, whilst maintaining the amenity of external spaces.  

8.14 For the results and impacts identified at the construction stage, appropriate mitigation 

measures will be provided within the Construction Environmental Management Plan. At 

the operational stage, where appropriate, mitigation measures will be identified that 

will minimise any noise impact to any existing or proposed nearby/on-site receptors 

that will form part of the proposed development.  
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AIR QUALITY  

8.15 The ES will assess the potential emissions to air and their impacts on surrounding air 

quality and climate that may arise during the construction, commissioning and 

operational phases of the proposed development.  

8.16 It is predicted that the main sources of pollutants that could be emitted that may 

result in potential impacts are considered to be principally from vehicle traffic and 

construction dust.  

Establishing the Baseline 

8.17 As part of the Hayle Harbour Masterplan, data was collated to establish the 

background air quality from: 

• Penwith District Council’s results of monitoring, and the recent review and 

assessments of air quality; 

• Cornwall Air Quality Forum’s results of diffusion tube monitoring carried out in the 

area; and 

• National Air Quality Information Archive background air quality data for 2004.  

8.18 The results of Penwith District Council’s 2003 Updating and Screening Assessment 

Report indicated that the only sites of concern with regard to breeches of air quality 

objectives were in Penzance; in addition, no Air Quality Management Areas have been 

officially declared by the Council.  

8.19 The key sensitive receptors that have been identified, that may be potentially affected 

by the proposed development include: 

• Residences and businesses along Foundry Square, Penpol Terrace, Carnsew Road, 

Hayle Terrace; and 

• Hayle Estuary & Carrack Gladden SSSI.  

8.20 A review of the baseline data was undertaken in December 2009, as part of the 

Environmental Statement prepared for the withdrawn application. The review 

concluded that as there have been no significant changes to the centre of Hayle, or the 

surroundings in Hayle Harbour, the data provided was considered to remain 

representative. On this basis, for the purposes of this Environmental Statement, this 

data will be used to establish the baseline conditions for the proposed development.  

Assessment Methodology 

8.21 As described in paragraph 8.16 above, it is predicted that the main sources of 

pollutants are likely to be from vehicle traffic and construction dust. As such, the 
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technical assessment will focus on the pollutants related to these activities; nitrogen 

dioxide (NO2), particulate matter (PM10), carbon monoxide, and construction dust.  

8.22 At the construction stage, the impacts to air quality of the proposed development are 

likely to be limited to impacts from dust (construction activity) and emissions 

(construction traffic). In addition, as it is not possible to accurately model the 

temporary impacts associated with construction dust, a qualitative assessment will be 

carried out using relevant guidance. This will assess the potential for dust impacts at 

sensitive receptors for construction activities proposed at the site.  

8.23 Furthermore, predicted concentrations of NO2 and PM10 will be compared with air 

quality objectives set-out within the ‘National Air Quality Strategy’ and carried out in 

accordance with the Local Air Quality Management Technical Guidance 09 (LAQM.TG 

09).  

8.24 For the operational traffic, the DMRB screening model will be used to assess the impact 

on air quality from additional traffic that is likely to be generated by the proposed 

development. In addition, an assessment of the likely mechanical and electrical 

equipment that will be incorporated to service the proposed development will also be 

considered; for example should biomass be specified, source point modelling as 

appropriate will be undertaken, to identify any potential air quality impacts.  

8.25 The ES chapter will present the details of suitable mitigation measures that should be 

applied during both the construction and operational phases of the proposed 

development in order to reduce any negative impacts. 

LANDSCAPE & VISUAL 

8.26 Landscape is defined in the European Landscape Convention as ‘...an area, as 

perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of 

natural and/or human factors’.  

8.27 The potential for landscape and visual impacts of the proposed development will be 

assessed, alongside the potential for integrating mitigation and enhancement 

measures within the design of the proposed development.  

ESTABLISHING THE BASELINE 

8.28 A baseline survey, undertaken in 2005, prior to development established the existing 

landscape and visual baseline, as part of the Environmental Statement for the Hayle 

Harbour Masterplan application. Subsequently, a review of the survey, as part of the 

Environmental Statement prepared for the withdrawn application submitted in 

December 2009 confirmed that no significant changes have occurred, and as such, the 

baseline remains valid.  
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8.29 The application site falls within the Port of Hayle site, which makes up the Cornwall 

and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site. Within the World Heritage 

Evaluation Report, Hayle Harbour is described as: 

‘On the north Cornish coast, this was the main port for the Cornish mining industry. 

Large amounts of coal and timber were imported through the port, and copper ore 

exported. Extensive quays and wharves survive largely intact in a dramatic open 

estuarine setting flanked by villas for managerial classes and terraced housing for 

workers. Hayle also includes the remains of two iron foundries, Harvey’s, where the 

largest mine steam engines in the world were produced, and the Cornwall Copper 

company. Both generated substantial, distinguished urban buildings. The port was 

served by Copperhouse canal constructed in 1769/87, and a railway constructed from 

1834 with a bridge of 1837 and a swinging bridge across the canal.’  

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

8.30 The following key stages will form the basis of the assessment: 

• Description of the baseline landscape condition of the application and surrounding 

areas including: 

o A summary of the planning context of the application site; 

o The landscape character of the site and its context; 

o Identifies the key views to, from and within the site; 

• Assess the potential significant impacts of the proposed development on: 

o The existing landscape character of the application site and surrounding area; 

o View to and from the site (based on an accepted visual impact methodology); 

• Identify the measures necessary to mitigate landscape and visual impacts 

associated with the proposed development; 

• Identify residual impacts following implementation of recommendations; 

• Assess the cumulative impacts of the proposed development, within the context of 

the full regeneration proposed at Hayle Harbour.  

8.31 The assessment process for the proposed development will also refer to the following 

best practice documents and policy documents, where necessary: 

• Penwith District Council Local Plan; 

• Cornwall Structure Plan; 

• Regional Planning Guidance for the South West; 

• World Heritage Evaluation Report; 

• The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage; and 
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• Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment.  

8.32 In addition, the assessment of baseline conditions will consist of two key elements: the 

landscape assessment and visual assessment. As part of the landscape assessment, 

the surrounding landscape will be categorised into distinct character areas in order to 

understand the sensitivity and capacity of the existing landscape to accommodate the 

proposed development. An assessment of baseline visual characteristics will also be 

undertaken (based on existing and previous desk and field surveys) to identify the 

application site’s visual relationship with the surrounding landscape. Existing surveys 

include an assessment of the site’s visual relationship with the surrounding landscape, 

identification of key viewpoints and an on-site assessment and analysis of their relative 

sensitivity to change, as well as the extent of surrounding areas within which all or 

part of the application site can be seen.  

8.33 To illustrate the existing nature and extent of views experienced by visual receptors, 

as identified within the Environmental Statement for the withdrawn application in 

December 2009, the following representative viewpoints from residential and publically 

accessible areas have been assessed. It is proposed that the same viewpoints (as 

shown in the Table below) will be utilised for the purposes of the landscape and visual 

impact assessment for this EIA: 

Table 8.1 Summary of landscape and visual receptor viewpoints 

Viewpoint Location 

Viewpoint 2 Trencrom Hill 

Viewpoint 2 Lelant Saltings Station 

Viewpoint 3 The Causeway 

Viewpoint 4 Lelant Towans 

Viewpoint 5 No 39 Penpol Terrace 

Viewpoint 6 Foundry 

 

SOIL CONDITIONS, GROUNDWATER & CONTAMINATION  

8.34 The ES will consider any potential for contamination and risks associated with the 

baseline ground conditions and will highlight any potential impacts arising, proposed 

mitigation measures and any subsequent remaining environmental effects.  

Establishing the Baseline 

8.35 The application site has had a significant industrial history, dating from the 19th 

century, with both North and South Quays building their own ships, and for others. As 

part of the previous studies and investigations, the following land usage across the 
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application site was identified of relevance, which will form the basis of the assessment 

for this hybrid application: 

• Gasworks; 

• Iron foundries; 

• Tin and copper smelting; 

• Ore Hutches; 

• Coal yard; 

• Electricity sub-station; 

• Boat building and breaking; 

• Timber yard and saw mills; 

• Steel fabrication and engineering; 

• Oil storage; 

• Railway and crane lines; and  

• General wharves.  

8.36 Extensive site investigations and studies have been undertaken, as part of previous 

planning applications made on-site. These have been based on a combination of a 

desk-top study (review of all available environmental information on the site and 

surrounding areas, including a detailed assessment of all historical information), site 

inspection to supplement the desk-top study, and a site investigation in 2005 that was 

informed by the preceding desk-top and site inspection.  

8.37 As confirmed, as part of the review of the Hayle Harbour Masterplan Environmental 

Statement for the revised and withdrawn application for the application site in 

December 2009, it was considered that generally, the assessments that had been 

undertaken was considered suitably robust for the purposes of the ES. As such, it is 

proposed that for the EIA for the proposed development, the existing information and 

investigations will form the baseline, and that no additional ground investigation will be 

undertaken at this stage to establish the baseline (although further investigation has 

been proposed in due course).  

Assessment Methodology 

8.38 Following a comprehensive desk-top review of existing investigative reports prepared 

for the application site, the baseline assessment of the contamination sources, 

receptors and pathways caused by activities from the construction and operational 

phase of the proposed development will be ascertained. 

8.39 Conditions during the construction phase will differ from the current (baseline) and 

operational phases in that materials may be exposed to agents (e.g. water and air) 
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that may lead to the dispersion of contaminants in the environment, and to direct 

contact with construction personnel. Exposure to agents are considered to increase as 

a result of the operation of the proposed development, particularly owing to the 

creation of new residential land uses, including garden areas, and areas of public open 

space.  

8.40 From this, the ES chapter will incorporate recommendations for any remedial actions 

required addressing localised ground quality issues encountered during the 

construction and operational phases of the proposed development in line with 

DEFRA/Environment Agency Contaminated Land Report 11 Model Procedures for the 

Management of Land Contamination. Similarly, mitigation measures will be employed 

to eliminate the risk of mobilising any contaminants during construction. 

WATER RESOURCES 

8.41 The ES will include a study of the hydrology and hydrogeology of the application site 

(including tidal and fluvial waters) in order to identify potential environmental 

constraints, including issues pertaining to surface water management.  

Establishing the Baseline 

8.42 The baseline for the assessment of the proposed development on water resources will 

be established, based on the range of data collection, studies and investigations that 

have been previously been undertaken and reviewed as part of the Environmental 

Statement prepared for the previous application, submitted in December 2009.  

8.43 As such, in addition to a number of water based surveys undertaken from May 1983, 

the baseline information will also utilise knowledge obtained from the following 

studies: 

• Extract of Harbour Wall Condition Survey (October 2009); 

• Sediment Exchange Monitoring (March 2005); 

• Harbour Contamination Report (December 2005); 

• Hydraulic Studies Phase 2 (June 2007); 

• Hayle Harbour Flood Risk Assessment (November 2009).  

8.44 The baseline conditions of the application site will be broken down into water 

resources, flood risk, hydraulic regime (further broken down into sediment transport 

and hydrology) and navigation.  

8.45 There are a number of natural water resources in close proximity of the site. None of 

the features identified are considered to be used commercially in Hayle or 

downstream, apart from mooring and associated quayside activities related to 

commercial vessels. The principal use for the waters is in amenity use and access to 
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commercial fishing grounds. With regards to flood risk, according to the Environment 

Agency's Flood Map, the application site is located within all three flood zones (as 

defined by the EA).  

8.46 The existing and surface foul water drainage system in the surrounding area of the 

application site consists of a system of combined sewers located within the highway 

area discharging to St Erth sewage treatment works south of Griggs Quay to the west 

of Hayle Harbour. Most parts of the application site at South Quay have no formalised 

surface water drainage system in place.  

8.47 The baseline assessment will include a review of current and previous data relating to 

ground, groundwater and surface water conditions. 

Assessment Methodology 

8.48 The methods and the assessment of the likely effects of the proposed development on 

the surface and groundwater regime will be undertaken in accordance with current 

Government guidance on EIA and groundwater protection.  

8.49 Consideration will be given where appropriate to a number of relegations such as the 

Guidance on the Groundwater Regulations. The potential environmental impacts will be 

assessed qualitatively by considering the environmental sensitivity of the area. 

8.50 Assessment criteria developed from water quality and water resources policy, 

legislation and best industrial practice will be used in assessing the significance of the 

potential impacts to water resources as a result of the construction and operational 

stages of the proposed development. 

8.51 Given the extensive and ongoing consultations with the EA and the Council from 

previous applications on-site, and as part of the application to the Hayle Harbour 

Masterplan, no further consultations are considered necessary. The design of the 

proposed development will be progressed to take into account of the necessary views 

and comments that have been received to date.  

8.52 Mitigation measures will be considered once the potential impacts associated with the 

proposed development will be identified. These will relate to construction best practice 

and measures that are in accordance with ‘Pollution Prevention Guidelines’ as 

published by the EA. 

PPS25 FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT/DRAINAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

8.53 In accordance with the guidelines set out in PPS25, a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) will 

be undertaken for the proposed development to confirm that the design will 

appropriately manage surface waters and accommodate future flood risk levels.  
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Establishing the Baseline 

8.54 The application site is characterised by traditional granite and scoria (local copper slag 

block) gravity retaining walls around much harbour perimeter. Elsewhere, particularly 

on the eastern boundary at Penpol Creek, there is a sloping natural bank, which 

extends from the road into the bed of the creek. The application site and surrounding 

areas benefits from the Hayle Harbour walls, which currently provide an informal flood 

defence (not constructed specially for this purpose).  

8.55 There are no recorded fluvial flood events that have affected the proposed 

development. Tidal flooding is known to have occurred in Hayle over the past years, 

although none of these incidents have been reported to have flooded the application 

site. Therefore, the potential source of flooding to the proposed development remains 

tidal.  

8.56 The baseline of the FRA will be established based on existing information comprised of 

desk-top studies, an assessment of EA and other available historical data, and 

correspondence with the EA.  

Assessment Methodology 

8.57 Since the application submission of the Hayle Harbour Masterplan, consultations with 

the Environment Agency have been ongoing for some time.  

8.58 As shown in Figure 8.1 below, the application site lies within all three flood zones (as 

defined by the EA), with a significant proportion within flood zones 2 and 3 (medium to 

high risk).  

8.59 PPS25 sets out the sequential risk-based approach that should be adopted, taking into 

count the relative Flood Zones (1, 2 and 3) and the Vulnerability Classifications given 

in Table D2 of PPS25, whereby the Local Planning Authority should undertake the 

Sequential Test to demonstrate that there are no reasonably available alternative sites 

in areas at a lower probability of flooding that would be appropriate to the type of 

development or land use proposed. 

8.60 It is considered that the Sequential Test has been resolved through the outline 

planning application process for the Hayle Harbour Masterplan, and as such, is 

considered to be appropriate for this application.  

8.61 In addition, the proposed development will apply the Exception Test, and will consider 

the following issues within the FRA: 

• Propose measures for the setting of ground levels and flood defences (beyond the 

recommendations set out in PPS25) to ensure that the proposed development and 

surrounding areas are safe, both for present day conditions, and with appropriate 

allowance for climate change; 
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• Ensure that the proposed development does not increase flood risk elsewhere, and 

the proposed infrastructure will seek to improve surface water management 

(compared with present day conditions); and 

• Incorporate measures on-site, combined with the future Hayle Harbour Masterplan 

regeneration proposals, to provide significant flood risk benefits to the wider town 

of Hayle. 

Figure 8.1 Environment Agency Flood Map 

 

 

8.62 In addition, the team will ensure that the proposed development will be constructed in 

such a way so as to provide sufficient structural integrity should the application site be 

flooded due to a breach of the flood defences.  

8.63 The approach and results from the water resources and drainage assessments will be 

outlined in the ES.  

ECOLOGY 

8.64 The ES will identify the potential impacts of the proposed development on the principal 

features of nature conservation interest in land within and adjacent to the application 

site. Specifically, the three key topics that will be dealt with are: 

• Potential impacts on terrestrial habits and species on the application site, arising 

from land take, construction processes, and land use/management changes; 

• Potential impacts on inter-tidal and sub-tidal estuarine invertebrates, fish 

populations and algae, at the construction stage of the proposed development; 

and 
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• Potential impacts on wintering and migratory bird populations in the estuary, 

arising from the construction and operation of the proposed development.  

Establishing the Baseline 

8.65 The majority of the application site comprises of open, unvegetated ground used for 

parking and vehicle access to the quay sides. It is estimated that approximately 

15.5ha of the application site is covered by semi-natural habitats, which consists of 

small areas of sparse grassland interspersed with bryophytes along a narrow strip on 

the eastern margin of the quay, along with sparse scrub and ruderal vegetation, which 

has colonised tipped material on the western side of the quay. Given the sparseness of 

semi-natural habitats as well as the high levels of disturbance, the potential for 

protected species of fauna to occur at the site was considered low, and no faunal 

surveys were conducted on the application site, as part of the application that was 

submitted in December 2009. 

8.66 While the application site at South Quay does not fall within any nature conservation 

designations (or ‘environmentally sensitive areas’ as defined by the EIA Regulations), 

the site lies adjacent to the Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI boundary to the 

east, and is bordered by the St Ives Bay Sensitive Marine Area along its east, north 

and western boundaries.  

8.67 As part of the planning history of the application site, extensive survey work and 

consultation with key statutory bodies have been undertaken to identify the key issues 

across the application site; where appropriate, new surveys will be undertaken as 

appropriate to supplement existing information. Details of the most recent surveys and 

records that will for the baseline are described below: 

• Records of species on-site from the Environmental Records Centre for Cornwall 

and the Isles of Scilly (ERCCIS) obtained in 2005; 

• Survey reports on rare plants undertaken by the Environment Practice in 1998 

and 2001; 

• Field surveys by Spalding Associates undertaken between 2005-2006 (bryophyte 

survey, rare plant survey, reptile survey and bat survey); 

• Report on the ecology of intertidal habitats carried out on behalf of the Nature 

Conservancy Council (now Natural England) in June 1988; 

• Surveys of aquatic invertebrates and seaweeds of the surrounding areas 

undertaken in February 2000, December 2006, May 2007 and 2009; 

• Fish surveys undertaken by the Environment Agency in 2001; 

• Results from ornithological monitoring programmes in 2000-2001, as well as a 

targeted waterfowl monitoring programme from 2004-2005. 
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8.68 From these surveys, one of the key receptors for terrestrial ecology identified on-site 

was the petalwort, occurring in small scattered populations on the eastern edge of the 

application site, and on the path to the south of Carnsew Pool.  

8.69 Information from the sources of information identified above will, therefore, be used to 

provide a baseline for assessing the potential ecological impacts of the proposed 

development and to identify further surveys necessary in order to comply with relevant 

legislation. This will ensure the ES provides an appropriate ecological assessment of 

the potential impacts of the proposed development.  

Assessment Methodology  

8.70 The assessment will comprise: 

• Review of appropriate legislation, planning guidance and biodiversity action plan 

guidance; 

• Analysis of baseline data and evaluation of ecological receptors; 

• Assessment of the potential impacts to the ecology on-site during the construction 

works and once the proposed development is completed; 

• Measures, where appropriate, to mitigate potential impacts that are identified;  

• Measures, where appropriate, to enhance the ecological value of the application 

site once the proposed development is completed; and 

• Best practice guidelines will be followed where appropriate and the impact 

assessment will be carried out following Guidelines for Ecological Impact 

Assessment and detailed within the Construction Environmental Management Plan.  

8.71 The ES chapter will provide descriptions of the findings of the ecological surveys and 

recommendations for appropriate mitigations measures in support of the application 

that are appropriate to the impacts associated with the nature of the proposed 

development.  

ARCHAEOLOGY & CULTURAL HERITAGE 

8.72 The assessment will identify the potential for the application site to hold existing 

features of archaeological and cultural heritage importance in order to consider the 

likely impacts of the proposed development on features of archaeological and cultural 

interest in the surrounding area. 

Establishing the Baseline  

8.73 As part of the ES prepared for the withdrawn application, submitted in December 

2009, a review of the original assessment for the application site on the potential 

impact on cultural heritage and archaeological remains of Hayle Harbour were 
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considered to remain valid. This original assessment, which will form the basis of the 

baseline for the EIA of the proposed development, is based on a desk-based 

assessment and site surveys of the application site and surrounding areas, combined 

with research of relevant historical archives and reference to other previous studies in 

the vicinity.  

8.74 Hayle is recognised as an important site, owing to Cornwall’s mining heritage, and its 

role in the Industrial Revolution; the application site falls within the Hayle Conservation 

Area, and part of the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site. 

There are no Scheduled Ancient Monuments on-site, although the Hayle Cunaide Stone 

is located immediately adjacent to the southwest. There are no Areas of Archaeological 

Importance, or Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest. 

8.75 The application site itself is built almost entirely on reclaimed land from the mid 

eighteenth century; as such, it was considered unlikely that anything would be found 

before this period. Only the listed quay wall structure remains on the application site, 

which forms part of the proposed development. Despite some essential repairs 

undertaken in 2005 on- site, it is considered that the condition of much of the historic 

harbour, and the application site itself is considered to be fair to poor with several 

standing structures fallen into disrepair and demolished.  

8.76 The only listed structures within the boundaries of the application site are the quay 

walls and the associated quay furniture, which were considered to be generally poor in 

condition.  

Assessment Methodology 

8.77 The assessment methodology, which is typically used in EIA to determine the 

significance of the impact will be determined by the following factors: 

• Importance of Resource – International/National (World Heritage Site, sites of 

International Importance, Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings); 

Regional/County (Conservation Areas/ Sites of regional/county importance); 

Local/District (Sites with a local or district interest, or with a district value or 

interest for education or cultural appreciation; Low Local (sites with a local or 

parish interest); Negligible (Sites or feature with no significant value or interest, 

or badly damaged); and uncertain (where current knowledge is insufficient to 

allow significant to be determined); 

• Magnitude of Change - High, Medium, Low, or Uncertain; and 

• Significance of Environmental Effect - Comparison the importance of baseline 

resources with the magnitude of change.  

8.78 As part of the review and assessment undertaken for the withdrawn application, the 

following sensitive receptors (ranging from between unknown, poor to good condition) 
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have been identified. As part of the EIA for the proposed development, the significance 

of the impact on these receptors below, will be assessed at both the construction and 

operational phases, based on the assessment methodology identified above: 

• Tunnel (site of); 

• Quay wall (east); 

• Warping post; 

• Loading slot 

• Dock wall; 

• Wooden structure; 

• Quay walls; 

• Paving and railway; 

• Shipyard Buildings (site of); 

• Wall, Foundry Lane;  

• Wall, Carnsew Road; 

• Wall and steps.  

8.79 The assessment will identify the impacts of the proposed development according to the 

sensitivity of the features/structures and the magnitude of impact of the proposed 

development on any potential archaeological remains. As there may be a few standing 

structures on-site that would need to be demolished, demolition is considered to 

predominantly involve the removal of old walls, whereby the most appropriate 

mitigation measures is likely to be preservation in record. The assessment will 

therefore identify an appropriate mitigation strategy to ameliorate any impacts if 

necessary and where appropriate. 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC 

8.80 The ES will assess the social and economic aspects of the outline application for the 

proposed development. The likely impacts generated from the proposed development 

will be examined, accompanied by an assessment of their relative significance. In 

particular, the assessment will address the direct and indirect employment 

opportunities generated during the construction and operational phases, and potential 

impacts upon the social infrastructure of the area with particular reference to schools, 

GP/healthcare provision and open spaces.  
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Assessment Methodology 

Establishing the Baseline  

8.81 The baseline conditions for the application site will be established with reference to the 

following sources:  

• A policy review to provide an outline of the relevant local and regional, social and 

economic objectives for the area; and 

• A desktop review of all available information on current socio-economic conditions 

in the assessment area and, including the prevailing baseline industry and 

economic conditions to establish the base case.  

• Liaison and dialogue with Cornwall Council for information regarding the Supply of 

School Spaces and, Open Space, Parks and Children's Play/Recreation Space; 

• Liaison and dialogue with Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Primary Care Trust for 

information regarding the capacity of local GP Surgeries and other primary health 

care provision levels; and 

• A baseline review of current social and economic conditions prevalent in the local 

area in comparison with regional and national trends, utilising Geographic 

Information Systems and information available from the project team, Cornwall 

Council (and the council website), and published database records such as the 

Office of National Statistics and NOMIS. 

Impact Analysis 

8.82 The socio-economic analysis will include the calculation of the forecast total population 

and child yield for the proposed development, and assessment of how these impact 

on: 

• School places provision; 

• Children's play space provision (that should be provided within the development); 

• Open space provision; 

• Primary health care provision including GP Surgeries; 

• Economic impacts of the proposed retail and commercial elements and any 

resultant socio-demographic implications; 

• Housing need and affordability; 

• The quantum of construction work and its anticipated employment generation; 

• The quantum of operational employment opportunities generated on-site; and  
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• The overall scheme aims in relation to a variety of additional socio-economic 

components, such as improving the quality of life for users of the site and its 

immediate surroundings; and meeting established social and economic policy 

objectives. 

8.83 No specific comprehensive quantitative, socio-economic assessment methodology 

exists, and as such a quantitative analysis of the potential benefits will be undertaken 

using the Additionality Guide, a standard method to assessing the impacts of projects 

published by English Partnerships. The significance of these impacts will then be 

evaluated in a qualitative manner, using professional judgement and applying the 

significance criteria below as a standard against which the significance of impacts will 

be based. 

8.84 The assessment will present the quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the social 

and economic effects of the proposed development and will identify suitable mitigation 

measures that should be applied during both the construction and operational phases 

of the proposed development to reduce any potential negative impacts.  

8.85 The following socio-economic impacts are anticipated as a result of the scheme: 

• Primary Impacts: Relate to direct, quantifiable employment impacts, housing 

provision or anticipated impacts on local facilities provision (schools, healthcare, 

open space) as a result of the forecast population of the proposed development. 

Assessment is informed by previous experience and knowledge of the construction 

industry, generic job creation benchmarks, best practice methodologies in 

population projections and statutory consultees guidance regarding current 

capacities of local facilities; 

• Secondary Impacts: Relate to additional quantifiable impacts primarily derived 

through the use of forecasting models or the simple application of multipliers to 

the primary benefits to estimate the multiplier effects; and 

• Wider Impacts: Due to the scale of the development proposals, together with the 

envisaged development timescale, a number of non-quantifiable benefits are 

anticipated to occur across the wider area. A qualitative assessment has therefore 

been undertaken based upon the existing context of the locality, together with the 

likely impacts anticipated to be achieved as a result of the implementation of the 

proposed development. 

8.86 The range and extent of socio-economic impacts will be assessed over two phases; the 

construction stage and the ‘operational’ stage of the site once the proposed 

development is complete. A summary of potential impacts is provided in Table 8.2. 
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Table 8.2 Socio-Economic Impacts 

Impact 

Type 

Construction Phase 

Impacts 
Operational Phase Impacts 

Primary 

Impacts 

Direct jobs Direct jobs 

School places provision 

GP list size (available spaces at local 

surgeries 

Intensity of use of local open spaces 

Provision of housing units (affordability 

and need) 

Secondary 

Impacts 

Indirect and induced jobs Indirect and induced jobs 

Reduced crime levels/perception of 

crime 

Wider 

Impacts 

(NB: nuisance issues such as 

noise and vibration, dust, visual 

impacts etc. are assessed within 

the appropriate technical chapters 

of this ES) 

Improved physical environment and 

overall quality of life 

Continuing community development 

Supporting social and economic 

strategies and objectives 

 

8.87 An appraisal of the benefits resulting from proposed development will be provided. The 

results of the socio-economic assessment will benchmark the overall project aims 

against a variety of additional socio-economic components, such as improving the 

quality of life for users of the site and its immediate surroundings, and how these meet 

established social and economic policy objectives at the local, county, regional and 

national levels. 

ENERGY 

8.88 The ES will identify the likely energy consumption (including carbon emissions) 

associated with the proposed development, the likely environmental impacts and the 

appropriate mitigation measures of these impacts.  

Establishing the Baseline  

8.89 As previously mentioned the application site is currently an under-used brownfield site, 

with all previous structures removed and demolished. Therefore, the baseline energy 

consumption at the application site is currently zero.  

8.90 In addition, as part of the baseline, local and regional baseline emissions will be 

established to establish the geographical context and extent of the proposed 

development gas and electricity consumption.  
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Assessment Methodology 

8.91 The methodology used to undertake this assessment has involved the following 

stages:  

• Establishment of the baseline conditions (as identified above); 

• Utilising benchmark figures (taken from CIBSE Guide F, sample SBEM modelling 

calculations for similar schemes, and CIBSE Technical Memorandum 45) to 

establish the worst-case scenario or the unmitigated scheme. The worst-case 

scenario is defined as the proposed development complying with existing building 

regulations (2006 version) and energy supply from conventional fossil fuel 

sources; 

• Recommendations and mitigation measures in line with the widely accepted 

Energy Hierarchy of prioritising and incorporating energy efficiency measures, 

followed by consideration of district energy networks (both on and off-site), and 

renewable technologies, where feasible and appropriate; 

• Residual impacts for the mitigated schemes.  

WASTE 

8.92 The ES will provide a review of the potential sold waste material generation and its 

subsequent management with regards to the construction and operation of the 

proposed development. Mitigation measures in line with the Waste Hierarchy will be 

recommended as part of the assessment.  

Establishing the Baseline 

8.93 The baseline with regards to waste for the proposed development will be set in context 

o the latest estimated waste generated amounts at the local (Penwith District Council), 

county (Cornwall County) and regional (south west) levels, where available and 

appropriate. In addition to the existing information of the waste generation in the area, 

a summary of the existing waste infrastructure in and around the application site and 

surrounding areas, as well as its lifespan will also be provided.  

Assessment Methodology 

8.94 The methodology used to undertake this assessment has involved the following 

stages:  

• Establishing the existing and projected baseline conditions following a desk-based 

study of local and regional waste strategies, policies and legislation; 

• Determination of the temporary (construction), short to long-term impacts of the 

proposed development upon the baseline conditions and the waste management 
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authorities. This will take into account of the existing site conditions, as well as 

the scale of the proposed development: 

• Identification of suitable and appropriate mitigation measures, for the construction 

and operational stages of the proposed development; and  

• Evaluation of the significance of any residual impacts.  

8.95 Estimations of waste quantities will be provided based on similar types of land use. The 

calculations used make use of existing benchmarking models and generation tables 

(e.g. BS 5906:2005 and Environment Agency waste benchmarking tool). Nonetheless, 

while the assessment will use these widely accepted benchmarking tools, actual 

quantities and compositions may eventually differ from the predicted quantities and 

compositions generated.  

8.96 There are currently no fixed assessment criteria with regards to the significance of 

impacts arising from the production of waste. As such, the proposed development will 

be evaluated according to its individual characteristics, through the production and 

characterisation of waste types and arisings compared with the existing baseline 

conditions in the Hayle area. Through the assessment, opportunities will be identified 

to respond to the Waste Hierarchy; the minimisation, reuse and recycling of waste via 

means that reduce any potential negative impacts, and increases the likelihood of 

beneficial impacts.  

CEMP 

8.97 The applicant will require the Principal Contractor to prepare a Construction 

Environmental Management Plan (CEMPT) prior to the commencement of any 

construction activity on-site. Within the Environmental Statement, a framework for the 

CEMP will be provided, outlining the purpose, scope and the appropriate mitigation 

measures, based on the key likely environmental impacts identified within the EIA of 

the proposed development. In addition, key roles and responsibilities of individuals 

involved in the preparation and implementation of the CEMP will also be highlighted. 

8.98 It is considered that the benefits of incorporating appropriate mitigation and best 

practice measures at an early stage (at the planning and pre-construction phases) will 

ensure at the out-set that any potential negative environmental impacts are 

appropriate managed, and demonstrate commitment by the applicant and Principal 

Contractor to maintaining, and where possible, improving environmental performance.  

CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENT  

8.99 The scope and requirement for an assessment of any cumulative effects of the 

proposed development are given through the EIA Regulations. Part I of Schedule 4 

refers to an ES including a description of the likely significant environmental effects of 

the development on the environment, which should cover: 
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‘The cumulative effects of the development resulting from the existence of the 

development, the use of natural resources and the emission of pollutants, the creation 

of nuisances and the elimination of waste’.  

8.100 As this ‘category’ of effects is contained in Part I of the Schedule, it is a category that 

should be covered in an ES if an applicant is able to do so, having regard to 

information available at the time the application is being formulated and the ES 

prepared.  

8.101 The following principles will be adopted in establishing the cumulative assessment 

methodology of the ES that will accompany the application:  

(a) Subject to b) and c) below, the cumulative impacts of nearby schemes for 

which an application has been lodged at the date the applicant submits the 

planning application for the proposed development will be assessed;  

(b) The cumulative impacts of schemes will be assessed in respect of which 

adequate details are known at the date the application is submitted, sufficient to 

enable a useful, informed assessment to be reasonably carried out; and 

(c) In each case, unless other principles apply that means a particular scheme 

falls outside the remit of part 1 of Schedule 4 of the EIA Regulations and therefore 

need not be covered in the ES, we will assess relevant schemes within a radius of 

the application site dependent upon the Zone of Influence from each 

environmental aspect. 

8.102 Various criteria have been adopted for establishing the scope of the cumulative 

assessment of impacts from more than one development. The scope of the assessment 

has been guided by the screening criteria listed in Table 8.3. In screening cumulative 

impacts to be included within the cumulative impact assessment, other developments 

under consideration must, when taken in isolation, generate an impact (positive or 

negative) of at least minor significance for a particular issue and in addition, and meet 

all the following criteria in Table 8.3 below. 

Table 8.3 Criteria for Inclusion of Developments within Cumulative Impact 

Assessment 

Screening Criteria 

To be considered within the cumulative impact assessment other development schemes must 

meet the following criteria: 

• Generate their own residual impacts of at least minor significance; 

• Be likely to be constructed or operate over similar time periods; 

• Be spatially linked to the proposed development (for example using the same local road 

network of the application site); and 

• Be either consented or be the subject of applications with the relevant statutory authority in 

the area or be the subject of another statutory procedure. 
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8.103 Each of the schemes under assessment will be reviewed to determine potential 

cumulative impacts. Where possible, a quantitative assessment of the individual 

environmental impacts from the proposed development in accumulation with other 

developments will be undertaken and the outcome will be discussed in the technical 

component chapters of the EIA. Therefore, cumulative impacts of individual 

environmental components such as Transportation, Noise and Vibration, and Air 

Quality will be undertaken throughout the ES, where appropriate, in addition to being 

examined in the Cumulative Impact Assessment.  
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9.0 PRINCIPAL POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

9.1 The table below provides a summary of the principal potential environmental issues to 

be addressed within the detailed assessments, and an indication of the potential 

environmental impacts associated with these technical areas.  

Environmental Issue Potential Impact 

Transportation Increases to local traffic flows predominantly 

during the construction phase 

Noise & Vibration Noise and vibration from construction on 

sensitive receptors and from transport, as well 

as impacts associated with the operation of the 

development 

Air Quality Air quality impacts from the construction and 

operational phases of the development 

Landscape & Visual Changes to the landscape from surrounding 

areas 

Soil Conditions, Groundwater & Contamination Mobilisation of potential contamination on-site 

Water Resources Changes to the hydrology underlying the 

application site, during construction and 

changes to the level of impermeable surfaces 

that could affect risk of flooding. 

Ecology Loss of habitat, direct impact on ecological 

receptors, changes to hydrological flows, dust 

affecting vegetative growth, barriers to 

movement and loss of foraging areas are all 

potential impacts. Other considerations will be 

effect from lighting, noise and vibration and 

disturbance. 

Archaeology & Cultural Heritage Potential impacts could be the loss or 

truncation of features not previously recorded.   

Socio-Economic Provision of employment opportunities at the 

construction and operational stages. Provision 

of housing and overall regeneration to the site 

and surrounding area 

Energy Potential impacts associated with energy 

consumption on-site 

Waste Impacts associated with waste management at 

the local, regional and national scale, at the 

construction and operational stages of 

development. 
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10.0 PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF THE ES 

10.1 The ES will comprise the following set of documents: 

• Volume 1: Main Text and Figures: The technical chapters will be collated into one 

document that will present the full text of the ES and will be illustrated throughout 

by a series of figures. The technical chapters will be structured as follows: 

o Introduction & EIA Methodology; 

o Proposed Development; 

o Development Programme & Construction; 

o Planning Policy & Land Use Context; 

o Transportation; 

o Noise & Vibration; 

o Air Quality; 

o Landscape & Visual 

o Soils Conditions, Groundwater & Contamination; 

o Water Resources & Flood Risk; 

o Ecology; 

o Archaeology; 

o Socio-Economic; 

o Energy; 

o Waste; 

o Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP); 

o Cumulative Impacts; and 

o Residual Impacts & Conclusion. 

• Volume 2: Technical Appendices: the will include the full text (or appropriate 

sections) of any reports referenced within the ES technical chapters, such as the 

Technical Reports undertaken as part of the EIA. 

• Volume 3: Non-Technical Summary (NTS): this document will provide a summary 

of the key issues and findings of the EIA. The NTS will be presented in non-

technical language to assist the reader to understand the site context, the 

proposed development, the design alternatives, the environmental issues arising 

and the proposed mitigation measures.  
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11.0 PROFESSIONAL TEAM 

11.1 The Environmental Impact Assessment will be written and co-ordinated by 

Environmental Perspectives LLP with contributions from the following specialist 

consultants and inputs from investigations/assessments:  

o Planning Policy & Land Use Context - Planning Perspectives LLP; 

o Transportation - Savell Bird & Axon; 

o Noise & Vibration - Buro Happold/Sharps Acoustics LLP; 

o Air Quality – Buro Happold; 

o Landscape & Visual – Aspect; 

o Soils Conditions, Groundwater & Contamination - Buro Happold; 

o Water Resources & Flood Risk - Buro Happold; 

o Ecology - Buro Happold; 

o Archaeology – Chris Pound/Buro Happold; 

o Socio-Economic – Environmental Perspectives LLP; 

o Energy - Environmental Perspectives LLP; 

o Waste - Environmental Perspectives LLP;  

o Construction Environmental Management Plan - Environmental Perspectives 

LLP;  

o Cumulative Impacts - Environmental Perspective LLP; and 

o Residual Impacts & Conclusion - Environmental Perspectives LLP. 
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12.0 ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED WITH THE 

APPLICATION 

12.1 In addition to the ES, the planning application will include a number of stand-alone 

documents, which will include (but not exclusive of) the following documents; these 

are to be agreed during the scheme design process: 

• Planning Statement; 

• Design and Access Statement; 

• Transport Assessment; 

• Flood Risk Assessment; 

• Sustainability and Energy Statement.  

  

 

– END – 
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Cornwall Council, Kennall Building,
Old County Hall, Truro, Cornwall TR1 3AY

Tel: 0300 1234 100   www.cornwall.gov.uk

Dear Jeremy

Hayle Supermarket – EIA Scoping Request

Thank you for consulting Historic Environment Advice (Archaeology) on the above EIA
scoping request.

We would expect the historic environment to be included as per the provided
document; but would also expect it to include a statement on the Outstanding
Universal Value (OUV) of the site within the Cornwall and Devon Mining World
Heritage Site (WHS). It would also need to include an impact assessment on the
impacts on the OUV of the WHS.

We would also expect an archaeological desk based assessment, with map regression
and walk over survey to be undertaken and an evaluation of the quay walls. This need
not be within the EIA but would expect it to be undertaken prior to any consent.

I hope this is of assistance, please do contact me if anything is unclear or further
discussion is required.

Yours sincerely

Phil Markham MA MIfA
Historic Environment Planning Advice Officer
Environment Service
Tel: 01872 322546
Email: pmarkham@cornwall.gov.uk

Jeremy Content
Cornwall Council
Planning & Regeneration
St Clare
Penzance
Cornwall
TR18 3QW

Your ref:
My ref: CCO3720
Date: 17TH June 2010









Pydar House
Pydar Street
Truro
Cornwall
TR1 1XU

T  0300 060 2544
F  0300 060 2545

Date: 10th June 2010
Our ref:
Your ref:

Jeremy Content
Cornwall Council
St Clare
Penzance
Cornwall
TR18 3QW

Dear Jeremy

HAYLE HARBOUR SOUTH QUAY EIA SCOPING REPORT

Thank you for your consultation dated 4th June 2010.  Natural England has the following comments
on the Ecology section of the EIA scoping report.

Section 8.64 identified three key topics to be covered by the assessment:
 potential impacts on terrestrial habitats and species on the application site;
 potential impacts on inter-tidal and sub-tidal estuary features during construction;
 potential impacts on wintering and migratory bird populations in the estuary arising from

construction and operation of the proposed development

We recommend that potential impacts of increased access to the Triangular Spit on populations of
petalwort are included.  This could be done as part of the assessment of potential impacts of
construction and, in particular, operation of the proposed development on important features
outside the application area which includes wintering and migratory bird populations (ie. by
widening the scope of the third bullet point above to encompass all important ecological features
outside the application area).

Section 8.7 Assessment Methodology currently does not fully and accurately reflect the
assessment required to address the potential impacts identified in section 8.64.  The methodology
needs to include specific reference to potential impacts of construction and, in particular, operation
of the proposed development on important features outside the application area.  These include,
for example, wintering and migratory birds and populations of Petalwort on the Triangular Spit.
The assessment should propose mitigation for any impacts on such features.

We support inclusion of proposals for measures to enhance the ecological value of the application
site where appropriate.

Yours sincerely

Andrew McDouall
Conservation Adviser



Cornwall Council
Area West 1
St Clare
Penzance
TR18 3QW

Direct Line:
Direct Fax:
Your Ref:
Our Ref:
E Mail:

(01392) 443702
(01392) 443577

mdunn@southwestwater.co.uk

f.a.o. Jeremy Content

14 June 2010

Dear Mr Content

HAYLE SUPERMARKET – EIA SCOPING REQUEST

I refer to your e mail dated 4 June 2010 containing details of the above and would comment
as follows.

Having read the document as submitted I note that no reference has been made to the
impact of the development upon the public foul drainage network.

South West Water have previously advised that only the phase 1 commercial development
of the Hayle harbour redevelopment proposals can be accommodated.  Any intention to
undertake development beyond this would result in the public foul drainage network being
compromised with the attendant risk of sewer flooding.

This position has not changed and should be taken into account as a part of the eventual
Environmental Impact Assessment.

Yours sincerely

Martyn Dunn
Development Co-ordinator



Cornwall Council, Kennall Building,
Old County Hall, Truro, Cornwall TR1 3AY

Tel: 0300 1234 100   www.cornwall.gov.uk

Dear Jeremy

09-1334-ORM South Quay, Hayle Harbour, Hayle
Outline development for construction of foodstore and unit
shops, associated car parking, vehicular access, pedestrian
linkage, promenade and raised walkway

Thank you for your consulting Historic Environment Advice (Archaeology) on the
above application. We apologise for the delay in responding, but we were trying to
organise meetings and site visits with other consultees and English heritage. In light
of these forthcoming meetings this response is preliminary and subject to change. It
is emphasised that it represents the current view of Archaeological Advice and not
that of other consultees. We understand that the other consultees will be making their
own responses in due course.

The Proposed Development Site
The proposed development site is an important element of the Cornwall and West
Devon Mining World Heritage Site (WHS), which has been acknowledged in the
application documents. Various sites within the application area are likely to contain
the buried remains of harbour activity associated with the WHS, such as the various
slips. The survival of these features has not yet been determined and this may have
an impact on the location of development and the type of foundations utilised.

Policy Context
It is Government and Cornwall Council policy that the historic environment is taken
into account in the planning process. The former Penwith Local Plan includes:
Local Plan Objectives 1. To ensure that development does not have an adverse effect
on landscape, nature, conservation, historic, archaeological and geological values;
Local Plan Objectives 2. To preserve and enhance the character and appearance of the
built environment;
Local Plan Objectives 15. To provide a framework that supports initiatives for the
management and enhancement of the countryside in terms of its landscape, nature
conservation, historic, archaeological and geological values
Proposal TV-D (prev. TV-(i)) South Quay/Foundry Yard (6.0 HA), North Quay (7.9 HA)
and East Quay (1.0 HA) are proposed for redevelopment for uses within classes A1,
A2, A3, B1, B2, B8, C1, C3, D1 and D” of the Town and Country Planning (Use
Classes) Order 1987 (As Amended). Proposals for development will be required to:-

Jeremy Content
Cornwall Council
Planning & Regeneration
St Clare
Penzance
Cornwall
TR18 3QW

Your ref: 09-1334-ORM
My ref: CCO1334-ORM
Date: 22nd January 2010



Cornwall Council, Kennall Building,
Old County Hall, Truro, Cornwall TR1 3AY

Tel: 0300 1234 100   www.cornwall.gov.uk

(v) Be of a scale and design that respects the maritime environment and heritage of
these prominent locations in the harbour;
(vi) Retain existing buildings and traditional features which contribute to the character
of the area;
(vii) Be compatible with their surroundings

Recommendations
We recommend that an archaeological evaluation is undertaken; this has been
included within Heritage and Viability Statement Section 6 – Conclusions 6.6 ‘All sites
of hidden archaeology will be investigated, evaluated and recorded, in line with
Government guidelines.’ This evaluation would potentially be preceded with a desk
based assessment and walk over survey to bring the known facts into one document
and make recommendations where to locate the evaluation trenches. If this is not
applicable at this stage of application then we would ask these issues are dealt with
under reserved matters. We would expect these works to be undertaken via an
archaeological recording condition. PPG16 recommends including words to the effect:

No development shall take place within the site until the applicant has secured and
implemented a programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written
scheme of investigation to be submitted by the applicant and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the County Archaeologist.

I hope this is of assistance, please do contact me if anything is unclear or further
discussion is required.

Yours sincerely

Phil Markham MA MIfA
Historic Environment Planning Advice Officer
Environment Service
Tel: 01872 322546
Email: pmarkham@cornwall.gov.uk



 

 

22 January 2010 
 
Jeremy Content 
Planning and Regeneration 
Cornwall Council 
St Clare 
Penzance 
Cornwall 
TR18 3QW 
 
jeremy.content@penwith.gov.uk 
 

Our ref: CSE-19213  

 

 

Dear Jeremy Content 

 

CORNWALL COUNCIL: SOUTH QUAY, HAYLE HARBOUR 

PLANNING APPLICATION REFERENCE: 09-1334-ORM 

 

Thank you for consulting the Commission for Architecture and the Built 

Environment (CABE) about this proposal. Following a site visit, a meeting with the 

design team and discussion with the local authority, the planning application 

drawings and design and access statement were considered at an internal review 

meeting on 18 January 2010 chaired by MJ Long, with panel member Paul 

Appleton, and design review staff. CABE’s views, which supersede all views that 

may have been expressed previously, are set out below. This is our formal 

response to the planning application. 

 

Summary  

We strongly object to this planning application. We would support retail proposals 

within the town of Hayle rather than on its edge, and have no objection to the 

principle of retail activity on this specific site. However, this proposal is designed 

with an out-of-town retail park approach which is not appropriate to a town centre 

location or the unique historic and coastal character of this site.  Notwithstanding 

this concern we do not think that a planning application for a single building in this 

location should be considered in outline. Because our concerns about the scheme 

are fundamental we have not commented on the principles of appearance and 

landscaping; this should not be read as an endorsement of the illustrative design. 

 



 

Relationship to the Hayle Harbour masterplan 

South Quay may indeed be the most appropriate part of Hayle Harbour for the first 

phase of regeneration because of its proximity to the existing town centre. 

However, this proposal is a fundamental departure from the approved Hayle 

Harbour masterplan prepared by the same developer. Although we had significant 

reservations about the form of the proposals for South Quay that were part of that 

masterplan, this new application goes against all the sound aspirations expressed 

within that application for an intimate scale, mixed-use development that is well 

connected to the town centre.  

 

Site layout  

The out-of-town retail approach for South Quay has the following negative 

implications. The single use generates three inactive edges to the store. The large 

retail shed has a scale and grain that does not integrate with other development in 

the centre of Hayle or Hayle Harbour, either existing or proposed by the approved 

masterplan. There is a lack of synergy between the developments on either side of 

the viaduct; this will not feel like an extension of the town centre. The proposal 

does not generate a meaningful connection to the existing town or acknowledge 

likely pedestrian desire lines. The link to the town centre via Foundry Square 

remains tortuous and the need to improve the important route to the railway station 

has not been acknowledged. The Quay is separated from the town centre by the 

intervention of the large surface car park which we do not believe can ever function 

as a new public open space.  The separation is compounded by the omission of all 

of the connecting bridges proposed in the master plan. 

 

Any development on South Quay needs acknowledge its special qualities: the 

varied waterfront conditions, the viaduct and the history of the town of Hayle and 

its designation as a World Heritage Site. A special bespoke solution that draws on 

these qualities and responds to the specific character of its location is necessary. 

This site presents many exiting opportunities for regeneration that the application 

does not begin to address. 

 

Conclusion 

Overall, this is a very challenging site on which to design a supermarket of this 

scale.  An out-of-town style store is not appropriate. A fundamentally different site 

specific, urban approach will be needed to resolve these challenges convincingly 

and we urge the local authority to refuse this application. 

 



 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

 

Louise Newman 

Senior design review advisor 

lnewman@cabe.org.uk 

 

cc Alan Gaskell  Mountford Pigott 

Simon Ramsden English Heritage 

 Thoss Shearer Government Office for the South West 

 

 
Declaration of interest 
Liz Peace is a CABE commissioner and is also chief executive of the British Property Federation. In 
this role, she does not have direct involvement in development schemes proposed by Federation 
members. 
 
Public scheme 
As this scheme is the subject of a planning application, we will publish our views on our website, 
www.cabe.org.uk 
 
Regional Affiliation 
CABE is affiliated with independent regional design review panels, which commits them all to shared 
values of service, the foundation of which are the 10 key principles for design review. Further 
information on affiliation can be found by visiting our website: www.cabe.org.uk/design-
review/regional 
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Jacob Miller

From: RAMSDEN, Simon [Simon.Ramsden@english-heritage.org.uk]
Sent: 01 March 2010 12:11
To: Content Jeremy
Cc: Stokes Penny; Johnson Nicholas
Subject: FW: South Quay, Hayle Harbour, Outline Super-market Proposals

-----Original Message-----
From: RAMSDEN, Simon
Sent: 01 March 2010 12:09
To: 'jeremy.content@cornwall.gov.uk.'
Subject: South Quay, Hayle Harbour, Outline Super-market Proposals

Jeremy

As per my phone message(s) last week, English Heritage wish to object to the proposals on South
Quay, on the basis of harm to the WHS, Conservation Area, etc., as set out in our comments at
pre-application advice stage.

Following further site visits and discussion (since those comments were prepared), there may be
elements of our comments we would wish to supplement, but they cover the salient points.

Further consideration has been given to the issue of the covered slipways; the previous outline
(which Penwith were minded to approve subject to a S106) proposed exposing the historic
slipways, which we regarded as a benefit to the scheme and to the OUV of the site. The current
scheme does not propose to reinstate them, and indeed proposes to build over them. Although we
cannot be sure that the slipways are under the spoil (and only a physical excavation would answer
that question), based on the information we have there is a high probability that they are below
ground. We would wish any scheme coming forward (possibly in conjunction with the adjacent
site), to re-expose / reinstate the historic slipways we would not support building over this area for
two reasons; firstly that it would, in all likelihood, damage the slipways and secondly that it would
prevent the possibility of their exposure, for the lifetime of the building (and possibly beyond).

Given that pre-application discussions are commencing on the adjacent site, this would seem an
ideal opportunity to bring forward a coordinated approach to the slipways.

Simon

Simon Ramsden
Team Leader: Devon, Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Team
English Heritage
29 Queen Square
Bristol
BS1 4ND

e simon.ramsden@english-heritage.org.uk
t 0117 975 0676
f 0117 975 0701
m 07776 138 605
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Concerned about how climate change may affect older properties? What about saving energy?
Visit our new website www.climatechangeandyourhome.org.uk today.

This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the
views of English Heritage unless specifically stated. If you have received it in error, please delete it
from your system and notify the sender immediately. Do not use, copy or disclose the information in
any way nor act in reliance on it. Any information sent to English Heritage may become publicly available.



Environment Agency
Sir John Moore House Victoria Square, Bodmin, Cornwall, PL31 1EB.
Customer services line: 08708 506 506
Email: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
www.environment-agency.gov.uk
Cont/d..

Cornwall Council
Planning and Regeneration
Council Offices St. Clare
Penzance
Cornwall
TR18 3QW

Attention of: Mr J Content

Our ref: DC/2010/106835/01-L01
Your ref: 09-1334

Date: 15 February 2010

Dear Sir/Madam

OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF FOODSTORE AND UNIT
SHOPS, ASSOCIATED CAR PARKING, VEHICULAR ACCESS, PEDESTRIAN
LINKAGE, PROMENADE AND RAISED WALKWAY
SOUTH QUAY, HAYLE HARBOUR, HAYLE

Thank you for your consultation letter dated 29 December 2009 regarding the above
proposal.

Environment Agency position
We consider that outline planning permission should only be granted to the proposed
development if the following planning condition is imposed as set out below.

Condition
No development approved by this permission shall be commenced until details of a
scheme for the provision of surface water management has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall include :-

 details of the drainage during the construction phase
 a timetable of construction
 a construction quality control procedure
 details of the final drainage scheme
 provision for overland flow routes
 a plan for the future maintenance and management of the system.

Prior to operation of the site it shall be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Local
Planning Authority that relevant parts of the scheme have been completed in
accordance with the details agreed. The scheme shall thereafter be managed and
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maintained in accordance with the approved details unless otherwise approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason
To prevent the increased risk of flooding and minimise the risk of pollution of surface
water by ensuring the provision of a satisfactory means of surface water control and
disposal.

We have previously commented on the outline and full applications for the Hayle
Harbour Masterplan. We raise no objection as the proposal would result in a lower level
of flood risk due to the removal of residential uses from this site.

We need assurance that the development will not have any detrimental impacts on the
Hayle Estuary environment both during and post construction. Therefore we support the
proposed Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP) and strongly
recommend that the applicant works closely with our Enviroinment Management section
during the preparation of the CEMP.

Natural England will need to be consulted because of the proximity of the site to the Site
of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and an appropriate assessment may be required.

Cornwall Wildlife Trust will also need to be consulted as South Quay is surrounded by
Hayle Estuary County Wildlife Site so they will need assurance that the development
will not impact on this area.

We support the proposals for additional ground investigations to resolve the
uncertainties in the existing site data. We would welcome the opportunity to comment
on the findings of any investigations.

We support the proposed use of interceptors and silt traps in the surface water drainage
system to prevent any surface run off polluting the estuary and potentially damaging
the SSSI.

Yours faithfully

Mr TIM HAMBLY
Planning Liaison Officer

Direct dial 01208 265045
Direct fax 01208 78321
Direct e-mail tim.hambly@environment-agency.gov.uk

cc Planning Perspectives
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Mr Jeremy Content
Planning & Regeneration
Cornwall Council
St Clare
Penzance
Cornwall TR18 3QW

31st January 2010

Dear Jeremy Content

HAYLE HARBOUR: OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
FOODSTORE AND UNIT SHOPS, ASSOCIATED CAR PARKING, VEHICULAR
ACCESS, PEDESTRIAN LINKAGE, PROMENADE AND RAISED WALKWAY

APPLICATION NUMBER 09-1334-ORM

With reference to your letter of 29th December 2009 on this application, ICOMOS-UK
would like to OBJECT to the proposed development. Our reasons are set out below.
These relate to the impact of the proposals on the Hayle Harbour part of the Cornwall and
West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage site. They also make reference to the
much larger proposals for the Harbour Redevelopment that were conditionally approved
in March 2009.

1. Cornwall & West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage site
Hayle is one of the ten discrete areas that make up the serial cultural landscape,
Cornwall and West Devon Mining landscape, inscribed on the World Heritage (WH)
list in 2004. Hayle was chosen to reflect a key element of the structure of the overall
mining industry that brought such prosperity to Cornwall: the export of copper ore and
the import of coal and timber.

In its evaluation, ICOMOS (ICOMOS international advises the UNESCO World
Heritage Committee on WH nominations) described Hayle as follows:
On the north Cornish coast, this was the main port for the Cornish mining industry. Large amounts of coal and
timber were imported through the port, and copper ore exported. Extensive quays and wharves survive largely
intact in a dramatic open estuarine setting flanked by villas for managerial classes and terraced housing for
workers. Hayle also includes the remains of two iron foundries, Harvey’s, where the largest mine steam engines in
the world were produced, and the Cornwall Copper company. Both generated substantial, distinguished urban
buildings. The port was served by a Copperhouse canal constructed in 1769/87, and a railway constructed from
1834 with a bridge of 1837 and a swinging bridge across the canal.

In terms of threats from development, the ICOMOS report stated:
Certain urban areas, Camborne, Redruth and Hayle Harbour, have been designed as priority areas for
economic regeneration areas by the government, which has had the effect of rapid development of industrial areas
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around Redruth. Given the lack of specific protection (see above) there is concern that in some cases the need for
heritage led regeneration may give way to commercial pressures. There is a positive commitment to the former in
the management plan, but as yet no case studies to show how unsuitable development will be turned down without
added protection.

A major development planned for the centre of Hayle  Harbour could be the test case. On 31st March 2006, the
State Party submitted details of a £25 million scheme for 54,000 sq ft of industrial units, 23,000 sq ft of wavehub
building, marina, over 800 residential units, shops, pubs, restaurant, two hotels, and leisure facilities. This planning
application is apparently to be determined before the [UNESCO ]World Heritage Committee [meets] and has the
support of English Heritage and the State Party. This very large development is justified on the grounds that it will
bring much needed development. It does however go beyond the minimal development needed to support
restoration and regeneration. The scale and scope of the project would mean that, if built, the new structures would
dominate the harbour and compromise its integrity as the main port for the Cornish mining industry.

And under authenticity, the ICOMOS report stated that
The main threat to authenticity is in terms of development that might compromise the spatial arrangements of areas
such as Hayle harbour or the setting of Redruth and Camborne.

And in its conclusion, ICOMOS noted:
ICOMOS considers that the proposed development at Hayle harbour would not be consistent with the importance
of  Hayle as the main port of the mining industry and thus a key part of the nominated cultural landscape.

2. Planning Circular 07/09: Protection of World Heritage Sites
Planning Circular 07/09: Protection of World Heritage Sites has been adopted since
the last ING application for Hayle Harbour was submitted. This sets out clearly that:
“The outstanding universal value of a World Heritage Site indicates its importance as
a key material consideration to be taken into account by the relevant authorities in
determining planning and related applications, and by the Secretary of State in
determining cases on appeal or following call in. It is therefore essential that policy
frameworks at all levels recognise the need to protect the outstanding universal value
of World Heritage Sites. The main objective should be the protection of each World
Heritage Site through conservation and preservation of its outstanding universal
value.”

Furthermore the Circular states that WHS status is a key material consideration, as are
relevant policies in WHS Management Plans: “The Secretaries of State for
Communities and Local Government and for Culture, Media and Sport expect
planning authorities to treat relevant policies in [World Heritage site] management
plans as key material considerations in making plans and planning decisions”.

This means that relevant policies in the WHS Management Plan become key material
considerations. These include:
Policy 4c: Planning authorities should ensure that new development protects,

conserves and enhance the site and its setting.

Policy 7a: Sustainable heritage-led regeneration will be encouraged and supported.

Policy 7b: New development should add to the quality and distinctiveness of the
site by being of high quality design and respectful of setting.

Policy 8a: The conservation and continuing maintenance of the historic fabric of
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the site should be undertaken to the highest standards to ensure authenticity and
integrity.

Policy 8b: The historic character and distinctiveness of the Cornwall and West
Devon mining landscape should be maintained.

ICOMOS-UK considers that Policies 4c, 7a and 8b are highly relevant to this application.

3. Proposed development:

3.1 Background
ING, part of a Dutch bank, own much of the core of the WHS north of the railway –
that is the harbour and its environs. Their ownership is part of what Peter de Savary
bought when the Harvey Foundry Company was sold (the Harvey Foundry having
taken over the Cornwall Copper Company estates).

On 23rd March 2009, ING obtained conditional outline planning application for the
development of 1,200 domestic units, business units, a wave hub and associated flood
protection measures, and conditional detailed planning permission for the necessary
infrastructure which includes a new bridge over Copperhouse Pool.  The development
encompassed land at north quay, south quay, part of east quay (all within the WHS),
land above north quay, and Riviere Fields, to the east of north quay above the villas
that fringe Copperhouse Pool. These permissions were subject to a Section 106
agreement.

Planning permission was granted by Penwith Council, and its final meeting before the
Cornwall unitary authority was created, because of the perceived marginal economic
and social benefits that were seen to be associated with the scheme, and in spite of
concerns expressed by others about the impact of the development on the integrity of
the WHS, which in ICOMOS-UK’s view was not properly considered by the Council.

Since the granting of this conditional approval, because of the impact of the
recession, ING has not moved forward in reaching agreement with Cornwall County
Council on the S106 agreement. Nor has it produced detailed plans, or found the
resources to put in place the infrastructure needed for the development, particularly
the bridge work. Indeed, we understand ING has moved to sell off some land on the
outskirts of the harbour.

This new application for outline permission for a superstore and associated shops and
car parking on the South Quay would appear to signal a further re-trenchment of the
developers from the original concept to regenerate the whole harbour basin. As the
application states: ‘the original land use proposals [i.e. in the previous scheme] for
South Quay are financially unviable’.

3.2 Super-store application:
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The current outline application includes the following elements:
South Quay: Super-store of 6,864 sq metres, 4 small retails shops and car parking for
341 cars, covering the southern part of South Quay. At 6,864 sq metres, the superstore
would some into the largest category of supermarkets. A road is proposed on the west
side of the quay to give access to any future development at the northern end.

Flood protection: For the development to take place, flood protection measures are
needed. These are concrete platforms constructed on top of  the quayside ‘decks’, 1.85
metres above the height of the existing granite stone quay walls, which will be
consolidated and repaired. The flood protection measures would cover the whole edge
of south quay, even though the proposed development does not cover the northern part
of the quay.

4. Outstanding Universal Value:
The WHS was inscribed under criteria (ii), (iii) and (iv), and as a cultural landscape.
The Committee agreed the justification for these criteria. The Nomination dossier and
the ICOMOS evaluation make clear that the inclusion of Hayle in the serial property is
essentially because of its role as the principal port for the export of mined raw
materials and the import of coal and fuel for the foundries.

ICOMOS-UK considers that the following are the key physical attributes of Hayle that
contribute to OUV of the entire WHS and which thus need protection:

1. The Port itself:
 The assembly of quays, quay walls, docking areas and quayside platforms or decks  where

goods were loaded and unloaded
 Tramways and railways;  linear track ways in the landscape and townscape  and the remains

of tracks including granite pad stones which held iron rails for horse drawn ‘tramways’;
terminus of railway

 The fishing port
 Large man-made sluicing ponds and sluices, with the associated infrastructure of pond

walls, sluice gates etc
 Shipbuilding yard for Harvey’s iron boats
 Estuarine landscape:

 Narrow funnel exit from harbour to sea; harbour in bowl between sand dunes;
strong contrast between industry and surrounding ‘natural’ landscape –with in
places abrupt change between the two.

 Overall readability  of much of the harbour landscape in terms of spatial
arrangements:

 Open character and low-height buildings that allow views between the docks,
down and across Copperhouse pool, across Carnsew Pool, etc

2. The Foundries and Twin Company Towns
 The location of two iron foundries and remains of buildings
 The twin company ‘new towns’

 With terraced housing, distinctive terraces facing South quay and Copperhouse
pool, and substantial villas, especially north of Copperhouse Pool

 Visual cohesiveness
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5. Impact of development on OUV:
The key issues to be addressed are whether the impact on OUV will be detrimental

and whether the benefits from the development can be justified in view of the
substantial change that they will bring to the cultural landscape of Hayle.

ICOMOS-UK considers that the impact of the development should be considered in
terms of its impact on the attributes that carry OUV, and in terms of their subsequent
ability, or lack of ability, to display that OUV. Below is a table of what we consider to
be the positive and negative impacts on the attributes outlined above:

Positive impact:
 Repair of quay walls

Negative impact:
 Loss of quaysides. i.e. the quayside ‘platforms’ or ‘decks’, which were

used for the loading and unloading of raw materials
 Loss of visual coherence of quays
 Loss of local distinctiveness through introduction of significant and

overwhelming new structures,
 Introduction of a large volume and tall structure that distorts historic

evidence and spatial relationships
 Damage to landscape setting: the interface between the historic port town

and the harbour views will be dramatically interrupted

In order to develop the area, the whole quay has to be lifted by some 1.85metres and
surrounded by a flood wall. The scale of the superstore would be an overwhelming
intrusion into the harbour landscape, would lead to a loss of open quayside space, and
adversely impact on its key attributes, bearing little relationship to the attractive and
small scale row of double fronted villa houses with front gardens at Penpol Terrace,
that characterise the road alongside the current fishing harbour and are a key part of
the planned factory town.  The bulk of the development would in effect visually cut
the harbour basin in two north of the viaduct and lead to a loss of views from the east
part of the town across Carnsew Pool and beyond.

As very little detail is provided in the documents submitted, with the overall height of
the superstore not being given, it is not possible to describe graphically the impact on
the Hayle WHS. Nevertheless ICOMOS-UK considers that the bulk of the building,
its presumed height, the very large expanse of car-parking, and, overall, the complete
anonymity of the scheme which shows no local distinctiveness and does not in any
way relate to the morphology of Hayle, or respect its strong local character, would
have a negative and detrimental impact on the attributes of Hayle that contribute to
the overall OUV of the WHS.
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We consider that a smaller scale development that bore some resemblance to the low
warehouse buildings that once existed in the centre of the quay could be envisaged on
South Quay in a way that would not have these adverse effects, although the EA
requirements would still have a very substantial impact.

ICOMOS-UK does not consider that the development respects the following policies
in the Management Plan:

Policy 4c: Planning authorities should ensure that new development protects,
conserves and enhances the site and its setting.
The proposed development would have a strongly adverse impact on the south quay
part of the site, on the adjoining terraces and on their views and their relationship to
the harbour.

Policy 7a: Sustainable heritage-led regeneration will be encouraged and supported.
The proposed development cannot be considered to be heritage-led regeneration.

Policy 8b: The historic character and distinctiveness of the Cornwall and West
Devon mining landscape should be maintained.

The proposed development cannot be seen to contribute to the character and
distinctiveness of Hayle as it introduces a large volume structure totally unrelated to
the surrounding forms and structures

6. Benefits/disbenefits of development
In giving permission for the major scheme in April 2009, Penwith Council considered

that the development would secure for the town the following benefits:
 Secure jobs
 Repair quay walls
 Gain a new fishing port
 Mitigate long-term flooding problems

They thus considered that the disbenefits of the scheme, in terms of its size, scale and
negative impact on the OUV of the WHS, as identified by ICOMOS-UK and others,
were marginally out-weighed by benefits that related to the overall re-generation of
Hayle.

By contrast this new scheme, which covers only part of South Quay, would deliver
only part of one of the previous benefits:

 Repair to South Quay walls

In our response to the first application, ICOMOS-UK did sympathise with the aims of
the Council to deliver regeneration to Hayle and to create the means to repair the
quay walls. We did however consider that as Hayle is a WHS, the driving force for
this regeneration should be the historic cultural landscape that has been given
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international recognition. The starting point for regeneration should be an assessment
of the strong and distinctive assets that could be capitalised upon in order that
development optimises the inherent opportunities of the site. These assets include all
the attributes listed above as well as the proximity to the beaches, the spectacular
waterfront and the very fine landscape setting.

We did not consider that the first application rose to this challenge, although it did
have as an aim the overall regeneration of the harbour: we consider that this
subsequent application has even less grounding in an attempt to optimise WH status
and deliver heritage-led regeneration.

In ICOMOS-UK’s view, it is indeed unfortunate that it has not proved possible for
the Hayle community, who are all supportive of the need to regenerate the area, to
articulate a clear vision as to how they would like to see their area grow and develop,
based on the substantial assets it has related to its WH status. A clear vision is needed
for the renaissance of Hayle that could attract support. We do not consider that such a
vision would give priority to a super-store in the centre of the harbour.

7. Planning Consideration
ICOMOS-UK is aware of the need for Cornwall Council under PPS4 to give
consideration to the location of super-stores and to prioritise in favour of town centre
locations. Nevertheless the consideration of the requirements of PPS4 has to sit
alongside consideration of Planning Circular 07/09, which reflects the inscription of
Hayle as a WHS, and also alongside traffic and transport considerations.

ICOMOS-UK considers that, in this instance, the high negative impact of a supers-
store on South Quay should outweigh the advantages of its town centre location. It
cannot be said that a superstore has to be located on South Quay because it is a city
centre location when such a location would have a detrimental impact on an
international designation.

8. Conclusions
ICOMOS-UK considers that the bulk of the building, and its presumed height, would

be an overwhelming intrusion into the harbour landscape, and in effect would visually
cut the harbour basin in two north of the viaduct, and lead to a loss of views from the
east part of the town across Carnsew Pool and beyond. The flood protection measures
required, based on raising on the ground level by 1.85 metres above the height of the
existing granite stone quay walls, will also have a considerable negative impact.

Overall, we consider that the complete anonymity of the scheme which shows no local
distinctiveness and does not in any way relate to the morphology of Hayle, or respect
its strong local character, would have a negative and detrimental impact on the
attributes of Hayle that contribute to the overall OUV of the WHS. Its design bears
little relationship to the attractive and small scale row of double fronted villa houses
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with front gardens at Penpol Terrace that characterise the road alongside the current
fishing harbour and are a key part of the planned factory town.

As well as failing to respect the attributes of OUV, these proposals are also not in line
with policies of the Management Plan which now have to be considered as Key
Material Considerations – as set out above.

Furthermore we consider that the benefits that would be delivered to Hayle in terms of
heritage led regeneration would be minimal, and there is no certainty that this scheme
would unlock further schemes linked to the previous application that has not yet been
given unconditional approval.

The WH status of Hayle, and the enormous assets of its historic cultural landscape that
has been given international recognition, should be the starting point and driving force
for the regeneration of the overall harbour, in line with the aspirations of the
Management Plan.

We did not consider that the first application rose to this challenge, even though it did
have as an aim the overall regeneration of the harbour: we consider that this
subsequent application has even less grounding as an attempt to optimise WH status
and deliver heritage-led regeneration. Indeed, we consider that it could result in being
the reverse of heritage-led regeneration and bring into question the overall validity of
Hayle as part of the WHS.

Hayle deserves better than this and we urge the Council to REFUSE this application.

Yours sincerely

Susan Denyer
Secretary, ICOMOS-UK



Pydar House
Pydar Street
Truro
Cornwall
TR1 1XU

T 0300 060 2544
F 0300 060 2545

Date: 11February 2010
Our ref:
Your ref: 09-1334-ORM

Mr Jeremy Content
Planning and Regeneration
Cornwall Council
St Clare
Penzance
Cornwall
TR18 3QW

Dear Jeremy

OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF FOODSTORE AND UNIT SHOPS,
ASSOCIATED CAR PARKING, VEHICULAR ACCESS, PEDESTRIAN LINKAGE, PROMENADE
AND RAISED WALKWAY
SOUTH QUAY, HAYLE HARBOUR, HAYLE
ING RED (HAYLE HARBOUR) LTD

Thank you for your consultation dated 29th December 2009.  This reply comprises Natural
England’s statutory consultation response under the provisions of Article 10 of the Town and
Country Planning (General Development Procedure) Order 1995 and Section 28 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) (WCA).  We have the following observations and advice in
relation to impacts on key features of the natural environment.

INFORMATION PROVIDED

The Environmental Statement (ES) identifies the following key ecological features:
 wintering and migrating birds that occur in the adjacent Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden

SSSI and RSPB Hayle Nature Reserve;
 populations of Petalwort (Petalophyllum ralfsii) on South Quay.  Petalwort is protected by its

inclusion on Schedule 8 WCA and is a UK BAP priority species.

The nationally significant populations of Petalwort that occur on the Triangular Spit should also be
considered a key feature for the purpose of determining this application.  While these populations
are outside the application boundary and would not be directly affected by the development, the
proposed improved access to the Triangular Spit and proximity of a new car park for 341 vehicles
is likely to increase the risk of harm to these populations unless consideration is given to
management of access.

The information relating to potential impacts on the natural environment provided in the ES and
other documents supporting the application relies on surveys and information provided for the
Hayle Harbour re-development proposal (ref. 08-0613-P) considered by Penwith District Council in
March 2009.  Some of this information, such as Petalwort surveys, is now almost five years old.
As a consequence, Natural England would normally advise that the survey information should be
updated in order for Cornwall Council to be able to fully take account of current conditions relating
to important ecological features when determining the application.  However, in this case, baseline
conditions (ie. the habitat conditions and the type and level of use of the area) affecting important
ecological features identified in the ES have probably not changed significantly since the surveys
for the previous OPA were carried out.  Therefore the survey information provided can probably be
regarded as sufficient for the purpose of determining this application.



IMPACTS IDENTIFIED

The identification of the likely direct impacts on key ecological features appears to be reasonable.
These include impacts on the Petalwort populations on South Quay and potential construction
impacts (noise, disturbance) on wintering and migrating birds, particularly at Carnsew Pool.
However, we do not consider that the likely operational consequences and impact of a car park for
341 cars and improved access to the Triangular Spit has been properly identified and assessed in
the ES.  Current levels of access to the SSSI and Nature Reserve result in disturbance to wintering
and migrating birds due to activities such as dog walking.  Consequently we do not agree with the
assessment that the operational disturbance to birds is likely to be a ‘negligible to minor adverse
localised impact’ (Table 11-7, section 11, page 50) as clear  evidence to support this assertion is
not provided.  In addition, improved access to the Triangular Spit is likely to have implications for
the nationally significant populations of Petalwort occurring there and these impacts have not been
assessed.

MITIGATION PROPOSED

Terrestrial ecology
1. Petalwort

We consider the mitigation for the direct impact of the proposal on the populations of
Petalwort on South Quay as presently proposed in the ES to be inadequate.  In particular,
without the identification of a suitable receptor site for the translocated plants and a
methodology for translocation provided by a suitably qualified expert, the local planning
authority (LPA) cannot be confident that the mitigation proposed can be delivered.  In
addition, monitoring of the translocation is required as part of the mitigation proposal in
order that the LPA can ensure the translocation is effective.  As currently proposed the
mitigation is not sufficient for Cornwall Council to be confident that its responsibilities and
duties in respect of protected and UK BAP species can be met. Therefore we advise that if
Cornwall Council is minded to approve the application, a planning condition is attached
requiring the preparation of a Petalwort translocation and monitoring plan to include:

 details of a confirmed suitable receptor site within the control of the developer for
the translocated plants.  If such a site within the control of the developer cannot be
identified, an alternative site must be proposed with an agreement from the owner
that it can be used for the purpose of the translocation and managed appropriately
subsequently;

 a detailed methodology and timetable for the translocation prepared by a suitably
qualified expert.

 a monitoring plan to assess the effectiveness of the translocation.  This should
include providing recommendations for habitat management to maintain the
translocated population and recommendations for remedial action or ‘lessons learnt’
should the translocation fail.

The Petalwort translocation and monitoring plan should be approved by the LPA in
consultation with Natural England before any development is started.

In addition, the impact of improved access to the Triangular Spit on populations of
Petalwort must be managed pro-actively.  We advise that this impact should be controlled
through an access management plan prepared as a planning condition and approved by
the LPA in consultation with Natural England before development is started.  The access
management plan must include details of measures to:

 monitor and assess visitor numbers and use of the Triangular Spit;
 monitor and assess the impact of improved access on populations of Petalwort on

the Triangular Spit
 prevent vehicular access, particularly by motorcycles, to the Triangular Spit;
 prevent undesirable activities such as lighting fires, barbeques, uncontrolled dogs,

dog fouling, littering, etc;
 provide information about the significance of the local natural environment and its

key features to visitors and users of the Triangular Spit, including advice about
responsible use.



2. Nesting birds
We support the proposed clearance of vegetation that may provide nesting sites for birds
outside of the nesting season March to August.  We advise this is conditioned if planning
permission is granted.

Aquatic ecology
3. Table 11-5 South Quay remedial works refers to the provision of recessed joints in the

repaired and re-built quay walls to encourage colonisation by marine species.  We fully
support this proposal.

Ornithology
4. We support the proposal to control and manage construction disturbance impacts on

wintering and migrating birds through the Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) process.  We advise that a CEMP is prepared as a planning condition and
approved by the LPA before any development is started.

5. The Design and Access Statement refers to the need to avoid light pollution and spillage
from the development.  Particular attention will be required to prevent light spillage towards
the SSSI at Carnsew Pool.  We advise that a light spillage management plan is prepared as
a planning condition and approved by the LPA before any development is started.

6. The issue of operational disturbance to birds on completion of the development is referred
to the ES Non-Technical Summary but not assessed in the ES.  Improvements to the
access to Carnsew dock, Carnsew Pool and the Triangular spit and the provision of a car
park for 341 cars on South Quay is likely to result in increased access to and use of the
footpath around Carnsew Pool and to the Triangular Spit.  This provides an excellent
opportunity to provide facilities that help improve understanding and appreciation of the
local natural environment and its key features, including wintering and migrating birds.
However, increased access, if not managed appropriately, is also likely to result in an
increase in detrimental activities with disturbance and damage to key features.  Therefore,
we advise that the impact of improving access to the area must be pro-actively managed
and controlled through an access management plan prepared as a planning condition and
approved by the LPA in consultation with Natural England and the RSPB before
development is started.  The access management plan must include details of measures to:

 monitor and assess visitor numbers and use of the footpath around Carnsew Pool
and the Triangular Spit;

 monitor and assess the impact of improved access on wintering and migratory birds
within a defined ‘zone of influence’ to be agreed with Natural England and RSPB;

 prevent vehicular access, particularly by motorcycles, to the Triangular Spit;
 prevent undesirable activities such as lighting fires, barbeques, uncontrolled dogs,

dog fouling, littering, etc;
 provide information about the significance of the local natural environment and its

key features to visitors and users of the footpath around Carnsew Pool and the
Triangular Spit, including advice about responsible use.

Water resources
7. The risk of contamination and pollution of the harbour and SSSI from construction

operations must be strictly controlled through the CEMP and by adherence to the
Environment Agency’s good practice guidance.

8. Drainage arrangements for surface water run-off, including from all car parking and storage
areas must be sufficient to prevent pollution of the harbour (the area adjacent to South
Quay is used for storing live shellfish) and SSSI.  We support the proposed use of sediment
traps and interceptors on the surface water drains and advise their design and use is
required as a planning condition.

ENHANCEMENTS

It is disappointing that a planning proposal of this scale and in this location does not appear to
consider opportunities for enhancing features of the natural environment.  Enhancements could
include, for example:



 positive management of the Triangular Spit and its key features as an element of green
infrastructure associated with the development.  As this land is currently owned by the
developer it is particularly disappointing this opportunity has not been taken;

 creation of suitable habitat for Petalwort within the public realm element of the proposal,
enabling potential translocation within the development area;

 creation of suitable habitat that would support other plant species of note that occur on
South Quay: balm-leaved figwort (Scrophularia scorodonia) and ivy broomrape (Orobanche
hederae);

 construction of green roofs;
We would also consider that the proposal should provide good opportunities for small scale energy
generation such as solar power.

Therefore, based on the information provided, Natural England objects to the proposed
development in its current form.  Key concerns include:

 lack of assessment of operational impacts on wintering and migrating birds within
the SSSI and Nature Reserve;

 lack of assessment of operational impacts on populations of Petalwort on the
Triangular Spit;

 lack of a clear plan for the proposed translocation of Petalwort populations from
South Quay;

 lack of an access management plan to address operational impacts identified above.

Natural England would be prepared to lift this objection subject to planning conditions as
described in points 1 to 8 above being attached to any planning permission granted.

Finally, Natural England understands that the outline planning permission for the re-development
of Hayle Harbour, including South Quay, (ref. 08-0613-P) granted on 24th March 2009 by Penwith
District Council, was conditional on the completion of a section 106 planning agreement.  We are
disappointed that this process has yet to be brought to a satisfactory conclusion.  Should Cornwall
Council grant permission for the current application we believe the balanced development and
phasing as proposed in the Hayle Harbour ‘Masterplan’ and conditionally approved by Penwith
District Council would not be deliverable.  Consequently, Natural England considers that if planning
permission is granted for the current proposal, the ‘Masterplan’ should be withdrawn or revoked on
the grounds that it is no longer deliverable as conditionally approved.

Please could you inform Natural England of the outcome of Cornwall Council’s determination of
this application and the action, if any, Cornwall Council proposes to take in relation to the
conditionally approved ‘Masterplan’.

Yours sincerely

Andrew McDouall
Conservation Adviser

cc: Paul St Pierre, Dave Flumm: RSPB
Dave Lewis, Jenny Christie: Cornwall Council
Simon Toms, Tim Hambly, Environment Agency
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Dear Jeremy 

 

Application Number 09-1334-ORM 

Proposal: Outline Development for construction of foodstore and unit shops, etc 

Location: South Quay, Hayle Harbour, Hayle 

Applicant: ING RED UK (HAYLE HARBOUR) LTD 

Thank you for contacting the RSPB regarding this application. 

 

The RSPB believes that sustainable development should (see Annex 1): 

 

• deliver green infrastructure 

• respect environmental capacity 

• conserve natural resources 

• protect and enhance biodiversity. 
 

The RSPB is concerned about this development because of its potential impact on the 

Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), and RSPB 

nature reserve that is adjacent to this site.  The RSPB objects to the application for the 

following reasons: 

• Potential increase for disturbance displacement of water birds on Carnsew 

Pool and Lelant areas of the Hayle Estuary and Carrack Gladden SSSI, as a 

result of increased foot fall from parking areas to Carnsew Pool and 

Triangular Spit. 

• Potential loss of petalwort, a BAP species. 

• Potential for pollution caused by noise, lighting, water runoff and sewage. 

• Potential increase in management issues to the RSPB’s Hayle Estuary Nature 

Reserves (vandalism, rubbish, illegal fishing and access on the Estuary). 

 

The RSPB would consider lifting its objection if the following measures formed part of a 

legally binding agreement with Cornwall Council: 



 

• An interpretation and access management plan (including monitoring) is 

produced and adopted in consultation with NE and RSPB (to ensure that the 

environmental capacity of the Hayle Estuary is maintained), prior to the 

development taking place (including measures to control vehicular access to 

car parks, access roads and onto Triangular Spit and use of CCTV). 

• An agreed management plan for translocation (or designed into the 

development) of petalwort colonies on South Quay is produced and 

implemented prior to the development taking place. 

• CEMP is agreed with environmental consultees (Natural England, RSPB, 

Cornwall Council and Environment Agency) prior to the development taking 

place. 

• Construction to be carried out or screened during the winter period 

November to March to prevent disturbance to wintering water birds, and 

scrub clearance to take place outside of the bird nesting season. 

• Directional lighting to prevent pollution occurring onto the SSSI to be agreed 

with Natural England and RSPB. 

• SUDS or appropriate design of drainage system to reduce risk of pollution 

into estuary to be agreed with Natural England and Environment Agency 

prior to the development taking place. 

• All new cables and wires to be buried underground. 

 

The RSPB is disappointed that ING has not taken the opportunity to: 

• Deliver green infrastructure through the inclusion and wildlife enhancement 

of Triangular Spit, an area of land which is part of their land holding and at 

greatest threat from the development at this location on South Quay.   

• Respect environmental capacity by an appropriate assessment of the 

potential impacts of disturbance displacement on the Hayle Estuary and 

Carrack Gladden SSSI so that appropriate mitigation measures can be 

identified and included at the master plan stage. 

• Conserve natural resources by including micro-generation within the project 

• Protect and enhance the wildlife of the area by providing a management plan 

for the petalwort colonies as part of the master plan; using open spaces and 

green roofs to enhance the wildlife value of the site and buildings to provide 

additional nesting sites for birds and bats. 
 

The RSPB is aware that this application falls within a previous submission for outline 

planning permission for the redevelopment of the wider Hayle Harbour by ING, subject 

to agreement with Cornwall Council of a S106 agreement.  In light of the significant 

change in the balance of the originally submitted master plan caused by this application, 

the RSPB considers that, if planning permission is granted for the current proposal, the 

‘Masterplan’ should be withdrawn or revoked on the grounds that it is no longer 

deliverable as conditionally approved. 



 

If you have queries please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul St Pierre 

RSPB Cornwall Conservation Officer 



Annex 1 

 
 

Below is a checklist to help achieve sustainable development: 

 

DELIVER GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE 

Green Infrastructure (GI) is as vital to communities as traditional ‘hard’ infrastructure such as 

roads, schools and hospitals, because of the range of services that it provides. 

Key principles that should be followed for large developments are: - 

 

• Masterplan and design GI from the outset 

• GI strategies should set out to create networks of sites that ‘fill the gaps’ between existing 

green space features and sites of importance for biodiversity 

• Make the best use of existing wildlife resources and deliver this before the development is 

operational 

• Make it accessible to all and seen as a community resource 

• It should be of high quality, not just amenity grassland with dotted trees 

• Important sites must maintain their key ecological function 

• Ensure adequate funding is available to create and maintain in the long term 

 

RESPECT ENVIRONMENTAL CAPACITY 

The RSPB is concerned the majority of new major developments pays little attention to its impact 

on environmental limits. The decision making process for major developments should include a 

full consideration of the impact on environmental capacity and measures to reduce this. 

 

• The impact of the masterplan should be assessed through the EIA process (where the 

impacts on the environment are significant and cannot be mitigated then the scheme should 

be rejected). 

• One of the key tests of whether environmental limits are being breached is where 

designated wildlife sites are in unfavourable condition because of increased development 

pressure.  

• Developments on brownfield land should assess any likely impact on brownfield 

biodiversity.  Greenfield development is acceptable, but plans should demonstrate that there 

will be no significant adverse impact on the environment and that it is the most sustainable 

option. 
 

CONSERVE NATURAL RESOURCES 

Major development accounts for a huge proportion of our consumption of natural resources. 

Fossil fuel for energy and transport generates pollution and greenhouse gases that contribute to 

climate change.  For Cornwall to become an exemplar in sustainability, it must raise the bar for 

future developments by showcasing techniques that conserve natural resources and provide 

reductions in carbon emissions. 

 

The following principles should be applied to major developments: - 

• All housing should be built to Level 6 of the Code for Sustainable Homes 

• Microgeneration schemes should be standard. 

• Water saving and water efficiency measures should be used. 



• SUDs should be seen as the norm rather than the exception.  

• Buildings should be constructed from sustainably sourced and locally distinct building 

materials.  

• Emphasis should be placed on the use of public transport, walking and cycling as the main 

form of transport to serve the development.  
 

4. PROTECT AND ENHANCE WILDLIFE 

Major developments should not just protect existing on-site biodiversity, but should also enhance 

it for future generations. 

 

The following principles should be applied to major developments: - 

Characterise the local ecology and landscape as part of the master planning process.  

• Be consistent with the principles of Planning Policy Statement 9 – Biodiversity and 

Geological Conservation and its accompanying Good Practice Guide 

• Ensure protection of all biodiversity interest currently on site.  

• Where new habitats are created, ensure they contribute to locally agreed, spatial habitat 

targets and wherever possible contribute to national Biodiversity Action Plan Targets.  

• Developers should look to ensure that gardens and communal spaces add to the overall GI 

network (adopt the RSPB’s ‘Homes for Wildlife’ principles). 

• New buildings should be used to provide homes for wildlife such as nest boxes, bats bricks, 

swift and house martin nests.  
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ING proposes to regenerate the South Quay and Foundry Yard sites by developing these 

sensitively with retail, residential, restaurant and community uses.  The proposal for 

South Quay is a 5230m2 GFA foodstore, 31 homes, a high profile restaurant, and a 

cinema.  The proposal for the Foundry Yard is for 1986m2 non food retail and location of 

the Goonvean Engine. 

These sites already have the benefit of an outline planning consent for development.  

The peak period traffic movement associated with the consented scheme will be 

significantly greater than that for the current proposal.  Therefore, the new proposal 

brings forward an immediately deliverable regeneration of this part of the town centre 

for less transport effect.   

It is accepted that the development of South Quay and The Foundry Yard site is a vital 

component of the overall regeneration proposals at Hayle.  It is also agreed that the 

town has capacity for a new foodstore and that delivery of such a facility in the town 

centre will be of significant benefit in terms of both social inclusion and transport 

sustainability.  We say that this proposal achieves that benefit. 

Access by Hayle residents to foodstore’s is currently limited, with many travelling to 

Penzance, St Ives or Camborne, and those without access to cars being relatively 

disadvantaged as a result.  The provision of the new town centre foodstore means a 

tendency for reduced travel distance, as well as a tendency for some to shift their travel 

habits away from use of the car, or in peak traffic periods.  Importantly, it provides new 

and better facility for those that by choice or by necessity can’t get to neighbouring 

towns, hence significantly improving social inclusion.  

The current proposals have fully assessed the traffic implications of the revised mix of 

uses to be provided which comprise an overall reduction in the number of residential 

units and a 50% reduction in the amount of commercial floor space. This has a 

consequential reduction in the forecast traffic demand compared to the consented 

scheme. We are also proposing significantly less (120) car parking spaces than the 

consented scheme therefore further constraining demand. 

Based on the size of the foodstore and the extent of the other uses it is possible to 

forecast the number of vehicle movements and minimise the impact of these through a 
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combination of highway improvements and significant enhancements to the pedestrian 

environment, public realm, cycling environment and public transport facilities within the 

town. 

It is important to understand that any perceived issues relating to congestion within 

Hayle occur during only a few months of the year corresponding with the summer 

season and increased tourism and visitors in this part of Cornwall.  This is not a constant 

phenomenon throughout the year and the income derived during these peak periods is 

significant to the vitality of Hayle i.e. the town needs a high level of visitors to sustain 

and grow economically and this inevitably leads to an increase in volumes of traffic.  

Furthermore, the perception of congestion within Hayle during these peak periods is 

significantly different to the perception of congestion elsewhere within the UK. 

So why wont the development of a foodstore cause traffic chaos in Hayle?  

Overall, the previously permitted development proposed for South Quay and the Foundry 

Yard would have generated approximately 1400 movements during a PM peak hour 

which compares with 875 movements per PM peak hour associated with the current 

proposals. This represents a substantial 40% reduction in traffic demand as the new 

proposals have less residential development and no office / employment land.  Both of 

these uses are significant generators of traffic during the AM and PM peak periods.  In 

addition, the foodstore will generate more diverted trips and linked trips which are 

already on the local highway network.   

There will be traffic generation associated with a foodstore, but the corresponding 

demand will be lower during the peak periods as shopping profiles typically occur 

throughout the day rather than being confined to one or two peak hours.  In addition, 

local people (who this development is intended to cater for) will choose to avoid peak 

times to travel in Hayle when they perceive traffic levels to be at their highest. 

It is acknowledged that the majority of food-based trips made by Hayle residents are 

made to other places where food retailers are located i.e. St Ives, Penzance and 

Camborne.  As such there is already foodstore traffic on the Strategic Highway network 

as a consequence of this leakage, Therefore a foodstore within Hayle will provide 

containment for many of these existing food based trips made via the strategic highway 

network to food retailers in other locations.  In this instance there is likely to be a net 

benefit or neutral effect on the A30. 
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The total demand on the local highway network (based on April base year flows) from 

the proposed development is 875 two-way trips during the PM peak. This level of 

demand is not uncommon for developments of this nature, however only 534 of these 

trips are actually new trips. The remainder are already passing through the Foundry 

Square junction and consist of diverted and pass by trips. These traffic demand forecasts 

have been derived using widely accepted methodologies and research relating to traffic 

patterns associated with retail / food retail developments. 

Additional capacity is provided at the Foundry Square junction to accommodate the 

forecast increase in demand. 

These traffic demand forecasts are based on widely accepted methodologies and 

research and the implications of the new traffic have been set out in the Transport 

Assessment prepared in liaison with Cornwall highways and the Highways Agency.  This 

demonstrates how the traffic demand from the proposed development can be 

accommodated within the existing local and strategic highway network by undertaking a 

number of improvements to the existing network of vehicle and pedestrian routes 

throughout the town.  The measures proposed include:  

• The creation of a wide range of pedestrian links to enhance the integration of 

the development with the rest of the town, comprising:  

o An extension to the town centre via public realm and traffic calming   

improvements between Foundry Square and the development benefiting 

pedestrians and reducing vehicle speeds; 

o a signal-controlled junction on Carnsew Road with ‘straight-across’ 

pedestrian crossing facilities on all arms;  

o a link through Isis Garden to Foundry Square; 

o A new 3m pedestrian/cycle footbridge that will link the site (over Penpol 

Creek) with Penpol Terrace shortening the walking distance to the site 

by approximately 400m and linking with public transport;  
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o A new controlled pedestrian crossing on Penpol Terrace linking into the 

3m pedestrian/cycle footbridge; and 

o Enhancement of the link between South Quay and Penpol Terrace to the 

north of the viaduct. 

The above measures will disperse pedestrian movements meaning that they will no 

longer be concentrated on Foundry Square which means that more flexibility exists to 

improve vehicular flows through this junction without compromising pedestrian safety. 

  Other local improvements include: 
 

• A new signal-controlled access on Carnsew Road providing safe access to the 

development and helping to reduce vehicle speeds on Carnsew Road; 

• New bus stops adjacent to the site on Carnsew Road, near the railway 

viaduct allowing the frequent existing bus services 14 and 18 to stop directly 

outside the site; 

• More than double the prescribed levels of cycle parking provision as 

recommended within Cornwall’s cycle parking standards.  This amounts to 

some 26 cycle stands on South Quay for food and non food retail, 16 cycle 

stands on Foundry Square for the retail uses and 20 cycle stands for the 

proposed residential development on South Quay.  The cycle stands will be 

located near the entrance to the buildings and will be sheltered.  

• The creation of 276 car parking spaces on the South Quay site and 46 car 

parking spaces on the Foundry Yard site, with a robust car park 

management strategy to prevent long stay parking whilst allowing linked 

trips within the site and to the town centre.  In addition, the entrance to the 

shoppers’ car park is set back sufficiently (approximately 180m) from 

Carnsew Road to prevent any blocking back onto the main highway network. 

The development complies with National and Local policy and together with offering 

significant benefits to the pedestrian environment and connectivity to the town centre, 

which other sites are unable to provide, highlights that the South Quay site is the most 

suitable and sustainable site to locate a food superstore within Hayle. 
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  But what will be the impact on Foundry Square and the rest of the town? 

Locally, the primary concern appears to relate to the free flow of traffic (avoidance of 

congestion), the safety of pedestrians and cyclists and the removal of unnecessary traffic 

from the centre, especially HGVs and the creation of a non car dominated environment 

around Foundry Square. 

The above clearly demonstrates that every effort has been made to cater for cyclists, 

those on foot and people reliant upon public transport.  All of these measures are aimed 

at encouraging more sustainable forms of travel and reducing the reliance on cars. 

The Transport Assessment also promotes a parking strategy that provides for short term 

stays whilst preventing abuse and blocking back onto Carnsew Road. 

To reduce the perception of congestion in Foundry Square it is proposed to provide a 

modest, yet viable solution to increase capacity at the Foundry Square junction which 

involves increasing the entry widths at the junction.  These capacity improvements can 

be undertaken to ensure that there is no detriment to the pedestrian environment or 

public realm at this location. These works would have minimal impact on the recent 

public realm improvements that have taken place in this area. In addition, these 

improvements will provide capacity benefits to the junction to 2017.  This means a 

maximum queue at this junction of 12 vehicles on Penpol Terrace, 7 vehicles on Foundry 

Hill and 13 vehicles on Carnsew Road, during the PM peak period.  Without these 

proposed capacity improvements, the post development queues on Penpol Terrace, 

Foundry Hill and Carnsew Road would be 21, 7 and 33 vehicles respectively, and 

therefore the proposals will be a significant benefit to improving traffic flows through this 

junction.  This compares with the traffic forecasts from the consented Masterplan which 

predicted queues of  

The new signal-controlled access junction on Carnsew Road has been designed to 

provide safe access to the proposed development and is approximately 110m from the 

existing Foundry Square junction.  The analysis has shown that this junction has spare 

capacity in 2017 with the development traffic and that there is no blocking back forecast 

through the Foundry Square junction.  This junction differs from the junction promoted 

as part of the Outline Masterplan which was approved in June 2010. The approved 

junction took the form of a staggered ‘T’ junction arrangement which sought to minimise 

right turning traffic conflict and improve highway safety.  The signal-controlled junction 
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will provide a traffic calming feature on Carnsew Road at this location whereas the 

staggered T junction arrangement promoted limited traffic calming features.  In this 

regard, we believe that this junction design is a more suitable option. 

It is important to stress that the applicant has been advised by both the Major Projects 

Manager and the Assistant Head of Planning & Regeneration in Cornwall County Council, 

that the most appropriate form of access arrangement for the proposed development is 

traffic signals.  Previously SBA had agreed in principle with Cornwall Highways that a 

mini roundabout would provide the best access solution in terms of highway capacity.  

Whilst the proposed traffic signal controlled junction does not provide the levels of 

highway capacity afforded by the previously mooted mini roundabout junction 

arrangement, the Council has advised that the signalised solution addresses previous 

concerns raised by English Heritage in so far as it represents an improvement to the 

public realm in this area. 

A traffic signal controlled junction in at this location together with the provision of 

additional parking in Hayle associated with the development will provide a gateway 

feature to the town.  Through traffic management and car parking management at this 

location, the balance between increased tourism in Hayle and road capacity can be 

managed. 

   

  . 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Savell Bird & Axon (SBA) are retained by ING Real Estate Development (ING RED) to 

provide traffic and transportation advice in support of a planning application in Hayle, 

Cornwall, on the areas of land known as ‘The South Quay’ and ‘The Foundry Yard’.   

2.2 The South Quay and Foundry Yard sites form part of the wider Hayle Harbour 

Regeneration.  The Masterplan for this regeneration has recently been granted a 

planning consent (29th June 2010).  The Hayle Harbour Masterplan contains five areas 

which are known as South Quay and the Foundry Yard, North Quay, East Quay, Hilltop 

and Riviere Fields.   

2.3 This Transport Assessment considers a change in development mix South Quay / 

Foundry Yard.  These sites are illustrated below in relation to the wider Masterplan and 

the rest of Hayle. 

 

2.4 The redevelopment proposal is a mixed-use development comprising residential, retail, 

leisure (including a cinema) and food retail.  It has been designed to integrate fully with 

the local environment and provide a high-quality mixed use scheme.  It is considered 

that the new waterfront regeneration will become an extension of Hayle Town Centre 

and its mixed use nature will encourage a range of users, both local and tourism based.  

This will act as a catalyst for significant regeneration with Hayle town centre. 

2.5 Hayle does not currently have a large food superstore with existing provision comprising 

the Cooperative store and Lidl at Copperhouse and the M&S which includes a food hall 
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on the West Cornwall Retail Park. It is acknowledged that the majority of food-based 

trips made by Hayle residents are made to other places where food retailers are located 

i.e. Carbis Bay, Penzance and Camborne.  As such, there is already foodstore traffic on 

the Strategic Highway Network as a consequence of this leakage.  Therefore a foodstore 

within Hayle will provide containment for many of these existing food based trips made 

via the strategic highway network to food retailers in other locations.  In this instance 

there is likely to be a net benefit or neutral effect on the A30.   This is particularly 

relevant given two other foodstore sites currently being promoted in Hayle which will 

have a significant detrimental impact on the A30. 

2.6 A foodstore located in Hayle would reduce the number of residents travelling out of the 

town for food shopping purposes.  More importantly, the proposed foodstore is located 

within a central location in Hayle, adjacent to the town centre and within easy walking 

distance of other local amenities.  This redevelopment is in a sustainable location in 

terms of transportation and highways and as such, is in a preferable location compared 

to other available sites within Hayle. 

2.7 The location of the application site, which is situated near the waterfront, the town 

centre and residential areas, makes it particularly suitable for regeneration.  In 

sustainable transport terms, this area also offers the best location for a foodstore, 

compared with some of the other candidate sites within Hayle.  Many users will be able 

to visit the site via sustainable modes of travel, although the redevelopment is also 

designed to accommodate travel by private car.  The site is less than 200m from the 

town centre and pedestrian connectivity will be significantly enhanced as part of the 

proposals. 

2.8 The redevelopment proposals include a range of public realm improvements and new 

pedestrian and public transport infrastructure.  These improvement schemes are detailed 

further in Section 4. 

2.9 Separate Travel Plans for the retail and residential elements of the development 

(W04184-TP Foodstore-R04 and W04184-TP Residential-R03) have been prepared in 

support of the proposed development. 
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2.10 This report has been conducted in accordance with the Department for Transport’s 

‘Guidance on Transport Assessment’ (2007) and is structured as follows: 

• Section 2 – describes the site, its surrounding area, the local highway network and 

the local sustainable transport provision;  

• Section 3 – summarises all relevant National, regional and Local Policy objectives; 

• Section 4 – details the redevelopment proposals, including access, parking and 

servicing arrangements; 

• Section 5 – provides a quantitative assessment; 

• Section 6 – compares the proposals with the existing consent; 

• Section 7 – covers the car parking accumulation forecasts; 

• Section 8 – summarises the highway network capacity assessments; 

• Section 9 – provides an overview of construction proposals; and 

• Section 10 – summarises and concludes. 
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3 EXISTING CONDITIONS 

Site Description and Location 

3.1 The site is located in the coastal town of Hayle, just to the north of Hayle Town Centre 

as illustrated in Figure 1.  The application site is split into two halves either side of 

Carnsew Road (B3301).  The site to the north of Carnsew Road is known as ‘South Quay’ 

and the site to the south of Carnsew Road is known as the ‘Foundry Yard’.      

Photograph of South Quay Site 

 

3.2 South Quay is bounded to the north and east by Penpol Creek, to the south by the 

B3301 (Carnsew Road) and a railway viaduct, to the west by the Carnsew Channel and 

the existing Jewson’s retail outlet and to the north by the wider harbour.  The Foundry 

Yard is bounded to the north and east by the B3301 (Carnsew Road), to the south by the 

Cornish main railway line and viaduct and to the west by a historic wall and Foundry 

Lane. 

Photographs of Foundry site 

            

3.3 The approximate size of the South Quay site and associated land is approximately 3.5 

ha.  All buildings and infrastructure associated with the former industrial uses have been 

demolished and removed.   
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3.4 The Foundry Yard is approximately 0.5 ha in size and is currently used as a privately 

operated ‘pay and display’ car park.  On-site observations, during a representative 

weekday, indicate that the car park is very under-utilised with only one or two parked 

cars. 

3.5 Both the South Quay and Foundry sites are illustrated in more detail in Figure 2, which 

also highlights the boundary for this application. 

Existing Site Access 

3.6 South Quay is accessed via an informal T-junction with the B3301 (Carnsew Road).  This 

access is used by local fishermen and leisure users to gain access to the boats which are 

moored to the quay.  

Photograph of South Quay site access 

 

3.7 The Foundry Yard is accessed via an informal T-junction with Foundry Lane near its 

junction with Carnsew Road. 

Surrounding Area 

3.8 The character of the immediate area is that of former industrial uses however, the close 

proximity of Hayle Town Centre signifies a clear change in character immediately south 

of the railway viaduct, where recent public realm improvements are of significantly high 

quality and provide a good level of infrastructure provision for both pedestrians and 

public transport users.   At present however, the pedestrian linkages from Foundry 

Square and the town centre to the site are poor.  
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3.9 Penpol Terrace contains a mixture of residential properties and small independent and 

multiple retail shops and cafes.  The character of this area is reflective of the coastal 

town nature of Hayle.  There is an existing signal controlled pedestrian crossing located 

on the southern section of Penpol Terrace which provides a safe crossing point for 

pedestrians wishing to use the bus stop located on the western side of Penpol Terrace. 

Prior Use and Existing Planning Consent 

3.10 A foundry was originally housed within the Foundry Yard and South Quay was used to 

load ships with many of its products, for international distribution and receive imported 

goods including coal and timber.  The foundry stopped manufacturing at the turn of the 

twentieth Century and commercial shipping became unviable and finished during the 

1970’s. 

3.11 Both sites have an extant planning consent for a mixed-use redevelopment which was 

granted by Council in June 2010.  This redevelopment was part of the wider Masterplan 

for Hayle which included the previously developed areas of East Quay, North Quay and 

Hilltop and Riviere Fields.  The elements of this Masterplan relevant to South Quay and 

the Foundry Yard is summarised as a schedule of committed development in Table 2.1 

and illustrated in Appendix A. 

Table 2.1 – Consented development at South Quay and The 
Use Size

Residential (Apartments) 260 Units
Retail 10,585 Sqm 

Business Park 5,150 Sqm
A3 (restaurant / pub) 870 Sqm

Health Centre 750 Sqm 
Community / Education 1,340 Sqm

3.12 As part of the existing 2010 Masterplan planning consent for development on this site, an 

access arrangement was approved based on a staggered priority arrangement with 

Carnsew Road.  This is shown in Figure 3. 

3.13 Whilst the site already has the benefit of a planning consent associated with the wider 

Masterplan (consented 29th June 2010), this application proposes a significant change to 

the original retail content through the promotion of a food superstore and as such, has 

been treated as a standalone proposal. 
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Local Highway Network 

3.14 The local highway network is illustrated below. 

 

3.15 The A30 is part of the Strategic Trunk Road Network which connects Cornwall with 

Exeter and beyond.  The A30 passes to the south of Hayle and connects the local area to 

the regional towns of Penzance and Redruth.   It is generally a single lane carriageway in 

either direction, though there are some overtaking sections.  There are large sections 

without street lighting.   

3.16 The B3301 connects to the A30 at two locations, one to the north and one to the south 

of Hayle.  The northernmost junction takes the form of a large five-arm roundabout, 

known as the ‘Loggans Moor’ roundabout.  This junction is well lit by street lighting and 

provides direct access to northern Hayle as well as the West Cornwall Retail Park.  The 

southernmost junction is a large four-arm gyratory, known as the ‘St Erth Gyratory’.  This 

junction provides access to southern Hayle as well as St. Ives (via the A3074, Nut Lane).  

The junction is well lit by street lighting and benefits from the provision of cycle lanes to 

facilitate safer passage of cyclists. The St Ives Park& Ride is located adjacent to this 

junction. 
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3.17 Both sites directly adjoin the B3301 (Carnsew Road).  Carnsew Road runs in a southwest 

to northeast direction through the centre of Hayle.  Within the vicinity of the site the 

B3301 is subject to a 30mph speed limit and benefits from street-lighting.    

Photographs of Carnsew Road 

       

3.18 An Automatic Traffic Counter (ATC) was placed on Carnsew Road, approximately 20m 

east of the Foundry Lane access during the period of Friday 30th April to Sunday 9th May.  

It should be noted that the weekend of 30th April to 3rd May was a Bank Holiday 

weekend.  The ATC provided traffic flow data, from which it was possible to extrapolate 

vehicular speed data.   

3.19 This is particularly relevant as the proposed access to the site will be sited in this location 

and it is important to understand the traffic speed in this area.  The recorded 85th 

percentile speed was 34.3mph for eastbound traffic and 35.6mph for westbound traffic 

on Carnsew Road during the survey period.  The speed limit on Carnsew Road is 30mph. 

Therefore the data demonstrates that vehicular speeds along this section of Carnsew 

Road are generally above the posted speed limit.  This may be attributable to the change 

in speed limit to 60mph (National Speed Limit) approximately 50m to the west of the 

ATC location.  The introduction of a new junction in this location together with the 

improved public realm scheme (detailed further in Section 4), will reduce traffic speeds 

on this section of Carnsew Road.  The proposed improvements to the highway 

infrastructure (Section 4) will make this section of road safer for all users, particularly by 

creating a safe linkage to between the site and the town centre for pedestrians.  The 

observed speed data is contained in full within Appendix B. 

3.20 Beyond Foundry Square the B3301 is known as Penpol Terrace.  This road is similar o 

Carnsew Road, but has on-street parking along the eastern edge of the road which is 

subject to a limited ‘30 minute wait only’ Traffic Regulation Order. 
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3.21 The B3302 (Foundry Hill) is one of the primary routes into Hayle from the surrounding 

villages.  Within Hayle, it is a narrow single-lane road with footways and street lighting.  

Foundry Hill adjoins the B3301 via a mini-roundabout (commonly known as Foundry 

Square) to the southeast of the site, which has recently been subject to a public realm 

improvement scheme, as illustrated in the photographs below.  Beyond the A30, the 

B3302 becomes a rural road with no footways, street lighting or kerbed edging.    

Photographs of Foundry Square and Foundry Hill 

          

3.22 Foundry Lane runs along the western boundary of the Foundry Yard and adjoins the 

B3301 directly opposite the Jewson’s superstore access.  This is an unclassified road 

which is narrow and rural in character.  The road is lined with stonewalls and although 

two-way traffic is permitted, has few passing places.  In addition, there are double-

yellow lines on both sides of the road for its entire length between Carnsew Road and 

Foundry Hill.  Foundry Lane forms a priority junction with Carnsew Road. 

Photograph of Foundry Lane 

  

Base Traffic 

3.23 To derive baseline traffic flows on the local highway network, Manual Classified Count 

traffic surveys were undertaken by ‘Intelligent Data’ at the B3301 (Carnsew Road) / 

B3302 (Foundry Hill) mini-roundabout.   
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3.24 The surveys were undertaken on Friday 7th and Saturday 8th May 2010 to establish traffic 

flows for what is considered to be an average weekday / Saturday.  In addition, as Hayle 

is a coastal town and experiences a high level of tourist traffic, surveys were also 

conducted on Friday 30th April and Saturday 1st May to establish traffic flows for the Bank 

Holiday weekend, which is considered to be one of the busiest periods in traffic terms.  

Both surveys were conducted when weather conditions were fine. 

3.25 The surveys demonstrated that the peak periods for the local highway network were 

16:15 to 17:15 for the weekday PM period and 11:30 to 12:30 for the Saturday peak 

period. 

3.26 The surveys also demonstrated that the local highway network peak periods during the 

Bank Holiday period were 16:00 to 17:00 for the weekday PM period and 11:15 to 12:15 

for the Saturday peak period.  This equates to only a small 15 minute variation in peak 

time periods from those observed during what is considered to be a normal 

weekday/weekend period.  Therefore it is considered that the peaks occurred at similar 

times of the day and as such, are comparable for analysis. 

3.27 Analysis of the survey data demonstrated that Bank Holiday traffic flows were marginally 

higher than an average weekend.  This is summarised in Table 2.2.  

Table 2.2 – Summary of observed traffic flows  
Date Peak Period Total Traffic Flow  

Friday 30th April (Bank Holiday) 16:15 to 17:15 1553 vehicles 
Friday 7th May (Normal) 16:00 to 17:00 1423 vehicles 

Difference 8.4% 
Saturday 1st May (Bank Holiday) 11:30 to 12:30 1608 vehicles 

Saturday 8th May (Normal) 11:15 to 12:15 1451 vehicles 
Difference 9.8% 

 

3.28 As the Bank Holiday traffic flows were observed to be higher than the average weekend 

traffic volumes, they have been used as the base line data for the local highway capacity 

assessment in Section 6, to ensure that a robust analysis is undertaken. 

3.29 The observed base traffic flows are illustrated in Figure 4 for the weekday PM and Figure 

5 for the Saturday peak.  

3.30 The traffic survey results are contained in full in Appendix C.  
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3.31 It is also worth noting that since our involvement with this project between March and 

the present day, we have visited the site on numerous occasions and have not witnessed 

any queuing or traffic congestion causing inconvenience or blocking back through 

junctions within this part of Hayle.  

Accident Analysis 

3.32 The latest recorded Personal Injury Accident (PIA) data was obtained for the local 

highway network within the vicinity of the site covering the 5-year period for which data 

was available (01/01/2005 to 31/12/2009).  

3.33 The survey area included the B3301 Carnsew Road, extending south to the A30 junction 

and north along Penpol Terrace.  In addition to the B3301, Foundry Hill and the A30 

junction to the north of Hayle were also included within the survey area.  A detailed copy 

of all of the PIA data and the accident location map is contained in Appendix D. 

3.34 Analysis of the accident data reveals that: 

• Within the survey area there have been 41 PIA’s during the survey period; 

• The 41 accidents resulted in 50 casualties; 

• The recorded severity rating of these accidents indicate that one accident was 

classified as fatal, three were classified as serious and 37 were classified as slight; 

and 

• The accidents involved five pedestrians, two pedal cyclists and five motorcyclists. 

3.35 The following graph profiles the profile and severity of PIA’s within the survey area 

during the past 5 years.  The number of accidents is fairly consistent over this period 

apart from 2008 which displayed a higher number of accidents compared to the other 

years.  Importantly, since 2008 the accident profile has reduced to below 2007 levels 

indicating that there is not an inherent safety problem within this area.   
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3.36 From the accident records, the only fatal accident occurred at the controlled pedestrian 

crossing on Carnsew Road, located to the west of the proposed site.  The accident 

involved a car colliding with a pedestrian on this crossing during wet and dark conditions, 

although street lighting was present.  There are few additional details provided on the 

accident records and as such, it is difficult to draw any meaningful conclusions from this 

accident.  This section of Carnsew Road has good forward visibility due to its straight 

alignment, however the speed limit changes from 60mph to 30mph approximately 50m 

before the crossing.  This fast approach speed and the poor weather conditions may 

have contributed to this accident and may be the reason why high-friction surface 

treatment has since been introduced on the approaches to the crossing.   

3.37 There are clusters of accidents located at the approach arms or on the roundabouts 

within the survey area.  Of the 23 accidents at these roundabout locations, 7 were rear-

shunt accidents whilst braking on the approach arm and 11 were roundabout-entry 

collisions with circulating vehicles. These are not considered to be unusually high 

instances of accidents of this type at roundabout junctions. 

Accident Analysis Summary   

3.38 In summary, it is our opinion that the proposed redevelopment will not adversely affect 

or increase the number of PIAs occurring within the study area.  There are no common 

causation factors observed in the profile of accidents within the study data, apart from 

the normal accident types expected in urban conditions.  As such, no mitigation 

measures specifically targeted at reducing vehicular causalities are required.  In addition, 
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the proposed development will enhance the pedestrian connectivity in this area which 

will impact positively on highway safety. 

Sustainable Transport Appraisal 

3.39 The following section describes the existing provision of sustainable transport services 

and infrastructure which are also illustrated in Figure 6. 

Travel by Rail 

3.40 The nearest rail halt to the application site is Hayle station, located on Station Hill, 

approximately 200m to the east of the site.  Hayle is served by First Great Western trains 

operating rail services along the Cornish Main Line between Bristol Temple Meads and 

Penzance.   

3.41 The station has two platforms which provide covered passenger shelters, however there 

is no footbridge provision to facilitate safer access between platforms.  Passengers 

instead have to negotiate the railway tracks at surface level.  

3.42 There is a reduced level of Passenger facilities available at this station, although platform 

lighting and timetable information is present.  Limited vehicular parking is available, with 

approximately twenty spaces available (two of which are assigned for disabled users). 

3.43 There is an approximate daytime frequency of one train per direction every hour on a 

weekday and Saturday and every ninety minutes on a Sunday.  This represents a 

reasonable level of public transport provision for Hayle which is considered to be a small 

coastal town.  The local rail services are summarised in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 – Summary of local rail services 

Destination First Train Last Train Daytime 
Frequency Day 

Bristol Temple 
Meads 

06:11 22:20 Every 60 mins Weekday 
06:41 21:26 Every 60 mins Saturday 
08:46 21:28 Every 90 mins Sunday 

Penzance 
07:39 22:31 Every 60 mins Weekday 
07:07 23:04 Every 60 mins Saturday 
11:06 21:28 Every 90 mins Sunday 
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Travel by Bus 

3.44 The nearest bus stops to the site are located around the Foundry Square roundabout 

approximately 100m to the south of the site.  Three bus stops are located on Foundry 

Square, Foundry Hill and Penpol Terrace.  The Penpol Terrace and Foundry Square stops 

have a lay-by arrangement which benefits from a covered shelter, raised boarding 

platform, pole & flag and timetable information.  

3.45 The most frequent existing bus service in Hayle is service number 14 /18, which is 

operated by First Bus.  Service 14 begins at St Ives and service 18 begins at Penzance, 

with their routes merging at Hayle.  From Hayle both services continue along the same 

route to Redruth and then Truro.  These routes offer a daytime service frequency of one 

bus every thirty minutes during Monday to Saturday and one bus per hour on a Sunday.  

This is considered to be a good level of public transport provision for a town the size of 

Hayle and offers excellent connections not only to local destinations, but also to 

important regional towns.   

Travel by Bicycle 

3.46 National Cycle Network route number 3 passes directly alongside the southern edge of 

the B3301 (Carnsew Road), in between South Quay and the Foundry Yard.  Within the 

vicinity of the site the route is traffic-free and follows the alignment of a disused railway 

line.  The route connects the local area with Penzance in the south and St Austell in the 

north, from which other regional route connections can be made.  Outside of the urban 

areas much of the route is considered as ‘on-road’ and not traffic free.  However these 

are generally on quieter ‘B’ roads and not the main through routes. 

3.47 Planning Policy Guidance 13 (PPG13) states that for journeys up to 5km, cycling is a 

realistic sustainable alternative to travelling by private motorised vehicles.  Five kilometre 

isochrones are illustrated in Figure 7 to demonstrate the local catchment for the 

proposed redevelopment that could realistically cycle to the site. 

3.48 Cycle parking facilities (Sheffield-style stands) are currently provided at Foundry Square 

within the Town Centre and at Hayle Railway Station. 

Travel by Foot 

3.49 South Quay and the Foundry Yard are located directly to the north of Hayle Town Centre 

and are connected via a footway that extends from Foundry Square along the southern 
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edge of Carnsew Road.  Beyond the railway viaduct the footway stops and the footway 

along the northern edge of Carnsew Road begins.  There is however no formal 

pedestrian crossing or refuge at this location and visibility is limited in both directions due 

to the slight bend and rise gradient on Carnsew Road.  Therefore pedestrian connectivity 

from South Quay and the Foundry Yard to the town centre is incomplete.  As part of the 

development proposals, significant improvements to strengthen this link are proposed in 

Section 4. 

3.50 A signalised pedestrian crossing is located on Carnsew Road to the west of South Quay 

and The Foundry Yard, just beyond the Jewson’s site entrance.  There are footways on 

either side of the road in this location and this crossing facilitates the safe movement of 

pedestrian and cyclists, allowing the continuation of a traffic free section of NCN 3. 

3.51 The southern section of Penpol Terrace benefits from footways on either side of the road 

and a signalised pedestrian crossing just to the south of the bus stop.  Beyond the bus 

stop there is a footway on the western edge of the road only, although there is evidence 

that pedestrians walk along the grassed western edge.  This may be attributed to leisure 

walkers using the area as a coastal walk.  

3.52 Foundry Lane is a lightly trafficked road and facilitates a direct walking route from the 

southern Foundry Hill residential area into Hayle Town Centre.    

3.53 Foundry Hill has footways of varying width on either side of the road and benefits from 

street lighting.  The Foundry Square / B3301 mini-roundabout appears to have recently 

been subject of a public realm improvement scheme and now benefits from numerous 

uncontrolled pedestrian crossing points, some with tactile paving.   

3.54 Planning Policy Guidance 13 (PPG13) states that for journeys up to 5 km, walking is a 

realistic sustainable alternative to travelling by private motorised vehicles.  Two kilometre 

isochrones are illustrated in Figure 7 to demonstrate the local catchment for the 

proposed redevelopment that could realistically walk to the site. 
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4 RELEVANT POLICY OBJECTIVES 

National Policy 

Planning Policy Guidance 13 - Transport 

4.1 Government policy relating to transport and new development is set out in Planning 

Policy Guidance Note (PPG) 13 – Transport (March 2001). The document sets out the 

government’s guidance with respect to transport issues and new developments. The 

main objectives of this guidance are to: 

• Promote more sustainable transport choices for both people and moving freight; 

• Promote accessibility to jobs, shopping and services by public transport, walking and 

cycling; 

• Reduce the need to travel, especially by car. 

The key objectives of the policy guidance are to increase travel mode choice and in 

parallel, a reduction in the need to travel, especially by private car. 

Travel planning is recognised by the Government as a mechanism for reducing the 

reliance of developments on travel by car and the implementation of Travel Plans is 

encouraged as a demand management tool. 

DfT Circular 02/2007 – Planning and the Strategic Highway Network 

4.2 This circular explains how the Highways Agency (the Agency), on behalf of the Secretary 

of State for Transport, will participate in all stages of the planning process with 

Government Offices, regional and local planning authorities, local highway/transport 

authorities, public transport providers and developers to ensure national and regional 

aims and objectives can be aligned and met.  

Local Policy 

Cornwall Structure Plan 

4.3 The Cornwall County Structure Plan was adopted in September 2004 and sets out a 

strategy for development up to 2016. Transport policies and proposals are identified in 

Section 3 of the document. 
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Policy 27 sets out the transport approach to supporting the spatial strategy and states 

that: 

• Integrated strategies for the key towns where development will be focussed. There 

will be an emphasis on an enhanced role for public transport, walking and cycling, 

and network management including parking, park and ride and consistency of 

charges; 

• An integrated public transport system, linking the main settlements based upon the 

SPTN [Strategic Public Transport Network] comprising the rail network, bus branch 

lines, core bus corridors (an hourly weekday service) and waterborne transport; 

• Major scheme proposals to improve links between the County’s main towns, along 

with maintenance of the highway infrastructure for safety and environmental 

reasons. 

Policy 27 also identifies the reduction in car parking as a key part of the transport 

strategy. The policy contains the County Parking Guidelines referred to later in this 

document. 

Policy 28 relates to accessibility and requires new development to ensure: 

• Opportunities to optimise walking, cycling and public transport are reflected in the 

scale, location and form of proposals; 

• The effective management and safe movement of traffic.   

Summary 

4.4 The proposed redevelopment will integrate with the existing town centre, providing an 

improved offering of facilities and a new retail provision for the local community.  The 

impact of this will mean that more local residents will be able to shop within Hayle for 

food provisions and other retail goods, thereby reducing vehicular trips on the wider 

Strategic Highway Network, namely the A30.   

4.5 In addition, the close proximity of the development to other local communities means 

that travel by sustainable modes is a real alternative to travel by private car, thereby 

reducing the amount of primary trips on the local highway network.  The public realm 

improvements and South Quay regeneration will provide wider benefits for the local 
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residents of Hayle, including improved social inclusion, transport infrastructure, 

pedestrian environment and long-term vitality of the local economy. 

4.6 The proposed redevelopment is located in a sustainable town centre location which is 

easily accessible by a wide variety of travel modes.  As such it complies with the national 

and regional sustainable transport and land-use policies summarised within this section. 
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5 PROPOSED REDEVELOPMENT 

Description of Redevelopment Proposals 

5.1 The development site is split into two sections, one to the north of Carnsew Road known 

as the South Quay site and one to the south of Carnsew Road known as the Foundry 

Yard site.   

5.2 Whilst South Quay and the Foundry Yard comprise their own development mix proposals, 

it is intended that this report considers the traffic and transportation impacts of the 

entire redevelopment, comprising both areas.  

5.3 The redevelopment of South Quay will be mixed-use, including retail, food retail, 

residential, A3 (restaurant) and a cinema.  The cinema and foodstore will occupy the 

southernmost location of the site, with the residential and restaurant elements occupying 

the northern tip of the quay.  The two retail units will be located on the eastern 

boundary, one located either side of the landing of the proposed Penpol Creek 

footbridge.   

5.4 The redevelopment of the Foundry Yard will comprise (non-food) retail only.  Three retail 

units will be located on the western boundary, with its associated car park occupying the 

remainder of the site. 

5.5 The Masterplan for the development is illustrated in Figure 8. 

Connectivity with Local Environment 

5.6 The proposed redevelopment has been designed to integrate fully with the local 

environment and provide a high quality mixed-use scheme.  It is considered that the new 

waterfront regeneration will become an extension of Hayle Town Centre and its mixed-

use nature will encourage a range of users, both local and tourism based.  Infrastructure 

will be provided to encourage this connectivity. The application site is situated alongside 

the waterfront, the town centre and local residential areas which makes it particularly 

suitable for sustainable regeneration.  In sustainable transport terms, this site also offers 

the best location for a foodstore compared with the other candidate sites within Hayle.  

Many users will be able to visit the site via sustainable modes of travel, although the 

development is designed to accommodate travel by private car.  The site is less than 
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200m from the town centre and pedestrian connectivity will be significantly enhanced as 

part of the proposals.   

5.7 The redevelopment proposals include a range of public realm improvements and new 

pedestrian and public transport infrastructure.  These improvement schemes are detailed 

further in this Section.  

Redevelopment Schedule of Accommodation 

5.8 The redevelopment schedule is split into three sections: 

• South Quay residential; 

• South Quay non-residential; and  

• The Foundry Yard. 

5.9 The proposed residential schedule of accommodation for South Quay totals 30 residential 

dwellings as detailed in Table 4.1.   

Table 4.1 – Proposed residential redevelopment on South Quay  
Unit Bedrooms No. Of Units 

2 storey townhouse 2 17 
2.5 storey townhouse 3 7 

Apartment 2 6
 

5.10 It should be noted however, due to a late change in the mix of housing in South Quay, 

the traffic generation calculations and associated flows are based on an earlier mix of 

residential units.  However, given that all of our assessments are based on a higher 

number of houses (33 units), it is considered that our assessment assess a worst case 

scenario and that there was little reason to change all of our assessment work for what 

amounts to a minor change. 

5.11 The proposed non-residential schedule of accommodation for South Quay is detailed in 

Table 4.2. 
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 Table 4.2 – Proposed non-residential redevelopment on the South 
Use Unit GIA Sqm GIA Sqft 

Food Retail E 5,230 56,260 
Cinema D 433 4,660 
Retail F 173 1,862 
Retail G 234 2,518 

Restaurant H 372 4,000 

5.12 The proposed schedule of accommodation for The Foundry Yard is detailed in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 – Proposed redevelopment on The Foundry Yard site 
Use Unit GIA Sqm GIA Sqft 
Retail A 582 6,270 
Retail B 704 7,590 
Retail C 704 7,590 

5.13 The quantum of development that is now being proposed as part of this Transport 

Assessment is less than that previously consented within the Hayle Masterplan for South 

Quay and the Foundry Yard sites and as such, has a lower traffic demand.  

5.14 These new proposals have less residential development and no office / employment land.  

Both of these uses are significant generators of traffic during the AM and PM peak 

periods.  In addition, the foodstore will generate more diverted trips and linked trips 

which are already on the local highway network.   

5.15 There will be traffic generation associated with a foodstore, but the corresponding 

demand will be lower during the peak periods as shopping profiles typically occur 

throughout the day rather than being confined to one or two peak hours.  In addition, 

local people (who this development is intended to cater for) will choose to avoid peak 

times to travel in Hayle when they perceive traffic levels to be at their highest. 

5.16 The inclusion of a cinema in the current development proposals is a complimentary use 

to the retail elements.  This is because the peak operating periods of the cinema are in 

the evening (19:00 – 22:00), when demand relating to the retail and foodstore uses will 

be lower.     

Vehicular Site Access 

5.17 A mini-roundabout was proposed by Buro Happold in their draft Transport Assessment 

for South Quay (December 2009) as the main form of access to the development.  The 
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Buro Happold mini-roundabout was then subject to a Stage 1 Road Safety Audit (RSA) in 

March 2010.  Following a change in transportation consultants by ING RED, SBA 

reviewed the Buro Happold mini-roundabout design in line with the RSA and considered 

a revised mini-roundabout design which incorporated wider approaches, more entry-path 

deflection and improved pedestrian crossing facilities.  This design was submitted to 

Cornwall County Council highways as part of a Draft Transport Assessment in August 

2010 for pre-application comments.  Our assessment of this mini-roundabout design is 

contained within Appendix O for reference. 

5.18 Whilst highway officers from Cornwall County Council were generally supportive in 

principle of this access arrangement, we have since received further feedback from the 

Major Projects Manager, Planning and Regeneration and the Assistant Head of Planning 

& Regeneration within Cornwall Council.  This feedback has strongly indicated that a 

signal controlled junction would be more appropriate in this location in terms of creating 

a balance between issues raised in relation to public realm and comments received from 

English Heritage in relation to the over-dominance of this proposed arrangement. 

5.19 Accordingly, we have prepared a design for a new signal-controlled junction on Carnsew 

Road.  An illustrative plan of the junction layout is included in Figure 9.  The junction 

design includes ‘straight across’ pedestrian crossing facilities which will operate on an ‘all 

red’ signal phase, whereby traffic flows on all arms are stopped by pedestrians calling for 

the phase by a push-button.  This will prevent the phase being called unnecessarily and 

reducing the traffic capacity along Carnsew Road.  An assessment of the future capacity 

of this junction is shown in Section 8. 

5.20 Hayle current lacks any traffic management measures to deal with peak demands in 

traffic attributable to the summer months.  Therefore, traffic signals at this location will 

act as a gateway feature and can also be used (subject to the signal timings) to control 

the flow of traffic into the town from the west. 

5.21 As previously mentioned, the 85th percentile speeds recorded during the traffic survey 

along Carnsew Road was 34.3mph for eastbound traffic and 35.6mph for westbound 

traffic.  This new access junction will serve to reduce speeds along this section of 

Carnsew Road, thereby further improving safety for all road users. 

5.22 The proposed signal-controlled junction has been subject to swept-path analysis using 

the ‘Autotrack’ computer software.  The junction design was tested using a 16.5m 
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articulated Heavy Goods Vehicle, the largest vehicle likely to use the junction, with the 

results of the analysis illustrated in Figure 10.  The analysis clearly demonstrates that the 

junction is able to facilitate all HGV movements. 

Vehicular Parking 

5.23 The Cornwall County Council (CCC) Cornwall Structure Plan (CSP) (2004) contains the 

County’s maximum parking standards.  These standards state the following guidance: 

• The maximum provision for food retail is one space per 14 Sqm GFA; 

• The maximum provision for non-food retail is one space per 25 Sqm GFA;  

• The maximum provision for food and drink use is one space per 5 Sqm of Public 

floor space;  

• The maximum provision for housing is two spaces per unit, but should average no 

more than 1.5 spaces per unit over larger schemes; 

• The plan also states that 5% of the retail parking provision should be allocated for 

disabled users. 

5.24 As part of the redevelopment, two new car parks are proposed.  One car park is to be 

situated in South Quay and the other located in the existing Foundry Yard.   

5.25 The South Quay car park provides 276 spaces for the 5,230 Sqm foodstore, cinema and 

ancillary uses.  It has been designed, following extensive discussion with Council officers, 

with a long (approximately 180 m) stacking lane from Carnsew Road and high dynamic 

capacity (ease and speed of movement within the car park).  These combine to minimise 

the risk of blocking back to Carnsew Road even at peak times. 

5.26 The Foundry Yard car park has 43 spaces for the 1,990 Sqm non food retail units, a ratio 

of 1 space per 41 Sqm gross floor area. 

5.27 There will also be dedicated car parking for the residential element of the South Quay 

redevelopment.  There will be 40 dedicated spaces for the residents of the 33 

townhouses, at an average of 1.6 spaces per unit.   This accords with the CCC parking 

standards of an average of 2 spaces per unit. 
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5.28 The South Quay car park will provide 16 spaces allocated for Disabled users and 16 

Parent & Child Spaces.  As per the CCC parking standards, the maximum number of 

spaces that could be provided is 475 spaces based on the 5,230 Sqm foodstore, 407 Sqm 

of retail units, 200 seat cinema and 372 Sqm restaurant (with 60% of the restaurant 

being public space) ((5,230/14) + (407/25) + (200/5) + (372*0.6/5)).  The proposed 

parking provision therefore accords with these standards, reflecting the central and 

sustainable location of the development proposals.  In addition, 5 trolley parking bays 

will be provided. 

5.29 The proposed Foundry Yard car park will contain 43 spaces, of which two will be 

designated for disabled users only.  These parking spaces will serve the retail units on 

this site only.  The maximum parking standards would allow (1990/25) = 80 parking 

spaces.  The proposed parking provision therefore accords with policy. 

5.30 Within the car parks, charging points for electric vehicles will be provided in anticipation 

of, and to encourage future demand.  The precise number and location of these charging 

facilities will be agreed with Cornwall County Council during the detail design process.  

The electric vehicle charge point search website www.ev-network.org reveals that there 

are currently no public charge points for electric vehicles in Cornwall and therefore the 

provision of charge points is a positive step in offering a more sustainable approach to 

travel in Cornwall, where traditionally there is a higher level of dependency on the 

private motorised vehicle.  In addition, Cornwall Council has recently partnered with 

‘Ecodrive’ to become one of the first ‘Plugged in Places’ in the UK.  The aim is to provide 

around 400 charging stations around Cornwall which ultimately will be available to the 

general public and tourists.  Furthermore, Ecodrive state that ‘electric vehicles typically 

have a range of 50 miles and are ideal for local trips’, such as food based shopping trips. 

5.31 Measures to manage the operation of the car parks are outlined in Section 7. 

Additional Parking 

5.32 In addition a small car park will also be provided to the west of the internal access road, 

providing seven short-stay spaces for fishermen to access their vessels.  It is anticipated 

that a form of permit system will be used to self-regulate the spaces and prevent the car 

park from being abused by other users. 
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Cycle Parking 

5.33 The CCC CSP states that the ‘minimum’ parking standards for cycle parking provision 

should be 4% of all uses.  Therefore the provision of 22 stands in the South Quay public 

car park, 8 outside the cinema, 8 outside the South Quay retail units and 12 stands in 

The Foundry Yard exceed the cycle parking guidelines.  This is reflective of the 

sustainable location of this site.  These stands will be sheltered and positioned near the 

entrances to the units. 

5.34 Cycle parking for staff will be addressed in the Travel Plan Framework associated with 

this redevelopment, to be issued in a separate document. 

5.35 Cycle parking in accordance with the standards will be provided for the residential 

development. 

Public Access to the Quayside 

5.36 In addition to the additional car parking provided for fishermen, public access to the 

quayside will be maintained at the northern tip of South Quay.  Vehicular access will be 

gained via a new ramp which adjoins the development access road, so that fishermen 

and leisure users can continue to use the quay to moor their boats. 

Public Realm Improvements 

5.37 The juxtaposition of South Quay and the Foundry Yard to the town centre provides an 

opportunity to strengthen the existing connections and provide a continuous ‘Town 

Centre’ character along Carnsew Road.  This improved connection reinforces that the site 

is effectively a continuation of the existing town centre.   

5.38 As such, a public realm improvement scheme has been devised for Carnsew Road to 

reinforce this important link between the site and Foundry Square.   

5.39 The proposed public realm improvement scheme for Carnsew Road is illustrated in Figure 

9 and includes: 

• Realigning the road to provide a new continuous 2m wide footway along the 

southern edge of the road;  
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• A change in road surface materials will enhance this link and continue the feel of 

the town centre / Foundry Square environment; and 

• A road narrowing through the viaduct will reduce vehicular speeds along this link, 

thereby improving road safety for all users; 

• Improving the pedestrian links through Isis Gardens and creating informal crossing 

points at the Foundry Square mini-roundabout; 

• New ‘straight across’ crossings at the signal controlled site access junction; 

• Introduction of new bus stops on Carnsew Road within the vicinity of the 

development.  These proposed stops will be subject to agreement with the local 

highway authority.   

The change in road surface materials will introduce a town centre character along this 

section of Carnsew Road. The widened footway will improve pedestrian accessibility 

between the site and the town centre.  As a consequence of this widening, there will be 

a slight narrowing of the road lanes through the viaduct which will become a natural 

traffic calming feature, further reducing vehicular speeds.    

Improved Accessibility by Foot 

5.40 In addition to the Carnsew Road public realm improvement scheme, a new 3m wide 

pedestrian / cycle bridge is to be provided across Penpol Creek, facilitating safe 

movement to South Quay from Penpol Terrace.  The footbridge will comply with 

Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) standards and will provide a new link between the 

site and the northern retail and residential areas of Hayle, thereby further integrating the 

development with the local communities.  This is a significant enhancement to the local 

area and will create a strong and sustainable linkage between the South Quay and 

Foundry Yard development and other parts of the town.  This is also a significant 

advantage of this site in comparison with other current foodstore sites or proposals 

within Hayle.  The new bridge will enhance the attractiveness of the foodstore and 

associated land uses and is illustrated in the local context below and the wider area in 

Figure 11. 
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5.41 The footbridge connection on Penpol Terrace will be located within the existing grassed 

area.  There will be a new footway that will connect with the existing bus stop, located 

approximately 50m further south.  A further signal controlled pedestrian crossing facility 

will also be introduced in this location to aid the safe movement of pedestrians across 

Penpol Terrace. 

5.42 A 2m wide footway will be provided along the southern side of Carnsew Road to improve 

the connectivity of the site with the town centre.   A narrowing of the road lanes through 

the viaduct will be required to facilitate this widened footway.  This narrowing will act as 

a natural traffic calming feature which will have a beneficial impact upon the local 

environment.  Vehicular speeds will be reduced, thereby improving safety for both 

vulnerable road users and motorists alike.   

5.43 New pedestrian access through Isis Gardens will also improve penetration through the 

existing railway viaduct structure, further improving the connectivity with the town 

centre.  Pedestrians will now have a vista to the development through the structure and 

improved garden landscape.  New dropped kerbs, tactile paving and surface treatment is 
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to be provided at the existing Foundry Square mini-roundabout and splitter islands to 

facilitate pedestrian movement and emphasise the new connection through Isis Gardens. 

5.44 Pedestrian links to the south of Hayle will be improved through the introduction of a new 

route through the Foundry Yard via an existing gap in the viaduct.  This will create an 

important link for residents of this area as it will be a quick, attractive and direct route to 

the development.  

5.45 An additional pedestrian crossing will be provided, subject to third party ownership 

restrictions, from the Foundry Yard site across Foundry Lane to the existing footpath on 

the grassed area on the western side of Foundry Lane.  It is anticipated that a footway 

linking this crossing will be provided from the retail units. 

Improved Accessibility by Public Transport 

5.46 The proposed pedestrian footbridge will create a link to Penpol Terrace, near the existing 

northbound bus stop.  As such this will improve connectivity to the local bus services and 

the site.     

5.47 It is anticipated that as part of the Carnsew Road public realm improvement scheme, a 

new pair of bus stops will be provided to improve the accessibility of public transport into 

the site.  It is expected that the bus service 14/18 will primarily use these stops, 

providing better access to the site for local shoppers.   

5.48 Whilst it is understood that Cornwall County Council prefer bus stops to be set back from 

the road in lay-by type arrangements to help improve traffic capacity, it is considered 

that in urban situations where pedestrians and public transport should have priority over 

motorists, that bus stops should be located at the road edge where it is not only 

convenient, but helps to act as a proxy traffic calming feature.  There is not enough land 

available to provide lay-by type arrangements and neither is it practical to propose bus 

stops within the development itself as local operators are unlikely to divert from their 

fixed route along Carnsew Road.   

5.49 It is proposed that these bus stops will be located on both the northern and southern 

edges of Carnsew Road and should include a flag and pole, timetable information, a half-

shelter and a raised boarding platform to aid passengers alighting from the bus. 
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5.50 Therefore the proposals for bus stops in this location are subject to further discussions 

with the Council. 

5.51 There is also an opportunity to link this site with the Park and Ride at St Erth.  This 

facility will also receive funding via the Section 106 contributions attributable to the wider 

Masterplan for Hayle which has already received planning consent.  We have also made 

suggestions to the Council that these Section 106 monies previously allocated to St Erth 

P&R as part of the consented Masterplan may be better invested in contributing towards 

a transport strategy or corridor audit for Hayle which looks at linkages to the P&R and 

also issues such as HGV routing particularly from the cauliflower packaging plant south of 

Foundry Hill. 

5.52 Moreover, the proposed development will also benefit from a regular shuttle bus service 

linking the wider Masterplan proposals including South Quay, North Quay and the Town 

Centre.  Again, this will be delivered by the Section 106 obligations from the wider 

Masterplan. 

Internal movement 

5.53 A new 6.5m internal access road will run along the western boundary of South Quay, 

facilitating access to the proposed foodstore and retail units as well as the residential 

units.  The feature restaurant to the north of the quay and residential units will be 

accessed via a new priority T-junction with the internal access road, after which the road 

continues at a width of 5m, which is reflective of the lower anticipated usage and nature 

of the proposed redevelopment. 

5.54 In addition to the new footways being provided on either side of the internal road, three 

new major footways will be constructed through the South Quay car park.  One of these 

footways will run from east to west and will adjoin the new footbridge. The site will then 

effectively connect with Penpol Terrace and allow pedestrian permeability through the 

new development.  In addition, it will link the eastern quay wall with the new (fishermen 

only) parking spaces on the western boundary, allowing safe passage of the fishermen to 

their vessels.  Another of the footways will have a north / south alignment and provide 

direct access for the residents of the new dwellings on South Quay to reach the retail 

elements.  The remaining footway will follow the eastern boundary of the quay, which 

will not only provide access for boat users, but also provide an attractive and direct 

waterfront link between Hayle Town Centre and the proposed restaurant. 
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Servicing 

5.55 Servicing of the Foodstore will be provided in a dedicated service yard accessed via the 

new internal access road.  Yellow box road markings are to be located at the service yard 

access point to prevent any exiting vehicles queuing at the signal controlled junction 

from blocking access.   

5.56 Swept-path analysis has been undertaken using the ‘Autotrack’ computer software to 

ensure that HGV’s can safely access and egress the yard.  This analysis is illustrated in 

Figure 12. 

5.57 Servicing of the retail units and the cinema, located on the eastern boundary of South 

Quay, will be undertaken from the main car park during out-of-hours periods only.  It is 

anticipated that small sections of the car park will be temporarily used by delivery 

vehicles to service the units.  This will be detailed further in a delivery management plan 

to be implemented at each of the units.   

5.58 Servicing of the restaurant located at the northern tip of South Quay will take place via a 

formalised loading bay near to the associated bin store. 

5.59 Servicing of the retail units on The Foundry Yard will take place in the area to the south 

of the units, between the units and the railway viaduct.  The HGV will enter the car park, 

turning left into the second aisle and then reversing into the service area.  Swept-path 

analysis has been undertaken to ensure that HGV’s can safely access and egress the 

yard.  This analysis is illustrated in Figure 13. 

  The Strategic Highway Network 

5.60 Figure 14 shows the locations of the major food retailer sites in the neighbouring 

settlements of Penzance, Carbis Bay, Camborne and Redruth.   

5.61 It is acknowledged that the majority of food-based trips made by Hayle residents are 

made to other places where food retailers are located i.e. St Ives, Penzance and 

Camborne.  As such there is already foodstore traffic on the Strategic Highway network 

as a consequence of this leakage.  Therefore a foodstore within Hayle will provide 

containment for many of these existing food based trips made via the strategic highway 

network to food retailers in other locations.  In this instance there is likely to be a net 

benefit or neutral effect on the A30. 
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6 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

6.1 To derive the most accurate trip rate and distribution for the proposed development we 

have used a combination of widely accepted methodologies as specified in the following 

text. 

6.2 The trip rates have been used to undertake a parking accumulation analysis, which 

demonstrates the parking demand associated with the foodstore. 

Trip Rates 

6.3 Trip rates from the Buro Happold Transport Assessment (Dec 2007) and Technical Note 

(Oct 2008) have been used in our analysis as it is considered that these rates have been 

agreed with the Local Highway Authority, by way of the granted planning approval for 

the Hayle Harbour Masterplan development.  These trips rates relate to the weekday 

peaks only as they did not consider the Saturday peak in their assessment.      

6.4 The observed peak periods on the local highway network were 16:15 – 17:15 during a 

weekday PM and 11:30 – 12:30 on a Saturday.  The Trip Rate Information Computer 

System (TRICS) v2010a database was interrogated for trip rates for all land uses, 

consented and proposed.  The TRICS output sheets are contained in Appendix E.  Where 

TRICS could not match the peak hour exactly, the hour either side of the peak periods 

with the highest trip rates were selected to provide a robust assessment. 

6.5 Table 5.1 summarises the trip rates for the proposed redevelopment, containing Buro 

Happold trip rates where applicable (highlighted in red) and (SBA) TRICS derived trip 

rates where no Buro Happold trip rates were available (highlighted in blue). 

Table 5.1 – Summary of proposed redevelopment trip rates 

Use Per 
Weekday PM Peak Saturday Peak 

In Out In Out 
Foodstore 100 Sqm 6.497 7.401 6.408 5.945 

Non-Food Retail 100 Sqm 1.923 2.007 3.611 3.484 
Residential (Homes) Unit 0.420 0.254 0.225 0.237 

A3 (Restaurant) 100 Sqm 3.252 2.306 1.657 0.889 
Cinema Seat 0.031 0.024 0.055 0.043 
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6.6 The selected surveys from the TRICS database are reflective of the type, size and 

location of the propose store and are considered appropriate for use in the assessment 

of the South Quay foodstore. 

6.7 The traffic demand for the proposed redevelopment scheme is summarised in Tables 5.2 

and 5.3 for the weekday and Saturday peaks respectively.   

Table 5.2 – Summary of weekday redevelopment trips

Use Size 
South Quay Foundry Yard
In Out In Out

Foodstore 5,230 Sqm 340 387 ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 
Non-Food Retail 407 Sqm 8 8 ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 
Non-Food Retail 1,990 Sqm ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 38 40 

Residential (Homes) 33 Units 14 8 ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 
A3 (Restaurant) 372 Sqm 12 9 ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 

Cinema 200 Seats 6 5 ‐‐‐ ‐‐‐ 
Total --- 380 417 38 40 

 

Table 5.3 – Summary of Saturday redevelopment trips

Use Size 
South Quay Foundry Yard 
In Out In Out 

Foodstore 5,230 Sqm 335 311 --- --- 
Non-Food Retail 407 Sqm 15 14 --- --- 
Non-Food Retail 1,990 Sqm --- --- 72 69 

Residential (Homes) 33 Units 7 8 --- --- 
A3 (Restaurant) 372 Sqm 6 3 --- --- 

Cinema 200 Seats 11 9 --- --- 
Total --- 374 345 72 69 

6.8 As summarised in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, the total traffic demand relating to the proposed 

development is consistent between the weekday PM and Saturday peak periods, with a 

total traffic demand of circa 900 vehicles. 

Methodology and Assessment Scenarios 

6.9 This section assesses the impact of the proposed redevelopment traffic attraction on the 

local highway network.  The traffic impact has been assessed in a 2012 and 2017 future 

year scenarios to represent the year of opening for the redevelopment and five years 

after the registration of the planning application.  This methodology is in line with the 

guidance contained within the DfT document, ‘Guidance on Transport Assessments’.  
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6.10 When assessing any retail led development it is typical to assess the impact of 

development borne traffic during the Saturday peak period, which can in some cases be 

higher than during a weekday peak period.  However, as the proposed development 

contains a mixture of uses, including residential, restaurant, cinema, retail and food 

retail, the actual forecast demand is less on a Saturday compared to a Weekday PM Peak 

period.  Therefore, given that the traffic associated with the proposed development is 

lower in the Saturday peak compared to the Weekday PM peak (as demonstrated in 

Tables 5.2 and 5.3) and that the observed background traffic flows at the Foundry 

Square junction are broadly similar during these two periods, a capacity assessment of 

the Saturday peak was not considered necessary as the weekday PM peak is the worst 

case scenario.  This methodology was agreed with the highways officers in the Council. 

6.11 For capacity analysis, the junctions that have been assessed are the new signal-

controlled site access junction and the B3301 Foundry Square roundabout. 

Traffic Growth 

6.12 The observed baseline traffic flows from the May 2010 traffic survey have been growthed 

using TEMPRO adjusted NRTF factors for 2012 and 2017 which represent the anticipated 

year of opening and five years after opening respectively.  A further factor was sought 

for 2020 for assessment of the Strategic Highway Network, in line with DfT guidance.  

The growth factors are summarised in Table 5.4 with the full calculations contained 

within Appendix F.      

Table 5.4 – Summary of TEMPRO / NRTF calculations 
Period Growth Rate 

2010 – 2012 1.036 
2010 – 2017 1.124 
2010 – 2020 1.174 

6.13 In order to provide a robust analysis, the base traffic flows from the Friday during the 

busier Bank Holiday weekend were chosen over the flows observed during the ‘normal’ 

weekend.  Base traffic flows for the Weekday PM Peak period in the future year 

scenarios, 2012 and 2017, are illustrated in Figures 20 and 26. 
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Development Traffic Distribution – Retail  

6.14 Primary development traffic for both the food and non-food retail elements of the 

proposed redevelopment scheme has been distributed onto the immediate highway 

network at the site access junction, 46% of trips to the east, 43% of trips to the west 

and 11% to the south.  These assumptions are based on population catchments in 

Hayle, Carbis Bay, St Ives and the locations of the existing foodstore’s in Camborne, 

Penzance and Carbis Bay.  The distribution of primary trips associated with the 

redevelopment at South Quay and the Foundry Yard is illustrated below. 

Primary Development Trips 

 
Trip Rate Assumptions – Retail  

6.15 This section sets out the assumptions made within our capacity assessment.  Not all of 

the traffic attraction forecast above will be new or primary trips to the network.  The 

introduction of a foodstore in Hayle will reduce the need for local residents and tourists 

to travel outside of Hayle to meet their shopping needs.  This will substantially reduce 

the impact on the strategic highway network (A30) as currently the nearest large food-

stores are located in St. Ives and Penzance.  As such, many of the trips associated with 

the proposed foodstore will already be on the highway network visiting other existing 

stores in neighbouring towns.  Therefore it is prudent to reduce the traffic attraction of 

the store by a percentage based on whether the vehicles are already on the network and 

already pass the site directly, known as ‘pass-by’ trips, or whether the vehicles are 

already on the network but would have to divert from their current route to visit the 

store, known as ‘diverted linked’ trips. 
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6.16 Pass-by trips are trips that are already on the local highway network and directly 

adjacent to the point of access to the site, which will turn into the site.  This type of trip 

is likely to be relevant where the site is located on a major route (as in this case).  These 

trips are only new trips in respect of turning movements at the site access junction and 

are not additional trips on the remainder of the network. 

6.17 Pass-by trips for the foodstore are generally assumed to be up to 30% of the trips 

generated by a foodstore (Based on previous studies and supported by numerous 

research papers i.e. Kamali and Crow 1989; MacIver and Dickinson 1992).  For this 

assessment we have assumed a pass-by figure of 20%, which is considered to be 

conservative.  This has been split based on the observed westbound / eastbound traffic 

flows on Carnsew Road. 

Pass-by Development Trips 

 

6.18 Diverted trips are trips that are already on the local highway network, but not the roads 

from which the site access is taken, and will divert from their existing route to access the 

site.  These are similar to pass-by trips, but ‘pass-by’ from further afield.  These trips 

may be diverted primary trips (trips which previously travelled elsewhere but changed 

that destination as a result of the scheme), or diverted linked trips (trips which are still 

being made elsewhere, but divert on the way to the new scheme).  We have assumed 

that diverted linked trips make up 10% of the total traffic attraction of the site and are 

evenly distributed between Penpol Terrace and Foundry Hill. 
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Diverted Development Trips 

 

6.19 Shared trips were also assumed to make up 10% of the total traffic demand from the 

proposed redevelopment, based on the mixed-use nature of the site.  These are trips 

that have multiple destinations within an area and / or the site.  Where there is a high 

probability that there will be a proportion of linked trips it is appropriate to count these 

trips once for that area as a whole. 

Shared Development Trips 

 
 
6.20 The foodstore primary, pass-by, shared and diverted trips are illustrated within the 

context of the local geography in Figures 15 to 18 respectively. 
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Development Traffic Distribution – Residential 

6.21 Residential trips have been distributed across the local and strategic highway network 

according to Journey to Work data for Hayle residents, extracted from the (2001) 

National Census database.  This data is contained in full in Appendix G. 

6.22 The most logical routes for Hayle residents to their ‘work’ destinations has been 

calculated and summarised in Table 5.5 and Figure 19. 

Table 5.5 – Summary of residential trip distribution
Journey Percentage

North East 15.3% 
East 4.4% 

Northern Hayle (Internal) 24.8% 
Southern Hayle (Internal) 23.5% 

South East 3.8% 
South 1.7% 

South West 14.5% 
North West 12% 

 

 

6.23 The distribution of journey to work trips of existing Hayle residents is defined in Table 

5.5.  This distribution has been used to distribute the trips associated with the residential 

element of the proposed redevelopment.   
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Development Traffic Distribution – Restaurant & Cinema 

6.24 Development traffic attributable to the restaurant and cinema elements within South 

Quay has been distributed according to the base traffic turning proportions, observed 

during the traffic survey on the 30th April 2010. 

 

Summary 

6.25 The adjusted development traffic flows with background traffic growthed to 2012 and 

2017 are illustrated in Figures 22 and 28 respectively. 
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7 COMPARISON TO EXISITNG CONSENT 

Background Information 

7.1 As referred to in Section 2 there is an existing planning consent for Hayle Harbour, of 

which South Quay and The Foundry are constituent parts.  There is also a protected 

access arrangement. 

7.2 Table 6.1 contains a comparison of the proposed redevelopment compared to the 

consented development on South Quay and the Foundry Yard sites.  The traffic 

attraction calculations for the consented scheme are contained within Appendix H   

Table 6.1 – Comparison of development schemes
Consented Scheme Proposed Scheme 

Use Size Use Size
Residential  260 Units Residential 30 Units

Business Park 5,150 Sqm Cinema 200 Seats / 433Sqm
Non-Food Retail 10,585 Sqm Non-Food Retail 2,397 Sqm

A3 (restaurant / pub) 870 Sqm A3 (restaurant) 372 Sqm
Health Centre 750 Sqm --- ---

Community / Education 1,340 Sqm --- ---
 

7.3 As demonstrated in Table 6.1, the quantum of development proposed for South Quay 

and The Foundry Yard is considerably less than what is already consented.  There is a 

reduction of 230 residential units, 8,000 Sqm of non-food retail, 500 Sqm of A3, 750 Sqm 

of Health and 1,340 Sqm of Community/Education use.  These new proposals include a 

5,230 Sqm food store and a small 200 seat cinema.  

7.4 These new proposals have less residential development and no office / employment land.  

Both of these uses are significant generators of traffic during the AM and PM peak 

periods and subsequently the current proposals have substantially less traffic attraction 

than the consented scheme.  In addition, the foodstore will generate more diverted trips 

and linked trips which are already on the local highway network in comparison to office 

and residential development as previously consented on this site.   

7.5 There will be traffic generation associated with a foodstore, but the corresponding 

demand will be lower during the peak periods as shopping profiles typically occur 

throughout the day rather than being confined to one or two peak hours.  In addition, 
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local people (who this development is intended to cater for) will choose to avoid peak 

times to travel in Hayle when they perceive traffic levels to be at their highest. 

Traffic Attraction – Comparative Assessment 

7.6 The traffic attraction associated with the consented scheme and the proposed 

regeneration scheme has been compared to establish any variance in development traffic 

demand.  This has been undertaken for the weekday PM peak hour and a summary of 

this comparison is contained in Table 6.2.    

7.7 The complete traffic demand calculations for the consented South Quay and Foundry 

Yard sites are contained in Appendix H. 

Table 6.2 – Difference in weekday PM peak period traffic attraction 

Scheme 
South Quay Foundry Yard  Total 
in out in Out in out 

Consented Scheme 634 663 31 81 665 744 
Proposed development 380 417 38 40 418 457 

Difference in Traffic 
Attraction 

-254 -246 +7 -41 -247 -287 

7.8 Table 6.2 demonstrates that on the Foundry Yard site there is a slight increase in traffic 

arriving at the site, between the consented and proposed schemes.  This is because 

there is retail land use proposed, compared to the office and health land uses within the 

extant consent.  However, overall there is a net reduction in two-way traffic of 34 trips.  

On the South Quay site there is a significant decrease (circa 500 trips) in traffic forecast 

between the proposed scheme and the consented scheme.  This is due to the fact that 

although the proposed scheme now includes a food store, there is a significant reduction 

in the quantum of retail (non-food) floor space. 

7.9 In summary, the proposed redevelopment scheme will generate some 500 less trips in 

the Weekday PM peak when compared to the consented scheme and will be of 

significant benefit to the local highway network. 
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8 CAR PARKING ACCUMULATION FORECASTS 

8.1 Car parking accumulation forecasts for the proposed development have been undertaken 

and compared against the proposed parking supply.   

8.2 To predict the demand for parking associated with a foodstore, hourly trip rates were 

extracted from TRICS for a weekday and Saturday 24 hour period.   

South Quay 

8.3 The trip rates, the associated traffic attraction and the parking accumulation related to 

the South Quay car park is summarised in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1 – Summary of foodstore parking accumulation 

Time 
Range 

Weekday Trip 
Rates 

Weekday 
Traffic 

Attraction 

Saturday Trip 
Rates 

Saturday 
Traffic 

Attraction 

Parking 
Accumulation at End 

of Time Period 
In Out In Out In Out In Out Weekday Saturday

00:00-01:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
01:00-02:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
02:00-03:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
03:00-04:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
04:00-05:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
05:00-06:00 0.253 0.127 13 7 0.000 0.000 0 0 7 0 
06:00-07:00 0.759 0.190 40 10 0.000 0.000 0 0 36 0 
07:00-08:00 0.829 0.458 43 24 0.598 0.236 31 12 56 19 
08:00-09:00 2.663 1.380 139 72 2.673 1.415 140 74 123 85 
09:00-10:00 4.832 3.246 253 170 4.783 3.079 250 161 206 174 
10:00-11:00 5.670 4.733 297 248 5.883 5.228 308 273 255 208 
11:00-12:00 6.307 6.013 330 314 6.408 5.945 335 311 270 232 
12:00-13:00 6.612 6.640 346 347 6.023 6.604 315 345 269 202 
13:00-14:00 6.164 6.349 322 332 5.281 5.779 276 302 259 176 
14:00-15:00 6.129 6.362 321 333 5.102 5.241 267 274 247 169 
15:00-16:00 6.648 6.524 348 341 4.922 5.490 257 287 253 139 
16:00-17:00 6.849 7.019 358 367 5.228 6.080 273 318 244 94 
17:00-18:00 6.497 7.401 340 387 4.971 5.761 260 301 197 53 
18:00-19:00 5.637 6.494 295 340 3.551 4.586 186 240 152 0 
19:00-20:00 4.499 5.277 235 276 1.869 2.258 98 118 112 0 
20:00-21:00 2.894 3.405 151 178 0.869 1.232 45 64 85 0 
21:00-22:00 1.792 2.377 94 124 0.516 0.826 27 43 54 0 
22:00-23:00 0.000 0.063 0 3 0.087 0.174 5 9 51 0 
23:00-24:00 0.000 0.127 0 7 0.000 0.000 0 0 44 0 
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8.4 The weekday parking accumulation is depicted in the following graph. 

 

8.5 The maximum forecast for the foodstore parking accumulation is 270 cars in the car 

park, which occurs between 11:00 and 12:00 on a weekday.  The Saturday peak demand 

is 232 cars and occurs during the same time period. 

8.6 There will be trade to the non food retail units on South Quay.  Where retailers sit 

together there is a typically reduced intensity of parking per unit floorspace as a result of 

shared trips.  In this case, the non food retail units are relatively small.  If they stood 

alone, we might expect a parking demand of 6 cars between the period, 1100 - 1200.  

However, given the propensity for shared trips with the foodstore (10% used), this is 

reduced to 5 cars, with an unfettered parking demand of 275 during the foodstore peak 

parking period of 1100 – 1200.   

8.7 The development proposals for South Quay also contain a small, 2-screen cinema with 

around 200 seats in total.  Typically, films screenings are outside of the recognised retail 

peak periods and as such, the impact of a cinema in this location on the parking 

accumulation at South Quay would be minimal, in this case the demand is only one 

vehicle, taking the total unfettered parking demand to 276.   

8.8 These three elements combined give the theoretical unfettered demand for cars in the 

car park and are summarised in Table 7.2 and illustrated in the graph below.  The peak 

accumulation is 276 and occurs during the periods 11:00 – 13:00.  
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Table 7.2 Total parking accumulation for South Quay car park 

Time Period Foodstore Cinema Retail Total 
Accumulation 

00:00-01:00 0 1 0 1 

01:00-02:00 0 0 0 0 

02:00-03:00 0 0 0 0 

03:00-04:00 0 0 0 0 

04:00-05:00 0 0 0 0 

05:00-06:00 7 0 0 7 

06:00-07:00 36 0 0 36 

07:00-08:00 56 0 1 57 

08:00-09:00 123 0 3 126 

09:00-10:00 206 0 5 211 

10:00-11:00 255 0 6 260 
11:00-12:00 270 1 5 276 

12:00-13:00 269 2 6 276 

13:00-14:00 259 2 5  266 
14:00-15:00 247  3  6  256 
15:00-16:00 253  3  5  262 
16:00-17:00 244  4  5  254 
17:00-18:00 197  6  4  207 
18:00-19:00 152  10  3  165 
19:00-20:00 112  19  1  131 
20:00-21:00 85  20  0  105 
21:00-22:00 54  22  0  77 
22:00-23:00 51  16  0  67 
23:00-24:00 44  6  0  50 
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8.9 As illustrated in Table 7.2 and the associated graph, the unfettered parking demand can 

be accommodated within the South Quay car park through all periods of the day. 

8.10 In practice this car park, which is in a prime location in the town centre of Hayle, will 

attract traffic in its own right if not managed correctly.  Therefore, the unfettered 

demand can be much higher than the number of spaces, as may be the case with any 

Hayle Town Centre car park.  To mitigate this, the proposal includes a good, strong car 

park management system, which by pricing will favour users of facilities on the site over 

others.  By management and pricing, as well as by size, the car park will limit the site’s 

attraction in the weekday lunchtime peak time.  It is proposed that this is dealt with by 

way of condition. 

8.11 In addition to the car park management system, a Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ) will be 

introduced in order to restrict parking, particularly in the residential areas.  The entire 

development will be included within the CPZ, which will be enforced through the 

provision of signage displaying the times when parking is restricted and giving maximum 

waiting times when parking is permitted.  This will need to be enforced by parking 

enforcement officers.  The exact details of the CPZ and its operation will be agreed with 

the local authorities and can be conditioned as part of a planning consent. 

8.12 This is entirely in accordance with transport policy as articulated in PPG13 paragraph 51, 

amongst others.  In this policy, the Government advises that parking supply is one of the 

most influential factors in determining demand and in promoting sustainable choices.  In 

this case, the parking quantum and design is such that unfettered demand for on-site 

facilities is typically met, whilst not over-providing such that actual demand at peak times 

is limited.  This is in the context that it forms part of the town centre facility and there is 

a plethora of opportunity for a choice of travel and for sharing of trip purpose. 

8.13 In addition, the access road into the foodstore car park is sufficiently long enough to 

accommodate approximately 30 queuing vehicles before blocking back through the site 

access junction.  In reality, this is unlikely to happen but the access road provides a level 

of comfort that a number of vehicles could be stored there whilst vehicles manoeuvred 

through the car park during peak periods and consequently, not block any through traffic 

on Carnsew Road. 

8.14 Staff parking provision will be managed by the foodstore operator and staff travel by 

sustainable modes will be encouraged to ensure a minimal impact on the South Quay car 
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park.  This is dealt with in the Savell Bird & Axon Foodstore Travel Plan Framework 

(December 2010), which has been issued as a separate document. 

The Foundry Yard 

8.15 A similar parking accumulation exercise for the non food units in the Foundry Yard site is 

demonstrated in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3 – Summary of Foundry Yard parking accumulation 

Time 
Range 

Weekday Trip 
Rates 

Weekday 
Traffic 

Attraction 

Saturday Trip 
Rates 

Saturday 
Traffic 

Attraction 

Parking 
Accumulation at End 

of Time Period 
In Out In Out In Out In Out Weekday Saturday

00:00-01:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
01:00-02:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
02:00-03:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
03:00-04:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
04:00-05:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
05:00-06:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
06:00-07:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
07:00-08:00 0.297 0.023 6 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 5 0 
08:00-09:00 0.886 0.355 18 7 0.386 0.073 8 1 16 6 
09:00-10:00 1.849 1.166 37 23 1.513 0.816 30 16 30 20 
10:00-11:00 2.259 2.217 45 44 2.978 1.877 59 37 30 42 
11:00-12:00 2.395 2.501 48 50 3.500 3.207 70 64 28 48 
12:00-13:00 2.711 2.532 54 50 3.611 3.484 72 69 32 50 
13:00-14:00 2.585 2.753 51 55 3.476 3.785 69 75 29 44 
14:00-15:00 2.616 2.374 52 47 3.651 3.548 73 71 33 46 
15:00-16:00 2.070 2.280 41 45 3.247 3.421 65 68 29 43 
16:00-17:00 1.923 2.007 38 40 2.534 3.255 50 65 28 28 
17:00-18:00 1.219 1.523 24 30 1.109 2.170 22 43 21 7 
18:00-19:00 0.916 1.285 18 26 0.073 0.365 1 7 14 2 
19:00-20:00 0.576 0.975 11 19 0.000 0.067 0 1 6 0 
20:00-21:00 0.177 0.517 4 10 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
21:00-22:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
22:00-23:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 
23:00-24:00 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0 0 

  

8.16 The parking accumulation forecast assessment for the Foundry Yard has demonstrated 

that the retail units have a peak weekday demand of 33 spaces, during the period 14:00 

– 15:00.  This is substantially less than the 43 space provision.  This is illustrated in the 

graph below.  
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8.17 The graph demonstrates that the Foundry Yard is anticipated to operate significantly 

under capacity during a typical weekday.  Therefore it could be used at peak times for 

overspill parking from the South Quay car park, if required.  As detailed in Section 4, the 

pedestrian connections between the Foundry and South Quay are to be significantly 

improved and will be able to facilitate the safe movement of shoppers across Carnsew 

Road from the Foundry Yard to the foodstore, if it is required.   

8.18 Similarly, as demand may exceed supply within the Foundry Yard car park during a 

Saturday peak (50 vehicles @ 12:00 – 13:00) compared to the proposed provision of 43 

spaces, then any additional demand can be accommodated in the South Quay car park 

which is anticipated to have significantly less parking requirements on a Saturday. 

Summary 

8.19 In summary, the South Quay car park is sufficient to meet the unfettered parking 

demand of the foodstore, retail units and cinema.  The provision within the Foundry Yard 

car park is in accordance with policy and is of sufficient size to typically accommodate 

demand, without being oversized to unnecessarily encourage car borne movement. 

8.20 The residential element and proposed restaurant at South Quay will have dedicated 

spaces and will not be expected to utilise parking provided for the foodstore and retail 

units. 
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9 HIGHWAY NETWORK CAPACITY ASSESSMENT 

Impact on the Strategic Highway Network 

9.1 An assessment of the development impact on the strategic highway network (A30) has 

been undertaken.   

9.2 Traffic survey data for the A30 junction at Loggans Moor and St Erth’s was undertaken 

by ‘Count On Us’ on the 30th July 2008 and are contained within Appendix I.  This is one 

of the peak periods during the summer months and some of the highest traffic flows 

seen on this part of the Strategic Highway Network (SHN).  This base data was growthed 

to 2020 by using a TEMPRO adjusted NRTF factor of 1.174.  Calculations for this 

derivation are contained within Appendix F.  This assessment of the SHN 10 years after 

the date of registration of the planning application is in accordance with the DfT’s 

‘Guidance on Transport Assessment’.  Of note, the observed peak hour at the Loggan’s 

Moor Roundabout was 16:45 – 17:45 and 17:15 -18:15 at the St Erth’s Gyratory.  These 

observed peak hour flows have been used to assess the peak hour development traffic 

attraction as although they vary slightly, this represents the worst case scenario and 

provides a robust assessment of the impact on the SHN. 

9.3 It is anticipated that only a small proportion of retail primary trips will originate from 

north (2%) or south (3%) of Hayle and travel via the A30, as there are very few small 

residential catchments beyond Hayle itself, with only Carbis Bay, St Ives, St Erth and the 

adjacent settlements of Penzance and Camborne.  Furthermore, most of the small 

residential areas between these places, e.g. Connor Downs, would be approximately 

equidistant between the proposed development and foodstore’s in St Ives and Camborne 

and hence could be likely to use a new foodstore in Hayle or a food store in one of these 

other areas. 

9.4 The distribution of residential trips across the Strategic Highway Network has been 

calculated using Census journey to work data, see section 5. 

9.5 The development traffic impact at the Loggans Moor roundabout and the St Erth’s 

Gyratory is summarised in Table 8.1 and 8.2. 
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Table 8.1 – Development traffic impact at A30 (Loggan’s Moor Roundabout) 

Junction / Arm 2008 
Observed 

2020 Base 
Flows

Development 
Trips (2%) Impact 

A30 Loggans Moor 3,668 4,306 17 0.4% 
Carwin Rise - B3301 647 760 9 1.2% 
A30 (southbound) 1,179 1,384 8 0.6% 

 

Table 8.2 – Development traffic impact at A30 (St Erth’s Gyratory) 

Junction / Arm 2008 
Observed 

2020 Base 
Flows

Development 
Trips (3%) Impact 

St Erth's Gyratory 2,501 2,936 27 0.9% 
A30 (northbound) 1,026 1,205 13 1.1% 

Griggs Hill - B3301 
(southbound) 249 292 14 4.8% 

 

9.6 In summary, the forecast impact on the strategic highway network is 0.4% increase in 

traffic at the Loggans Moor Roundabout and 0.9% increase in traffic at the St. Erth’s 

Gyratory.  These are minor increases and are likely to amount to less than the daily 

variation in background traffic.  When combined with a robust Travel Plan the 

development traffic is predicted not to have a noticeable impact on the SHN.  Therefore, 

no further assessment or junction modelling is considered necessary as the impact on 

the strategic highway network is negligible.  The principle of this has already been 

agreed by the Highways Agency during preplanning discussions.    

9.7 It is worth noting that the previous Section 106 commitments from the wider Masterplan 

relating to off-site improvements at the St Erth and Loggans Moor roundabouts will not 

be jeopardised as part of these revised proposals for South Quay and Foundry Yard. 

Committed Development 

9.8 The Hayle Harbour Masterplan contains five sites and is currently consented.  The five 

sites are South Quay/The Foundry Yard, East Quay, North Quay, Hilltop and Riviere 

Fields.  This Transport Assessment considers a change in development mix on two of the 

five sites, The Foundry Yard and South Quay.  As such, the consented development on 

the remaining three sites (North Quay, Hilltop & Riviere Fields) is considered to be 

‘committed development’.  Therefore the development traffic flows for these areas have 

been calculated from the trip rates and land uses obtained from the Buro Happold 

Transport Assessment (Dec 2007) and Technical Note (Oct 2008), for use within our 
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capacity assessments.  These trip rates have previously been agreed as part of the 

planning consent.  The committed development trips calculations are contained within 

Appendix H and are summarised in Table 8.3. 

Table 8.3 – Summary of committed development trips 

North Quay Hilltop Riviere Fields Total 
In Out In Out In Out In Out 

174 247 40 24 123 75 337 346 

9.9 The committed development traffic has been distributed across the local highway 

network according to the assumptions contained within the Buro Happold technical Note 

(October 2008).  The traffic is distributed as: 

• Northbound via Loggans Moor – 60% 

• Southbound via St Erth – 32% 

• Eastbound via B3302 to Helston – 8% 

9.10 The committed development traffic distribution is illustrated below.  
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Impact on the Local Highway Network 

9.11 Junction capacity assessments have been undertaken for the proposed signal-controlled 

junction which will provide access to the development and the Foundry Square mini-

roundabout to understand the impacts of the proposed development and in comparison 

to any forecast impacts from the consented scheme.   

The computer software ARCADY (version 6) was used to assess the impact of 

development traffic on the Foundry Square mini-roundabout, whilst LINSIG (version 3) 

was used to assess the site access signal-controlled junction.  The assessment scenarios 

are detailed in Table 8.4.  The ARCADY output files are contained within Appendix J and 

the LINSIG output files are contained within Appendix K. 

Table 8.4 – Summary of assessed scenarios  
Scenario Year Included Figure Number 

1 2012 Base (Foundry Square only) 
Figure 20 – Total Vehicles 
Figure 21 – PCU’s 

2 2012 Base + Proposed Development at South Quay and the 
Foundry Yard 

Figure 22 – Total Vehicles 
Figure 23 – PCU’s 

3 2012 Base + Proposed Development at South Quay and the 
Foundry Yard + Committed Development 

Figure 24 – Total Vehicles 
Figure 25 – PCU’s 

4 2017 Base (Foundry Square only) 
Figure 26 – Total Vehicles 
Figure 27 – PCU’s 

5 2017 Base + Proposed Development at South Quay and the 
Foundry Yard 

Figure 28 – Total Vehicles 
Figure 29 – PCU’s 

6 2017 Base + Proposed Development at South Quay and the 
Foundry Yard + Committed Development 

Figure 30 – Total Vehicles 
Figure 31 – PCU’s 

 

9.12 The results of the Foundry Square mini-roundabout capacity assessments are 

summarised in Table 8.5 and the ARCADY output results are contained in Appendix J. 

Table 8.5 – Summary of capacity results for the Foundry Square mini-roundabout 

Scenario 
Penpol Terrace Foundry Hill Carnsew Road 
Max RFC Max Q Max RFC Max Q Max RFC Max Q 

2012 Base 0.629 2 0.635 2 0.622 2 
2012 Base & Dev 0.786 4 0.713 3 0.838 5 
2012 Base & Dev & Com Dev 0.935 11 0.816 5 0.973 16 
2017 Base 0.687 3 0.699 3 0.683 3 
2017 Base & Dev 0.845 5 0.787 4 0.901 8 
2017 Base & Dev & Com Dev 0.992 21 0.891 7 1.039 33 
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9.13 The results of the site access signal-controlled junction capacity assessments are 

summarised in Table 8.6 and the LINSIG output results are contained in Appendix K.  

These results are based on a 90 second cycle time with an all-red phase for pedestrians 

which would be called by pressing the push-button.  Modelling was undertaken in this 

manner to reduce the impact of the pedestrianised crossings on the capacity of the 

junction, whilst still maintaining a safe crossing environment for pedestrians. 

Table 8.6 – Summary of capacity results for the site access signal-controlled junction 

Scenario PPRC 

South 
Quay 

Carnsew 
Rd (E) 

Foundry 
Site 

Carnsew 
Rd (w) 

MMQ MMQ MMQ MMQ 

2012 Base & Dev 11.1% 8.2 8.1 1.4 17.7 
2012 Base & Dev & 

Com Dev 1.3% 9.3 10.5 1.2 21.1 

2017 Base & Dev 7.0% 8.1 8.9 1.2 18.3 
2017 Base & Dev & 

Com Dev -1.9% 9.3 14.0 1.2 23.7 

 

9.14 The results summarised in Tables 8.4 and 8.5 demonstrate that: 

• The forecast demand from the proposed development can be accommodated on 

the highway network at both the site access Signal-controlled junction and 

Foundry Square junction.  However, it is accepted that whilst the ‘all-red’ 

pedestrian phase was not included within the junction assessment above, in 

reality, the calling of this pedestrian phase would have a slight detrimental 

impact upon the operational efficiency of the junction, depending on how 

frequently this phase is called. 

• With the addition of unfettered demand from the committed development, the 

site access junction exceeds its theoretical capacity in the 2017 scenario with 

some queuing evident, particularly on Carnsew Road.  It should be noted 

however, that there is sufficient space available to accommodate the anticipated 

number of queuing vehicles on all arms without blocking back to any 

downstream junction. 

• The Foundry Square mini-roundabout can accommodate the forecast 

development traffic in the 2012 scenario and 2017 with limited queuing forecast 

at this junction 
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• The addition of committed development traffic to the 2012 and 2017 scenarios 

demonstrates that this mini-roundabout would start to approach over capacity 

assuming unfettered traffic demand from other developments.  It should be 

noted however, that due to limitations with the ARCADY computer software, 

when a junction reaches the theoretical capacity of ‘1’ then queuing is forecast at 

an exponential rate and consequently the outputs in terms of forecast queuing 

should be treated with caution. 

Proposed Mitigation Measures – Foundry Square 

9.15 Whilst the existing layout of the Foundry Square mini-roundabout can accommodate the 

development traffic in the 2012 and 2017 year scenarios, further assessment on potential 

mitigation measures has been undertaken with a view of improving the existing layout 

and increasing capacity to the traffic flows on this part of the highway network and the 

town centre as a whole.  This is particularly relevant in respect of traffic levels predicted 

to arise from the committed development i.e. the consented Hayle Masterplan (North 

Quay, Hilltop & Riviere Fields), which are a contributing factor to the Foundry Square 

mini-roundabout operating over capacity during these scenarios. 

9.16 Initially the mini-roundabout was analysed to establish whether additional capacity could 

be created without impacting significantly on the public realm works that have recently 

been implemented.   

9.17 Capacity benefits can be gained by setting the northern kerbline back into the verge (Isis 

Gardens) by approximately one metre.  This would allow for a flared / two-lane approach 

to the mini-roundabout on Carnsew Road from the viaduct to the junction, thereby 

increasing capacity and queuing space.  In addition, the kerbed refuge island on the 

Penpol Terrace arm could be moved approximately one metre north to allow for a two 

lane approach on the Penpol Terrace arm also.  Either or both of these improvements 

could be introduced when the development in North Quay comes forward, as the mini-

roundabout is able to accommodate the traffic associated with the development at South 

Quay.     

9.18 The changes in highway alignment were then assessed during the worst case scenario in 

traffic terms, Scenario 6 (2017 Base + Development + Committed Development).  A 

comparison of assessment results for scenario 6 with the existing and revised layouts are 

contained in Table 8.7. 
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Table 8.7 – Summary of capacity results for the Foundry Square mini-roundabout 

Layout 
Penpol Terrace Foundry Hill Carnsew Road 

Max RFC Max Q Max RFC Max Q Max RFC Max Q 

Existing Layout 0.992 21 0.891 7 1.039 33 
With Carnsew Road 

improvements 
0.996 22 0.891 7 0.950 13 

With Carnsew Road and 
Penpol Terrace improvements 

0.945 12 0.897 7 0950 13 

 

9.19 Table 8.7 demonstrates that the addition of a two-lane approach on the Penpol Terrace 

and Carnsew Road approach arms will improve the operational performance of the 

junction by reducing the forecast queuing on those arms by over 50%.  This is not the 

same as saying our development contributes towards overcapacity and queuing at this 

junction as this scenario arises with the addition of committed development. 

9.20 As part of the financial contributions to be made via a Section 106 contribution which is 

linked to highway improvements in respect of the committed development (South Quay 

and North Quay), it is understood that some £75,000 has been allocated for 

improvements at the Foundry Square junction.  ING RED are proposing to bring forward 

this element of the Section 106 contribution as part of this application.  It is considered 

that these type of improvements as outlined above and which are in keeping with the 

local environment could be considered by the local highway authority to provide capacity 

benefits in this location.   

Impact of Tourist Traffic  

9.21 Hayle is located in Cornwall and experiences significant levels of tourism during the 

summer months and other holiday periods.   The traffic survey that was used to derive 

baseline traffic data within this Transport Assessment was undertaken on a May Bank 

Holiday weekend and as such, is considered to be one of the busiest weekends for 

traffic.  It is acknowledged that traffic flows are slightly higher during July and August.  

However, the volume of peak hour traffic is not proportional to the volume of tourist 

vehicles.  There are three overriding reasons for this.   
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9.22 Firstly, local residents will have a knowledge and understanding of when the local traffic 

conditions will increase during the summer months and will change their travel habits 

accordingly to minimise their inconvenience.  They will not choose to travel by car during 

the busiest peak periods and instead, choose to go shopping outside of these periods.  

Therefore the potential for the cumulative impact of local residents shopping and the 

busiest tourist traffic being on the highway network at the same time is unlikely to occur 

in reality.   

9.23 Secondly, Hayle is a coastal town which experiences higher levels of traffic during the 

traditional holiday periods.  As such, there is an acceptance that this situation is 

considered normal for coastal towns and that this temporary increase in traffic and 

associated tourism is vital to the local economy and continued growth and regeneration 

of the town.  It is not considered good practice to design and provide for traffic levels 

that are experienced for only short periods of the year, however there may be scope to 

manage this additional demand more efficiently. 

9.24 Finally, traffic flow data has been derived from Cornwall Councils Traffic Statistics 2008 – 

Annual Report and is summarised in Table 8.7 and contained in Appendix L.  The 

information contained within this document shows that the average seasonal growth 

throughout the county (based on observed counts undertaken on all the C and B class 

roads where permanent ATC data is available) between the neutral months of April/ May 

and a peak summer month of August is +13%.  Furthermore if the two sites with 

‘extreme’ flows are removed from the calculations i.e. Zennor and Crantock, this effect of 

seasonality is less pronounced with growth of +6%. 

Table 8.7 – Cornwall County Council Traffic Statistic data 2008 Annual Report 

Site Ref April May Aug Average 
Difference 

% 
Increase 

B3284 Perranporth 3809 4197 4680 677 14% 
C3 Fiddlers Green 1003 1033 1136 118 10% 
B3314 Pendoggett 2574 2795 3724 1040 28% 
B3257 Congdons's 2301 2428 2107 -258 -12% 
B3359 Wilton Farm 3745 4197 5064 1093 22% 

C281 St Austell 6394 6094 4887 -1357 -28% 
B3306 Zennor 675 837 1194 438 37% 
C53 Crantock 2484 2922 4160 1457 35% 

Average – All Sites 13%
Average - excluding Zennor and Crantock 6%
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9.25 Within this Transport Assessment May Bank Holiday traffic flows have been used, which 

are typically 8-9% higher than a neutral situation.   However, it is recognised that for 6 

to 8 weeks during the school holidays in July and August, flows are higher (as 

demonstrated in Table 8.7). 

Sensitivity Analysis - Assessment of Tourist Traffic  

9.26 Cornwall Council has provided traffic survey data from manual counts undertaken in June 

and August 2006 at the Foundry Square junction.  These surveys demonstrate a 13% 

increase in total traffic at this junction in the August survey, compared to that observed 

during the April survey.  The Surveys are contained in Appendix M. 

9.27 To provide some comfort in the assessment work already undertaken, a sensitivity 

analysis has been undertaken to understand the development traffic impact at the 

Foundry Square junction under August traffic loading conditions. 

9.28 The 2017 base traffic flows used in the previous analysis were ‘growthed’ by an 

additional 13%, to account for the increase in traffic during August and then added to 

the development traffic.  This is referred to as Scenario 7.  The Scenario 7 flows are 

illustrated in Figure 32 and the results of the analysis are summarised in Table 8.8. 

Table 8.8 – Summary of results for Scenario 7

Arm 
Without junction 
Improvements 

With Junction 
Improvements 

Max RFC Max Q Max RFC Max Q 
Arm A - Penpol Terrace 0.943 12 0.897 8 

Arm B - Foundry Hill 0.911 8 0.913 8 
Arm C - Carnsew Road 1.010 24 0.923 10 

9.29 Table 8.8 demonstrates that the Foundry Square mini-roundabout can operate under the 

2017 August baseline loading with the addition of development traffic from South Quay / 

Foundry Yard Park, with only the Carnsew Road arm operating at capacity.  This junction 

is critical to the operation of the town centre during the holiday periods and 

demonstrates that the development traffic impact is lower than the traffic associated 

with the committed development in north Hayle.  In addition, it should be noted that the 

proposed junction improvements significantly reduce the level of queuing at this location. 
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Sensitivity Analysis – Foodstore Distribution 

9.30 Following the issue of the SBA Draft Transport Assessment in August, Cornwall Council 

have provided comments which suggest that in addition to the increase in traffic during 

the peak summer months, the distribution of flows at the Foundry Square junction will be 

different to the other ‘neutral’ months given the location of seasonal holiday / caravan 

accommodation in the town.  Therefore we have undertaken an additional sensitivity 

analysis to further analyse the impact of the proposed development during these 

summer months.  The primary food-retail trips have been reallocated as per guidance 

from Cornwall County Council.  The revised distribution is summarised in Table 8.9. 

Table 8.9 – Summary of retail primary trip distribution

Arm 
Distribution Allocation in 

Transport Assessment 
Cornwall Council August 

Distribution Method 
To From To From 

Penpol Terrace 46% 46% 60% 60% 
Foundry Hill 11% 11% 20% 20% 

Carnsew Road 43% 43% 20% 20% 

9.31 The overriding difference is that the SBA Transport Assessment distribution of primary 

trips was such that 57% of the primary development trips were routed through the 

Foundry Square mini-roundabout, whereas with the Council distribution method 80% of 

the development trips are routed through Foundry Square.  This Council distribution 

method will therefore put an additional 23% of Primary development trips through the 

junction.  We do not necessarily agree with this supposition, but have undertaken a 

sensitivity test to appraise this scenario.   

9.32 The principal justification from Cornwall County Council for increasing the amount of 

traffic heading through the Foundry Square junction is based upon the routing of tourist 

traffic to the largest Holiday Camps within and surrounding Hayle. 

9.33 The ‘Journal of Transport Geography’ research paper ‘Tourists Travel Behaviour in 

Response to Congestion: The Case of Car Trips to Cornwall’ (Shailes, Senior & Andrew) 

has been reviewed as part of this Sensitivity Analysis and is contained within Appendix N 

for reference.  The study examines the ‘evasive’ manner in which tourists adjust travel 

behaviour in response to congestion, both expected and un-expected.  Evasive travel 

behaviour is defined as departing at a time which would not otherwise be the case, or 

taking a route that would not otherwise be taken, specifically to avoid congestion that is 
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expected or experienced during the journey.  Whilst the paper concentrated on tourist 

trips to Cornwall, the general principles derived from the research are applicable to all 

tourism-based car travel in Cornwall. 

9.34 The weekday food shopping habits of tourists in this area are unlikely to be focused 

around the observed highway network PM peak period.  The rationale is that as these 

tourists are on holiday and as such, there are no specific reasons (i.e. after work) for 

them to choose to go food shopping during the busiest time on the highway network.  

This accords with research found in the Journey of Transport Geography paper (Shailes, 

Senior & Andrew) which states that ‘54% of the respondents interviewed in their survey 

adopted evasive behaviour, overwhelmingly by the timing of their trips’.  Tourists will, 

especially if they have visited the area previously and have prior knowledge, exhibit 

evasive behaviour to avoid congestion by choosing alternative times to go shopping.  

Unlike local residents who may work during the daytime, tourists have significant periods 

of time outside of the peak hours, during which they can visit the foodstore.  This will 

lead to a more flat profile of trips to South Quay with less peaks and troughs as the trips 

become spread more evenly across the day. 

9.35 It is also assumed that during the peak summer months, residents of Hayle would act to 

minimise their own inconvenience and change their travel / shopping habits, as a result 

of the increase in base traffic on the highway network.  Knowledge of busy time-periods 

and local perception of congestion patterns would allow residents to choose alternative 

shopping periods, outside of the traditional peaks and where tourism based traffic would 

be greatly reduced.   

9.36 As such, the weekday PM peak hour trip rates contained within the SBA Transport 

Assessment have been reduced by 20% to account for the evasive behaviour taken by 

tourists and local residents to avoid congestion, as described above.  The revised trip 

rates are summarised in Table 8.10.  The 20% ‘tourist travel behaviour’ reduction factor 

which was applied to the trip rates is significantly less than the 54% reported in the 

Journey of Transport Geography paper. 

Table 8.10 – Summary of weekday PM foodstore trip rates 

Transport Assessment 
Trip Rates 

Revised Trip Rates 
(-20%) 

IN OUT IN OUT 
6.497 7.401 5.198 5.921 
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9.37 The traffic attraction for the proposed foodstore, based on the revised trip rates, are 

summarised in Table 8.11. 

Table 8.11 – Summary of weekday PM foodstore trip rates 

Transport Assessment  
Traffic Attraction 

Revised Traffic   
Attraction 

IN OUT IN OUT 
340 387 272 310 

9.38 Whilst the revised distribution of traffic sees a variation in the percentage of traffic 

travelling through the junction, it is appropriate to assume that there will be a higher 

number of pass-by trips due to a higher number of tourists on the network, passing the 

site entrance.  Therefore the amount of pass-by trips has been increased by 20% to 

account for the increased level of tourist-based traffic that will stop at the supermarket 

whilst returning back to their holiday camp or holiday base.  As a result of the increase in 

pass-by trips, the amount of Primary foodstore trips is subsequently reduced by 20%.  

Diverted and Shared trips remain at 10% each, as per the SBA Transport Assessment.  

The foodstore trips are sub-dived in Table 8.12. 

Table 8.12 – Summary of foodstore trips

Trip Type % 
Traffic Attraction 
In Out 

Primary Trip 40% 109 124 
Pass-by Trip 40% 109 124 
Diverted Trip 10% 27 31 
Shared Trip 10% 27 31 

Total 100% 272 310 

9.39 The 2017 base flows, which have been factored up using the summer months seasonal 

uplift as per the previous sensitivity analysis, were assessed together with the re-

distributed retail based trips, according to the guidance provided by Cornwall County 

Council.  This will be referred to as Scenario 8 and the flows are illustrated in Figure 33.  

The results of the Scenario 8 analysis are summarised in Table 8.13. 
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Table 8.13 – Summary of results for Scenario 8

Arm 
Without junction 
Improvements 

With Junction 
Improvements 

Max RFC Max Q Max RFC Max Q 
Arm A - Penpol Terrace 0.943 12 0.897 8 

Arm B - Foundry Hill 0.911 8 0.913 8 
Arm C - Carnsew Road 1.010 24 0.923 10 

9.40 Table 8.13 demonstrates that with a re-distribution of tourist based food trips (in the 

peak summer months) that whilst RFC’s exceed 0.85, the queuing at this junction is 

generally within manageable levels apart from the Carnsew Road approach arm of the 

junction.   However, it also further demonstrates that some relatively minor amendments 

to the approach arms of the Carnsew Road and Penpol Terrace arms of the junction can 

provide capacity benefits.   

Summary of Highway Network Operational Performance  

9.41 The operational analysis undertaken in support of this development has shown that as a 

standalone development, the forecast demand arising from the proposed development 

can be accommodated within the local and strategic highway network.  The analysis also 

demonstrates that any highway capacity issues are forecast to arise with the addition of 

traffic from consented development i.e. the wider Masterplan at Hayle which includes the 

development at North Quay.  However as part of the planning consent, a financial 

contribution has already been set aside to improve highway capacity at Foundry Square 

in respect of the forecast traffic impact from North Quay.  The applicant ING is prepared 

to make this Section 106 contribution as part of this application.  We believe that 

improvements in capacity can be gained by relatively minor modifications to the Foundry 

Square junction, but this is merely an option for Cornwall Highways to consider.  We also 

believe that this sort of scheme can be delivered within the budget set aside within the 

Section 106 contribution for this junction.  

9.42 It should also be noted that the anticipated impact from the proposed development at 

South Quay on the Foundry Square mini-roundabout is significantly less than that 

anticipated from the consented scheme and what was previously reported in the Buro 

Happold Transport Assessment (Nov 2007).  Therefore the proposed scheme at South 

Quay / Foundry is beneficial in this regard. 
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9.43 Further analysis of the Foundry Square improvement scheme, proposed within the SBA 

Transport Assessment, demonstrates that although there is only a small benefit in 

introducing the scheme for development traffic. The main benefit is realised when the 

committed development traffic is added to the network.  The improvement scheme 

significantly reduces the predicted queuing on the Penpol Terrace and Carnsew Road 

arms of the junction without having a detrimental impact on the existing layout and 

character of this important town centre junction. 
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10 CONSTRUCTION 

Construction Management 

10.1 The proposed development may be constructed in a phased approach or all elements 

simultaneously.  In any case, the anticipated traffic associated with the construction of 

the development is as follows: 

• Plant and ground preparation equipment.  These are generally brought to the site 

at the start of construction and removed once construction is complete; 

• Construction material delivery vehicles.  The number of delivery vehicles will vary 

throughout the construction period, but are likely to include cement mixers, low 

loaders and box vans; 

• Removal of waste vehicles.  Whilst some waste materials require special disposal 

services, much of the general waste can be removed by the delivery vehicles, 

which are generally empty after delivering their load on site; 

• Construction staff vehicles.  The number of staff on-site at any one time is likely to 

vary throughout the construction process as more or less skilled tradesmen are 

required.  There will however, be a ‘core’ number of workers throughout the 

construction period.   

10.2 Specific measures can be agreed in a ‘Construction Management Plan’ (CMP) whereby 

working hours, construction traffic routing and vehicle types are defined.  It is 

anticipated that certain restrictions on the number and type of construction vehicles 

arriving and departing the site during the peak hours will be applied, though this is to be 

agreed in the CMP.  Local construction workers and suppliers will be sought where 

feasible to reduce the magnitude of impact on the local and strategic highway network. 

10.3 It is anticipated that a CMP can be conditioned as part of this application. 
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11 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Summary 

11.1 Savell Bird & Axon (SBA) are retained to provide traffic and transportation advice to ING 

Real Estate Development (ING RED) in support of a planning application in Hayle, 

Cornwall, on the areas of land known as ‘The South Quay’ and ‘The Foundry Yard’. 

11.2 The development comprises 33 residential units, 2,397 Sqm of retail, 5,230 Sqm food 

retail, 372 Sqm of A3 use and a 200 seat Cinema.  The South Quay car park will provide 

276 car parking spaces and The Foundry Yard will provide 43 spaces. 

11.3 The South Quay and The Foundry Yard areas form part of the wider Hayle Harbour 

Regeneration Masterplan (also ING RED) which has recently been granted planning 

consent, (29th June 2010). 

11.4 The redevelopment proposals contained within this Transport Assessment are to be 

treated as a standalone development aside from the consented Masterplan development.  

Notwithstanding this, these proposals are significant in terms of revitalising Hayle town 

centre. 

11.5 South Quay is considered to be the best available site in Hayle for a foodstore in terms of 

sustainable linkages, the location within the town centre and minimising impact on the 

Strategic Road Network (A30).  This accords with National, Regional and Local policy 

objectives for transportation and land-use planning.  The redevelopment of a brownfield 

site in a prominent position within the town centre offers future customers a real 

opportunity to travel to the site by sustainable modes and future residents less 

dependent on private motorised vehicles.  In addition to this, the redevelopment 

proposals include a new public realm improvement scheme which will strengthen the 

existing pedestrian links along Carnsew Road whilst enhancing the connectivity of the 

site to the town centre.  Effectively the site will become an extension of the town centre. 

11.6 Further significant improvements to local sustainable transport infrastructure are 

proposed, which include; 

• A new pedestrian/cycle footbridge that will link the site with north Hayle, 

shortening the walking distance to the site by approximately 400m.   
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• A new pedestrian connection through Isis Gardens, providing better pedestrian 

permeability through the existing viaduct structure and further improving links 

between the town centre and the site; 

• New ‘straight-across’ signal-controlled pedestrian crossings on all of the arms of 

the site access junction;  

• New bus stops adjacent to the site on Carnsew Road, near the railway viaduct.  

This will allow the frequent existing bus services 14 and 18 to stop directly 

outside the site, thereby improving accessibility by public transport.   

11.7 The proposed food store will significantly decrease the leakage from Hayle residents to 

other food stores in towns such as Camborne and Penzance.  As such, the containment 

of trips to the food stores will be kept within Hayle.  Given the town centre location, 

many trips can be made sustainably.  Moreover, a foodstore development in this location 

will reduce the existing food shopping impact on the strategic highway (A30) network as 

residents will no longer need to travel to other towns for their shopping.  In addition, the 

primary trip catchment will be local residents who are able to travel by sustainable 

transport.  As the development will attract a significant level of repeat business, 

discretion will be applied as to the time of each trip, such that inconvenience is 

minimised.  

11.8 It is important to stress that the applicant has been advised by both the Major Projects 

Manager and the Assistant Head of Planning & Regeneration in Cornwall County Council, 

that the most appropriate form of access arrangement for the proposed development is 

traffic signals.  Previously SBA had agreed in principle with Cornwall Highways that a 

mini roundabout would provide the best access solution in terms of highway capacity.  

Whilst the proposed traffic signal controlled junction does not provide the levels of 

highway capacity afforded by the previously mooted mini roundabout junction 

arrangement, this direction has come from the Council themselves and is based on 

delivering an access which appeases concerns from English Heritage and is seen to 

improve the public realm in this area. 

11.9 Traffic signals at the proposed site access can also act as a gateway feature into Hayle 

and be used as a traffic management tool to control the flow of traffic entering Hayle 

from the west along Carnsew Road. 
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11.10 The junction capacity assessments have shown that the Foundry Square roundabout will 

be at capacity during 2017 with the consented Masterplan proposals.  There have 

recently been some public realm improvements at the junction but nothing has been 

proposed within the Masterplan to improve capacity.  The capacity issues at the Foundry 

Square junction are directly related to the consented Masterplan (committed 

development) and not the proposed development.  In comparable terms, the impact at 

this junction between the South Quay and Foundry elements of the consented 

Masterplan and the proposed redevelopment at South Quay and The Foundry Yard will 

be reduced.   

11.11 Notwithstanding this, capacity improvements can be achieved at the Foundry Square 

junction by increasing the entry width on the Penpol Terrace and Carnsew Road 

approaches.  These works can be accommodated within the Section 106 contributions 

allocated to this junction and associated with the wider consented Masterplan.  This is a 

decision for the local highway authority.  However, ING are proposing to offer the 

Section 106 contributions of £75,000 for junction improvements at Foundry Square as 

part of this application.   

11.12 Given the location and importance of this junction within Hayle it is suggested that the 

roundabout improvements are implemented to increase capacity of this junction.  These 

can be achieved whilst retaining the quality of the public realm and maintaining 

pedestrian linkages between the site and the town centre. 

11.13 A comparison in the forecast traffic attractions for the consented and the proposed 

developments at South Quay and The Foundry Yard shows that the proposals will reduce 

the traffic impact by over 500 two-way trips during a typical weekday PM peak hour.  

This is a significant reduction in traffic within this part of Hayle, particularly as the 

consented Masterplan for this site has already received highways approval. 

11.14 This represents a substantial 40% reduction in traffic demand as the new proposals have 

less residential development and no office / employment land.  Both of these uses are 

significant generators of traffic during the AM and PM peak periods.  In addition, the 

foodstore will generate more diverted trips and linked trips which are already on the local 

highway network.   

11.15 There will be traffic generation associated with a foodstore, but the corresponding 

demand will be lower during the peak periods as shopping profiles typically occur 
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throughout the day rather than being confined to one or two peak hours.  In addition, 

local people (who this development is intended to cater for) will choose to avoid peak 

times to travel in Hayle when they perceive traffic levels to be at their highest. 

Conclusion 

11.16 This Transport Assessment has demonstrated that the proposed development, located in 

Hayle town centre, is the most suitable location for a foodstore within Hayle and will 

provide significant enhancements to the connectivity to other parts of the town by foot, 

cycle and bus.  The site is an extension of the existing town centre. 

11.17 The proposed redevelopment is a standalone development and it has been demonstrated 

that the local highway network is able to accommodate the associated traffic demand. 

11.18 The traffic impact from South Quay and The Foundry Yard sites is significantly less than 

the previously consented element of the overall ING RED Hayle Harbour Masterplan and 

as such, has a reduced impact on the local highway network.  In addition, the proposed 

food store will lead to ‘containment’ of food shopping trips within Hayle, thereby reducing 

leakage and hence traffic impact on the strategic network (A30). 

11.19 Therefore the proposal will have a beneficial impact on the connectivity between the site 

and the town centre for vulnerable road users, whilst sympathetically assisting with the 

regeneration of Hayle. 

IMPORTANT SECTION BREAK NEXT – DO NOT DELETE PAST THIS CHEVRON > 
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Executive Summary 

 

An assessment has been carried out of the impact of noise from a proposal to construct 

and operate a  food store as shown  in Figure 1.1  in Volume 1: Main Text and Figures  in 

Appendix A by ING RED UK (Hayle Harbour) Ltd., at Hayle, Cornwall. 

 

A survey of existing ambient noise  levels was carried out  in August 2009, to assist with 

this assessment. 

 

Assessment methodology has been  considered with  reference  to  appropriate Planning 

Policy  Guidance,  British  Standards  and  World  Health  Organisation  Guidelines  for 

Community Noise. 

 

Noise  levels  have  been  predicted  at  the  nearest  noise  sensitive  receptors,  taking  into 

consideration  the attenuation of noise over  the distances concerned and  the screening 

effects.  

 

Predicted noise  levels have been compared  to guideline values and noise control  limits 

have  been  proposed  for  the  plant.    Predicted  levels  have  been  found  to  be  within 

guideline  levels.    Further work will  be  needed  on  the  exact  location,  screening  etc  of 

plant, once this has been selected to ensure that the target noise levels are achieved. 

 

The development is predicted to result in a negligible adverse impact. 

 

The proposed development also  includes residential use to the north of the site.   Noise 

levels  within  these  dwellings  (arising  from  site  activities)  are  likely  to  be  below  the 

guideline value from PPG 24 at which noise mitigation is necessary. 
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1.0  Introduction 

 

1.1  The Sharps Redmore Partnership (SRP) has been instructed by ING RED UK (Hayle 

Harbour) Ltd., to undertake a noise assessment of a proposal to develop  land at 

Carnsew Road, Hayle  for use  as  a  food  store.    Site  location  and proposed  site 

layout plans are attached in Appendix A. 

 

1.2  The  objective  of  the  assessment  is  to  determine  how  noise  that  may  be 

generated  as  a  result  of  the  proposal  would  affect  the  amenities  of  local 

residents.  

 

1.3  The site is located on South Quay within the town of Hayle on the north coast of 

Cornwall situated in a sheltered estuary approximately 5.5 miles south‐east of St 

Ives, 8 miles north‐east of Penzance and 6 miles  south‐west of Camborne. The 

site is within the main harbour area located within the town of Hayle, which has 

four main quays. South Quay  is  located closest  to  the  town centre of Hayle, at 

Foundry Square, and  is currently unused except  for parking provision  for berth 

holders with boats moored at the quay. 

 

1.4  The  site  is  bordered by  Jewsons Builders Merchants, Carnsew  Road,  the  River 

Hayle  (Carnsew  Channel  and  Penpol  Creek)  and  beyond  this  to  the  east  and 

south,  there  is  a mix  of  existing  residential  and  commercial  properties.    It  is 

understood  that  an  area  of  land  immediately  to  the  north  of  the  store  is  to 

subsequently be developed for mixed residential and retail use. 

 

1.5  The application proposes the construction of a 5,230m2 approx A1 retail store; a 

cinema; retail units; 30 residential units; with associated at grade car parking and 

associated highway works. 
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1.6  Hours of operation are not yet known, but for the purposes of this assessment, it 

has  been  assumed  that  the  food  store  will  be  able  to  accept  deliveries 

throughout  the 24 hour period, but will be open only between 0700 and 2200 

hours, as a worst case.  It has also been assumed that the retail units A, B and C 

will open only between 0700 and 2000 hours, as a worst case, that Units H1 and 

H2 would be open between 0700 and 0000 hours, as a worst case, and that these 

units would not accept deliveries outside of the hours of 0700 to 2300 hours. 

 

1.7  Section  2.0  of  this  report  contains  a  discussion  of  the  available  methods  of 

assessment and assessment criteria. 

 

1.8  Section 3.0 of this report sets out the findings of an acoustic survey, undertaken 

at noise sensitive areas around the site. 

 

1.9  The different components of operational noise are considered  in sections 4.0 to 

7.0 of this report; a consideration of the impact on planned residential use to the 

north of  the  site  is  considered  in  Section  8.0;  and  assessment  conclusions  are 

contained in section 9.0 of this report. 

 

1.10  A guide to the acoustic terminology used in this report is shown in Appendix C.  
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2.0  Assessment methodology and criteria 

 

2.1  The  effect  produced  by  the  introduction  of  a  certain  noise  source  may  be 

determined by several methods, as follows: 

 

i)  The  effect may  be  determined  by  reference  to  guideline  noise  values. 

British  Standard  (BS) 8233:1999  and World Health Organisation  (WHO) 

“Community Noise” contain such guidelines. This method is well suited to 

the assessment of noise from activity or equipment that is fixed within a 

defined boundary. 

 

ii)  Alternatively, the  impact may be determined by considering the change 

in  noise  level  that would  result  from  the  proposal,  in  an  appropriate 

noise  index  for  the  characteristic  of  the  noise  in  question.  There  are 

various criteria linking change in noise level to effect.  This is the method 

that  is suited to, for example, the assessment of noise  from road traffic 

because  it  is capable of displaying  impact to all properties adjacent to a 

road link irrespective of their distance from the road. 

 

iii) Another  method  is  to  compare  the  resultant  noise  level  against  the 

background noise level (LA90) of the area. This is the method employed by 

BS 4142:1997 to determine the  likelihood of complaint from noise of an 

industrial nature. It is best suited to the assessment of steady or pseudo‐

steady noise. 

 

2.2  With these comments  in mind, the components of noise have been assessed as 

follows: 

 

i  car park      ‐ guideline values 

    ii  service yard         ‐ guideline values 

    iii  mechanical services plant      ‐ BS 4142: 1997     

    iv  road traffic          ‐ change in noise level 

    v  construction noise           ‐ guideline values 
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  Guideline noise values 

 

2.3  There are a number of guidance documents that contain recommended guideline 

noise values.  These are discussed below. 

 

2.4  Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) 24 “Planning and Noise” contains comprehensive 

advice  on  the  subject  of  noise  both  in  the  circumstances  of  a  residential 

development or a noise producing development. 

 

2.5  In relation to proposed residential development, PPG 24 sets noise limits in terms 

of “noise exposure categories” (NECs).  At the lowest NEC (NEC A) where noise is 

not a determining factor, the PPG 24  limit for day (0700– 2300 hours)  is LAeq,16hr  

<55 dB and for night LAeq,8hr <45 dB 

 

2.6  In PPG 24 Annex 3, reference  is made  to BS 8233:1987  (now superseded by BS 

8233:1999). 

 

2.7  This  Standard  is  principally  intended  to  assist  in  the  design  of  new  dwellings; 

however, the Standard does state that it may be used in the assessment of noise 

from new sources being brought to existing dwellings. 

 

2.8  BS  8233:1999 was  based  on  the  advice  contained  in  a  draft  of World  Health 

Organisation document “Guidelines  for community noise”.   This document was 

released in final form in 2000. 

 

2.9  The WHO advice is the most useful, comprehensive, and pertinent advice  in this 

case, because it is not specific to the circumstances of the assessment.  Instead, it 

provides  guidance  on  acceptable  limits  in  for  example  schools,  dwellings  and 

offices. 

 

2.10  The WHO  guideline  values  are  appropriate  to what are  termed  “critical health 

effects”.    This means  that  the  limits  are  at  the  lowest  noise  level  that would 

result in any psychological, physiological or sociological effect. 
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2.11  No  absolute  noise  limits  are  available  which  denote  the  threshold  of 

unacceptability of a  scheme. However,  it  is  felt  that compliance with  the  limits 

given by WHO and BS 8233:1999 would denote a “reasonable” noise climate  in 

relation to this scheme. 

 

2.12  In this respect the guideline values are robust against the national planning policy 

that  “significant  environmental  impacts  should  be  avoided  and  alternative 

options which might reduce or eliminate those  impacts pursued” (my emphasis) 

(Ref PPS1, Paragraph 19). 

 

2.13  The PPG 24, WHO and BS 8233 guideline values are summarised in the following 

table: 

 

Document  Limit  Guidance 

PPG 24  LAeqT < 55 dB 

“Noise exposure level A” where noise is 

not a determining factor for proposed 

residential development. (Daytime) 

 

PPG 24 

 

LAeqT < 45 dB 

“Noise exposure level A” where noise is 

not a determining factor for proposed 

residential development (Night) 

LAeqT = 55 dB 

Few seriously annoyed, 

daytime and evening. 

(Continuous noise, outdoor living areas) 

LAeqT = 50 dB 

Few moderately annoyed, 

daytime and evening. 

(Continuous noise, outdoor living areas). 

LAeqT = 35 dB 

Acceptable level to avoid speech 

interference, daytime and evening. 

(Continuous noise, dwellings, indoors) 

World Health Organisation 

“Community Noise 2000” 

LAeqT = 45 dB 

To avoid sleep disturbance, window 

open at night. (Continuous noise, 

outside bedrooms, outdoor values) 
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Document  Limit  Guidance 

LAeqT = 30 dB 
To avoid sleep disturbance at night. 

(Continuous noise, bedrooms, indoors) 

LAMAX = 60 dB 

To avoid sleep disturbance, window 

open at night.  (Noise peaks, outside 

bedrooms, outdoor values) 

LAMAX = 45 dB 
To avoid sleep disturbance at night. 

(Noise peaks, bedrooms, indoors) 

LAeqT = 55 dB 
Upper limit for external steady noise. 

(Gardens and balconies). 

LAeqT = 30 dB 
Good resting/sleeping conditions for 

living rooms during the day 
(Internal – steady noise) 

LAeqT = 40 dB 
Reasonable resting/sleeping conditions 

for living rooms during the day. 
(Internal – steady noise) 

LAeqT = 30 dB 
Good resting/sleeping conditions for 

bedrooms during the night. 
(Internal – steady noise) 

LAeqT = 35 dB 
Reasonable resting/sleeping conditions 

for bedrooms during the night. 
(Internal – steady noise) 

BS 8233 : 1999 
“Sound Insulation and noise 
reduction for buildings” 

LAMAX = 45 dB 
Limit for individual noise events for a 
reasonable standard in bedrooms at 

night. (Internal) 
 

 

2.14  For LAeqT criteria the time base (T) given in the documents is 16 hours for daytime 

limits  and  8  hours  for  night  time  limits. When  assessing  impact,  this  has  the 

tendency to smooth out the hourly variations in noise level.  In order to ensure a 

robust assessment, our calculations of noise from site activities are carried out to 

a 1 hour  time base, which  is a more  stringent assessment  than  is given  in  the 

guidance documents.  

 

  Changes in noise level 

 

2.15  PPG 24 notes that changes in noise levels of  less than 3 dBA are not perceptible 

under normal conditions and changes of 10 dBA are equivalent to a doubling of 

loudness.    This  guidance  has  been  accepted  by  inspectors,  at  inquiry,  to 

encompass changes in noise levels in the index LAeqT in relation to traffic noise. 
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2.16  The  following  table  has  been  employed  widely  by  acoustic  consultants  and 

practitioners in the subject: 

 

Change in noise level 
LAeqT dB 

Response  Impact 

< 3  Imperceptible  None 

3 – 5  Perceptible  Slight/marginal 

6 – 10  Up to a doubling of 
loudness 

Significant 

11 – 15 
Over a doubling of 

loudness 
Substantial 

> 15  ‐  Severe 

   

  BS 4142:1997 

 

2.17  As discussed, this BS enables the likelihood of complaint from industrial noise to 

be determined according to the following summary process: 

 

i. Determine the background noise levels, in terms of the index LA90, at the 

receptor locations of interest. 

 

ii. Determine the specific noise level of the source being assessed, in terms 

of its LAeqT level (T = 1 hour for day or 5 minutes for night), at the receptor 

location of interest. 

 

iii. Correct  (penalise)  the  rating  level,  if  the  source  noise  is  of  tonal  or 

intermittent nature so as to attract attention. The correction  factor  is 5 

dB. The resultant level is termed the rating noise level. 

 

iv. Compare  the  rating  noise  level  with  the  background  noise  level;  the 

greater  the  difference  between  the  two,  the  higher  the  likelihood  of 

complaint of the noise. 
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v. Differences  (rating  –  background)  of  around  +10  dB  indicate  that 

complaints are  likely; a difference of +5 dB  is of marginal significance; a 

difference of ‐10 dB is a positive indication that complaints are unlikely. 

 

vi. The  general  intent  of  the  planning  system  is  to  ensure  that  a 

development does not result in “significant environmental impacts”. This 

is,  in  our  judgement,  equivalent  to  the  BS  4142 marginal  significance 

criterion of +5 dB. 

 

2.18  However,  since  the background noise  at night  in  the  area  is  sometimes below 

that described in BS 4142 as being “very low” (i.e. below 30 dB), it is reasonable 

to control noise from plant to as low a level as can be practically achieved, with a 

ceiling noise control  limit of 35 dB  (the  level described  in BS 4142 as “very  low 

ambient noise”). 
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3.0  Survey details 

 

3.1  Noise  levels  were  measured  between  10th  and  13th  August  2009,  at  five 

locations  in  the  vicinity of  the proposal  site  (these  are marked  in  Figure A1  in 

Appendix A). 

 

3.2  The measurement positions were  selected  to be  representative of  those noise 

sensitive premises closest to the site. 

 

3.3  The noise measurements were  taken  throughout  the 24 hour period.   Weather 

conditions during  the survey were generally dry with an occasional  light breeze 

(<5m/s). 

 

3.4  Noise  levels were measured using  two  Type  1 precision  sound  level meters:  a 

Bruel and Kjaer 2236 and a Norsonic 140.  These were calibrated at the start and 

end of each set of readings and no drift was noted. 

 

3.5  Measurements at  locations 1 to 4 were taken at 1.5 metres above ground  level.   

Location 5 was 3 metres above ground  level.   Locations were sited as shown  in 

Figure A1 in Appendix A, as follows: 

 

  Location 1:  2 metres  from  the  kerb,  3 metres  from  the  facades  of  nearby 

premises (53 Penpol Terrace); 

  Location 2:  Outside Roman Court, at  rear of parking bay, 1 metre  from  the 

façade of the shop / restaurant; 

  Location 3:  To the rear of 1‐7 Trevoarn, on grassy area; 

  Location 4:  3.5  metres  from  the  kerb  of  Carnsew  Road,  adjacent  to  1‐5 

Carnsew Court; 

  Location 5:  On open ground, free field at a height of 3 metres. 
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3.6  The full results of the noise survey are displayed  in Appendix B, Tables B1 to B5 

and Figure B1.  These are summarised in Table 3.1 below: 

 

  Table 3.1: Summary of typical noise level range in each location 

 

Measured levels Location   Period 
LAeqT dB LAmax dB LA90 dB

Day  71‐72  85‐88  61‐62 

Late evening  66‐67  78‐83  42‐43 

Night  33‐64  49‐84  29‐31 
1 

0600 to 0700  62‐70  79‐88  33‐41 

Day  64‐65  74‐80  58 

Late evening  59‐60  70‐71  45‐46 2 

Night  33‐36  45‐53  32‐33 

Day  54‐57  66‐72  47‐48 

Late evening  39‐42  51‐54  34‐35 3 

Night  26‐36  40‐68  25‐26 

Day  71‐72  80‐84  58‐63 

Late evening  68‐69  82‐84  36‐37 4 

Night  27‐29  42‐50  26‐27 

Day (typical)  55  ‐  50 

Late evening (typical)  50  ‐  41 

Night (2300 to 0100)  40‐48  ‐  35‐39 

Night (0100 to 0500)  33‐43  ‐  31‐34 

5 

Night (0500 to 0700)  43‐50  ‐  33‐45 

 

3.7  Correcting for distance to nearest facades, therefore,  levels at the quietest time 

of day will be: 

 

• at Penpol Terrace facades:  64 dB 

• at Trevoarn facades:   50‐55 dB 

• Carnsew Road:    64 dB 
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4.0  Noise from the proposed main car parking area 

 

4.1  It  is  proposed  to  provide  a  car  parking  area  for  approximately  320  vehicles, 

located as shown in Figure 1.1 in Volume 1: Main Text and Figures in Appendix A.  

This  area  will  be  reached  via  an  access  roadway  leading  from  the  proposed 

entrance to the site, off Carnsew Road. 

 

4.2  The  shortest  distances  between  the  edge  of  the  car  park  and  the  closest 

receptors  (which  are  opposite  Penpol  Creek  on  Penpol  Terrace)  will  be  90 

metres. 

 

4.3  Surveys of noise  levels at the boundaries of similar retail car parks have shown 

that levels range from LAeq,1hr  = 43 dB to 48 dB at a distance of 10 metres. 

 

4.4  Allowing for distance attenuation, the LAeq at the closest noise sensitive premises 

on Penpol Terrace  (at a distance of 90 metres) will  therefore be around 11 dB 

lower than the  levels at 10 metres.   Daytime  levels  (assuming that the car park 

generates the highest level of 48 dB) at the closest noise sensitive façade (adding 

3 dB for the façade effect) would therefore be:  

 

      48 – 11 +3 = 40 dB (LAeq, 1hour). 

 

4.5  Since  it  is  assumed  that  the  store will not be open at night, no  assessment of 

night time noise from the car park is needed. 

 

4.6  Table 4.1 below shows a summary of the noise levels to which the closest facades 

on Penpol Terrace façade will be exposed.   These have been placed next to the 

relevant  guideline  values  (as  described  in  Section  2.0  above)  and  the  existing 

noise levels (from our survey work) for ease of reference. 
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Table 4.1: Predicted noise exposure from the car parking area at the closest facades on 

Penpol Terrace 

 

Predicted noise level, dB  Guideline value, dB Typical existing range of levels, dB 

LAeq, day  LAeq, day  LAeq, day 

40  50‐55  60‐72 
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5.0  Noise from service yard activity and from activities at the proposed retail units 

 

5.1  There are two potential areas of noise impact from service yard activities: 

 

  a)  unloading activity in the service yard; 

  b)  other activities, i.e. use of the compactor and movement of cages; 

   

5.2  The  existing  receptors  considered  to  potentially  be  sensitive  to  noise  from 

unloading have been identified as: 

 

• Dwellings off of Carnsew Road, 150 metres or greater away.  

• The  closest  residential  façade  at  1‐5  Trevoarn:  200  metres.    (These 

premises have not been considered in detail, since the distance is so high 

and the screening from buildings between the proposed car park and the 

noise sensitive façade is large). 

 

  Additionally, the impact of noise from the use of the service yard access road at 

night by HGVs has been considered, since there is a direct pathway between this 

and some dwellings on Carnsew Road. 

 

5.3  The  noise  levels  of  the  different  components  of  delivery  activity  have  been 

measured  at many  retail  sites,  and  the  following maximum  levels  have  been 

recorded, at a reference distance of 10 metres: 

 

Table 5.1: Noise levels from service activity at 10 metres 

Event Noise Level (free field) 
Arrival  Unloading  Departure 

Duration 
(Mins) 

LAeqT 
(dB) 

LAMAX 
(dB) 

Duration
(Mins) 

LAeqT 
(dB) 

LAMAX 
(dB) 

Duration
(Mins) 

LAeqT 
(dB) 

LAMAX 
(dB) 

2.5  69  80  30  66  77  0.5  72  80 
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5.4  It  should  be  noted  that  the  sound  levels  shown  include  all  service  yard  noise 

sources  during  a  delivery  such  as  reversing  alarms,  refrigeration  units,  and 

vehicle  manoeuvres.  In  practice  this  will  overstate  the  noise  emission  levels 

because reversing alarms are not used at sensitive sites, and many of the service 

vehicles are not refrigerated. 

 

5.5  For a proposed store of this size, it is expected that around 12 HGV deliveries per 

day would be received. Deliveries would be received through level loading docks, 

with  inflatable dock seals,  if necessary.   No more than two deliveries could take 

place at a time, as there will be only two delivery bays. 

 

5.6  The service yard will need to be screened on the northeast, by  the buildings at 

the adjacent timber merchants.   The attenuation  from this screening cannot be 

calculated  precisely,  since  the  dimensions  of  the  buildings  are  not  known.  

However, barrier effect can be assumed to be between 5 and 20 dB.   Using the 

most conservative estimate, therefore, there would be at  least a 5 dB reduction 

due to screening. 

 

5.7  Calculations  for  night  time  deliveries  have  been  considered  at  first  floor  level 

since  these  represent  the  worst  case,  both  due  to  the  lower  attenuation  by 

screening and due to the more stringent night time standards. 

 

5.8  Table  5.2  below  shows  the  calculated  noise  levels  resulting  from  night  time 

deliveries at the nearest noise sensitive receptors in Carnsew Road.   
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Table 5.2 Predicted noise levels from a single delivery in the service yard at the nearest 

noise sensitive receptors at Carnsew Road 

Activity  Resultant 
noise level 
LAeq (dB) 

Resultant 
noise level 
LAmax (dB) 

Pass by on service yard access road ‐ baseline level  LAeq 0.5 min = 64  79 

Distance attenuation to 145 metres = 20 log 10/145  = ‐ 23  LAeq 0.5 min = 41  56 

Convert to 1 hour = 10 log 0.5/60 = ‐ 21 dB  LAeq,1hr = 20  56 

Arrival ‐ baseline level   LAeq2.5 = 69  80 

Distance attenuation to 160 metres = 20 log 10/160  = ‐ 24  LAeq2.5 = 45  56 

Convert to 1 hour = 10 log 2.5/60 = ‐ 14 dB  LAeq,1hr = 31  56 

Unloading ‐ baseline level   LAeq30 = 66  77 

Distance attenuation to 160 metres = 20 log 10/160  = ‐ 24  LAeq30min = 42  53 

Convert to 1 hour = 10 log 30/60 = ‐3 dB  LAeq,1hr = 39  53 

Departure ‐ baseline level  LAeq0.5 = 72  80 

Distance attenuation to 160 metres = 20 log 10/160  = ‐ 24  LAeq0.5 = 48  56 

Convert to 1 hour = 10 log 0.5/60 = ‐ 21 dB  LAeq,1hr = 27  56 

Pass by on service yard access road ‐ baseline level  LAeq 0.5 min = 64  79 

Distance attenuation to 145 metres = 20 log 10/145  = ‐ 23  LAeq 0.5 min = 41  56 

Convert to 1 hour = 10 log 0.5/60 = ‐ 21 dB  LAeq,1hr = 20  56 

Total resultant level 

Addition of components: LAeq,1hr = 20 + 31 + 39 + 27 + 20  LAeq,1hr = 40  56 

Barrier attenuation (minimum, see 5.6 above): ‐ 5 dB  LAeq,1hr = 35  51 

Add 3 dB to allow for two deliveries simultaneously  LAeq,1hr = 38  51 

Resultant noise at façade (add 3 dB for façade effect)  LAeq,1hr = 41  54 

 

 

5.9  It  is  recommended  that cages and pallets are not moved outside of  the vehicle 

and loading dock (outside in the open yard) at night and that the compactor only 

be used during the day time. 
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5.10  Noise from the compactor, which will be operated from time to time during the 

day for periods of about 3 minutes, would typically be LAeq = 61 dB at a distance 

of 10 metres.  It is not likely to be operated more often than once in a given hour.  

To assess its impact, therefore, this value must be converted to one hour: 

 

    LAeq, 1hour   = LAeq, 3min + 10 log (3/60) 

        = 61 – 13 

        = 48 dB 

 

5.11  This would be reduced by screening (at least 5 dB, as set out in 5.6 above) and by 

distance  attenuation  to  give  a  final  noise  from  compactor  use  at  the  nearest 

sensitive façades (adding 3 dB for façade effect) as follows: 

 

    Carnsew Road  = 22 dB LAeq, 1hour 

 

5.12  If it assumed that the compactor was used in the same hour as two deliveries (to 

give a worst case scenario), then the total noise levels from service yard activities 

would be: 

 

    Carnsew Road  = 41 dB LAeq, 1hour 

   

  Non food store retail units A, B and C 

 

5.13  The development also  incorporates two groups of retail units,  located as shown 

in Figure 1.1 in Volume 1: Main Text and Figures in Appendix A.   

 

5.14  The car park for Units A, B and C will only be in use during the opening hours of 

these stores, and source  levels are  likely to be no worse than for the  large food 

store.    The  closest  noise  sensitive  premises will  be  business  premises  on  the 

other side of the viaduct, 20 metres or more away from the edge of the car park. 
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5.15  Using the same source  levels, and assuming that there  is no attenuation due to 

screening  from  the viaduct columns, noise  levels  from car park activities at  the 

nearest façade during a bust hour of the day would be LAeq, 1 hour = 48 dB. 

 

5.16  If  a  delivery  were  to  take  place  during  the  same  hour,  the  attenuation  with 

distance  (of  60 metres) would be  20  log  (10/60)  =  15  dB  compared  to  source 

levels at 10 metres. 

 

5.17  Deliveries  to  these  retail  units  would  take  place  from  a  tailgate,  and  would 

produce a LAeq, 1 hour of 61 dB (worst case) at 10 metres.  The resultant noise level 

at the closest façade (assuming no screening) would therefore be 49 dB. 

 

5.18  Combining  the  noise  from  the  car  park  and  the  delivery  therefore,  during  the 

worst case hour at the closest receptor and assuming no attenuation would give 

a total noise level of 49 dB + 48 dB = 52 dB, LAeq, 1 hour. 

 

Non food store retail units H1 and H2 

 

5.19  These units will be 90 metres  from the closest existing noise sensitive premises 

(on Penpol Terrace), and 30 metres from the proposed closest residential facades 

and may operate between 0700 and 0000 hours.  The operational nature of these 

units  is not yet known, but  it  is assumed that they may be used as restaurants, 

for A3 use. 

 

5.20  Restrictions  on  hours  of  opening may  be  applied  via  the  licensing  process,  if 

musical events  are  to be  considered.   The detailed  layout  and design of  these 

premises  can  be  considered post  planning  permission,  and  it  is  recommended 

that a condition be included in the permission requiring the submission of a more 

detailed  scheme  for  noise  attenuation  prior  to  construction  and  use  of  these 

units if an A3 use is planned. 
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5.21  Using the same source data as in 5.17 above and attenuation with distance over 

the distances given  in 5.19 above, delivery noise (daytime only) would be at the 

closest residential facades would be: 

 

    Proposed new residential units:    54 dB  LAeq, 1 hour  

    Penpol Terrace:       42 dB  LAeq, 1 hour 

 

5.22  Table 5.3 below  shows aggregate noise  levels produced by  combining all noise 

sources  at  all  sensitive  facades  and  compares  these with  existing  noise  levels 

(from 3.17 above) and guideline values. 

 

Table 5.3: Summary of predicted noise levels at all noise sensitive premises, compared 

with existing levels and guideline values 

Receptor  Predicted noise 
level, dB 

Existing levels, 
dB 

Guideline value, 
dB 

 
LAeq, 
day 

LAeq, 
night 

LAmax
LAeq, 
day 

LAeq, 
night 

LAmax
LAeq, 
day 

LAeq, 
night 

LAmax 

Penpol Terrace  44  ‐  ‐  64  ‐  ‐ 

Proposed new residential 
units 

54  ‐  ‐ 
50‐
55 

‐  ‐ 

Carnsew Road  41  41  54  64  28  50 

Trevoarn / Foundry Lane / 
Foundry Square 

52  ‐  ‐ 
50‐
55 

‐  ‐ 

50‐
55 

45  60 

 

5.23  All  levels are below  the guideline value  for a  reasonable noise environment  for 

both day and night and are below the existing levels, with the exception of noise 

at night at Carnsew Road. 
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6.0  Noise from mechanical services plant 

 

6.1  Such plant may consist of  refrigeration and condenser units, air handling units, 

extract  fans,  boilers  and  stand‐by  generators.    It  also  includes  any  generation 

plant, such as Combined Heat and Power (CHP) systems. 

 

6.2  The  exact  nature  and  location  of  the  plant,  and  its  associated  noise 

characteristics are yet to be determined, so it would be appropriate to impose a 

planning condition to control noise output  from the plant serving the proposed 

store. 

 

6.3  As discussed in section 2.17 above it is recommended that the rating noise level 

from this plant should be reduced as far as practicable and should not exceed 35 

dB at night and 5 dB above background at any other time  in any noise sensitive 

location. On that basis, the following condition is recommended: 

 

  “The  rating  level of noise emitted by all  fixed plant on the site shall not 

exceed 35 dB dBA  (Leq), between 2300 and 0700 hours and 5 dB above 

background  between  0700  and  2300  hours.    The  noise  levels  shall  be 

determined  at  the  nearest  noise  sensitive  properties  to  the  site.  The 

measurement and assessment shall be made according to BS 4142:1997.” 

 

6.4  Based  on  knowledge  of mechanical  services  plant  associated with  food  stores 

such as that proposed, along with the measurements of existing noise levels, the 

target levels required by such a condition should be readily achievable. 
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7.0  Noise from road traffic on existing roads 

 

7.1  A comparison of  the  increase  in  road  traffic noise can be made by means of  the 

formula found in “Calculation of Road Traffic Noise”: 

 

Increase in Noise Level = 10 log10 (future total traffic flow ÷ existing traffic flow) dB. 

 

7.2  Table  7.1  shows  the  predicted  change  in  noise  levels  resulting  from  additional 

traffic  on  the  surrounding  road  network.    (Figures  are  as  supplied  by  Buro 

Happold). 

 

Table 7.1: Predicted  changes  in noise  levels due  to  changes  in day  time  traffic 

flow 

2017 Baseline 
without development 

2017 Baseline + Consented 
North Quay + Proposed 

South Quay 
Increase in level, dB 

Road 
Day 

(0700 to 
2300) 

Night 
(2300 to 
0700) 

Day (0700 
to 2300) 

Night (2300 
to 0700) 

Day 
(0700 to 
2300) 

Night 
(2300 to 
0700) 

Penpol 
Terrace 

15412 
(3%) 

377 (0%)  21196 (3%)  484 (0%)  1.4  1.1 

Foundry 
Hill 

10830 
(2%) 

270 (0%)  11545 (2%)  287 (0%)  0.3  0.3 

Carnsew 
Road 

12309 
(3%) 

307 (0%)  18741 (3%)  411 (0%)  1.8  1.3 

(Figures in brackets are percentage HGV traffic) 

 

7.3  None of the predicted noise levels exceeds the threshold at which a change in level 

is likely to be perceptible (3 dB, see Section 2.0 above).  The increase in road traffic 

noise will therefore be insignificant. 
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8.0  Impact on Proposed New Noise Sensitive Premises to the north of the site 

 

8.1  ING’s  Outline  Planning  Approval  promotes  a  mix  of  residential  and  retail 

development on the area  immediately  to the north of the site.   The  location of 

this area  is  shown outlined  in green on Figure 1.1  in Volume 1: Main Text and 

Figures in Appendix A. 

 

8.2  The  closest  facades  for  the proposed  residential premises will be 5m  from  the 

edge of the proposed store car park.  Noise levels from the car park will therefore 

be between 45 and 50 dB, LAeq, 1 hour at this location. 

 

8.3  Existing noise at this location (from our survey work at location 5) was around 55 

dB LAeq, day.  This indicates that the residential element would be likely to fall with 

NEC category A (defined as set out in PPG 24), with the store operational.  PPG 24 

states that at these levels, noise need not be considered as a determining factor 

in granting planning permission. 

 

8.4  No  further  design work would  be  needed  therefore  to  deal with  noise  to  the 

proposed residential element. 
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9.0  Assessment Conclusions 

 

9.1  Having  undertaken  this  assessment  against  objective  criteria  and  considering 

impacts  from  all  sources,  it  is  concluded  that  the  development  could  proceed 

without  the  likelihood  of  subsequent  operations  harming  the  amenity  of  local 

residents. 

 

9.2  Noise  impact on  the proposed dwellings will be  insignificant,  since  the site will 

fall within NEC A, even with the site fully operational.  

 

9.3  Road  traffic noise  from  the proposal would  cause  imperceptible  increases  and 

therefore a negligible adverse impact in noise level on surrounding roads. 

 

9.4  The proposed mechanical services (including any generating plant) on site would 

best  be  controlled  by  a  condition  limiting  noise  levels  at  the  nearest  noise 

sensitive  premises.   Note:  This  approach  is  the  industry  norm  for  this  type  of 

development and can be  readily achieved by appropriate plant selection and,  if 

necessary, screening local to the plant. 

 

9.5  Noise from the proposed retail units H1 and H2, if used for A3 use, may need to 

be considered  further  to ensure  that noise break out  from any amplified music 

does not cause a problem. 
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PLAN SHOWING NOISE MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS 



 

 

Figure A1: Plan showing site location noise measurement locations 

 

 



 

 

Figure A2: Plan showing proposed layout of site 
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Noise Survey Results 

 
Table B1: Noise levels measured at Location 1 

Measured Noise Level, dB 
Date  Time 

Duration 
(mins)  LAeq LAmin LAmax LA90 LA10

Comments 

10/8/09  2200  5  66  39  78  42  70 

  2206  5  67  40  83  43  72 

Road traffic noise (distant 
and on adjacent road) one 

train past 
0200  5  64  30  84  31  51 
0240  5  58  30  79  31  42 

LAmax values from passing 
lorries 

0319  5  33  28  49  29  33 
No vehicles past.  Distant 

road traffic only 
1200  10  71  53  88  62  74 
1349  10  72  48  88  61  75 

12/8/09 

1400  10  71  53  85  61  74 

Steady flow of traffic.  
Road traffic noise 

dominant 
 

Table B2: Noise levels measured at Location 2  

Measured Noise Level, dB 
Date  Time 

Duration 
(mins)  LAeq LAmin LAmax LA90 LA10

Comments 

2214  5  60  41  71  46  65 
10/8/09 

2220  5  59  42  70  45  65 

Road traffic noise.  
Occasional customer of 
restaurant passing 

0208  5  36  32  49  33  39 
0248  5  33  32  45  32  34 
0327  5  33  32  53  33  34 

Very quiet.  Distant road 
traffic.  River flowing 

sound.  Distant shouting. 
1215  10  64  53  74  58  66 
1334  10  65  55  78  58  67 

12/8/09 

1415  10  64  53  80  58  66 

Steady flow of traffic.  
Road traffic noise 

dominant 
 

Table B3: Noise levels measured at Location 3  

Measured Noise Level, dB 
Date  Time 

Duration 
(mins)  LAeq LAmin LAmax LA90 LA10

Comments 

2230  5  39  33  51  34  42 
10/8/09 

2236  5  42  34  54  35  45 
Road traffic noise 

dominant 
0217  5  26  24  40  25  26 
0257  5  36  24  68  25  31 
0335  5  35  25  51  26  32 

Occasional car through 
town.  Mainly no activity. 

Very quiet. 
1233  10  54  44  72  47  55 
1318  10  57  46  69  48  60 

12/8/09 

1433  10  56  43  66  47  59 

Road traffic noise and cars 
in car park.  Sea gulls. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table B4: Noise levels measured at Location 4 

Measured Noise Level, dB 
Date  Time 

Duration 
(mins)  LAeq LAmin LAmax LA90 LA10

Comments 

2248  5  68  35  82  36  72 
10/8/09 

2254  5  69  35  84  37  73 
Road traffic noise 

0227  5  27  26  42  26  27 
0306  5  28  26  50  26  28 
0344  5  29  26  49  27  29 

Occasional distant 
vehicle.  River noise. 

1250  10  72  48  83  60  76 
1301  10  72  56  84  63  75 

12/8/09 

1450  10  71  52  80  58  74 

Road traffic noise fairly 
steady with occasional 

breaks 
 

Table B5: Noise levels measured at  location 1  in the early morning of 13 August 2009, 

all readings were over 5 minutes 

Measured Noise Level, dB 
Time 

LAeq  LAmin  LAmax  LA90  LA10

Number of 
cars passing 

by 

Number of other vehicles / other 
significant sounds 

05:45  61  31  83  35  60  5 
Seagulls, activity on quay – 
fishermen visiting boats, 
dropping buckets etc. 

05:50  64  31  79  34  67  9 
1 motorcycle, 1 lorry (plus one 

distant train heard) 
05:55  61  30  83  32  49  1  1 lorry 
06:00  62  30  79  32  65  9  ‐ 
06:05  63  31  82  33  64  9  ‐ 
06:10  65  31  87  32  66  7  2 lorries 
06:15  61  31  79  33  62  8  ‐ 
06:20  63  31  81  32  62  7  1 milk float 
06:25  61  31  82  34  51  2  1 bus 
06:30  67  32  86  35  70  11  2 lorries 
06:35  67  31  86  34  70  10  2 lorries (plus one train) 
06:40  66  33  84  36  71  17  ‐ 

06:45  70  33  88  40  73  15 
1 coach, 1 tractor with trailer, 1 

small lorry 
06:50  65  32  80  36  70  14  ‐ 
06:55  66  39  84  41  71  12  2 lorries 
07:00  70  36  89  41  72  17  1 coach, 1 tractor (one train) 
07:05  68  35  82  47  73  22  2 lorries 
07:10  68  35  84  38  73  21  2 buses, 1 coach, 1 lorry 
07:15  67  36  81  40  73  23  1 lorry 
07:20  72  40  91  52  75  36  1 tractor, 2 lorries 
07:25  69  36  82  40  74  29  2 buses, 1 lorry 
 



 

 

Figure B1: Measured sound levels at location 5 between 10 and 12 August 2009 
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Acoustic Terminology 

 
AMBIENT NOISE 

The total encompassing sound in a given situation at a given time.  Most often described 

in terms of the index LAeqT. 

 

DECIBEL (dB) 

The  ratio of  sound pressures  that we  can hear  is a  ratio of 106  (one million:one).   For 

convenience,  therefore,  a  logarithmic  measurement  scale  is  used.  The  resulting 

parameter  is called the ‘sound pressure  level’ (Lp) and the associated measurement unit 

is the decibel (dB). As the decibel  is a  logarithmic ratio, the  laws of  logarithmic addition 

and subtraction apply. The threshold of normal hearing is in the region of 0 dB, and 140 

dB  is  the  threshold  of  pain.  A  change  of  1  dB  is  only  perceptible  under  controlled 

conditions. 

 

dB(A) 

The unit generally used for measuring environmental, traffic or  industrial noise  is the A‐

weighted sound pressure level in decibels, denoted dB(A). An ‘A’‐weighting network can 

be built  into a sound  level measuring  instrument such that sound  levels  in dB(A) can be 

read  directly  from  a meter.  The weighting  is  based  on  the  frequency  response of  the 

human  ear  and  has  been  found  to  correlate well with  human  subjective  reactions  to 

various  sounds.  A  change  of  3  dB(A)  is  the  minimum  perceptible  under  normal 

conditions, and a change of 10 dB(A) corresponds to a subjective halving or doubling of 

the loudness of a sound. 

 

EQUIVALENT CONTINUOUS SOUND LEVEL 

An  index  often  used  for  the  assessment  of  overall  noise  exposure  is  the  equivalent 

continuous  sound  level,  Leq.  This  is  a  notional  steady  level which would,  over  a  given 

period of time, deliver the same sound energy as the actual time‐varying sound over the 

same period.  Hence fluctuating  levels can be described  in terms of a single figure  level. 

The ‘A’ weighted statistical sound level over a time period, T, is denoted LAeqT. 

 

FAÇADE NOISE LEVEL 

The noise level adjacent to the façade of a building, usually at a distance of 1 metre. 

 



 

 

 

FREE FIELD NOISE LEVEL 

The noise level away from the façade of a building or other structure. 

 

HERTZ (Hz) 

Unit of frequency, equal to one cycle per second. Frequency  is related to the pitch of a 

sound. 

 

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM NOISE LEVELS 

The  maximum  and  minimum  noise  level  identified  during  a  measurement  period.  

Experimental  data  has  shown  that  the  human  ear  does  not  generally  register  the  full 

loudness  of  transient  sound  events  of  less  than  125 ms.  Fast  time weighting  has  an 

exponential  time  constant of 125 ms which  reflects  the ear’s  response. The maximum 

level  measured  with  fast  time  weighting  is  denoted  as  LAmaxf.  The  minimum  level 

measured with fast time weighting  is denoted as LAmin,f. Slow time weighting (S) with an 

exponential time constant of 1s is used to allow more accurate estimation of the average 

sound level on a visual display. 

 

STATISTICAL NOISE LEVELS 

For  levels  of  noise  that  vary  widely  with  time,  for  example  road  traffic  noise,  it  is 

necessary to employ an index which allows for this variation.  The L10, the level exceeded 

for ten per cent of the time period under consideration, has been adopted in this country 

for the assessment of road traffic noise. The L90, the level exceeded for ninety per cent of 

the  time,  has  been  adopted  to  represent  the  background  noise  level.  ‘A’  weighted 

statistical noise  levels  are generally used and  are denoted  LA10,  LA90 etc. The  reference 

time  period  (T)  is  normally  included,  e.g.  LA10,  5min  or  LA90,8hr.      LA10(18  hour)  is  the 

arithmetic average of the 18 individual LA10,1hr values between 06:00 and 24:00. 



 

 

 

TYPICAL LEVELS 

 

Some typical noise levels are given below: 

 

Noise Level dB(A)  Example 

130  Threshold of pain 

120  Jet aircraft take‐off at 100 metres 

110  Chain saw at 1 metre 

100  Inside disco 

90  Heavy lorries at 5 metres 

80  Kerbside of busy street 

70  Loud radio (in typical domestic room) 

60  Office or restaurant 

50  Domestic fan heater at 1metre 

40  Living room 

30  Theatre 

20  Remote countryside on still night 

10  Sound insulated test chamber 

0  Threshold of hearing 

 



 

Sharps Redmore Partnership 
The White House 
London Road 
Copdock 
Ipswich 
IP8 3JH 

 
Telephone: (01473) 730073 

Fax: (01473) 730030 
www.sharpsredmore.co.uk 
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Appendix 6.2: Construction Activities- Expected Noise

Levels





Plant type LAeq at Distance Resultant Duration of Duration of Correction Activity
10m Distance Screening Reflection LAeq Activity Activity to LAeq.T LAeq.T

as % of 
working day

dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB
Concrete Crusher 82 50 -14.0 3.0 71.0 7.5 75 -1.2 69.8
2x JCB Breakers 79 50 -14.0 3.0 68.0 5.0 50 -3.0 65.0

Plant type Average Distance Resultant Distance On-time Duration Correct Correction Activity
LwA Distance Screening Reflection LpA Ratio correction of percentage to LAeq.T LAeq.T

factor Activity on-time 10 hr
dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB

2xJCB with Buckets 108 50 -42.0 3.0 69.0 3.2 0.27 5.0 13.3 -8.8 60.2

Total Activity LAeq.T  = 71.4 dB

Construction Noise - Demolition

Adjustments

Adjustments

Stationary Plant

Mobile Plant

Typical Demolition BS Format



Plant type LAeq at Distance Resultant Duration of Duration of Correction Activity
10m Distance Screening Reflection LAeq Activity Activity to LAeq.T LAeq.T

as % of 
working day

dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB
CFA Piling Rig x 3 85 50 -14.0 3.0 74.0 7.5 75 -1.2 72.8

CFA Concrete Pump x 3 86 50 -14.0 3.0 75.0 5.0 50 -3.0 72.0
Tracked Excavator x2 82 50 -14.0 3.0 71.0 5.0 50 -3.0 68.0

3x Mixer Lorry Delivery 80 50 -14.0 3.0 69.0 7.5 75 -1.2 67.8

Plant type Average Distance Resultant Distance On-time Duration Correct Correction Activity
LwA Distance Screening Reflection LpA Ratio correction of percentage to LAeq.T LAeq.T

factor Activity on-time 10 hr
dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB

3x Dumpers 105 50 -42.0 3.0 66.0 3.2 0.27 5.0 13.3 -8.8 57.2
6 x Lorry 108 50 -42.0 3.0 69.0 1.0 0.63 1.0 6.3 -12.0 57.0

Total Activity LAeq.T  = 76.8 dB

Construction Noise -Piling

Adjustments

Adjustments

Stationary Plant

Mobile Plant

Typical Piling BS Format



Plant type LAeq at Distance Resultant Duration of Duration of Correction Activity
10m Distance Screening Reflection LAeq Activity Activity to LAeq.T LAeq.T

as % of 
working day

dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB
JCB with Bucket 68 50 -14.0 3.0 57.0 5.0 50 -3.0 54.0
JCB with Bucket 68 50 -14.0 3.0 57.0 5.0 50 -3.0 54.0

2x Mixer Lorry Delivery 78 50 -14.0 3.0 67.0 7.5 75 -1.2 65.8
3 x Vibrators 83 50 -14.0 3.0 72.0 5.0 50 -3.0 69.0

Concrete Pump 80 50 -14.0 3.0 69.0 2.5 25 -6.0 63.0

Plant type Average Distance Resultant Distance On-time Duration Correct Correction Activity
LwA Distance Screening Reflection LpA Ratio correction of percentage to LAeq.T LAeq.T

factor Activity on-time 10 hr
dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB

JCB 105 50 -42.0 3.0 66.0 3.2 0.27 5.0 13.3 -8.8 57.2
8 x Lorry 109 50 -42.0 3.0 70.0 1.0 0.63 1.0 6.3 -12.0 58.0

Total Activity LAeq.T  = 71.9 dB

Construction Noise  Ground Beams and Slabs

Adjustments

Adjustments

Stationary Plant

Mobile Plant

Typical Ground Beams and Slabs BS Format



Plant type LAeq at Distance Resultant Duration of Duration of Correction Activity
10m Distance Screening Reflection LAeq Activity Activity to LAeq.T LAeq.T

as % of 
working day

dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB
Tower crane Unloading x 3 82 50 -14.0 3.0 71.0 2.5 25 -6.0 65.0
Mixer Lorry Delivery x 3 77 50 -14.0 3.0 66.0 1.0 10 -10.0 56.0

Welding (6 operatives) 80 50 -14.0 3.0 69.0 10.0 100 69.0
Concrete Pump 80 50 -14.0 3.0 69.0 2.5 25 -6.0 63.0

Plant type Average Distance Resultant Distance On-time Duration Correct Correction Activity
LwA Distance Screening Reflection LpA Ratio correction of percentage to LAeq.T LAeq.T

factor Activity on-time 10 hr
dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB

3xForklift 103 50 -42.0 3.0 64.0 3.2 0.27 2.0 5.3 -12.8 51.3
15 x Lorry 115 50 -42.0 3.0 76.0 1.0 0.63 1.0 6.3 -12.0 64.0

Total Activity LAeq.T  = 72.1 dB

Construction Noise - Main Construction

Adjustments

Adjustments

Stationary Plant

Mobile Plant

Typical Main Construction BS Format



Plant type LAeq at Distance Resultant Duration of Duration of Correction Activity
10m Distance Screening Reflection LAeq Activity Activity to LAeq.T LAeq.T

as % of 
working day

dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB
Tracked crane Unloading 70 50 -14.0 3.0 59.0 2.5 25 -6.0 53.0

4 xElectric erection cranes 65 50 -14.0 3.0 54.0 10.0 100 54.0
Mixer Lorry Delivery 72 50 -14.0 3.0 61.0 1.0 10 -10.0 51.0

Welding (6 operatives) 80 50 -14.0 3.0 69.0 10.0 100 69.0
Concrete Pump 80 50 -14.0 3.0 69.0 2.5 25 -6.0 63.0

Plant type Average Distance Resultant Distance On-time Duration Correct Correction Activity
LwA Distance Screening Reflection LpA Ratio correction of percentage to LAeq.T LAeq.T

factor Activity on-time 10 hr
dB metres dB dB dB dB hours % dB dB

3xTractor & Trailer 103 50 -42.0 3.0 64.0 3.2 0.27 2.0 5.3 -12.8 51.3
8 x Lorry 109 50 -42.0 3.0 70.0 1.0 0.63 1.0 6.3 -12.0 58.0

Total Activity LAeq.T  = 70.5 dB

Construction Noise  Pre Cast Erection, Cladding and Fit-out

Adjustments

Adjustments

Stationary Plant

Mobile Plant

Typical Pre cast erection, cladding and fit-out BS Format
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Appendix 7.1: DMRB Variables 1





Annex 10 A

Table 10A.1 DMRB Input Parameters

Road Link AADT Average Speed Road Type LDV HGV

(veh/day) (kph) (A, B, C, D) (%) (%)

Do Nothing Scenario 

Penpol Terrace 18643 48.3 B 97 3

Foundry Hill 11725 95.3 B 98 2

Carnsew Road 15114 95.6 B 97 3

Do Something Scenario 

Penpol Terrace 21680 48.3 B 98 2

Foundry Hill 11832 95.3 B 98 2

Carnsew Road 19152 95.6 B 97 3
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Appendix 7.2: DMRB Variables 2





Annex 10 B

H1 Assessment for Proposed CHP Plant

Environment Agency Horizontal Guidance Note H1 - Annex (f), v 2.1, April 2010

Table 10B.1 - Calculation of Effective Release Height and Dispersion Factors

Parameter Units Value

Release Height C m 19.5

Building Height H m 16.5

Effective Release Height U = 1.66(C-H) m 4.98

Long-Term Dispersion Factor DFLT ug/m
3
/g/s 58

Short-Term Dispersion Factor DFST ug/m
3
/g/s 1155

Table 10B.2 - Calculation of Process Contribution (PC)

Parameter Units

NOx CO

Release Rate RR g/s 0.060 0.17

Long-Term Process Contribution PCLT = RR x DFLT ug/m
3

3.5 9.9

Short-Term Process Contribution PCST = RR x DFST ug/m
3

69.3 196

Table 10B.3 - Comparison of Long-Term PCs with Environmental Assessment

Levels (EALs)

Parameter Units NOx CO

Long-Term Process Contribution PCLT ug/m
3

3.5 9.9

Long-Term EAL EALLT ug/m
3

40 N/A

PC as a Percentage of the (PCLT / EALLT) x 100 % 8.7 N/A

Long-Term EAL

Emission is Significant if PCLT > 1% EALLT Significant N/A

Notes: There is no Long-term EAL for CO in the current H1 Guidance Note.

Table 10B.4 - Comparison of Short-Term PCs with Environmental Assessment

Levels (EALs)

Parameter Units NOx CO

Long-Term Process Contribution PCST ug/m
3

69.3 196.4

Short-Term EAL EALST ug/m
3

200 10,000

PC as a Percentage of the (PCST / EALST) x 100 % 34.7 2.0

Short-Term EAL

Emission is Significant if PCST > 10% EALST Significant Insignificant

Pollutant
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Description of Property. 3a

A2 ThePort of Hayle

Component C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

Area content

Figure 39. Principal sites, The Port of Hayle.
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The Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape

The Port of Hayle was a product of the Industrial Revolution during the late eighteenth and the nineteenth

centuries.  It played a distinguished role in Cornish economic and social history.  The Area includes the 

principal surviving historic fabric of the largest fully integrated mining port and steam engine manufacturing 

centre anywhere in Britain.

There are no mines inside the Area boundary but it is

within 15km of the richest copper and tin mining

hinterland of the Old World (A5, A6, A3).  Both the land

and sea transport infrastructure needed in order to

develop such a major industrial complex survives in a

coherent form.  Prodigious amounts of coal, timber and

other materials for the mines were imported through

Hayle.  Hundreds of thousands of tonnes of bulky

copper ore were exported for smelting.  The mule trains

that originally carried the ore were replaced by

dedicated local railways.  These were never intended 

to be part of the regional or national networks.  Notable

remains of the Hayle Railway (1834) still survive. 

Harvey’s and Copperhouse 

A complex set of social and industrial relationships was

established in Hayle through the rivalry between two of

the largest iron foundries in south-west Britain: Harvey &

Company, and the Cornwall Copper Company.  From

1758 until 1819 the latter firm operated the largest, most

successful and long-lived copper smelter of its time

outside South Wales.  From the 1820s until 1867 the

copper smelter site was used by the company as an iron

foundry known as the Copperhouse Foundry (trading as

Sandys, Carne and Vivian).  These two industrial giants

directly steered development within the port of Hayle

towards two geographically distinct urban areas; Harvey

& Co at Foundry beside the railway line and its rival

beside the estuary at Copperhouse. 

Key industrial and public buildings survive in Hayle,

together with good examples of housing that reflect the

social divide of industrial labour. High-density terraced

housing of the work-force contrasts with the villas and

mansions of the managerial class.

From the point of view of traffic between Cornwall and south Wales, Hayle’s geographical location on the north
Cornish coast was highly strategic. The extensive quays and wharves survive largely intact. They clearly define
the character of the broad open shape of one of Europe’s most outstanding estuarine settings.

The scale of the landforms constructed during the

development of the port is impressive.  They range 

from the great harbour spit of Middle Weir (1819), 

the Copperhouse Canal (1769/87) and the sluicing 

pools (1789) to the Causeway road (1824-5), one 

of Cornwall’s earliest road engineering monuments.



Around 25 historic structures connected with Harvey’s

Foundry survive in a relatively coherent group.  This is

where the largest steam engines in the world were 

produced and the greatest number of mine steam

engines exported throughout the world.  

The surrounding urban fabric, principally deriving from

industrial growth instigated by this single family-owned

business, is of considerable historical significance.  

Description of Property. 3a

Harvey’s Foundry Town

Extensive quays and wharves survive at Penpol 

together with the tidal catchment pool at Carnsew, 

built to keep the sea-channel clear of sand. 

White Hart Hotel (1838, Grade II*). This stands in Foundry
Square opposite the site of the former Hayle Railway
terminus of 1834.

The former White Hart public house, now the
Masonic Hall (Listed Grade II). This was the 
home of Jane Trevithick, wife of the engineer
Richard Trevithick.

Hayle (Foundry Town), showing the foundry site
(bottom left), the railway (crossing lower centre)
and the foundry’s quays (left). Former Harvey’s quay (Lelant

church in the distance).

Harvey’s Foundry
(late-nineteenth 
century, Listed
Grade II).



Copperhouse and its Dock & Canal

Scoria (copper smelting slag) building blocks, once

offered free to workers, distinguish the architecture of

‘Copperhouse vernacular’ though their use in domestic

housing is commonly concealed by distinctive period

render.  

Copperhouse Pool is part of the maritime industrial 

infrastructure which kept the Copperhouse Canal

(1769/87) free of sand and so navigable.  Black Road

and Black Bridge were constructed to provide a road

crossing from Copperhouse to Phillack Churchtown 

and later to the northern copper quays. 

80

The Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape

Other notable features in the vicinity include the oldest

surviving railway bridge (standard gauge) in Cornwall at

Lethlean (Scheduled Monument, 1837) and a railway

swing bridge, with machinery still intact, crossing the

Copperhouse Canal.

High-density industrial
terraced housing survives
around the former copper
smelter/foundry site.

Copperhouse Canal and Pool.

Black Road embankment and Black Bridge (1811,
Scheduled Monument). The extensive use of scoria
blocks is apparent.

Railway swing bridge (1877, Listed Grade II).
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Character Area 1:  Copperhouse
This sheet summarises the comprehensive assessments of character and 
regeneration opportunities in Sections 6, 7 and 8 of the report. 

Character summary 
Copperhouse is the commercial heart of Hayle. It retains a Market 
House of 1839 and a good collection of 19th century shopfronts. 
Historically an intensely industrial area, this use has reduced over time 
but an industrial character is retained in the surviving elements 
including the canal and dock, the continued warehouse / manufacture 
use of the former industrial sites and in the strong grid pattern of 
industrial housing laid out by the CCCo on the rising land to the south 
of Copperhouse Pool. A significant feature of the architecture of the 
area is the extensive use of scoria block, a by-product from the CCCo’s 
copper smelter located here in the 18th and 19th centuries.  

Issues
� The major historic industrial buildings in Copperhouse have been 

demolished, as have important early industrial housing. The 
industrial character of the sites is retained but is under threat from 
redevelopment pressure. Loss of this character risks the loss of the 
identity of the place and the understanding of why the settlement 
developed.  

� Key urban spaces are underplayed and dominated by the main spine 
road causing a weakening of sense of place.  

� Elements of the CCCo survive but are not celebrated. 
� Loggan’s Mill is an iconic building of the town but has been derelict 

and so under threat for many years. 
� Historic shopfronts are an important feature of the area but can be 

lost through lack of sensitive repair. Poor shopfronts degrade the 
building in which they are set and the general streetscape.  

� Several shop units are underused or empty, reducing the vitality of 
the main street. 

� Brewery complex and adjacent office building are underused and 
derelict and therefore under threat.  

� Although not excessively cluttered the public realm is generally of 
low quality. 

� The waterfront and Copperhouse Pool could be used in a more 
extensive way as a positive asset of the area. 

Regeneration opportunities 
� Retain the industrial character of the CCCo sites. Conserve 

any remnant remains and investigate the archaeological 
potential of the site.  

� Enhance and better define the key urban spaces to strengthen 
the sense of place and urban form. 

� Celebrate the historic importance of Copperhouse and the 
CCCo. 

� Secure a new use for Loggan’s Mill.  
� Celebrate, repair and maintain the surviving historic 

shopfronts and replace inappropriate late 20th century 
examples. 

� Seek to maximise use and reuse underused and empty shop
units. 

� Secure a new use for the Brewery complex and its office 
building. 

� Enhance the special character of the area through public 
realm improvements. 

� Explore the potential for waterfront access in the car park at 
Market Square. 

 
Character area 1:

Copperhouse

HAYLE

The commercial core of Copperhouse 
has many buildings of interest; Market 
House, St George’s Hall the former
cinema, historic shopfronts and originally 
residential buildings converted for 
commercial use 

Despite the loss of much of the CCCo’s industrial 
buildings the industrial character of Copperhouse 
is retained and reflected in the grid form of 
industrial housing, the former 18th century
managers house, the use of scoria block and in 
modern industrial units 

The Cornish 
Arms
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Character Area 2:  Foundry
This sheet summarises the comprehensive assessments of character and 
regeneration opportunities in Sections 6, 7 and 8 of the report. 

Character summary 
Foundry Square forms the most impressive urban set-piece of the 
town. The scale and detailing of the surrounding architecture displays a 
grandeur and distinctly urban character not matched to the same extent 
elsewhere in Hayle. The important remains of the foundry complex 
represents the best surviving industrial group in the town and one of 
the best in Cornwall. The international importance of Harvey’s 
Foundry makes the survival and ongoing regeneration of the complex 
all the more important in the context of the World Heritage Site bid. 
The large villas set in their mature landscaped grounds and closely 
connected with the ambition of the Harvey family and business, are a 
distinctive feature of the area and an important architectural group 
within the town.  

Issues
� Foundry Square is underplayed and dominated by traffic.   
� The long term derelict and underused foundry complex is being 

regenerated. 
� Fire damage suffered by the Lloyds building left the structure single 

storey and reduced the sense of enclosure on the east side of 
Foundry Square.  

� The area contains a number of inappropriate buildings that detract 
from the quality of the townscape.  

� The public realm treatment of this area is often of low quality. 
� Demolition of historic buildings has left the railway station 

somewhat denuded.  
� The large villa land plots are under pressure for sub division and 

increased density of development.  

Regeneration opportunities 
� Reinforce the urban primacy of Foundry Square 
� Celebrate the historic importance of Harvey’s Foundry 
� Regain the sense of enclosure and scale on the eastern side of 

Foundry Square 
� Address the negative impact of certain poorly designed 

buildings 
� Enhance the special character of the area through public 

realm improvements 
� Enhance the railway station as a key gateway to the town 
� Recognise, respect and enhance the importance of large 

gardens, ornamental and designed landscapes, open green 
spaces, trees and planting in the area 

� Counter the threat of plot subdivision and increased density of 
development 

 
Character area 2:

Foundry 

HAYLE

Foundry Square, an important urban space 
with some impressive architectural 
statements. Currently somewhat underplayed 
and dominated by the road, there is scope for 
streetscape enhancement to strengthen the 
sense of place 

The car park off 
Foundry Square was 
formed following the 
demolition of a 
cottage row. Some 
level of re-enclosure 
through landscaping 
may be beneficial 

Originally residential buildings 
have been converted and 
extended for commercial use  

The regeneration of 
the Foundry has 
already  secured a 
number of historic 
buildings and 
provided the 
opportunity for new 
architectural 
expression 

Trees on Foundry 
Hill form an 
important 
backdrop to the 
town.

The Millpond 
Gardens are an 
attractive amenity 
close to the urban 
core  

The viaduct is an 
important landmark 
structure and 
strongly divides 
Foundry from Penpol 
and the Harbour 
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Character Area 3:  The harbour  
This sheet summarises the comprehensive assessments of character and 
regeneration opportunities in Sections 6, 7 and 8 of the report. 

Character summary 
The harbour has been the economic powerhouse of the town. The 
estuary was the reason the industrial companies established here and 
therefore the reason the town developed here. The estuary and the 
three channels that flow into it at this point have been extensively 
manipulated and modified with the extensive engineering that has gone 
on to create the current arrangement of quays and wharfs, canal 
channels, sluicing pools and causewayed roads. The harbour complex is 
a remarkable piece of engineering. This area is seen as the major 
regeneration site for the town.   

Issues

� In places areas of the listed harbour walls have collapsed, other areas 
are in a poor condition 

� Many of the surviving historic buildings around the harbour are not 
listed.  

� The proposed harbour regeneration will have a dramatic impact on 
the character of this area.  

� The estuary creates important wildlife habitats and leisure and 
amenity facilities. 

Regeneration opportunities 
� Repair and stabilise the listed harbour walls.  
� Recognise and respect the historic significance and 

importance of these surviving harbour buildings. 
� Ensure that the proposed harbour redevelopment respects its 

natural and historically important setting and character. 
� Promote the amenity, leisure and wildlife potential of the 

estuary. 
� Ensure open access to the quays is part of the proposals for 

any future harbour redevelopment. 

 
Character area 3:

The harbour 

HAYLE

The harbour is an extensive area, still used as 
a place of industry and work 

The harbour and sluicing pools connect the 
inland areas of the town; Foundry, Penpol and 
Copperhouse. The harbour is important 
throughout the town 

In some areas the harbour walls are in 
need of urgent repair 

The harbour represents 
an impressive feat of 
engineering. The 
Copperhouse Canal  
constructed with scoria 
blocks, sluicing gate at 
Carnsew Pool, man 
made quays and spits 

Despite substantial 
loss, the harbour 
retains a number of 
significant historic 
structures, including 
the Customs House of 
1862 and a group of 
industrial structures on 
East Quay
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Character Area 4: Penpol
This sheet summarises the comprehensive assessments of character and 
regeneration opportunities in Sections 6, 7 and 8 of the report. 

Character summary 
This area forms a middle ground between the two settlements of 
Copperhouse and Foundry. An 18th century focus around Merchant 
Curnow’s quay is located at the west end of Hayle Terrace. Mid 19th

century terraces built for the professional classes were developed here 
to take advantage of picturesque views over the harbour. Later 19th

century development seems to suggest a concerted effort to develop an 
urban focus here including the landmark church of St Elwyn, designed 
by Sedding.  

 

Issues
� There is pressure for increased density of development along the 

southern side of the Copperhouse Pool.  
� The setting of St Elwyn’s church is marred by an unsympathetic 

garage forecourt.  

 

Regeneration opportunities 
� Ensure any future redevelopment on the south side of 

Copperhouse Creek respects both the character of the Pool 
and the Road.  

� Improve the setting of St Elwyn’s church when the 
opportunity arises. 

 
Character area 4:

Penpol 

HAYLE

Residential terraces with single storey 
commercial extensions set in former front 
garden plots form a distinctive element of the 
built environment of this area. 

Several of the 
commercial 
single storey 
developments 
are exceptional, 
34-36 Hayle 
Terrace, Grade 
II listed.  

During the late 19th

century the area was 
developed as a civic 
focus, perhaps in an 
attempt to link 
Foundry and 
Copperhouse. St 
Elwyn’s Church forms 
an important part of 
the skyline of the 
town, highly visible 
from the harbour.  

Later development occurred on reclaimed land on the southern 
bank of the Copperhouse Creek. A number of early 20th century 
buildings here have an ‘art deco’ influence. Later 20th century 
buildings fail to respond to the beauty of their creek side setting 
in terms of design and quality. Future redevelopment of these 
sites provides the opportunity to increase public access and 
amenity of the Copperhouse Pool.  
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022691 – Hayle Harbour Revision 00 

Technical Note November 2009 

Page 1 of 14 

project 022961 – Hayle Harbour OPA 

Title South Quay Supermarket  

discipline Ground Engineering 

prepared by Thomas Smith 

Checked by Gary Graveling 

date 26 November 2009 

 

1 Introduction 

ING Real Estate propose to redevelop Hayle Harbour and its associated quays. Buro Happold Limited have been 

appointed to advise on site wide geoenvironmental and geotechnical in order to provide support for an Outline 

Planning Application. This technical note deals with geoenvironmental issues associated with redevelopment of the 

South Quay as a supermarket. This note comprises a review of information available to date as well as giving 

recommendations for further work to comply with guidance set out in Planning Guidance for the Development of 

Potentially Contaminated Land – PPS 23: Planning and Pollution Control (ref 1) and Guidance for the Safe 

Development of Housing on Land Affected by Contamination, R&D 66 (ref 2). 

2 The Site 

2.1 Site Description  

The town of Hayle is located on the north coast of Cornwall, approximately 10km north east of Penzance, I at 

National Grid Reference SU 855 540 (Figure 1).  The Hayle Estuary is the most south westerly estuary in Britain and 

includes the mouths of the Hayle and Angarrack Rivers.  Hayle town itself includes a large harbour and has a long 

history of industrial development.  The historical development of the town has led to its current division into the 

western Foundry and eastern Copperhouse areas.  The layout of the harbour is dominated by two tidal water 

storage lagoons, Copperhouse Pool and Carnsew Pool constructed to flush sediment from the harbour and thereby 

maintain navigable channels for shipping.  

The National Grid Reference for the centre of the site is SW 557 377. 

The land owned by ING in Hayle is extensive and includes much of Hayle Harbour.  A general plan showing the 

layout of the site is included in Figure 1. 

In general the quay sides are approximately 4.5m above Ordnance Datum (m AOD) and the majority of the site is 

below 5.5m AOD. The site is bounded to the east and south by the town of Hayle, the north by Cockle Bank and 

the open waters of the estuary and to the west by Carnsew Pool. 

South Quay is approximately 40,400m2 including the area between the B3301 Carnsew Road and the railway 

viaduct. 

South Quay is largely disused and only has one small building in the south.  This is a small single storey flat roofed 

concrete house known as Blue Hayles. The only economic activities on this quay are small scale fishing operations.  

The western part of the South Quay area consists of fill mounded up to 2m above the general level of the quay.  

Buro Happold
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During the 2004-2005 Buro Happold ground investigation areas of Japanese Knotweed were noted around the 

central parts of South Quay around the margins of the large filled area. The area between Carnsew Road and the 

railway viaduct is generally gravel hard standing and is used as an unofficial car park and access to the foundry 

buildings to the south of the viaduct.  Isolated zones of tipped material exist in this area that may be associated 

with the former Gasworks, this includes an area of overgrown rubble that is located over one of the former 

Gasometers. 

2.2 Site History 

South Quay was built about 1819.  Initially a pre-existing causeway ran beneath the northern part of the quay 

through an arch or tunnel.  The location of the tunnel is marked by the sheet piled section of wall on the eastern 

side of the quay and on the west side by an area of infill masonry  

South Quay used to include ore hutches towards its northern end (shown on the 1879 1:2,500 maps).  The western 

part of the quay and quayside was used by Harvey for shipbuilding.  Initially the boats were wooden then steel, the 

largest, built in 1891, was the 4000 tonne SS Ramleh.  The same area was used for ship breaking with a number of 

WWI boats dismantled between 1919 and 1923.  Ship breaking continued after WWII up until the 1970’s when at 

least 3 trawlers were broken up.  This area was infilled by 1979. 

Towards the southern end of the quay were boiler works, a timber shed, a wrights yard and buildings, the steamer's 

office and yard, a drawing office, a coal house, saw pit, a carpenter's shop, a wagon shed, a chain store and a 

shoeing shop.  Timber yards were located on the eastern side of the quay. 

The area between Carnsew Road and the railway viaduct was used as a gasworks from 1843 to 1888.  Various 

buildings and a gas holder shown on the 1879 1:2,500 map.  Various buildings still shown on the 1964 1:2,500 map 

but were absent from the maps produced in 1976. 

3 Environmental Setting 

3.1 Geology 

The BGS 1:50,000 Solid and Drift Penzance Sheet 351 & 358 (7) shows the majority of the site to be underlain by 

Marine and Estuarine Alluvium.  This in turn is underlain by the Gramscatho Beds of the Devonian Period; these are 

well graded turbiditic sandstones in beds up to 2m thick with interbedded slates. This strata is shown to outcrop at 

the surface south of Carnsew Road, on the spur to the south east of East Quay and to the north of North Quay on 

the power station, chemical works, and Chieftain’s Yard areas.  The higher ground to the north and west of these 

areas is shown to consist of Quaternary Blown Sand overlying the Gramscatho Beds. 

3.2 Hydrology, Hydrogeology and Water Quality 

The Groundwater Vulnerability Map, Sheet 53, shows the site to lie on a Minor Aquifer. 

The Environment Agency (EA) have informed Buro Happold Limited that there are no specific Environmental Quality 

Standards (EQSs) for Hayle Harbour.  

Normal spring tides in the Harbour vary between +3.2m AOD and -2.6m AOD.  The maximum flood level for a 1:200 

year flood is 4.54m AOD. 
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3.3 Geological Hazards 

The Envirocheck Report for the entire Masterplan site states that the site is in an area affected by mining. 

3.4 Previous Ground Investigation 

Buro Happold designed, commissioned and supervised a ground investigation that was undertaken by CJ 

Associates between 29/03/05 and 23/05/05 across South Quay that comprised 25 no. machine dug trial pits and 8 

no. boreholes. The findings confirmed the anticipated geological sequence with materials predominantly found to 

be non-cohesive up to a depth of 6.5m below ground level and thereafter being highly variable comprising both 

cohesive and non-cohesive material. Table 3.1 below describes the observed geological sequence. 

Table 3.1 – Geological Sequence 

Stratum Description Thickness 

Made Ground 

 

Sand/Sandy Clay/Clayey Sand 

including gravel, wood, shells, 

stone, brick, cobbles, slag, metal, 

plastic 

 

2.5-6.5m 

 

One borehole recorded approx 1m 

thick layer of cobbles below made 

ground (above sand). 

Sand 

 

Medium dense brown Sand, some 

gravels, cobbles and boulders. 

2.8-6.5m 

 

Gramscatho Beds 

 

Phyllite recorded in places 

recovered a gravel. 

Firm to stiff gravelly Clay, 

containing cobbles in places. 

 

Encountered at a depth between 

7.7 and 8.8m below ground level 

 

(-3.42 and -4.83m OD) 

 

3.5 Sampling and Testing Strategy 

Laboratory contamination testing on soil, leachate and groundwater samples was carried out by TES Bretby and all 

results are included in their factual report (ref 3). The testing suites were derived from a study of the previous 

industrial usage across the site, the soil, leachate and water suites are included in Annex B.   

Groundwater and ground gas monitoring standpipes with slotted screens were installed in the majority of cable 

percussion and rotary cored boreholes by CJ Associates.  These enabled the recording of groundwater levels 

during and after the fieldwork period and to take ground gas and groundwater samples for laboratory tests. 

Four rounds of gas and groundwater sampling and monitoring were carried out by Soil Mechanics on behalf of TES 

Bretby.  These results are included in TES Bretby’s Factual Report (Annex C). 

CJ Associates undertook one round of groundwater monitoring and a 12 hour monitoring period measuring the 

fluctuation of water level in selected standpipes over a tidal cycle as close as practical to spring tides.   
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4 Geoenvironmental Assessment 

As the ground investigation was undertaken in 2004-2005 chemical data (soils, leachate, groundwater and ground 

gas) was compared to screening criteria relevant at that time. In this case site-specific assessment criteria were 

derived using the CLEA (Contaminated Land Exposure Assessment), SNIFFER (ref 4) or RISC (ref 5) methodologies 

for some determinands for which there are no published Soil Guideline Values (Soil Guideline Values existing for 

arsenic, cadmium, chromium (IV), lead, inorganic mercury, nickel, selenium, ethyl benzene and toluene). In other 

cases, appropriate criteria have been drawn from other authoritative sources. The criteria that were employed were 

appropriate to a commercial/industrial land use. For full details of scheduled chemical testing and results see the 

Buro Happold Hayle Harbour Redevelopment Master Planning: Volume 1 Contamination Report (ref  6) contained 

within Annex D. 

4.1 Results Summary 

4.1.1 Soils 

A total of fifty-one samples of underlying materials (Made Ground and natural Materials) were analysed for a range 

of inorganic and organic determinands presented in Annex B Table 4.1 below lists the determinands for which one 

of more samples analysed recorded an exceedence against relevant screening criteria. 

Table 4.1 , South Quay soil contamination data for determinands recording one or more exceedence above 

relevant screening criteria. 

Observations: Number of samples above Assessment Criteria (AC)/Number of samples 

tested 

Depth (m) 

Metals >AC PAHs >AC Petroleum 

Hydrocarbons 

Other 

Contaminants 

Comments 

0-0.5 2/24 As 

17/24 Cu 

6/24 Pb 

19/24 Zn 

3/24 B(a)P None >AC Asbestos 

(chrysotile) in 1 

sample 

0.5-1.5 1/15 As 

10/15 Cu 

10/15 Zn 

1/15 Naphthalene 

2/15 B(a)P 

None >AC Asbestos 

(chrysotile and 

crocidolite) in 

1 sample 

Cu and Zn results 

represent risk to 

plants 

As, Pb, PAHs and 

asbestos represent 

risk to human 

health 

>1.5 1/18 As 

5/18 Cu 

1/18 Pb 

7/18 Zn 

1/18 Naphthalene 

1/18 B(a)A 

1/16 B(a)P 

1/18 D(ah)A 

None >AC None >AC High PAH results all 

from the same 

sample, TP311 at 

4.0m 
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Note: AC is in reference to commercial/ industrial land use 

B(a)P = Benzo(a)pyrene 

B(a)A = Benz(a)anthracene 

D(ah)A = Dibenzo(ah)anthracene 

4.1.2 Controlled Waters 

At time of reporting there were are no generic guidance values in the UK specifically applicable to contamination of 

groundwater. A number of guidelines had been developed for other purposes that were used with adjustments 

made where necessary to bring those values into the context of a contaminated land risk assessment. The 

following criteria were used: 

• Environmental Quality Standards (EQS) for “dangerous substances” in estuarine waters (ref 7).All the limits 

refer to an annual average.   

• The Water Supply (Water Quality) Regulations 2000(28) (ref 8) values governing the quality of drinking water in 

the UK. Only those values that are relevant to this assessment have been used. These values are referred to 

as Drinking Water Limits (DWLs). 

• Dutch Intervention Values (ref 9), or New Zealand Drinking Water Standards (ref 10), when no other UK 

sources were available. 

In addition, a value of 1000 mg/kg EPH/DRO (C10-C40) has been used as a screening value for potential leaching 

of hydrocarbons into groundwater. 

4.1.3 Leachability 

A total of six samples of underlying materials (Made Ground and natural Materials) were analysed for a range of 

inorganic and organic determinands presented in Annex B. Table 4.2 below lists the determinands for which one of 

more samples analysed recorded an exceedence against relevant screening criteria. 

Table 4.2 , South Quay leachate contamination data for determinands recording one or more exceedence 

above relevant screening criteria. 

Observations: Number of samples above Assessment Criteria (AC)/Number of samples tested 

Metals >AC PAHs >AC Other Contaminants Comments 

4/6 As 

3/6 Cu 

1/6 Sn 

4/6 Zn 

None >AC None >AC High conductivity due to brackish 

conditions 

Note: AC is in reference to the Estuarine Environmental Quality Standards 
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4.1.4 Groundwater 

A total of fourteen samples of groundwater was analysed for a range of inorganic and organic determinands 

presented in Annex B. Table 4.3 below lists the determinands for which one of more samples analysed recorded an 

exceedence against relevant screening criteria. 

Table 4.3 , South Quay groundwater contamination data for determinands recording one or more 

exceedence above relevant screening criteria. 

Observations: Number of samples above Assessment Criteria (AC)/Number of samples tested 

Metals >AC PAHs >AC Petroleum 

Hydrocarbons 

Other 

Contaminants 

Comments 

1/14 As  

8/14 Cu 

1/14 Ni 

5/14 Zn 

5/5 B(a)P 

5/5 Sum 4 PAH > 

DWL 

None >AC None >AC High conductivity due to 

brackish conditions 

Note: AC is in reference to the Estuarine Environmental Quality Standards 

4.1.5 Ground Gas 

No methane was recorded during the ground gas monitoring visits. The highest recorded concentration of carbon 

dioxide was recorded at 0.3%v/v in BH306 and BH306 of 7 June and 28 June 2005. Very low flow rates were 

observed during the monitoring period, ranging from -0.1 to 0.0l/hr.  

The development is within an area where 10-30% of homes are potentially above the action limit of 200Bq/m3 of 

radon gas within residential homes. 

4.1.6 Building Materials 

During the Buro Happold ground investigation assessment of the underlying materials in reference to building 

material was undertaken. Chemical tests were scheduled for 500mg/l water soluble sulphate as SO4 in a 1:2 extract 

and 400mg/l sulphate as SO4 in groundwater. Theses tests were both in accordance with BRE-SD1 (ref 11) 

4.2 Summary 

4.2.1 Soils 

Contaminants of concern include arsenic, copper and zinc which are widespread across the development area and 

are at noticeably high concentrations in several instances.  Their occurrence appears to be most attributable to 

mineralization associated with the local geology and mine workings upstream and industrial activities on the Quay.   

Elevated concentrations of Diesel Range Organics and Petrol Range Organics were encountered on South Quay, it 

is assumed that these occurrences are most likely to be attributable to the former scrap yards and ship 
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building/breaking areas and are likely to be present as hotspot areas due to poor housekeeping and historic minor 

spills.  

Sporadic occurrences of asbestos (chrysotile and crocidolite) have been encountered in near surface deposits 

around South Quay; it is likely that this is restricted to the upper soil profile, and results from entrainment during the 

demolition of site buildings which are likely to have included asbestos sheeting in their construction. 

4.2.2 Groundwater and Leachate 

Electrical conductivity readings for both leachate and groundwater reflect a water of poor drinking quality, most 

likely attributable to varying degrees of salinity as a consequence of the sites proximity to Hayle Harbour. 

The groundwater tests did not record any elevated concentrations of either Diesel Range or Gasoline Range 

hydrocarbons which might indicate the presence of significant leaching of hydrocarbon contamination from the 

observed soil contamination. However, due to the nature of any site investigation there may be localised hotspots 

of hydrocarbon contamination that may be held within buried tanks and/or historic foundations etc.  The results for 

Polycyclic aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) consistently exceed the Drinking Water Standards, although as stated 

above DWS is highly conservative as the ground water at the site is unsuitable as a drinking water resource due to 

its high salinity. No visible evidence of petroleum hydrocarbon contamination has been noted, or reported, adjacent 

to the site within Hayle Harbour. 

4.2.3 Gas 

Gas monitoring did not detect elevated concentrations of methane or carbon dioxide or reduced oxygen levels .  

The development is however within an area where 10-30% of homes are potentially above the action limit of 

200Bq/m3 of radon gas within residential homes (ref 12) and therefore protection measures should be included 

where appropriate as outlined in Radon: Guidance for Protective Measures in New Buildings (ref 13). 

4.2.4 Soil Disposal 

The preliminary assessment suggests that arisings disposed to landfill would be predominantly classified as inert or 

non-hazardous. Further testing is advised prior to disposal of site won materials.  

4.3 Japanese Knotweed 

Japanese knotweed is suspected on South Quay (and has been identified by the Environment Practice on Lelant 

Quay and the railway land).  This should be managed in accordance with the Environment Agency Guidance (ref 14) 

which gives advice on herbicides and acceptable disposal options both on and offsite.   
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5 Preliminary Risk Assessment 

5.1 General Approach 

In the UK, the assessment of risk from contamination follows the source-pathway-target approach. If one of these 

three elements is absent it is considered that there is no risk of harm. If, however, there is considered to be a 

linkage between any given source and any given target/receptor then a risk-based approach is used to assess the 

significance or impact of any such linkage. 

Risks are defined as the probability of an event occurring combined with the severity of the consequence of that 

event occurring. Particularly, to assess the risk to site end users posed by any given source, the sensitivity of each 

receptor is considered.  For example, the concentration of contamination acceptable at a site to be developed as a 

residential property with a garden used to grow vegetables and accessible to young children is set lower than that 

for a commercial site where soil is exposed in minor areas of landscaping and the only long-term users of the site 

are adults. Similarly, a site overlying a major aquifer supplying potable water to a large population will be 

considered more stringently than a site overlying an impermeable geology with only minor seepages of 

groundwater. 

5.2 Source,Pathway,Receptor risk assessment 

The potential contaminant sources relevant to this site are listed in Table 5.1. The potential receptors and the 

plausible exposure pathways that could link them to the identified sources are described in Section 5.2.2. 

5.2.1 Contamination sources 

Potential contamination sources from former uses of the site and neighbouring area have been identified in Section 

2 of this report.  The ‘Contaminants of Concern’ in this risk assessment are based primarily on information from the 

review of historical information, the results of the walkover survey and reference to DEFRA R&D Publication CLR 8 

‘Priority contaminants for the assessment of land’ (ref 15) and relevant Industry Profile reports published by the 

Department of Environment. Table 5.1 summarises the principal potential sources of contamination. 

Table 5. 1, Principal Sources of Contamination 

Potential Source Location Likely Age Potential contaminants of 

concern/Comments 

Made Ground  Onsite <120 years to recent Heavy metals, other inorganic contaminants, 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 

carbon dioxide, methane, semivolatile and 

volatile organic compounds (SVOC & VOC). 

Asbestos. 

Emplaced Fill Onsite <40 years to recent Heavy metals, other inorganic contaminants, 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 

carbon dioxide, methane, semivolatile and 

volatile organic compounds (SVOC & VOC). 
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Potential Source Location Likely Age Potential contaminants of 

concern/Comments 

Asbestos. 

 

Historical Land 

Uses on South 

Quay  including 

but not limited to 

Scrap yards, 

Shipbuilding 

Yards and Timber 

Works 

Onsite <120 years Heavy metals, acids, alkalis, chlorides, 

cyanides, fluorides, phosphorus, sulphates, 

sulphides, phenols, petroleum hydrocarbons, 

PAHs, hydraulic oils, VOCs, SVOCs, mineral 

oils, PCBs, solvents, organochlorides, 

organotins, pyrethroids, mineral acids, 

biocides, epoxies/vinyls, phenols, wood 

preservatives (CCA (copper-chrome-arsenic) 

and creosote), pesticides and asbestos.  

Historical Gas 

Works 

Offsite 120 – 160 years Heavy metals, sulphates, sulphides, 

carbonates, phosphates, cyanides, 

ammonium compounds, thiocyanide, PAHs, 

petroleum hydrocarbons, mineral oils and 

asbestos 

 

Other activities located offsite, were not subject to formal risk assessment in this desk study. However the 

gasworks located between Carsnew Road and the railway aqueduct is directly to adjacent the site boundary and as 

such may have had a direct influence on materials underlying the site in terms of Human Health. Furthermore the 

former gasworks were located directly up-hydraulic gradient of the site and as such may have had an adverse 

effect upon groundwater beneath the site. Due to this the gasworks site has been is subject to risk assessment. 

Further sources were regarded as unlikely to affect the soils and groundwater on site due to their relatively small 

size, nature of activities and likely ground conditions anticipated at the site. 

5.2.2 Receptors and pathways 

Site specific pathway receptor linkages have been identified for the site (Table 5.2) with respect to the sources 

outlined above, and with respect to the anticipated future uses of the site as described in Section 7.  
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Table 5.2 – Site Specific Receptors & Pathways 

Receptor Pathway 

Human Health Construction workers. Direct contact and dermal uptake, soil and 

dust ingestion including asbestos fibres, 

ground gas (radon) and/or vapour inhalation. 

Site end users 

(commercial/industrial) 

Direct contact and dermal uptake, soil and 

dust ingestion including asbestos fibres, 

ground gas (radon) and vapour inhalation. 

Ingestion of contaminated water supplies. 

 

Offsite users (local residents 

and commercial/industrial) 

Soil and dust ingestion during enabling 

works/construction including asbestos fibres, 

gas and vapour inhalation, ingestion of 

contaminated water supplies 

Controlled Waters Hayle Estuary and Carsnew 

Pool 

Gramscatho Beds Minor 

Aquifer 

 

Leaching and migration via surface run-off and 

permeable strata/base flow.   

Direct contact with contaminated sediment. 

Flora Root Uptake Direct contact and up-take via root system. 

Buildings/services On site structures (including 

water supply pipes) 

Direct contact/ permeation of plastic pipe 

work by contaminants in soil and leachate.  

Migration of ground gas via permeable strata 

and accumulation in enclosed spaces. 

 

5.3 Conceptual Site Model 

A revised conceptual site model has been generated for South Quay and is presented as Figure 2. 
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6 Recommendations 

We have reviewed the Buro Happold Hayle Harbour Redevelopment Master Planning: Volume 1 Contamination 

Report (ref 6) within Sections 2 to 5, above and recommend the following. 

Due to legislative changes that have occurred since the time of previous masterplan contamination report (ref 6) 

and in view of the proposed site end use,  further ground investigation is recommended to fill in data gaps, and to 

update and highlight risks to human health and the environment (including controlled water(s)).  

It is recommended that due to the coarse nature of the 2004-2005 Buro Happold sampling grid (50m grid giving a 

40% probability of detection of a 100m2 circular feature and an 80% probability of detection of a 2000m2 circular 

feature) further investigation works should be undertaken to reduce to overall grid spacing and fill any data gaps as 

well as targeting any previously identified hotspots. Notable gaps are highlighted in Figure 3 and include: 

The area of emplaced fill in the west of South Quay upon which underlies the footprint of the proposed building; 

The area to the southeast of the Quay thought to have been used historically as a scrap yard upon which a section 

of the supermarket car park is proposed to overlie; and 

The area to the southwest of South Quay which was used as a Gas Works from 1843 to 1888. 

Within this investigation it is recommended that more focused confirmatory chemical tests are undertaken in 

individual areas of the site based upon their historical and proposed end uses. Details of further testing are 

highlighted in Table 6.1 below. 

Table 6.1 – Recommended testing for further Ground Investigations 

Site Area Testing 

Site Wide Heavy metals, EPH (Extractable Petroleum 

Hydrocarbons), DRO (Diesel Range Organics), 

Polycyclic aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH), asbestos 

and organotin(s). 

Scrap Yards Heavy metals, acids, alkalis, chlorides, cyanides, 

fluorides, phosphorus, sulphates, sulphides, phenols, 

petroleum hydrocarbons, PAHs, mineral oils, PCBs, 

solvents and asbestos. 

Timber Works Heavy metals, organ chlorides, organotin(s), 

pyrethroids, phenols, PAHs and additives. 

 

Ship Building a Breaking Yard Heavy metals, PAHs, petroleum hydrocarbons, 

hydraulic oils, VOCs, SVOCs, solvents, cyanide, 

organotin(s), mineral acids, biocides, epoxies/vinyls, 

phenols, wood preservatives (CCA (copper-chrome-

arsenic) and creosote), pesticides and asbestos. 
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Site Area Testing 

Gas Works Heavy metals, sulphates, sulphides, carbonates, 

phosphates, cyanides, ammonium compounds, 

thiocyanide, PAHs, phenols, cresols, petroleum 

hydrocarbons, mineral oils and asbestos 

 

During the ground investigation it is recommended that further ground gas and groundwater monitoring wells are 

installed across the site with subsequent chemical testing undertaken. These should be primarily focussed in areas 

where elevated hydrocarbon and PAH concentrations were identified in the 2004-2005 investigation, however the 

wider site should also be investigation to confirm the findings of the Masterplan Contamination Report (ref 6)  

In the event of materials having to be disposed of as ‘waste’ to a licensed landfill facility further waste acceptance 

criteria and leachability tests are recommended once the finished ground level has been finalised. Further testing 

will satisfy recent legislative changes in relation to waste. 

In areas where site levels may need to be raised a Materials Management Plan will be compiled in line with the 

CL:aire Definition of Waste Industry Code of Practice (CoP) (ref 16) and where appropriate the CoP will be used to 

minimise the amount of material going offsite to landfill. 

Following the proposed ground investigation a Generic Quantitative Risk Assessment (GQRA) will be undertaken in 

general accordance with the provisions of the EA/DEFRA Model Procedures for the management of land 

contamination, 2004 (CLR11) (ref 17). 

The proposed Ground Investigation is likely to include, as a minimum, the following scope of works: 

• 50 no trial pits in order to increase the density of the sampling grid, in order to identify, where possible, 

underground obstructions, to look at contaminant loadings in the unsaturated zone, and to facilitate waste 

classification; and 

• 8 no boreholes in order to confirm groundwater contaminant loadings under current site conditions, and to 

facilitate additional ground gas monitoring within the proposed building footprint in line with current 

guidance. 

During the ground investigation historic borehole installations will be surveyed to assess their potential for re-use 

and if found to be unsuitable the feasibility of re-drilling will be assessed at key locations.   

To supplement the proposed ground investigation , during the enabling works a surface strip of hardstanding will 

be undertaken in order to identify residual buried structures accompanied by geophysics in order to identify 

potential buried foundations, underground obstructions/tanks, other anomalies in ground conditions.  
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Figures 

Figure 1 – Site Location Plan 

Figure 2 – Site Conceptual Model 

Figure 3 – South Quay Site Investigation Plan 
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SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT OF PETALWORT AT SOUTH QUAY HAYLE 

CORNWALL IN THE CONTEXT OF A PHASE ONE HABITAT SURVEY 

 

1. SUMMARY 

 

Land at South Quay, Hayle Harbour is being considered for development. The protected 

liverwort species Petalophyllum ralfsii has previously been recorded from this area, with 

large populations on the Triangular Spit, along the eastern edge of South Quay and at the 

south-eastern edge of Carnsew Pool. This reports updates these surveys and sets the 

populations of Petalwort within the context of the surrounding vegetation, making them 

easier to re-find. 

 

The site was surveyed and mapped on 18
th

 December 2009. The main South Quay 

terrestrial habitats consist of large areas of open bare ground, stands of scrubby habitat, 

strips of coastal grassland and areas dominated by moss with scattered shrubs. Areas of 

coastal grassland are heavily grazed by rabbits and the areas of scrub are almost certainly 

used by nesting birds. 

 

Petalwort is confined to the mossy areas and coastal grasslands. It occurs in small patches 

along the eastern edge of South Quay and also in the more central areas here. Populations 

previously recorded along the edge of Carnsew Pool were not refound, with the exception 

of a single isolated colony. It should be noted that colonies previously recorded here may 

still be present.  

 

Petalwort is regarded as a threatened plant species and as such it enjoys considerable 

statutory protection. It is listed on Schedule 8 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act (1981), 

placed on Annex II of the EC Habitats Directive and listed on Appendix I of the Bern 

Convention.  
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2. INTRODUCTION 

 

Land at South Quay, Hayle Harbour is being considered for development. The protected 

liverwort species Petalophyllum ralfsii has previously been recorded from this area, with 

large populations on the Triangular Spit to the north of the survey site (surveyed in 2006); 

these populations form about 20% of the entire UK population (Holyoak, 2009). More 

especially, scattered populations were recorded along the eastern edge of South Quay in 

2005 and at the south-eastern edge of Carnsew Pool in 2007. This reports updates these 

surveys and sets the populations of Petalwort within the context of the surrounding 

vegetation, making them easier to re-find. 

 

The present report considers the significance of the Petalwort population, the ecological 

requirements of this plant and the constraints on redevelopment of the areas close to 

where it grows.  

 

3. LEGAL PROTECTION OF PETALWORT 

 

Petalwort is regarded as a threatened plant species that is Nationally Scarce in Britain and 

treated in the Bryophyte Red Data Book (Church et al. 2001). It is regarded as Vulnerable in 

Europe as a whole (Schumacker & Martiny 1995, Stewart 1995). In recognition of the threats 

to the species it enjoys considerable statutory protection. Thus it is listed on Schedule 8 of the 

Wildlife & Countryside Act (1981), placed on Annex II of the EC Habitats Directive and 

listed on Appendix I of the Bern Convention. It is also a Priority Species within the U.K. 

Biodiversity Action Plan and on the Species Recovery Programme of Natural England.  

 

3. METHODS 

 

The site was surveyed to identify: 

 

• The main habitat types 

• The presence of Petalwort on the site.  

 

The site was surveyed on 18
th

 December 2009. The main habitats were mapped using the 

standard Phase One Habitat Survey methodology (JNCC, 2003).  

 

The best time to survey for Petalwort is between October and April, when the individual 

thalli of Petalwort may be visible above ground. Survey work should not take place when 

the ground is flooded, frozen or especially dry; the weather at the time of survey was 

bright, dry and sunny. Care was taken to separate Petalwort from species of 

Fossombronia which have overlapping leaves. 

 

Not all the thalli will be visible at all times so the counts must be considered as minimum 

counts. The absence of thalli from areas where Petalwort has been previously recorded is 

not proof that they are no longer present.  

 

The whole area was surveyed for habitats and those areas potentially suitable for 

Petalwort identified. These areas were surveyed for Petalwort whilst kneeling on a garden 

kneeler to prevent damage to thalli and to aid the comfort of the surveyor. Numbers of 

thalli at each site were estimated rather than counted individually as it is the distribution 

rather than the numbers of thalli that is most limportant. The location of each group of 
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thalli was mapped using a Trimble GEOXT GPS unit (made by Trimble Navigation Ltd) 

with positioning accuracy to 50cm or less.  

 

4. RESULTS 

 

4.1. General description of the site 
 

The main South Quay terrestrial habitats consist of large areas of open bare ground, 

stands of scrubby habitat, strips of coastal grassland and areas dominated by moss with 

scattered shrubs (Map 1). There are three main types of bare ground surface - concreted 

sections, tarmac sections and a hard core surface, all remnants of past industrial use and 

partially colonised by scattered vegetation of which the non-native Butterfly Bush 

Buddleia davidii is the most abundant. Butterfly Bush also dominates, with abundant 

Bramble Rubus fruticosus agg., in the stands of scrub which largely cover the low 

mounds on the main quay. Further west the scrub nearer the Triangular Spit is a native 

community dominated by European Gorse Ulex europaeus. Areas of coastal grassland 

extend along much of the quay edge on the thin skeletal soil. This turf is heavily grazed 

by Rabbits so that much of it is a very short dense sward of fine grasses dominated by 

Red Fescue Festuca rubra agg., although there are widespread patches where the vascular 

plant cover is very sparse. The moss-dominated habitat has developed on tarmac and 

concrete surfaces and consists of vigorous growth of common pleurocarpus species with 

scattered low ruderal herbs and, in some areas, invading shrubs.   

 

The shrubby growth (the stands of introduced shrub dominated by Butterfly Bush and the 

native European Gorse scrub) are almost certainly used by nesting birds. Nesting birds are 

protected by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.  

 

4.2. Petalwort 

 

Petalwort is confined to the mossy areas and coastal grasslands (Map 1). It occurs in 

small patches along the eastern edge of South Quay, where it has been previously 

recorded. It also occurs in the more central areas of South Quay, mainly in areas of thin 

compacted soil overlying the hard standing but also, perhaps surprisingly, in an area of 

thicker soil (Area B on Map 1) surrounded by scrub; there are no previous records for 

these central areas.  

 

Populations previously recorded along the edge of Carnsew Pool were not refound, with 

the exception of a single isolated population (Area O on Map 1). The colonies previously 

recorded here in 2007 (Spalding Associates, 2007) may still be present (Appendix 1). The 

detailed records of the present survey are shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1: Numbers and sites of thalli on South Quay, Hayle, December 2009 

 
Location Reference no 

shown on Map 1 

Estimated no of 

thalli 

South Quay A 40 plus 

South Quay B 100 plus 

South Quay C 1-10 

South Quay D 5 

South Quay E 10-20 

South Quay F 1-10 

South Quay G 40-50 

South Quay H 10-20 

South Quay I 1-10 

South Quay J 1-10 

South Quay K 10-20 

South Quay L 1-10 

South Quay M 1-10 

South Quay N 1-10 

Carnsew Pool O 10-20 
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5. ASSESSMENT OF THE VALUE OF SOUTH QUAY FOR PETALWORT 

 

The overall total of Petalwort recorded on South Quay is estimated at around 300 thalli. 

The survey was carried out in good conditions and new populations were found. 

Nevertheless, the fact that some previously recorded populations at the edge of Carnsew 

Pool were not found indicates that some populations may not have been visible at the time 

of survey. It is also possible that recent disturbance since the last surveys were carried out 

in 2005 has resulted in the loss of populations; some direct loss is likely due to the 

collapse of low banks at the water’s edge, e.g. on the eastern edge of South Quay (Map 

1). It is however noticeable that many of the populations along the eastern edge of South 

Quay are still present, despite evidence that vehicles pass over these areas. 78 thalli in 13 

locations were recorded in 2005; this is now increased to about 160 thalli but in fewer 

(11) locations; populations on the northern end of South Quay were not refound during 

the current survey but may still be present.  

 

The majority of the Petalwort populations here grow on thin and discontinuous layers of 

soil overlying hard surfaces. Many areas show small-scale erosion, due to rabbits, 

trampling by people and damage by vehicles. Activity by people on a working quay has 

limited the suitability of the area for Petalwort; as a result the populations are low 

compared to the extensive populations found on the Triangular Spit (where over 200,000 

thalli have been found). At Carnsew Pool, nutrient enrichment by dogs has probably 

reduced the suitability of the area for Petalwort.  

 

Nevertheless, the UK government has an obligation to protect sites with Petalwort under 

the EC Habitats Directive and Petalwort is also protected under Schedule 8 of the 

Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. As a consequence, nothing should be done that would 

destroy or harm even these small populations, unless this is allowed under licence from 

Natural England.  

 

Consideration could be given to translocating thalli from areas to be affected by 

development to the Triangular Spit, although it is possible that no suitable vacant habitat 

is present here. 
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Appendix 1: Maps showing the distribution of Petalwort in previous surveys at 

South Quay in 2005 and the edge of Carnsew Pool in 2007 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Brief 

This report is an extract of the Hayle Harbour Wall Survey Rev 02 dated June 2010 as incorporated 

within the S106 Agreement for the Outline Planning Application for the Redevelopment of Hayle 

Harbour. 

1.2 Using this report 

The location of each surveyed section of wall can be easily identified by referring to the pull out 

orientation map at the back of this report (Section 5). 
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2 South Quay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Panaramic photograph of the northeast length of South Quay 

 

 

Collapsed section of wall between chainages 230 to 275m (see Listed Building Consent) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collapsed wall at the northern end of South Quay (chainage 480 – 490m). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

South Quay wall collapse (chainage 480 – 490m) 2004 – Now repaired (refer Page 55  & 56)
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 0 – 10m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very Poor 
2004 

2009 

Poor 

0-3.2m 

2004 

2009 
Fair 

3.2-10m 
 Good  Very Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild/Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: HW +3.00 

Inspection Time: 1055 Average Height of Section: 3.1m 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

8.50   2.13 - 

3.29 

Dimensions of rectangular flap valve only seen in closed 
position [1.65 wide x 1.16 deep flap valve] no change 

6.10  - SWEB double covers 1.5 from wall edge  

7.90  - Centre-line rusted handrails above sluice  no change 

7.90  - Centre-line top hung flap gate no change 

0-2.60  - Diagonal crack extending to surface of free standing 
wall, 2.34m high above general quay level no change but 
less vegetation on wall section 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

9.5m  0.3 Vertical crack (minor) no change 

2.0-3.2m  0-2.05 Very open diagonal crack no change 

0.5m   Block missing at base not visible 
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Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 10 – 20m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very Poor  Poor 2004 Fair  Good  Very Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: HW +2.42 

Inspection Time: 1040 Average Height of Section: 3.8m 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

10 - 13   Open joints immediately below coping stones 

16 - 20   Open joints immediately below coping stones 

13  0 – 1.10 Vertical crack 

13  2.30 & 
below 

Random open joints 
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Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 20 – 30m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very Poor  Poor 2004 Fair  Good  Very Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW +2.32 

Inspection Time: 1030 Average Height of Section: 4.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

23  3.45 Invert level of large culvert approx 1.5m dia. 

Concrete frame & penstock & screen. 

Penstock appears always to be in raised position. 

Sheet piled sill extends 2.8m outwards from wall 4.5 O/A 
width. 

23   Galvanised handrails fixed to top edge of quay, 2.1m 
wide 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

26.5-30  1.90 & 
below 

Randomly spaced open joints 1.90 to bottom 

29.50   Thin rusty handrails and remains of spindle is badly bent.  
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Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 30 – 40m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very Poor  Poor 2004 Fair  Good  Very Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW +2.39 

Inspection Time: 1037 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

30m  4.5m 225 pipe with penstock open (rusted) 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

34.5m  0.5m Missing block possibly drainage hole 

30 – 40m   Randomly spaced open joints to bottom 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 40 – 50m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW  +2.37 LW 

Inspection Time: 1035 1146 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

48.50   Galvanised Mild Steel ladder New ladder with hand 
grasps at top 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

59.5m  0.40 Missing block possibly for drainage No change 

40 – 50m  2.30 Generally random open joints below this level No change 

    

   Boat in way  
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 50 – 60m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Poor 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy Mild 
and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/14/09 Tidal Conditions: LW +2.17 LW 

Inspection Time: 1015 1146 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

50.20   Aluminium ladder (temporary) New ladder with hand 
grasps at top 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

56.5  0.3,1.2,1.6 Missing blocks immediately below coping & open joints 
No change 

56 – 60  0 – 2.30 Generally open joints and missing blocks 

    

   Boats in view 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 60 – 70m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Poor 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 
Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW  +3.02 LW 

Inspection Time: 1100 1146 Average Height of Section: 5.10 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

61.60   Mild Steel circular runged ladder, made of old scaffold 
tube New ladder with hand grasps at top 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:   

Chainage Item Depth Description 

60 - 70   Open joint generally under coping stones No change 

63  2.30 Missing block No change 

  around 
2.90 

Seaweed line No change 

60 - 70  1.30 & 
below 

Generally open joints No change 

    

   Boat in view 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 70 – 80m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 

2004 

2009 
Fair  Good  Very 

Poor 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 
Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW +3.08 LW 

Inspection Time: 1106 1146 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

74  0.55 100m diameter pipe No change 

73  1.90 Rectangular block missing possibly old drainage hole  No 
change  

72.70 74   Mild steel scaffold tube type ladder New ladder with hand 
grips at top 

    

     

Condition Defects:   

Chainage Item Depth Description 

73-79  0.3 Open joints immediately under coping No change 

71 - 76   top - 1.0 More recent repairs in this area No change 

76-787  0-1.6 Randomly spaced open joints No change 

70-80  Around 
3.0 

Seaweed line 

   Boat in view 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 80 – 90m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy Mild 
and cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW+2.12 LW 

Inspection Time: 1010 1146 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   General notes:  

Some granite coping stones have metal braces across 
adjacent stones. 

Generally iron stakes or similar means are used for tying 
up boats. Only old bollards recorded.  

85   Aluminium temporary ladder New ladder with hand grips 
on top. 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Generally good section with randomly spaced open joints 
No change 

   Boat in way 

  Around 
3.0 

Sea weed line 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 90 – 100m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy Mild 
and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW +3.17 LW 

Inspection Time: 1115 1146 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

95  Surface Mooring Ring 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

90 - 100  0 – 1.0 Vegetation at isolated sections along wall No change  

99 - 100   Open joints immediately below coping blocks No change 

  3.0 Seaweed line 

    

   Boat in way 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 100 – 110m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 

2004 

2009 
Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy  

Mild and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW +3.27 LW 

Inspection Time: 1125 1146 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

105.50  2.1 Iron strengthener at face of wall (230 wide) No change 

101.50   Mild steel ladder with handrails above quay level (held by 
iron stake) No change 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

102  1.6 Block missing No change 

102-105  1.6-2.8 Open joints No change 

108  1.0 Missing block No change 

105  0.3 Missing block No change 

109.5 - 110  0.4 Missing blocks below coping No change 

100-110  0-1.0 

4.0 

Vegetation growth in joints (present in 2004) 

Seaweed line                                                                           
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 110 – 120m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 
Bright and cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.30 LW 

Inspection Time: 1128 1145 Average Height of Section: 4.9 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

112   Aluminium ladder with handrails (ladder present in 2004) 

110.5 &113   Anchor Chain 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

110-110.5  0.4 Missing blocks below coping No change 

112-120  0-0.5 Vegetation below coping (present in 2004) 

   A few random open joints on this section  No change 

   Boat in way 

110-120  3.5 Seaweed line 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 120 – 130m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 

2004 

2009 
Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy  

Mild and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09  Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.07 LW 

Inspection Time: 1005 1145 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

121  0.4 150mm diameter pipe No change 

126   Rusted mild steel ladder New ladder with hand supports 
at top. 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

120 - 130  0 – 1.4 

 

3.0 

Top section of wall more recent repairs, but still some 
open joints No change 

Seaweed line 

124 & 125   Particular vertical cracks No obvious vertical cracks. Both 
vertical and horizontal visible. 

123  1.60 Large block missing No change 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 130 – 140m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 

 Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy  

Mild and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.57 LW 

Inspection Time: 0955 1145 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

136.5   Mild steel ladder very wobbly, unsafe. New ladder with 
handrails at top. 

135   Boat in view 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

130 - 135  1.3 Semi open joints No change 

135 - 138  1.3 Rendered repaired section No change 

130.5, 
131.5 &135 

 0.4 Missing block with vegetation No change 

130 - 140   Random open joints throughout whole section No change 

  3.2 Seaweed line No change 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 140 – 150m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.34 LW 

Inspection Time: 1132 1145 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

147.5  0.55 150mm diameter pipe No change 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Generally good wall section for age No change 

   Randomly spaced open joints No change 

   Vegetation just below top of wall No change 

  Around 
4.0m 

Sea weed line 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 150 – 160m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 

 Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/07 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.37 LW 

Inspection Time: 1135 1145 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

159.5  0.20 150mm diameter pipe No change 

151.7   Rusted galvanised mild steel ladder, very movable, in 
poor state New ladder, handrails at top 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Minor randomly spaced open joints no change 

  Around 
3.0 

Seaweed Line 

156 - 158  1.3 Deeper open joints. 

152-158  0-0.5 Vegetation from joints below coping 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 160 – 170m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 

 Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.42 LW 

Inspection Time: 1140 1145 Average Height of Section: 5.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

166 165.5   Steel scaffold type ladder New ladder, handrails at top. 

165  Surface Large rock offset from wall 

   

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

160 - 170  0 – 1.70 

 

Around 
3.5 

Vegetation just below top of wall, recent patching along 
upper section No change 

 

Seaweed growth line 

161 - 162  0 – 1.70 Vertical open joint No change 

   Boat in way No longer present 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 170 – 180m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 

2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.48 LW 

Inspection Time: 1146 1144 Average Height of Section: 5.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

177  0.6 100mm diameter pipe No change 

173   Scaffold type ladder, wobbly, with lifting davit alongside 
made up of scaffold tube - poor condition New ladder 
with handrails at top. No davit.    

177   Centreline of sunken area behind granite coping stones 
2.8m long x 1m wide Sunken area indicated by puddle 
behind coping stones. Area unclear. 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

170 - 180  1.70 Recently repointed on upper section No change 

   Vegetation needs clearing mainly under coping No 
change 

  Around 
3.0 

Seaweed growth line 

   Boat in View 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 180 – 190m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 

2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.357 LW 

Inspection Time: 1155 1144 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

160 Surface feature  100 mm diameter pipe  No change 

181 - 190   Generally sunken area over this section (180-190) Unclear 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

189 - 190  1.10 Open joints only between and under coping stones.  

Vegetation see image. No change 

Pointing required below coping stones  No change 

Masonry missing possibly a pipe, present 2004 

   

   Section generally in good condition. 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 190 – 200m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.58 LW 

Inspection Time: 1156 1144 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

190 - 200   Generally sunken area behind coping stones typically 2 -
3m wide Unclear from picture 

190.0   Mild steel ladder (painted red) New steel ladder with 
handrails. 

   

191.0  Surface Large rock offset from wall 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

190 - 200  0 – 1.10 Open joints No change 

  Around 
3.5 

Seaweed Line 

   Vegetation and open joints immediately below coping No 
change, repointing needed. 

    

   Boat in way 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 200 – 210m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW +4.04 LW 

Inspection Time: 1202 1144 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

203 201   Galvanised mild steel ladder New ladder with hand rails 
at top. 

200 - 210   Generally depressed / sunken area behind coping stones, 
typically 2m wide, max. 3m Unclear. 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

209.5 - 210   Coping block missing No change 

 0.7 -bed  Vegetation (see image) No change. Seaweed growth line 
from around 4.0m. 

Open joints below coping stone level No change, 
repointing needed. 

   Boat in the way No change 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 210 – 220m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 4.07 LW 

Inspection Time: 1205 1143 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

210 - 211   Missing coping stones (width 1.4m) No change 

212   Rusty mild steel ladder New steel Ladder with handrails 
at top 

210 - 220   Generally depressed sunken area behind coping stones, 
typically 2m width, max. 3m Unclear. 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

210 – 210.8   Top coping stone missing as above 

   Vegetation on gaps between coping stones  

   Some open joints across section of wall, requires 
repointing.  
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 220 – 230m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 4.12 LW 

Inspection Time: 1210 1145 Average Height of Section: 5.15 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

221.0   Missing coping stone 1.25m width with adjacent 
depression. No change 

222.8 224   Painted mild steel ladder New steel ladder with hand rails 
at top. 

220 - 230   Generally depressed / sunken area behind coping stones. 
Typically 2 – 3m width Unclear. 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

220.2 – 201.2   Coping stone missing No change 

Joints below coping stone vegetated / open, need 
repointing No change 

200 – 201.5  0 – 1.20 Blocks missing & open joints No change 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 230 – 240m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 

2009 
(238-240) 

Very 
Poor  Poor 

2009  

(230-238) 
Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Dry + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 4.14 LW 

Inspection Time: 1212 1145 Average Height of Section: 5.15 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

235.0   Unsafe rusted mild steel ladder, top stringers badly bent 
New steel ladder with handrails at top. 

233-240  Surface Large rocks offset from harbour wall 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

231 - 240   Open joints below coping / vegetation No change 

Wall gets progressively worse with displacement until 
present breach is reached Cracking before collapse but 
no obvious disintegration. 

Appears to slope downwards towards breach  

239   Vertical crack Block missing at start of collapsed section. 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 240 – 250m 

Overall Grading: No O/A 
grading 

      

 Very 
Poor  Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW 

Inspection Time: 1143 Average Height of Section: 4.90 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

240 - 250   Breach in wall, see images No change 

   Wall breach extends back to approx. 17.5m to furthest 
point from face of wall Extent of breach not measured. 
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Buro Happold 

 

 

2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 250 – 260m 

Overall Grading: No O/A 
grading 

      

 Very 
Poor  Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW 

Inspection Time: 1132 Average Height of Section: Breach N/A 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

250 - 260   Breach extends back from line of wall to 17.5m approx. 
at max.  Extent of breach not measured. 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

250 - 260   Breach in wall (see images) No change 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 260 – 270m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 

2009 

Very 
Poor 

260-
266.5 

2004 

2009 

Poor 

268.5 – 
270 

 Fair  Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW 

Inspection Time: 1132 Average Height of Section: Breach N/A 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

260 - 267   Breach extends back from projected line of wall to 
maximum of 17.5m approx. Extent of breach not 
confirmed. 

    

267 - 270   Significant depression behind wall No change 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

266   Further blocks falling into breach 

268.5   Vertical crack appearing from surface 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 270 – 280m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor 2009 Poor  Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Mild and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.59 LW 

Inspection Time: 1050 1141 Average Height of Section: 5.20 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

272  0.3 100mm diameter pipe overgrown by vegetation 

270 – 272.5   Significant depression behind wall  

275 277   Rusty scaffold type ladder  New steel ladder with 
handrails at top. 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation between and under open joints around coping 

 All copings have metal pins in this area   

270 - 277  1.30 – 
1.70 

Horizontal crack, some recent repairs on top 1m approx 
of wall No change 

277  1.00 Block missing No change 

   Randomly spaced open joints throughout No change 

   Boat in way – lower sections not surveyed No change 
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Buro Happold 

 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 280 – 290m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Bright and cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.09 LW 

Inspection Time: 1100 1141 Average Height of Section: 5.3 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

  1.00 
approx 

General repairs, recent? No change 

280 - 290   Open joints below coping Minimal 

282  0.4 Missing block No change 

  2.90 General seaweed line No change 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 290 – 300m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Sunny but cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.11 LW 

Inspection Time: 1102 1141 Average Height of Section: 5.3 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

297   Wooden ladder New steel ladder with handrails at top 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

290 - 300   Vegetation below coping stone Only at 291.5 and 298 

290 - 300   Some randomly spaced open joints No change 

   Re-pointing required below seaweed line. 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 300 – 310m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 

2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Bright but cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.13 LW 

Inspection Time: 1104 1141 Average Height of Section: 5.3 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

308   Missing coping stone 1.4m length No change 

300 - 310   Generally sunken behind coping stones Unclear 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

300 - 310   Vegetation below coping stones Only visible at 305.5 and 
309 

  Around 
3.0m 

Seaweed growth line 

308   Missing coping stone, 1.35m No change 

   Randomly spaced occasional open joints No change 
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Buro Happold 

 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 310 – 320m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Bright but cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.15 LW 

Inspection Time: 1106 1141 Average Height of Section: 5.4 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

313   Galvanised mild steel ladder New steel ladder with 
handrails 

317.5   Coping stone missing 1.4m length No change 

310 - 320   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear. 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

310-320   Vegetation / open joints below coping stones, few / 
occasional open joints  No change 

317.7   Missing coping stone 1.30 wide No change 

    

   Boat in way no change  
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Buro Happold 

 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 320 – 330m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good   Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Bright but cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.19 LW 

Inspection Time: 1110 1141 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

327   Aluminium ladder  New ladder with handrails at top 

328   Step in coping stone  

320 - 330   Generally sunken behind wall No change. 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation below coping, open joints No change 

327.50   1.40m wide gap in coping, may have been drainage 
outlet No change 

   Few minor open joints on this section No change 

320-330  Around 
2.5m  

Seaweed growth line 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 330 – 340m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good   Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Bright but cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.20 LW 

Inspection Time: 1111 1141 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

337.0   Davit bolted to coping stone No davit. 

336.0   Wooden ladder New ladder with handrails at top. 

330 - 340   Generally sunken behind wall  

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation below coping, open joints No change 

337.50   Missing coping 1.20 (removed for ladder) Still missing, 
ladder now moved from this spot. 

    

   Some open joints throughout No change 

330-340  Around 
3.5m 
onwards 

Seaweed growth line (present in 2004) 
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Buro Happold 

 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 340 – 350m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Sunny but cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.24 LW 

Inspection Time: 1115 1141 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

340 - 350   Generally sunken behind wall No change. 

348   New ladder with handrails at top. 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation / open joints under coping No change 

340 - 350  1.30 Recent repairs for full length No change 

  below 
1.30 

Some open joints, mainly horizontal No change 

  Around 
3.0m 

Seaweed growth line.  Condition difficult to confirm. 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 350 – 360m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good   Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Bright but cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.27 LW 

Inspection Time: 1118 1141 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

350   Scaffold type ladder No ladder 

357.5   Missing coping stone (1.1m length) No change 

350 - 360   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

350 - 360  0 – 1.30 Recent repairs No change 

357.5   Missing coping stone 1.1m wide No change 

357  1.0 Open horizontal joint  No change 

350 - 358  below 1.3 Generally some horizontal open joints  No change 

    

   Boat in front No longer obscuring the wall 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009  

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 360 – 370m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor  2009 Poor  Fair  Good   Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 
Sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09  Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.30 LW 

Inspection Time: 1121 1140 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

365   Very rusty mild steel ladder New ladder with handrails at 
top. 

367.70 - 370   Missing coping stone 1.10 wide  No change 

360 - 370   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear. 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation / open joints below coping No change 

365 – 367   Small bulge in wall, i.e. looking on plan Unclear. 

   Occasional open joints No change 

360-370  Around 
3.0m 

Seaweed growth line 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 370 – 380m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.37 LW 

Inspection Time: 1128 1140 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

374.5   Aluminium ladder New ladder with handrails at top. 

    

370 - 380   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear. 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation / open joints under coping  Small amount – 
less than elsewhere. 

372 & 378  1.10 2 large metal plates No change 

   Generally randomly spaced open joints No change 

370-380  Around 
3.0m 

Seaweed growth line 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 380 – 390m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 2004 

Poor 

masonry 
2009 

Fair 

masonry 

2004 

2009 

Good 

Sheet 
piled wall 

 Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.44 LW 

Inspection Time: 1135 1140 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

383.70   Sheet piled wall with concrete coping commences No 
change 

387.0   Mild steel ladder New ladder with handrails at top.  

380 - 390   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear. 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

380 – 383.70   Vegetation crack below coping  Small amount of 
vegetation. 

383  1.10 Large metal plate No change 

380 – 383.70   Randomly spaced open joints No change 

383.70 - 390   Sheet piled wall No change 

    

   Boat in front No change 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 390 – 400m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Mild but bright 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.45 LW 

Inspection Time: 1136 1140 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Sheet piled wall No change 

390 - 400   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 400 – 410m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor  Poor 2004 Fair 2009 Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Bright but mild 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.48 LW 

Inspection Time: 1139 1139 Average Height of Section: 5.7 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

400 - 410   Anchored Sheet piled wall No change 

 

401   Davit No davit 

400 – 410   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear 

403.5   New ladder with handrails at top. 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

400 – 
408.5 

  ?? 

   Large boat in the way from 402m chainage no change 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 410 – 420m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor   Poor 

2004 

 
Fair 2009 Good   Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Mild but bright 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.51 LW 

Inspection Time: 1142 1139 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Sheet piled wharf No change 

410 - 415   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 420 – 430m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 

2004 
(masonry) 

Poor 

masonry 

2004 (sheet 
pile) 

2009 
(masonry) 

Fair 

Sheet 
piles 

2009 (sheet 
pile) 

Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Bright but mild 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.59 LW 

Inspection Time: 1150 1139 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

421.70   Sheet piled wall ends No change 

420.5   Mild steel ladder – useless / dangerous New ladder with 
handrail at top. 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

420 – 421.7   Sheet piled wall, some spalling at end of concrete 
capping beam (minor) No change (spalling minor) 

421.70 - 430   Masonry wall No change 

427.5  0.90 Missing blocks No change 

421.7 - 430   Randomly spaced open joints generally below 1m and 
particularly at Ch 427.5 No change 

420-430  3.0 Seaweed line 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 430 – 440m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor 2009 Poor  Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.01 LW 

Inspection Time: 1152 1139 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

433 432.5   Rusty mild steel ladder New ladder with handrails at top. 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation / open joints under coping No change 

434.5   Minor bulge in plan Unclear 

434  0.4 Hole / block missing, probably drainage hole No change 

436   Coping gone replaced by rough concrete No change 

  0.4 – 1.0 Blocks missing No change 

   Generally open joints No change 

430 - 435  1.4 Some previous repairs over part of wall No change 

440  2.0 Blocks missing No change 

   Signs of previous movement No change 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 440 – 450m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor 2009 Poor  Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.07LW 

Inspection Time: 1115 1138 Average Height of Section: 5.7 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

410 - 415   Movement / settlement generally No change 

410.5  0.3 Blocks missing below coping No change 

414  1.0 Large open horizontal crack No change 

413  1.8 Missing block No change 

412  1.0 & 1.4 Missing blocks No change 

410 - 416   Signs of settlement in wall No change 

449 / 450  0 – 2.80 Vertical crack at least to seaweed level Unclear 

417 – 
418.5 

  Vegetation between and under coping stones. 

440-450  Around 
3.0m 

Condition difficult to confirm 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 450 – 460m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 

2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.19 LW 

Inspection Time: 1210 1138 Average Height of Section: 5.7  

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

454   Rusty scaffold type ladder New ladder with handrails at 
top 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

450 - 460   

Around 
3.0m 

Vegetation cracks under copings No change 

Seaweed growth line, condition difficult to confirm 

457   Small hole possibly for drainage No change 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 460 – 470m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very 
Poor 2004 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  

Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.24 

Inspection Time: 1215 1138 Average Height of Section: 5.7 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

Approx. 
466 

  2004 Rusty scaffold type ladder, no longer present 2009 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

460-464.5 

460 - 470 

  Vegetation under coping 

Cracks under coping 

466  0 – 2m 
plus 

Large vertical crack No change 

468  0 – 2m 
plus 

Large vertical crack down at least to seaweed line No 
change 
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Buro Happold 

 

2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 470 – 480m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor  Poor   Fair 2009 Good   Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 
Sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 08/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.27 LW 

Inspection Time: 1218 1138 Average Height of Section: 5.8 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

474.0   Heras fencing commenced No fencing 

474   New ladder with handrails at top. 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

470 - 480   From ch.470m wall gets progressively worse – 
considerable movement.  

Blocks or large open joints under coping 

Large open vertical cracks  

Wall repaired well, blocks repointed. 

480  2m Rotation of wall, one small block missing Repaired. 

470-480  Around 
3.0m 

Seaweed growth line 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 480 – 490m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 
Very 
Poor  Poor  Fair 2009 Good  

Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 
Bright but mild 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 07/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.32 LW 

Inspection Time: 0830 1120 Average Height of Section:  

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

480   Iron bollard with flange at top (filled with concrete) & 
leaning towards wall Not present 

   Generally badly sunken in this area Wall repaired 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

At corner   Granite quoins badly dislodged with open joints 

485  3.5 Wall completely collapsed with stones and backing 
stones gone / daylight through holes to wall around 
corner 

485-486.5   Wall just still in place but in dangerous condition. Wall 
bows at bottom 

489  2.3 Hole in wall 

   Wall repaired with original blocks and now in good / safe 
condition.  Blocks repointed. 
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2004    

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 490 – 500m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor  Poor  Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Bright + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 07/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.42 

Inspection Time: 0840 1120 Average Height of Section:  

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

492.7  0 Start of steps (0.9m width) 

Start of railings for steps 

496  2.1 Bottom of steps (generally need repointing) Unclear 

497   Heras fencing terminates Removed 

490 - 500   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

496 - 492  Top to 
2.9 

Roughly diagonal crack starting at 492m at top  to 490m 
at bottom Repointed 

  2.9 Seaweed line generally No change  

Granite steps in poor condition, steel reinforcing visible 
from seaward side Steps have been repointed 

   Considerable open joint blocks missing between 0 – 3.2m 
depth 

497 - 498  2.2 – 3.3 Open joints  

  2.3 – 4.6 Generally open joints,  No change 

490 - 500   note wall generally over this section  does not have a 
straight profile 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 500 – 510m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor 

2009 Poor   Fair  Good   Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 
Overcast 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 07/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.07 LW 

Inspection Time: 0905 1120 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

508.0  0.3 Old 75mm pipe extruding from wall No change 

Iron pipe bollard filled with concrete set back 2m from 
edge of wall  No change 

500 - 510   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

500 - 503  2.2 Coping granite blocks joints open  No change 

500 - 504   Diagonal crack virtually to bottom No change 

503.8 – 
505.5 

  Diagonal crack in wall to full depth, large amounts of 
open joints No change 

503  3.00 Missing block No change 

503  3.60 Missing small block No change 

506  3.00 At corner rounded granite block open joints and 
displacement  No change 

Generally movement evident and open faults over much 
of this section No change 

506 - 510  4.4 Sill projects approx. 150 – 300 on return section Unclear 

  1.2 – 4.4 Displacement large open joints  No change 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 510 – 520m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor 2009 Poor  Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 
Overcast 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.12 

Inspection Time: 0910 1100 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

509   Sill near base of wall ends Unclear 

514   Mild steel ladder No ladder 

515   Void below coping  No change 

510 - 520   Generally sunken behind wall Unclear 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

510 – 
511.5 

 0 – 5.40 Generally open joints to full depth No change 

511.5 – 
512.5 

 1.60 – 
2.50 

Granite blocks protruding from wall, 3 no by up to 150 (?), 
movement evident Unclear 

513 – 
514.5 

 0.3 – 1.0 Major stone loss under coping stone  No change 

510 - 515  0 – 1.90 Open joints in blocks, major displacements No change 

518 - 520  1.70 - 2 Blocks missing, major voids 

513-520  Around 
3.5m 

Sea weed growth line 
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2004 

 

2009 
 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 520 – 530m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor 2009 Poor  Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 
Overcast 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.11 

Inspection Time: 0840 1100 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

529.5   Mild steel rusty ladder  New ladder with handrails at top. 

   Regular coursing, all granite  No change 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

520 - 530 

524.5 

  Open joints under coping,  

Vegetation under coping 

520 – 
525.5 

 1.20 – 
1.75 

Blocks missing, say 15.20, odd block just sitting in hole 
No change 

520 – 
525.5 

 1.2 – 5.20 Open joints effectively to base Not obviously visible 

525 - 526  1.10 Block dislodged and oversailing wall Unclear 

527  0.5 Hole / block missing No change 

Base of wall undercut by 300, Unclear 

   Open joints for much of this wall, top to bottom  No 
change 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 530 – 540m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor 

2009 Poor  Fair  Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 
Overcast 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW – 0.03 LW 

Inspection Time: 0845 1100 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

531 - 540   Open joints immediately below coping No change 

530 - 540  Full depth Open joints to all masonry throughout wall No change 

530 - 540   Undercutting at base as previous section by 100 – 
150mm Unclear 

Sea weed growth line (Around 3.0m depth) 

532 - 535  1.20 – 1.80 Blocks either dislodged or missing No change 

536.5 - 538   Bottom stone dislodged outwards and settled, 
movement under base Unclear 

536 - 539  4.20 & 4.60 Large open joints 

538  1.40 Missing block No change 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 540 – 550m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor  Poor  Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 
Overcast 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.14 

Inspection Time: 0905 1100 Average Height of Section: 5.4 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

547   Corner return steps start Railings for steps present  

542   Rusty broken steps (2004), replaced with new ladder 
(2009) 

546.7   Coping cracked – possible drainage shoot underneath 
Not visible 

548   Iron flanged bollard 2m offset from edge of wall Not 
visible 

547 - 550   Sunken over this area Unclear 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

540 - 541  3.80 – 
4.10 

Very open large joints. Joints visible, not particularly 
large. 

540 - 547  1.2 Some recent repairs over top section of wall No change 

540 - 547   Open joints below coping No change 

542  0 – 1.60 Vertical crack No change 

546  0.30 Man made gully, coping crack over top No change 

547 - 548  3 – 4.20 Steps dislodged, some on seabed Not visible 
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2004 

 

2009

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 550 – 560m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor  

 Poor  Fair  Good   Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / sunny Mild 
and Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.39  

Inspection Time: 0910 1100 Average Height of Section: 5.4 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

547 - 554   Steps from corner Railings for steps present  

556   Return corner No change 

552.5 – 553.8   Remains of granite steps (0.9m wide) Unclear 

550 - 560   Sunken over this area (no change) , coping blocks have 
joggle type joints  

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

550 - 551  3.0 to 4.2 Steps dislodged, some on seabed Not visible 

551 - 554  0 to 2.30 Large breach in wall, some large blocks on seabed, 
others resting at precarious angles Not visible 

553.5 - 
556 

 2.50 Very open large horizontal crack to corner Not visible 

Note: steps section shown considerable movement, 
dangerous, Not visible 

556 - 560   Surface sunk towards seaward corner, considerable open 
joints – movement  No change 

556-560   Open joints throughout the section 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 560 – 570m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor  Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.59 

Inspection Time: 0950 1100 Average Height of Section: 6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   All the section from 556 to end of wall view from Carnsew 
side at quite a distance 

565    New ladder with handrails at top. 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

562 - 568  1.10 – 2.8 Considerable movement, large open joints No change 

560 - 570   Large open joints along bottom 

566-569  Around 
3.5m 

Sea weed growth 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 570 – 580m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor 

 Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 
Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / Sunny  
Overcast 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.09 

Inspection Time: 1000 1100 Average Height of Section: 6.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

576.80   Davit No davit 

577.50   Rotten wooden ladder with rusty metal steps New ladder 
with handrails at top. 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

570 – 575.5  0 - 2.0 More recent repairs to top section, very small stones / 
bricks No change 

570 - 580  2.0 - 
bottom 

Open joints – signs of movement for much of this section 
of wall No change 

575 - 580  1.40 Blocks missing No change 

   Boat in way No change 

   General signs of movement / settlement in wall when 
viewed from other side of water Unclear 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 580 – 590m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor  Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / Sunny 
Overcast 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.19 

Inspection Time: 1010 1100 Average Height of Section: 6.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation, joints open under coping No change 

   Some repairs over upper section, mainly just under 
coping, No change 

Approx 
590 

  Vertical cracks and movement, generally open joints No 
change 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 590 – 600m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor 2009 Poor  Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Overcast 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.21 

Inspection Time: 1012 1100 Average Height of Section: 6.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

594.5   Metal ladder Replaced with new ladder and handrails 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

590 – 600    For much of this length thin coping stones, vegetation / 
open joints below 

598 - 600  0.90 – 
2.30 

Large gap, missing stones in wall No change 

599  0.50 Block missing, may be old drainage outlet No change 

590-600  Around 
3.0m 

Seaweed growth line, difficult to confirm condition 

   Boat no longer obstructing view 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 600 – 610m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor   Poor 2009 Fair  Good   Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / Sunny 

Overcast 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.24 

Inspection Time: 1015 1100 Average Height of Section: 6.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

605.0   Flanged iron bollard set back from quayside by 2m  no 
change 

608.5   Mild steel ladder replaced with new ladder and handrails 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation below coping stones – open joints no change 

602  1.30 Block missing no change 

600 - 602   Open joints generally on this section no change 

Seaweed growth line 

602   From 602 – 610 better quality / larger regular granite 
blocks, but randomly spaced open joints still apparent 

No change 

   General indications of settlement over this section 
Unclear 

   Boat blocking view of this section no change  
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 610 – 620m 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor  Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Overcast 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.34 

Inspection Time: 1025 1100 Average Height of Section: 6.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

617 - 620   Remains of timber jetty, behind present masonry wall? 
No change 

617 - 620   Copings missing no change 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

610 - 617   Open joints / vegetation under copings no change 

617 - 620   Copings gone / void or / small stones, generally open 
joints throughout No change  

615 - 617  0 – 2.0 Some recent repairs but these also in bad state No 
change 

613-614  3.0 Wall repaired with brick work 

   Viewed from Carnsew 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 620m – end 

Overall Grading:        

2004 Very 
Poor  Poor 2009 Fair  Good  Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / sunny 

Overcast 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 09/04/09 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.39 

Inspection Time: 1030 1100 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

626   End of masonry wall no change 

620 - 626   Remains of old timber jetty, behind present masonry 
wall? No change 

620 - 626   Copings located below GL at rear of wall Unclear 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

621, 623, 
625 

  Holes in wall 250 deep approx No change   

620 - end   Generally open joints throughout No change 

623  2.0m Block missing 
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This heritage statement has been prepared for ING 

RED UK (Hayle Harbour) Ltd. to support applications 

for Planning Permission and Listed Building Consent 

for development proposals for South Quay/ Foundry 

Yard Car Park (here after “South Quay”) Hayle 

 

This paper examines the significance of heritage 

assets in Hayle, the application site at South Quay 

and the neighbouring former Foundry Yard Car Park 

in Carnsew Road.  It presents a statement of the 

values and significance of heritage assets around 

South Quay.   It looks at the impact of the proposals 

on the significance of the heritage assets. 

 

ING RED (UK) commissioned an archaeological 

investigation of the retaining wall to the slipways.    

This report is summarised here in an Appendix. 

 

Factual material is presented in appendices to 

support statements made in the report. 

 

Other documents support the planning application 

and these include a Design and Access Statement, a 

Landscape Design Statement, a Planning Statement 

addressing the planning context and an 

Environmental Impact Analysis.  These include helpful 

sections referring to heritage matters and addressing 

a visual analysis of the site.   

 

©  Christopher Pound  2010 

 

  

 C h r i s t o p h e r  P o u n d  
11 Manvers Street,  Bath,  United Kingdom,    BA1 1JQ 

Tel: +44 (01)225 480420   Fax: +44 (01)225 318333 

E-mail:   christopherpound@btconnect.com 
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M   Sources  

Objectives of this paper 
To set out the significance of those Heritage Assets 

in and around South Quay that are affected by 

development proposals for the quay. 

 

To introduce the approach that has been taken to 

handle and analyse abstract or narrative values of 

the World Heritage Site. 

 

To discuss the relevance and significance of the 

Outstanding Universal Value of the Cornwall and 

West Devon World Heritage Site to the significance 

of South Quay. 

 

To assess the implications of the proposed 

development for South Quay on the significance 

of relevant Heritage Assets namely part of the 

World Heritage Site, part of the Conservation Area 

South Quay as a listed building and the settings of 

nearby listed buildings. 

 

To balance the impact of the proposed 

development on the significance of the relevant 

heritage assets with public and heritage benefits 

resulting from the development. 

 

The approach 
Assessing significance has had regard to national 

and local policies on heritage assets.  The 

assessment has been informed also with 

discussions with English Heritage, Cornwall Council 

and people of Hayle. 

 

The statement has informed the design of the 

proposals so that the scheme responds to nearby 

heritage assets to ensure the impact of the 

proposals on the significance of the assets is 

acceptable and environmental benefits are 

brought forward 
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The proposals for South Quay and Foundry Yard Car Park 

Summary of the Proposals  
 
The proposals on South Quay are for mixed uses 

and take the form of a hybrid planning application 

where part of the development is promoted in 

detail and part in outline.   

 

The detailed element is for:- a food store,  two retail 

units/restaurants and a cinema with associated 

access, car parking, services and landscaping 

arrangements.   

 

A pedestrian promenade will be provided to the 

whole quayside with flood prevention measures 

(including the raising of the existing ground level). 

 

At the Foundry Yard Car Park, three non-food retail 

units will be provided with associated car parking 

and a revised access from Carnsew Road. 

 

The outline element is for:- residential 

accommodation, a restaurant at the north end of 

South Quay, associated parking and a new 

pedestrian footbridge over Penpol Creek. 

 

Outline permission is also sought for improvements 

to Isis Garden.  Space is made available for the 

relocation of the Goonvean steam engine. 

 

The Listed Building application is for:- mitigation 

and repair to the Grade II listed South Quay  and 

this includes repairs to the breach of the harbour 

wall and flood protection measures involving 

raising  existing ground levels. 
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1.1 The PPS5 „Planning for the Historic Environment‟ 

requires the significance of heritage assets to 

be established so that planning decisions can 

be based on an understanding of the nature, 

extent and significance of the heritage asset. 

 

1.2 This paper examines and describes the 

significance of heritage assets in the Cornwall 

and West Devon Mining Landscape World 

Heritage Site, the Hayle Conservation Area, 

South Quay and other Listed Buildings near it.  

 

1.3 This paper distinguishes the component values 

of the heritage assets as narrative values, visual 

values and values of the surviving fabric.   These 

are interrelated but the implications of 

development proposals are different for each 

of these values and their significance. 

 

1.4 The Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the 

World Heritage Site has been agreed by 

UNESCO. The relationship of the OUV to Hayle is 

germane to establishing the significance of the 

heritage of the town.  With this in mind, the 

paper examines the relationship of South Quay 

to the World Heritage Site and its OUV. 

 

1.5 The paper analyses the OUV with South Quay.  

The paper shows that the significance of the 

quay relies in part on the history of the town 

where buildings have now gone.  These values 

are described below as narrative values.  

World Heritage Site  

1.6 Hayle is one of ten parts of the Cornwall and 

West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage 

Site.   It is a site of international importance 

because it has been inscribed on the UNESCO 

List of World Heritage Sites.  

 

1.7 The values and significance of Hayle are 

consistent with the Outstanding Universal Value 

for the Site.  Most of the values of Hayle are 

narrative values addressing the history of the 

place and reputation of the Cornwall and West 

Devon mining industry.   These values are not 

changed by the proposed development.   

 

1.8 Only part of the World Heritage Site is affected 

by the proposals. The setting of the World 

Heritage Site is not harmed by the proposals 

because the proposals present no 

unacceptable intrusion here.  At the same time, 

they introduce heritage and public benefits.  

 

1.9 Hayle Harbour was an important and busy 

place in the nineteenth century supporting 

both a fishing fleet and trading fleets.  Some 

activities and features of the harbour such as 

the graving dock, slipways, ferries and channel 

markers are normal features of a harbour and 

not included expressly as part of the 

Outstanding Universal Value of the World 

Heritage Site. 

  

1  This paper 
 

 PPS 5 defines a heritage asset as:- „A building, 

monument, site, place, area or landscape 

positively identified as having a degree of 

significance meriting consideration in planning 

decisions. Heritage assets are the valued 

components of the historic environment. They 

include designated heritage assets (as defined in 

this PPS) and assets identified by the local planning 

authority during the process of decision-making or 

through the plan-making process (including local 

listing)‟.  

 

PPS5 „Planning for the Historic Environment‟, p.13 

Design and the World Heritage Site 
There is an expectation that new buildings introduced 

into a World Heritage Site should be of high quality 

and generally have a resonance with the character 

of the area.   Nevertheless, there is no direct 

relationship between Outstanding Universal Value 

and the design of new buildings.   However, UNESCO 

has recognised the role of new buildings and 

contemporary architecture in complementing the 

values of cities. 

 

The nomination documents for the inscription of the 

site on the World Heritage List recognised the intention 

to bring forward the regeneration of Hayle and in 

particular new buildings on South Quay.   In 2009, the 

Council resolved to approve a master plan for Hayle 

Harbour and related legal agreements were 

completed in July 2010.  
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Hayle Conservation Area 

1.10 Most of the visual values of the World Heritage 

Site are contained within the Hayle 

Conservation Area.  This was designated by the 

then Penwith Council as the part of the town 

where the Council sought to preserve or 

enhance its character or appearance. These 

matters mostly concern visual values.   

 

1.11 The paper discusses character zones in the 

Hayle Conservation Area. It notes only part of it 

is affected by the development proposals.  

These enhance the appearance of this part of 

the Hayle Conservation Area by bringing a 

large and derelict structure into use.  It also 

introduces other public benefits. 

 

1.12 There is no harm to the character and 

appearance of the conservation area because 

there is a resonance between the design of the 

proposals and the maritime character of the 

harbour and appearance of nearby housing. 

 

1.13 The development will attract other investment 

in the Conservation Area and the town thereby 

bringing forward other benefits to the town and 

enhancement of the area. 

 

Listed Buildings 

1.14 South Quay represents one of the more 

significant elements within the World Heritage 

Site and this reflects the narrative, visual and 

values of the surviving fabric. 

 

1.15 South Quay and other nearby quays have 

been listed for their „group value‟.  The 

proposals do not change nearby listed buildings 

and do not harm their settings because they 

introduce no unacceptable intrusion here.  

 

1.16 The proposals bring forward repairs to the walls 

of South Quay and improvements to areas that 

will be used by the public including a quayside 

promenade.  

 

1.17 There are other public benefits in the setting of 

the Listed Building and these include a new 

footbridge linking the quay to Penpol Terrace, 

improvements to Isis Gardens and space for the 

relocation of the Goonvean Engine near to the 

railway viaduct. 
 

1.18 Provision has been made for the future 

introduction of a second footbridge to link 

South Quay with East Quay. 

 

Railway viaduct  

1.19 The railway viaduct is not a listed structure but 

has a considerable influence on the character 

and appearance of this part of the town.  This is 

an undesignated heritage asset. Landscape 

proposals for the south end of South Quay and 

Isis Garden improve the setting of the viaduct 

and reinforce a sense of place. 

  

‘Hayle’s industrial past was sustained by Victorian tin 

and copper mining, a fact reflected in local names as 

Coppertown and Foundry.  Unfortunately, it is Hayle’s 

rather straggling extent and its general decline that 

have denied it picturesque appeal;  but awareness of 

the town’s industrial past makes a visit rewarding for 

those looking for history under the skin.  A brisk walk 

along the eastern side of the harbour and along the 

northern side of the large tidal pond, Coppertown 

Pool, although not entirely scenic, is worthwhile.  The 

contrast between the dereliction of Hayle’s harbour 

area and the spaciousness and brightness of its nearby 

beaches is quite startling.’ 

 

AA Leisure Guides:- Cornwall‟ 2007, p.130 
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2.1 Hayle is one of ten areas that make up the 

Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape 

World Heritage Site.    The UNESCO World 

Heritage Committee agreed to inscribe the Site 

on the List of World Heritage Sites in 2006. 

Appendix A  The Outstanding Universal Value 

(OUV) sets out their reasons for inscribing this site 

on the List.  The OUV shows that the whole site 

meets three of the UNESCO criteria.  How these 

relate to Hayle is discussed below.  

 

2.2 The Outstanding Universal Value applies to the 

whole World Heritage Site of which Hayle is a 

part. The values of the UNESCO statement 

relate to the importance of the Cornish and 

West Devon mining industry and especially 

innovative advances in technology of 

particularly steam boilers and beam engines.  

 

2.3 Hayle has a range of values concerned with 

supporting the former mining industry that have 

a resonance with the UNESCO OUV statement. 

These have been analysed and are set out in 

the table in Appendix B.   

 

2.4 Cornwall Council is bringing forward a 

statement of values for Hayle. This statement 

supports the view that the merits of the town 

are consistent with the status of being part of 

the World Heritage Site.  These values have 

been noted in the table in Appendix C.  

 

2.5 There is no primary legislation supporting World 

Heritage matters and no adopted Local Plan 

policies address the protection of the World 

Heritage Site.  The Cornwall County Structure 

Plan of 2004 anticipated the inscription of the 

World Heritage Site on the UNESCO World 

Heritage List. Appendix D 

 

2.6 Circular 07/2009 sets out measures to protect 

World Heritage Sites and PPS5 ‘Planning for the 

Historic Environment’ discusses World Heritage 

Sites as heritage assets.  Both documents are 

material considerations for a Local Planning 

Authority when dealing with a planning 

application. Appendix E 

 

UNESCO World Heritage criteria 

2.7 The three criteria referred to in the OUV of the 

World Heritage Site discussed below address 

different themes.  Correlating these themes with 

features in, and qualities of, Hayle illustrates how 

the town meets the tests in the criteria.   

However, the values concern the role of the 

town, its history and reputation of the activities 

that took place as part of a wider industrial 

adventure.  

 

2.8 The „important interchange‟ of human values in 

criterion (ii) is related to the influence of an 

activity, culture or place has had on other 

cultures.   This is closely associated with trade, 

the transfer or spread of knowledge or beliefs.  

Hayle and the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape 

World Heritage Site   

2   On World Heritage 
 

Hayle and the World Heritage Site boundary  
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The test is the importance of this „interchange‟.  

For example, the development of beam 

engines and smelting techniques had a 

considerable and vital influence on mining 

technology in Cornwall and West Devon and 

the industrialisation of the rest of the world. 

 

2.9 The test in criterion (iii) is the extent to which the 

town and its surviving fabric is a unique or 

exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition.  

The mining industry which flourished then in the 

two counties, contributed to the triumph of the 

Industrial Revolution in Britain in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries.  The development of 

steam engine technology is an exceptional 

contribution to the cultural climate of Great 

Britain and Europe in the Nineteenth Century 

 

2.10 In criterion (iv), the test is whether the buildings 

or in the case of Hayle, technological 

ensembles, are outstanding examples of their 

kind and illustrate a unique or exceptional 

testimony to a stage in human history.  
 

2.11 Of the surviving buildings, the remains of the 

foundries and some buildings are associated 

directly with the smelting and engineering 

activities.  They illustrate a significant stage in 

human history related to the Cornish and West 

Devon mining industry.  

 

2.12 There are other structures in the harbour 

associated with the operation of Hayle harbour 

as a port and these are incidental to mining 

activity.   These are not cited as part of the 

Outstanding Universal Value.  

 

On authenticity and integrity 

2.13 The Outstanding Universal Value of a property is 

when it meets one or more of the criteria 

agreed by the UNESCO World Heritage 

Committee. 1  However, when a property is put 

forward and inscribed on the World Heritage 

List, the nomination must include statements on 

the authenticity and integrity of the place.  

 

2.14 Authenticity and integrity of a World Heritage 

Site are held to be as at the time of the 

nomination in 2006. South Quay was then a 

cleared space from which buildings had been 

demolished.  The absence of surviving buildings 

has implications when assessing the significance 

of a place where the original activity has gone. 

Derelict land diminishes the significance of a 

place and so the narrative values become 

more important to explain the merits of the site. 

 

2.15 Paragraph 12 of the Circular 07/2009 draws 

attention to the effective management of 

World Heritage Sites and in particular identifying 

and promoting change that will conserve and 

enhance their Outstanding Universal Value, 

authenticity and integrity.  It states that World 

Heritage Status is a key material consideration.  
2 Here authenticity and integrity are expressed 

                                            
1   UNESCO,  2008,  Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of 

the World Heritage Convention, para.77 

2  Circular 07/2009, para.12 

The relevant UNESCO Criteria 2008 

 
Criterion (ii) exhibit an important interchange of 

human values, over a span of time or within a cultural 

area of the world, on developments in architecture 

or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or 

landscape design; 

 

Criterion (iii) bear a unique or at least exceptional 

testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization 

which is living or which has disappeared; 

 

Criterion (iv) be an outstanding example of a type of 

building, architectural or technological ensemble or 

landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in 

human history; 

Authenticity 

para. 82 „...... properties may be understood to meet 

conditions of authenticity if their cultural values ... are 

truthfully and credibly expressed through a variety of 

attributes: (including)  

form and design; 

materials and substance; 

use and function; 

traditions techniques and management 

                                                            systems; 

location and setting; 

language and other forms of intangible 

                                                       heritage 

spirit and feeling; and 

other internal and external factors.‟ 

 

Integrity 

para. 87     „Integrity is a measure of the wholeness 

and intactness of the natural and/ or cultural 

heritage and its attributes.‟ 

 
From:- UNESCO Operational Guidelines 2005 
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separately from Outstanding Universal Value. 

This assessment takes the same approach. 

 

2.16 The Nomination Document explains the 

authenticity and integrity of the whole site but 

Hayle is not mentioned expressly.  Appendix F 

Authenticity and integrity is more problematic 

to assess in Hayle because the town is a 

complex industrial port from which some of the 

former historic fabric has gone. 

 

2.17 Furthermore, the assessment of authenticity for 

this site is challenging because the Outstanding 

Universal Value for the site identifies a specific 

period from 1700 to 1914 and some buildings 

were removed after that period.  

 

2.18 The complexity of the town is in part a function 

of the different activities of the place but it is 

also the result of many changes made 

throughout the height of the industrial activity 

and particularly in the nineteenth century.  

Some of these changes removed buildings, 

smelters, smelters and early infrastructure. 

 

2.19 For example, the weighs or slipways at Carnsew 

Dock were rebuilt several times to enable larger 

ships to be constructed and finally they were 

filled in the 1960s. 3   Appendices H and L   

Similarly, the Hayle Railway was built in 1837 to 

link the port to the mines around the town.  This 

early railway is lost. 

 

                                            
3  The slipway ensemble is discussed as part of the assessment of the 

listed building below and in Appendices H and L 

2.20 Authenticity as part of the World Heritage Site is 

marked by surviving buildings and structures.  

One hundred and twenty nine buildings and 

structures in the World Heritage Site of Hayle are 

included on the List of Buildings of Architectural 

and Historic Interest. 

 

2.21 The tidal pools at Carnsew and Coppertown 

survive more or less in their original state and the 

quay walls survive.   Other port related 

structures survive on the North and East Quays. 

 

2.22 South Quay and the nearby car park were 

cleared of buildings before 1968.  The condition 

of the quay was noted in the World Heritage 

Nomination as well as the intention to bring 

forward development proposals.  4 With this in 

mind, the application proposals will change but 

                                            
4  Cornwall County Council, 2005b, p.118, p.133.  

Wall on the west of South Quay and the end of the former 

slipways have been filled in. 

SS Ramleh under construction on a weigh at Carnsew Dock 

Note the quay walls at the slipway behind the ship. These 

were rebuilt by 1908 and again by1936.  

(Source:-  Edmund Vale, 2009, p.230) 
South Quay and Carnsew Dock in 1931.  Note the remains of 

the Hayle Railway in front of Penpol Terrace. 

(Source:-  Harry Pascoe, 2005, p.120) 
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not detract from the integrity and authenticity 

of this part of the World Heritage Site because 

this was accepted when the Nomination was 

submitted.  

 

2.23 In August 2010, the UNESCO World Heritage 

Committee made a retrospective change to 

the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 

for the Cornwall and West Devon Mining 

Landscape World Heritage Site.  This revised 

statement is set out in Appendices A and F.  The 

statement has not been the subject of public 

consultation or been adopted for planning 

purposes by Cornwall Council. 

Qualities can

be described

Fabric and features are touched 

and measured

Intangible values are

felt and experienced

Narrative values include history, 

smelting, foundries & reputation 

Fabric values 

include quays etc

Visual values  

include setting

Visual values include; character, 

appearance, urban grain, spaces, 
edges, landmarks and setting

World Heritage Conservation Area

Fabric values include; the  quays, 

maritime engineering structures  and 
surviving buildings

The significance of heritage places are an amalgam of

three groups of values and these will relate to each other.

Especial significance is where these values come together.

The significance of the heritage assets in Hayle will concern

the World Heritage Site, the Conservation Area and Listed

Buildings. The importance and relevance of their values

will be different for each asset but the values are related to

each other

Listed Buildings

Elements of the approach Assessing significance 
 

PPS5 seeks an assessment of the significance of 

heritage assets as the heritage interest of a place.  

This may be:- 

 Archaeological 

 Architectural 

 Artistic, or 

 Historic. 

 

These may be subdivided as the public‟s interest in:- 

 Aesthetic 

 Evidential 

 Historic, and  

 Communal values. 

 

The approach adopted here in assessing the 

heritage of Hayle takes on board these values, but 

set out in three groups. 

 

 Fabric values embrace architectural and 

archaeological matters with relevant evidence. 

 

 Visual values embrace what can be seen as 

well as the related aesthetic experience. This 

includes intangible dimensions such as a 

response to what is seen. 

 

 Narrative values include experiences of an 

observer, the meanings and story of a place. 
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3.1 The PPS5 „Planning for the Historic Environment‟ 

introduces new concepts.  Matters of interest in 

the historic environment are referred to as 

„heritage assets‟.  New procedures are in place 

to assess the significance of these and the 

impact of development proposals on them. See 

Appendix E 

 

3.2 This paper sets out the significance of the World 

Heritage Site and Hayle as a component or 

part of the inscribed Site.   It sets out how the 

proposals will affect the significance of the 

World Heritage Site, Conservation Area and 

relevant listed buildings.   

 

3.3 These assets have different values and they are 

illustrated in Venn Diagrams opposite. 

Accordingly, implications of the proposals on 

each asset will be different.  The analysis of the 

World Heritage Site centres on „narrative values‟ 

which embrace the history and reputation of 

the World Heritage Site and the role Hayle 

played.   These are intangible or abstract values 

or the emotional texture of the place.  

 

3.4 The analysis sets out „visual values‟ which, inter 

alia, here address the setting of the World 

Heritage Site and the town.   These values 

correlate closely with judgements made on 

changes in the conservation area. However, 

this designated area has a different boundary 

from the World Heritage Site.  It was designated 

for different reasons that relate to the character 

and appearance of the town with the intention 

of providing especial control over development 

proposals.  These are discussed separately.   

 

3.5 The analysis also examines values of the fabric 

and features of the Site generally.  The fabric 

concerns the built form, structures, and spaces.    

These correlate closely with judgements made 

on changes affecting listed buildings as well as 

the normal assessment of proposals in the 

planning process. These structures are discussed 

below in more detail. 

 

3.6 A great deal of the significance of the World 

Heritage Site is supported by the narrative 

values.  These provide much of the heritage 

context for the proposals and the design of the 

application proposals respects this.  At the 

same time, enhancement and preservation of 

the character and appearance of the 

conservation area and the desirability of 

preserving the listed building have influenced 

the scale, massing and design of the proposals. 

 

3.7 The application proposals have implications for 

heritage assets in Hayle. These include part of 

the World Heritage Site, part of the Hayle 

Conservation Area and the ensemble of Listed 

Buildings.  The proposed new buildings on South 

Quay and the car park site lie in the setting of 

other Listed Buildings.   

3   Approach 
 

 The PPS5 defines significance as - „the value of a 

heritage asset to this and future generations 

because it is of heritage interest.   That interest 

may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or 

historic’. 

 
PPS5 „Planning for the Historic Environment‟ p.14 
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‘The Port of Hayle is situated on the eastern side of 

the river where a great trade is carried on with Wales 

for timber, coals, iron, and limestone; and with 

Bristol, for earthen-ware, groceries, &c.   It is also 

one of the principal places of export for the copper ore 

of the western mines.   In the former edition of this 

work we described the processes by which the smelting 

and refining of Copper were conducted at this place, 

but as it was acknowledged to be much cheaper to 

carry the ore to the coal, than to bring the coal to the 

ore, the proprietors found themselves compelled to 

abandon the speculation.  The buildings in the 

neighbourhood, however, still continue as memorials 

to the former existence of such works.....' 

 

John Ayrton Paris, 1824,  pp.159-160 

‘Hayle once renowned for its copper smelting, which 

has been abandoned, now posses iron works in which 

the largest steam engines are manufactured, with a 

degree of good workmanship equal to that in any other 

place of the like manufacture in England.’ 

 

Cyrus Redding, 1842, p.185 

Extract from 1813 OS map drawn before South Quay was built not to scale 
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4.1 The Outstanding Universal Value of the Site 

includes reasons that relate directly to surviving 

fabric and monuments in mining areas.   Other 

reasons are abstract and these include the 

history and reputation of the Cornwall and West 

Devon mining industry.  These are discussed 

below as „narrative values‟.  

 

4.2 „Visual‟ values concern what is seen in the 

landscape and town.   These are seen as a 

complete „landscape‟ picture embracing a 

view of much of the town or values seen in 

evidence of a feature that is testimony to a 

former activity.   

 

4.3 Some buildings in the town and the impressive 

civil engineering works of the tidal pools survive 

as testimony to the iron founding and heavy 

engineering that took place in the town.  These 

have values as surviving fabric and are features 

that can be touched and measured. 

 

4.4 The significance of the World Heritage Site is an 

amalgam of these three sets of values as shown 

in the Venn diagram discussed above.   The 

proposals affect the values in different ways. 

 

World Heritage Site boundary 

4.5 The boundary of the World Heritage Site does 

not include all of the present town of Hayle.  In 

the main, the Site includes an area east of the 

estuary channel and along the River 

Angarrack.  This is the settlement of 

Coppertown built around the activities of the 

Cornish Copper Company. 5   Included south of 

the railway viaduct is an ensemble of buildings 

of the former Harvey Foundry around Foundry 

Square.   

 

4.6 West of the town is an estuarine area around 

the River Hayle. Here are quays at Levant 

Towans on the main estuary channel and the 

extensive engineering works of Carnsew Pool.  

 

4.7 The estuary joins two rivers and Penpol Stream.  

To the west, the Hayle River loops around an 

extensive shallow and wide space.  In the 

centre (north south) is the valley of the Penpol 

Stream leading to Penpol Creek.  

 

4.8 Penpol Creek extends northwards from the old 

Foundry area of Hayle into the estuary away 

from the old centre of the town.   North and 

east of this creek, the River Angarrack flows to 

the estuary between the company town of 

Coppertown and the village of Phillack after 

rising east of the town. 

 

4.9 South Quay is in the centre of the three 

waterways and lies below hills on the east and 

west sides of the town.   The railway viaduct 

introduces a visual barrier, albeit a perforate  

  

                                            
5  The settlement is referred to as Coppertown and Copperhouse. 

4   Values of the World Heritage Site 
 

 

Hayle and the World Heritage Site boundary 

The coloured area illustrates parts of the World Heritage Site 

from which South Quay may be seen. 
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Extract from the 1931 OS map showing two settlements not to scale 
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screen, between the town on its south side and 

South Quay. 

 

4.10 The high ground on the east and west screen 

the Quay from much of the World Heritage Site.  

This means that South Quay and development 

on it cannot be seen from much of the Site and 

so the proposals do not intrude in views from 

these parts. 

 

4.11 The application proposals have no affect on or 

relationship with the much of the World 

Heritage Site and its setting.  Accordingly, a 

tranche of the Site along the main estuary 

channel and north of the viaduct is the area 

most relevant to this assessment.   

 

Narrative values 
4.12 The narrative values of Hayle set out briefly the 

history, genesis, and reputation of the town. This 

includes Coppertown and the area around 

Harvey‟s foundry. However, the relevant part of 

the town concerns the area around South 

Quay and this is addressed in more detail.  The 

Coppertown area is not affected by the 

proposals.   

 

4.13 Hayle is different from most of the other nine 

components of the Cornwall and West Devon 

World Heritage Site.  There are few former mines 

just outside the World Heritage Site boundary, 

but the importance of the town concerns its 

essential role in the manufacture of steam 

engines and as a port sustaining the mining 

industry.   

4.14 ‘Heyl‟ is Cornish for „estuary‟.  The genesis of the 

town and its importance is due in part to its 

location on the north coast of Cornwall. Here 

towans (sand dunes) around the estuary 

afforded protection from Atlantic storms for the 

small ships.   

 

4.15 Evidence from the Iron Age and Roman 

occupation suggest that the estuary served as 

a haven from earliest times.   An early haven 

was likely to have been on the strand below 

Lelant on the west side of the estuary channel 

and a strand below Carnsew Hill on which is an 

Iron Age Fort. 6   A local fishing fleet was, and is 

based still in Hayle.  

 

4.16 Hayle is really two „company towns‟ with 

houses, shops and churches built by and for the 

employees of each of the two main 

engineering and smelting businesses.  The two 

settlements of Coppertown on the east and 

Foundry in the centre survive with different 

identities.  The Ordnance Survey map of 1931 

shows these two settlements separated but post 

war development has introduced buildings in 

between. 

 

4.17 The town became first a centre for smelting 

non-ferrous metals and especially tin and 

copper. Then it became renowned for two iron 

foundries and the construction of boilers, 

engines, pumps, and ore stamps. 7  Some of the 

                                            
6  Edward Wigley, 1972, p.87  

7  Some ships were built by Harvey & Co. In the second half of the 19th 

century, some vessels were built to support its trading activity.  

Ferguson notes that shipbuilding was common in most suitable 

harbours and estuaries around the Cornish Coast. This shipbuilding 

‘While passing the long embankment of the Hayle 

estuary you will have another characteristic Cornish 

picture before you.  On one side Lelant ...... dotting the 

wood-sprinkled slopes; on the other, the busy town , 

making room for its famous foundries on the hill-side; 

and between, a broad surface of sand furrowed by a 

sluggish river, and the harbour with its ships.  .... 

Hayle produced the largest cylinders in the world.  

Fifty years ago copper was smelted here, and you may 

still see the greenish yellow discoloration on some of 

the windows.’ 

 

Walter White, 1861, p.203 

‘The fumes arising from the furnaces of Copper-house, 

though less comprehensive in the extent of their 

influence than the sands ... are scarcely less pernicious 

to vegetation in their effects and consequences.  Some 

grounds in the vicinity have nearly been ruined, and 

the glass placed in the windows of the habitations, 

after a while, loses nearly all its transparency.  No 

bees can live in the polluted atmosphere, and in the 

gardens many valuable vegetables will not 

thrive.......when the wind blows in an unfavourable 

direction, the smoke, impregnated with deleterious 

qualities, spreads desolation over the gardens, and 

blasts in a few hours, the promises of more auspicious 

breezes and an inviting spring.’ 

 

Fortesque Hitchins, 1824, p.558 
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largest steam engines in the world were built 

here. 

 

Narrative:- the Cornish Engine 

4.18 As the mines grew deeper, the task of removing 

water became more critical and this required 

more effective pumps.  At the same time, more 

powerful hoists were necessary to remove ore 

and waste rock from the deeper mines.    

 

4.19 Early atmospheric steam engines were 

introduced into Cornwall to replace horse-

powered whims.  This technology brought a 

fundamental change to mining in the County 

and the rest of the World.  However, the early 

Newcomen-type atmospheric engines were 

particularly inefficient and effective to only „fifty 

fathoms‟. (300ft = 91.2 metres) 8 At the same 

time, they consumed a considerable amount of 

imported coal.   

 

4.20 These limitations and the high costs of bringing 

coal to the engines motivated further 

development of more efficient and powerful 

steam engines.  The more efficient Boulton Watt 

engines were imported through Hayle from 

1777.  However, after 1801, the patents on these 

engines expired and the company left 

Cornwall.  This allowed local engineers free to 

bring forward their improved engines. 9 

                                                                      
was not a function of the mining industry. [Ferguson, 2000, p.63] See 

also Appendix H 

8  Harry Pascoe, 1981, p.36 

9  Harry Pascoe 1981, p.66 

 William Rosen, 2010, pp.296-297 

4.21 These were built by local engineers and 

especially Jonathon Hornblower and Arthur and 

John Woolf.  A Camborne man, Richard 

Trevithick, developed here his first steam 

engines and the first steam locomotives.  10  

Because of the reputation of these Cornish 

Engines and the town where they were 

manufactured made Hayle important. 

 

Narrative:- Hayle as a port 

4.22 Up and until the end of the nineteenth century 

and the arrival of railways, goods were moved 

on trains of packhorses on roads that were 

impassable in the winter and poor for the rest of 

the year.   Accordingly, the most efficient 

means of transport was by sea so that the 

importance of Hayle in part is because of its 

vital role in serving the mining industry in the 

Cornubian Orefield from a safe haven 

convenient to South Wales and Bristol.   

 

4.23 Courtney points out that Hayle acted as a 

„northern port‟ for Penzance. 11  Trade in the 

Hayle centred on bringing timber, limestone, 

coal and „Bristol wares‟ to Cornwall and 

exporting copper and tin ores then later refined 

tin and copper.   After the introduction of the 

Bristol Packet, vegetables, fish and wine were 

shipped to Bristol. 

 

4.24 Trading in Hayle was established on a large 

scale first by a trading company John Curnow 

                                            
10  Anthony Burton, 2000, pp.68-74 

11  J.S. Courtney, 1845, p.196 

‘Hayle is one of the most flourishing towns in 

Cornwall; here are two very extensive foundries, from 

where some of the largest steam engines in the world 

have been produced: it is now the terminus of the 

Hayle and Redruth Railroad; and besides this, steam 

vessels leave for Bristol two or three times in the 

week: such is the quantity of goods brought by them 

for Penzance, and so great is the intercourse between 

the two places, that this may be styled the northern 

port of that town.’ 

 

J.S. Courtney, 1845 , p.196 
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formed in or near 1740.  This company 

occupied an existing dock at Carnsew. 12  13  

 

4.25 The continued growth in trade supported the 

two other main and rival companies in the 

town.  These started by smelting non-ferrous 

metals but also undertook coastal trade and 

built quays for their own businesses.   14 

 

4.26 The extent of the quays had to be sufficient to 

allow samples of ore to be laid out for 

prospective customers and at the same time to 

receive incoming shipments of coal.  There had 

to be space for the horses necessary 15 to move 

the coal, timber and limestone from the port 

and bring the ore to the waiting ships.   

 

4.27 Maton notes that a „prodigious‟ number of 

horses were required to move goods in1789. 16  

A generation later, in 1824, Fortesque Hitchins 

estimated „oftentimes a thousand horses‟ were 

brought in to move goods six days a week. 17 

 

4.28 By all contemporary accounts, the port was a 

busy place. In 1859, some 763 vessels arrived in 

the port and this was compared to 144 in the 

neighbouring port of St Ives. 18  An Admiralty 

                                            
12  Harry Pascoe, 1981, p.35 
13  Edmund Vale, 1966 (2009), p.40 

14  At the end of the 19C,  Harvey  & Co. ran a steam packet service to 

Bristol thereby enabling fish and vegetables to be sent from 

Cornwall to markets in Bristol and London.  The company also 

traded further afield to Portugal and Spain importing inter alia, 

wines.  The company gave its name to the sherry known as 
„Harvey‟s Bristol Cream‟.  [Keith Harris 1983, p.59  Harry Pascoe, 2005] 

15  William George Maton, 1797, p.229 

16  William George Maton, 1797, p.229 

17  Fortesque Hitchins, 1824, p.524 

18  Report of the Commissioners, 1859, p.224 

report of 1863 refers to the port including a 

graving dock capable of taking ships of „250 

feet‟ [250ft = 76.200 m]. 19   

 

Narrative:- Coppertown &Harvey & Co. 

4.29 The Cornish Copper Company arrived in the 

town in 1756. Appendix G   Ten years later, the 

company developed its own quays and a 

canal alongside the River Angarrack on the 

east side of Hayle.  

 

4.30 The company started by smelting tin and 

copper and later extended their business with 

iron founding and the manufacture of boilers 

and engines.  Around these activities, the town 

of Coppertown became established south of 

the River Angarrack and the much older village 

of Phillack. 

 

4.31 On the south side of the estuary along the 

Penpol Stream, a rival company started a 

generation later in 1779, by a local blacksmith, 

John Harvey. His company started with a 

blacksmith‟s shop then became a mine 

merchant trading initially exporting ores and 

importing coal and the materials and 

equipment necessary to operate a mine. 20  

 

4.32 The company used first an old quay on the 

Lelant shore or sandbanks and later Carnsew 

Quay. 21    By 1780, he had permission to build a 

canal along the Penpol Stream and this was  

                                            
19  John King, 1863, p.29 

20  Edmund Vale, 1966 (2009), p.59 

21  Edmund Vale, 1966 (2009), p.57 

‘A graving dock at Hayle can admit a vessel 250 feet 

long and 14 feet draft at high water ordinary springs; 

there are sheers for lifting boilers, and a foundry 

noted throughout the west of England for producing  

the largest description of steam engines, and pumping 

gear, for the mines.’ 

 

John King, R.N.1863, p.29 

Entry in James William’s ‘Commercial Directory for 

Principal Market Towns in Cornwall’ 1847 

„Harvey & Co., Millers, Engineers, Iron Founders, Iron 

and Coal Merchants, Shipbuilders, Ship-owners, 

Ironmongers, Wholesale Grocers, Tea-dealers, and 

General Merchants and Ropemakers.‟ 
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  Extract from an Ordnance Survey map of 1908 not to scale 
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completed by 1787.  22   In 1819, Henry Harvey 

built a wharf alongside existing slipways and the 

west bank of Penpol Creek.  23  Appendix H   

The new wharf extended across an existing ford 

so that a tunnel was built here to allow access 

through and then passage across the sands.  24  

 

4.33 Harvey set up a foundry to make iron pipes to 

replace the wooden pipes then used in the 

mines. 25   The company built a smelter for non- 

ferrous metals but with the demise of copper 

smelting and after 1800, the iron foundry 

became important for casting the components 

for large boilers and beam engines.  

 

4.34 The company made also a range of other cast 

iron products including architectural fittings. 26  

The iron foundry closed in 1904.  27  In the 

nineteenth century, the company 

commissioned coastal ships for its own fleet and 

other clients and later constructed ships on 

slipways at Carnsew.   

 

Narrative:- Maritime engineering 

4.35 The Hayle estuary is bounded on the north by 

the strand and sand dunes along St Ives Bay 

and these sheltered the haven.   The windblown 

sand and tidal action regularly reduced the 

estuary channel.   So that shipping could make 

best use of the water and for larger ships to ride 

                                            
22  Harry Pascoe, 1981, p.60 

23  Edmund Vale, 1966 (2009) p.135 
24  Edmund Vale, 1966 (2009) p.128.   The Causeway Road was built 

later  in 1824. 

25  Harry Pascoe, 1981, p45 

26  John Ferguson, 2000,  p.125 

27  Edmund Vale. 2009, pp. 320-324 

over the bar at the mouth of the channel, both 

companies invested heavily in extensive 

maritime engineering works.  

 

4.36 The Cornish Copper Company built a canal to 

Coppertown, sluices and an extensive tidal 

pool. Carnsew Pool was opened in 1834, and it 

survives as a remarkable and impressive 

undertaking filling with water at high tide, which 

flushes sand from the channel as the tide ebbs. 

 

Narrative:- Hayle Railway 

4.37 An Act of Parliament of 1834 enabled a railway 

from Hayle to Redruth and the Hayle Railway 

was built in 1837.  The early line ran from 

Foundry Square around Penpol Creek and 

across to the north side Coppertown Pool on a 

swing bridge. This limited large vessels entering 

the pool and so quays in the main estuary 

became more important.  The line extended 

eastwards to Camborne via an inclined plane. 

 

4.38 The West Cornwall Railway Company took over 

the line in 1846. It built a new line to link with 

Penzance and this crossed the town on a 

viaduct.  28 The Great Western Railway took 

over the line in 1888 and linked Hayle to Truro 

and London.   Appendix I 

 

Narrative:- Changes in ownership 

4.39 Harvey and Co. bought the quays and other 

property of the Cornish Copper Company at 

auction in 1868 and then bought the assets of 

the company outright in 1875.  The slipway near 

                                            
28  Edward Wigley, 1972,  pp.98-100 

‘There is a large dam for scouring the sand out of the 

harbour.   Hayle is a populous place, boasts an 

excellent hotel, and carries on a considerable trade, 

standing in the parish of Phillack; the old copper 

works being at the east end, and the iron works at the 

west. …. In 1825 a causeway was made over the river 

here, which we crossed.’ 

 

Cyrus Redding, 1842, p.185 

‘Here there are two very extensive Iron Foundries and 

the Water Dam, which was constructed some years 

ago for clearing the sand from the bottom of the river, 

is well entitled to notice.’ 

 

F.W.L. Stockdale, 1824, pp. 90-91. 
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restaurant 

West elevation of proposals for South Quay 

East elevation of proposals for South Quay 

viaduct food store retail units housing restaurant 

housing car park food store viaduct 
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South Quay was rebuilt and deepened three 

times and was filled in finally by 1968.  See 

Appendices H & L    Buildings along the west 

edge of South Quay changed several times 

from 1819 and were demolished eventually in 

the 1960s.  

 

4.40 For fifty years from the 1920s to the 1970s, 

Carnsew Dock and South Quay were used for 

ship breaking with the scrap metal being 

exported to South Wales. 29   Sluicing of the 

harbour ceased in 1972 and commercial traffic 

in the port finished in 1977.   Harvey and Co. 

became part of a national builder‟s merchant 

in 1969. 30  The port of Hayle was put up for sale 

in 1983.  31 

 

Visual Values 

4.41 Visual values of the estuarine part of the World 

Heritage Site reflect the contrast between the 

remarkable open landscape of the Towans, St 

Ives Bay and the estuary with the cluttered 

arrangement of buildings in the town.   The 

application site is on unused and cleared land 

and for some people this openness has an 

appeal because of its undeveloped character.   

However, the proposals will bring the land into 

use with new homes, shops and activity.  

 

4.42 The proposals introduce new buildings onto a 

site that was cleared of buildings in the 1960s.  

The proposals are for a large store and cinema 

                                            
29  Harry Pascoe, 2005, p.119 

30  Edmund Vale , 2009, p.331 

31  Edmund Vale , 2009, p.331 

close to the railway viaduct and close to where 

there had been an accumulation of former 

industrial buildings. The proposed housing is 

lower and spreads north towards the end of the 

quay.  A space is left at the far end of the quay 

and there are breaks in the buildings allowing 

views across the car park and between housing 

terraces.  

 

4.43 These new buildings are introduced into the 

wider landscape context of the harbour and 

part of this is the setting of the World Heritage 

Site and some other heritage assets. 

 

4.44 We can be forgiven for seeing a landscape 

through a lens of Romantic landscape values.  

This is part of the cultural heritage of Western 

Europe and it has influenced Town and Country 

Planning since 1947. The challenge for the 

observer is judge the impact of the proposals in 

views across the World Heritage Site objectively.    

 

4.45 Hayle has never been a „picturesque‟ town.  

The legacy of copper smelting destroyed 

vegetation in the area around the settlement, 

Foundry chimneys rose from the centre of the 

town and a set of sheers for lifting boilers were 

higher than the railway viaduct.   On South 

Quay was a line of utilitarian and robust 

buildings along its west side adjacent to the 

slipways ensemble. [See photograph on Page 

28]  The harbour was full of ships and activity.   

 

4.46 Nevertheless, the estuary and the dunes are 

impressive and always attractive and the 

proposals do not affect them.  The setting for  

‘A dirtier, squalider, less interesting town than Hayle 

is not to be found in all Cornwall.  Its population is 

composed of fisherman and miners, of labourers in its 

two iron foundries or tin smelting works, and its only 

claim to consideration is its position with respect to 

some magnificent coast scenery,’ 

 

Blacks Guide to the South-Western 

 Counties of England..etc., 1862, p.356 
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Long view looking south from the Towans View looking south from North Quay Long view looking  from  the dyke of Carnsew Pool

Long view looking  north from Carnsew Hill Long view looking north east from Carnsew Hill Long view looking  north west from railway station 

Views towards South Quay 
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the World Heritage Site is the estuary on the 

west and north, the Towans on the north and 

high ground around the estuary on all sides.  Of 

these Coppertown, Coppertown Pool and the 

Angarrack Valley play no part in the setting of 

South Quay.   

 

4.47 The estuary and the protection offered by the 

Towans created a natural safe haven and a 

rare natural harbour in North Cornwall and this 

contributed to the genesis of the town and the 

significance of the port of Hayle.  The 

development at South Quay does not change 

the surrounding setting.  New buildings 

introduce a change to views looking into the 

harbour from surrounding high ground but this 

change does not harm the setting. 

 

4.48 The Coppertown settlement is a company town 

on the east of Hayle and is read as a separate 

place. Post-war development generally has 

extended the town to the south of Foundry 

Square and some post- war buildings are on 

high ground east of the station and out of sight 

of South Quay.  

 

4.49 The form of the shallow Penpol Valley contains 

much of the small town and this topography 

assists reading the eighteenth and nineteenth 

century town contained along this valley floor.  

 

Views from the south 

4.50 Some long views of the town can be secured 

from the southern end of the World Heritage 

Site from high ground.  However, most views 

from the valley floor in and out of this space are 

obscured by buildings but there are occasional 

glimpses of high ground through gaps in streets.  

Views through the viaduct proffer glimpses of 

the quays, the estuary beyond and with 

glimpses of houses along Penpol Terrace. 

 

Views from the west 

4.51 High ground to the west of Hayle River proffers 

views east and south east to the town up to the 

railway viaduct.  These views are across open 

low estuarine land and the dykes on the north 

side of Carnsew Pool.  Views towards 

Coppertown are screened by high ground and 

a range of buildings on North and East Quays. 

From these viewpoints, distance diminishes the 

size of buildings in the views of the area of South 

and Carnsew Quays.   

 

Views from the north 

4.52 High ground to the north along the Towans and 

at each end of the railway viaduct proffers 

opportunities for long views across the town.  

The railway viaduct interrupts views in and out 

of the town so that the area around and south 

of Foundry Square can be regarded as a space 

separate from the quays and Hayle Harbour. 

 

4.53 High ground on the north side of the World 

Heritage Site at Riviere Towans proffers views 

across Coppertown Pool towards Copper 

House (Coppertown).  Views are also south 

towards Penpol Terrace and Penpol Creek and 

the quays ensemble.  Closer to the quays are 

‘Cornwall possesses little of the highest aesthetic 

quality though much that is lovable and much that is 

moving.  Nearly always, however, in analysing one’s 

emotions, one will find that what is remembered is 

more of the setting of architecture than architecture 

itself.’ 

Nikolaus Pevsner, 1951, p.11 
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Foundry Car Park and railway viaduct 

 

 

  

View looking  north east from Carnsew Hill View of Foundry Car park from Carnsew Hill

Viaduct from Penpol Terrace looking south west Viaduct from Carnsew Road looking southView of viaduct from Foundry Square looking north 

View of Foundry Car Park from Carnsew Hill
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the edges of the docks at North Quay and from 

here views south towards the centre of the 

town are possible. 

 

4.54 In views from the Towans, the perceived size 

and impact of the proposed buildings are 

diminished through distance.  At the same time, 

the high ground above Carnsew Road and the 

railway viaduct provide a backcloth to the 

area on the quays.   These coulisses frame the 

activity and buildings north of them around 

South Quay and Penpol Creek. 

 

4.55 Buildings around South Quay are generally built 

from a limited palate of materials and these are 

mostly granite, elvan 32 and scoria. 33   Walls of 

houses and small buildings generally have been 

rendered and some are coloured with a limited 

range of muted colours.  Grey slate is used on 

most roofs. 

 

4.56 The significance of the visual values seen from 

across the estuary and from the Towans relate 

to a view of much of the town with estuary, 

maritime structures and South Quay in the 

foreground.   There is no high building apart 

from St Elwyn Church and most existing 

buildings are generally subordinate to the 

railway viaduct.  This structure screens much of 

the town from the estuary. 

 

 

                                            
32  Elvan is the local name for microgranitic stone occurring in veins 

and dykes in granite. 

33  Scoria is the waste, dross or slag from copper smelting. 

Values of fabric and features 

4.57 South Quay is a listed building and is nationally 

important.  The list description refers particularly 

to the granite walls and the structure is listed 

because of its Group Value as part of an 

ensemble of docks and quay.   See Appendix J.   

Nevertheless, the whole structure is an 

impressive engineering achievement.  Its 

position and size was dictated by the killas reef 

below and on which the structure is founded.    

 

4.58 The significance of the surviving fabric concerns 

three separate groups of buildings and 

structures in the town.  There are 129 Listed 

Buildings in the World Heritage Site and these 

are of national significance.   The Listed 

Buildings immediately around South Quay are 

shown on the plan below and these are of 

national significance.   

 

4.59 The Coppertown settlement with its quay, tidal 

pool and weir lie to the east of the town but 

these do not relate to the South Quay and this 

area is not affected by the proposals.   Most of 

the surviving buildings and structures related to 

Harvey and Co. are south of the railway viaduct 

and are not affected by the proposals for South 

Quay. These surviving buildings are important 

and those that are listed are nationally 

significant but none is affected by the 

proposals. 

 

4.60 Maritime structures around the estuary that form 

much of the port and the civil engineering 

works including the Carnsew Dock Carnsew 

Pool and its sluices are nationally important and 

Listed buildings immediately around South Quay 

An example of scoria blocks in the Black Road Bridge 
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Condition of the walls of South Quay 

 

 

West side of South Quay across Carnsew Creek

Quay walls looking west Breach in east side of quay wall West side of quay and part of the filled slipway 

East side of South Quay and Carnsew Hill behindEast side of South Quay and Penpol Creek
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are listed buildings.  The nearby former timber 

store used by Harvey and Co. on Carnsew 

Road is a listed building but this is not part of the 

harbour ensemble.   South Quay and the 

Foundry Yard Car Park site are in the setting of 

these structures and this is affected by the 

proposals.   This is discussed below. 

 

4.61 On the east side of Penpol Creek is East Quay 

and this structure is a listed building.  This is not 

affected by the application proposals but 

South Quay lies in its setting.   In Penpol Terrace 

are three listed buildings and these are 

nationally significant. Whilst they are not 

affected directly by the proposals, South Quay 

lies in their settings.   The proposals do not harm 

the settings of these listed buildings.   

 

4.62 Southwest of the application site is the Carnsew 

hillfort.  This is a Scheduled Monument because 

of its Iron Age remains.   However, the cliff was 

reduced when the causeway road was 

constructed in 1824.1  Then the remains of the 

fort were drastically altered by Harvey who 

created a park on the hill and this was severed 

later by the introduction of the railway line.  

Because of these changes, the significance of 

this monument is diminished.  The proposals lie 

in the setting of the hillfort but they do not 

affect the fabric of the monument or harm its 

setting.  

 

4.61 The application proposals allow for the provision 

of a future bridge to link South Quay to Penpol 

Terrace and change to Isis Gardens.  These 

changes are on the line of part of the former 

Hayle Railway. This feature is of some local 

significance and part of the history of the town.  

The line shapes the space around the foot of 

the viaduct and the gardens along Penpol 

Terrace.   However,  the railway exists no longer 

and so its significance is diminished. Appendix I 

 

Significance of Hayle 

4.63 Hayle is a complex town.  The town played an 

essential role in supporting the Cornwall mining 

industry and the development of Cornish beam 

engines. These activities transformed the 

estuarine landscape but made an important 

contribution to the mining industry and the 

Industrial Revolution in the United Kingdom and 

elsewhere in the world. 34 

 

4.64   The significance of the town is primarily a 

function of activities in the latter half of the 

eighteenth century and the nineteenth century. 

Those activities that brought the town into 

being have gone but the surviving fabric is 

testimony to them. 

 

4.65 The values of the World Heritage Site and the 

surviving fabric have informed the design of the 

proposals.   The retail store, the retail units on 

the Foundry Yard Car Park are urban buildings 

and form a centre of gravity of the proposed 

buildings close to the centre of Hayle around 

Foundry Square.  Here there is a resonance with 

the accumulation of former industrial buildings 

at the south end of the quay 

  

                                            
34  William Rosen, 2010, p.xx1-xxii 

‘A busy scene of commercial bustle, however occurred 

at Phillack and Heyl; and the church of the former 

village, seen across the creek, nestling itself in trees, 

and accompanied with a few cottages, recalled the 

associations with the picturesque.  This quiet scene 

was agreeably opposed by the animation of the creek, 

which contained a pretty considerable fleet of trading 

ships from Bristol and Wales which bring iron and 

coal for the mines, and limestone for flux and load 

back with copper; as many of the proprietors find it 

less expensive to export the ore to Wales for smelting, 

than to manufacture it on the spot.  This is however, 

not the case with all the ore; a part of which is smelted 

at Heyl.’ 

 

Rev Richard Warner, 1801, p.136 
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Hayle Harbour  in 1986 
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Impact on setting 

4.66 Views across the quay and the harbour will be 

maintained across the car park and the open 

area at the north end of the quay.   The 

promenade provides public access for the first 

time to the quay and permits an observer to 

move around the quay and see the rest of the 

harbour and its setting.    

 

4.67 The proposals introduce new buildings to South 

Quay and the nearby parcel of land of the 

former car park.   The proposals will be an 

intervention in the centre of the World Heritage 

Site. The proposed buildings are sensitive to and 

complement the values of the Site. 

 

4.63 The proposed buildings are generally lower 

than the viaduct that crosses this part of the 

town.  The views to South Quay will look on 

buildings that have been designed to respect 

the heritage context of the area. The new 

buildings will be of contemporary design, which 

will have a resonance with industrial or 

warehouse buildings that are likely to be found 

on a quay or in an industrial area.  The 

proposed houses will be at density 

commensurate with the centre of a town and 

will incorporate materials and colours that 

reflect those on nearby 19th Century houses.  

 

Contemporary architecture 

4.64 The UNESCO World Heritage Committee has 

embraced the 2005 Vienna Memorandum, 

which addresses development in historic cities.  

The memorandum recognised the role of 

contemporary architecture in historic cities.  It 

has sought to link the development of 

contemporary architecture to the values of the 

historic urban landscape and ensure 

development does not to compromise the 

historic nature of the city.  

 

4.65 With this in mind, the proposals complement the 

values of the World Heritage Site and are 

consistent with the objectives of the UNESCO 

World Heritage Committee and the Vienna 

Memorandum.   

 

4.70 Only part of the World Heritage Site is affected 

by the proposals.  These do not harm views 

across the affected part of the World Heritage 

Site and do not disrupt the setting of the town 

or the World Heritage Site.   

Para 23  „ Spatial structure in and around historic 

cities are to be enhanced through urban design 

and art as they are key elements of the 

renaissance of historic cities:  urban design and art 

express their specific historical, social and 

economic components and transmit them to 

forthcoming generations.‟ 

 

Para.26  „Special care should be taken to ensure 

that the development of contemporary 

architecture in World Heritage cities is 

complementary to the values of the historic urban 

landscape and remains within limits in order not to 

compromise the historic nature of the City‟. 

UNESCO Vienna Memorandum  May  2005 
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South Quay in 1989 
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5.1 At the end of the eighteenth century, Hayle 

was a busy industrial town and destined to 

become busier. The patents on Watt‟s steam 

engines ran out in 1800 allowing both 

companies in the town to develop and 

manufacture steam engines of their own.  They 

built iron foundries to do this and the 

commensurate activity, noise and pollution will 

have followed. 

 

5.2 At the same time, Hayle estuary was a busy 

place, the creeks harboured a considerable 

number of trading ships. 35    The foundries quays 

and activity were on land included in the Hayle 

Conservation Area.  

 

Character and appearance 
5.3 However, the overall appearance and 

character of the town today, is of a generally 

somnolent, clean seaside town with some 

interesting buildings in the centre and unused 

quays facing on to an attractive and open 

estuary.  South Quay is used no longer for 

trading activities and is now an open quay with 

an intermittent use by local fishermen. 

 

5.4 The purpose of the conservation area 

designation is to preserve or enhance the 

character or appearance of the designated 

area.  The PPS5 defines a conservation area as 

a „designated asset‟. With this in mind, the 

                                            
35  Richard Warner, 1801, p.136 

significance of the conservation area must be 

established but this is assessed primarily in visual 

terms.   

 

5.5 In many respects, the significance of the 

conservation area is consistent with some of the 

significance of the World Heritage Site.  

However, the conservation area is a local 

matter and was designated by the then 

Penwith Council in 2003.   The boundary and 

relevant policies are set out in the Penwith 

District Local Plan of 2004. Appendix D The 

Conservation Area is of local significance. 

 

Relevant part of the Conservation area 

5.6 The application proposals on and near South 

Quay have direct implications for only part of 

the conservation area.   This is the area, 

generally within which, the proposed buildings 

can be seen or is in the setting of the new 

buildings.  Nevertheless, the objective of the 

development is to direct investment into this 

part of the conservation area.  This will bring 

benefits to the economy of the whole of the 

town and enhance the conservation area.   

 

5.7 Other buildings in the area are not listed but 

some are of local significance and contribute 

to the shape, grain and colour of the fabric of 

the town.  Of these, the railway viaduct may be 

held to be an „undesignated heritage asset‟.   

‘ ....Herein lies the true character of Hayle –it relies 

less on the quality of individual buildings or set-pieces 

urban landscapes as on the understanding that a 

complex set of relationships created the town – in 

effect a series of systems.  Just as the quays are an 

integrated system of tidal and dredging management, 

with a complex interrelated pattern of uses on the 

wharves themselves, so the houses around the quays 

should be seen as part of this interrelated complex.’ 

 

Cornwall Archaeological Unit,  2000, p.16 

5   Hayle Conservation Area 

 

Hayle Conservation Area 
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Character and appearance of South Quay 

 

 

South Quay looking north east South Quay looking north east View north through railway viaduct to South Quay

Filled area of South Quay on the left of Carnsew Dock Seaward edge of the filled area of South Quay Carnsew Dock looking north
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5.8 This is not a listed building and has no special 

architectural or engineering merit.  However, it 

is of local significance and makes a particular 

contribution to the character and appearance 

of the centre of Hayle. The proposals are 

generally no higher than this structure. 

 

5.9 In some places, the proposed pitched roof of 

the food store will rise just above the viaduct 

but does not compete with it.  The ridges of the 

food store and the non-food retail shops on the 

Foundry Yard Car Park are designed with 

elevations and gables that complement the 

rhythm of the viaduct.  

 

5.10 At the north end of the quay, the restaurant 

rises to distinguish the building as a landmark 

but this does not compete with the height and 

form of the viaduct.   The terraces of houses are 

low and gaps between them will allow views 

across the quay from Penpol Terrace. 

 

5.11 The food store will bring back a built edge 

along the north side of Carnsew Road 

reinstating a frontage comparable to the 19th C 

industrial buildings that were lost in the 1960s. 

 

5.12 Increase in activity on the quay is likely to 

increase traffic.  The access to the proposed 

development will be through a new road 

junction arrangement in Carnsew Road a 

changed surface treatment here will identify an 

improved pedestrian area.   

 

5.13 These traffic arrangements are addressed 

elsewhere in the application documents and 

these show, inter alia, that changes in traffic 

movements will be acceptable and offset by 

the enhancement and expected benefits to 

the conservation area. 

 

5.14 Carnsew Road will be realigned and a change 

of surface materials will reinforce the entrance 

to the town centre as well as improve the 

public realm at the entrance to South Quay 

and identify a new pedestrian crossing. 

 

The visual impact 
5.15 The application proposals can be seen from a 

limited area of the conservation area.  This 

tranche is faces northwest and west with an 

apex generally at the viaduct and South Quay.  

Views from points into the quadrant and 

towards South Quay are generally from high 

ground on the perimeter and some points on 

the quays and edges to the estuary.  

 

From the north  

5.16 The key viewpoints are from the north and the 

Towans.   From the same direction, closer views 

of South Quay can be seen from the North 

Quay area.  However, both are distant views 

and these will show the proposals do not rise 

generally above the top level of the railway 

viaduct, which is the principal feature that 

closes these views.  

 

5.17 These views are closed by high ground above 

and east of Penpol Creek and the town.  The 

proposals do not harm these views because 

they are generally lower than the viaduct and 

complement other buildings.  Visible tranche of the Hayle Conservation Area 

‘Reached Hayle at 9.  Walked through the ugly town, 

half seaport, half manufacture, and crossed a dreary 

creak by a bridge over which runs a tramway for coal 

&c.   The tide was low and the wastes of sand and mud 

festered and sweltered in the hot sun.  Some colliers 

and other vessels lay at the wharves and piers along 

the creek.   From the Phillack shore we looked back 

upon the long irregular town, with its scattered rows 

of white houses and buildings straggling out into the 

country or up and down the creek, the masts of the 

vessels and the lofty black timber viaducts soaring 

over the streets with their long stilted legs.’ 

 

Rev, Francis Kilvert, 1870, p.33  
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Railway viaduct defines the south of Penpol Creek Penpol Terrace defines the east of Penpol Creek

Foundry Square looking south eastFoundry Square looking  south westFoundry Square looking west

Railway viaduct defines the north of Foundry Square 

Character and appearance of areas near South Quay 
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From the northwest 

5.18 Long views can be seen from high ground at 

Lelant. Views can be secured from the north 

dyke of Carnsew Pool on the north-west and, 

closer to the estuary, from the east dyke of 

Carnsew Pool. High ground and the railway 

viaduct in the background close the prospect 

in these views.    

 

5.19 Generally, the proposed buildings will not rise 

above the railway viaduct or the background 

hills.   These new buildings will be seen but they 

do not harm these views because they 

complement the character and scale of 

existing buildings.  

 

From Carnsew Hill 

5.20 Views across the application site can be 

secured from Carnsew Hill.  This is high ground 

immediately above the former car park.  There 

are views from here over this space and further 

to the north east across the road to the south 

end of South Quay.   Both sites are cleared and 

vacant.  The proposals will introduce change 

here with new buildings and near the south end 

of South Quay. 

 

5.21 There are only limited views to the north end of 

the Quay from Carnsew Hill.   These are over the 

roofs of existing buildings used by a builders‟ 

merchant, which intervene in this view.  The 

proposed retail store on South Quay will 

introduce a new building and pitched roofs into 

the foreground of this view and so reduce the 

isolation of the builders‟ merchant. 

 

5.22 The new store will repair the look of the street 

along Carnsew Road near the viaduct by 

bringing back a frontage of buildings where 

former industrial buildings and warehouses 

stood in the nineteenth century.  The south 

edge of the building has been articulated to 

respond to the gradient and curve in the road 

presenting a finer scale that is commensurate 

with the public space between building and 

the road and viaduct.  

 

From Penpol Terrace 

5.23 The proposals will be seen from the east from 

Penpol Terrace and there will be change in 

these views.    The present condition of the quay 

is cleared of buildings that formerly stood on the 

platform of this structure.   

 

5.24 The new buildings are of a retail store close to 

the viaduct and beyond a car park are 

terraces of houses and a restaurant on the 

north end of the quay.  New buildings here 

introduce a change and an increase in activity. 

 

5.25 Views from the east to the existing buildings of 

the builders‟ merchant will be reduced. Some 

views will exist still across the car park between 

the two retail units sited either side of the 

footbridge.   Views will be maintained across 

the quay through open vistas in the housing.  

 

5.26 Replacing the open, underused and derelict 

space on the quay and the cleared space 

adjacent to the viaduct with buildings and 

activity will enhance this part of the 

conservation area. 

‘The country around Hayle is entirely covered with 

sand which is blown about by every blast, and renders 

its appearance truly dismal.   The immense volumes of 

smoke that role over it, proceeding from the copper 

houses, increase its cheerless effect whilst the hollow 

jarring of the distant steam-engines remind us of the 

labours of the Cylcops in the entrails of Mount Ætna.’ 

 

William George Maton, 1797, p.235 
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Coppertown and Foundry Areas 
 

 

Coppertown: the Canal Coppertown: looking south across Coppertown Pool Coppertown :  houses in Commercial Road Hayle

Former Foundry buildings west of Foundry Square Former Foundry buildings west of Foundry Square Former Foundry buildings  south of railway viaduct
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From the station 

5.27 Views to South Quay from high ground at the 

railway station are obscured by intervening 

roofs, buildings and structures. 

 

From the south 

5.28 Glimpses of the proposals will be seen through 

the gaps in the railway viaduct.  There will be a 

change here that will close some glimpses from 

part of the north side of Foundry Square.  There 

is no harm here because the area around Isis 

Gardens will be improved. 

 

Character areas 

5.29   The character and appearance of the 

conservation area is different across the 

designated area.  Five neighbourhoods can be 

distinguished where each has a different 

character and appearance. 

 

5.30 1-The Foundry Square extends from the site of 

the former Harvey‟s foundries just south of the 

railway viaduct.   This part of the conservation 

area lies generally within the valley of the 

Penpol Stream with high ground on both sides.  

The viaduct forms a high perforate edge to the 

north of Foundry Square and around this space 

are streets with clusters of buildings of which 

some are high.  

 

5.31 The character of this part of the conservation 

area is urban and not a planned layout. Here 

there is a variety of commercial and residential 

buildings.   There are some open spaces 

including a former millpond and other smaller 

open areas.  The character and appearance of 

the area changes along Foundry Hill and 

Trelissick Road where there are trees, suburban 

villas with gardens. 

 

5.32 There will be an impact on the character and 

appearance of this part of the conservation 

area where some views through gaps in the 

viaduct will be closed and changes brought to 

Isis Gardens.  

 

5.33 2 The Coppertown area is a close-knit urban 

area now mostly residential with rows of small 

houses, shops, churches and some surviving 

industrial buildings.  The north boundary to this 

neighbourhood is the quay and canal and 

beyond this is the open space of the estuary of 

distinguished where each has a different 

character and appearance. 

 

5.34 Angarrack River and the Coppertown Pool.  

Further south from this space the land rises 

markedly.  The proposals have no impact on 

the character and appearance of this part of 

the conservation area. 

 

5.35 3  The Coppertown Pool area is the low-lying 

estuarine valley of the Angarrack River.   Its 

south edge is the Coppertown canal and quay.  

On the north side land rises to the High Towans.  

Here is a road, the line of the former Hayle 

Railway and a range of houses.    

 

5.36 A cluster of bridges, structures and buildings 

close the west end of the space.   The 

application proposals make no impact on the 

character and appearance of this part of the  

‘Hayle is a brisk modern little town, situated by the 

estuary of the River Hayle and guarded from the sea 

by the large sand dunes or ‘towans’.   It offers little in 

the way of ‘picture card’ beauty and to the visitor, 

hurrying along the A30 on his way to Land’s End and 

St Ives, it probably passes unnoticed.  To the 

discerning eye, however, it presents many fascinating 

features of an active industrial past.’ 

 

Edward Wigley 1972, p.86 

Character areas of the Hayle Conservation Area 
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South Quay in 1879  (not to scale) 
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conservation area.  Investment associated with 

the proposals in the harbour area to the west, 

will generate enhancement of the conservation 

area and particularly the harbour. 

 

5.37 4   The Village of Phillack is older than most of 

the town.  Here there is a cluster of houses and 

farm buildings around the church.   This nuclear 

settlement is different from the rest of the town.   

The proposals have no impact on the character 

and appearance of this part of the 

conservation area. 

 

5.38 5   The quays and harbour.   The character and 

appearance of the harbour area is from two 

components.  The main estuary channel is lined 

on its east side with quays and harbour 

buildings.   The east side of Penpol Creek is lined 

with a sloping foreshore, an open space with 

gardens and  trees, a road and  Penpol Terrace 

and these form an edge to this area. 

 

5.39 A sloping foreshore defines also the west side of 

the estuary channel below Lelant although this 

village lies outside the conservation area.   Part 

of this foreshore has been reinforced to support 

coal staithes and ore hutches and nearer 

Carnsew Dock form part of the Carnsew Pool.  

 

5.40 This pool is an impressive and extensive structure 

supported by a dyke extending along its almost 

rectangular north and west sides.  The 

southwest edge meets the former causeway of 

1826 and this now is supporting part of Carnsew 

Road.  

 

5.41 Closer to South Quay is Carnsew Quay with a 

nearby cluster of warehouse buildings and a 

builders‟ merchant.  Sluices and channels lie 

between Carnsew Pool and Carnsew Quay. 

 

5.42 The character and appearance of most of this 

quadrant is defined by quays and an urban 

edge on the east and south.  However, much of 

this is part of the conservation area is on the 

west an estuarine, low-lying area and open 

across the harbour and the tidal pool.  

 

5.43 This part of the conservation area is not 

affected markedly by the proposals apart from 

changes in some long views across the open 

spaces and estuary.  Views are sustained across 

the car park and through the residential area.   

 

5.44 The proposed promenade on the quay 

provides access to the harbour and views 

across the harbour.   There is no harm to the 

character of this part of the conservation area 

because the proposed buildings complement 

the area.  

 

5.45 Immediately around South Quay and Carnsew 

Road, the proposals introduce change to land 

that is derelict and cleared of former buildings.  

The new buildings are consistent with the scale 

of buildings in the centre of Hayle and are 

generally no higher than the railway viaduct.  

 

5.46 The proposals will enhance the appearance of 

South Quay and former Foundry Yard Car Park. 

The proposed buildings will enhance the  

‘Hayle has no pretensions as a town.   It consists 

chiefly of mean cottages, a few poor shops, an inn, and 

a shabby. rly viaduct, and over all whitewash and coal 

dust seem to struggle for the mastery.   It is however, a 

busy port, and the coast in the neighbourhood is most 

beautiful.’ 

 

T.C. Paris, 1865,  p.291 
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Estuary looking north west Estuary looking north North Quay channel looking north

Penpol Creek looking north across collapsed areaSouth Quay steps on west sideCarnsew Channel looking west

 Estuary and channels around South Quay 
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character and appearance of this part of the 

conservation area. 

 

 Significance of the conservation area 

5.47 Significance of the conservation area is of local 

importance but arguably of great importance 

because it has informed the design of the 

proposals.   

 

5.48 There is a duty on the Planning Authority and 

decision maker to have regard to the impact of 

the proposals on the character or appearance 

of the conservation area.   This is supported by 

policies in the Local Plan. 

 

Enhancement of the conservation area 

5.49 The proposals affect only part of the 

conservation area.  The scale and massing of 

the neighbouring buildings and evidence of 

former buildings inform and influence the scale 

and massing of the proposed buildings.   

 

5.50 The proposed buildings are generally lower 

than the viaduct that crosses this part of the 

town.  The views to South Quay will look on 

buildings that have been designed to respect 

the heritage context of the area.  

 

5.51 The new retail buildings will be of contemporary 

design.  However these will have a resonance 

with industrial or warehouse buildings that are 

likely to be found on a quay or in an industrial 

area.  The proposed houses will be low-rise 

terraces at density commensurate with the 

centre of a town and will incorporate materials 

and colours, which respond to those of nearby 

19th Century houses.  

 

5.52 The proposed retail development is close to the 

railway viaduct, Carnsew Road and to the 

centre of the town.  This investment and activity 

will reinforce the focal point of the centre of the 

town around Foundry Square.  

 

5.53 The proposals will bring derelict land into use 

and so enhance the appearance of this part of 

the Conservation Area. The proposed 

promenade will improve public access around 

the perimeter of South Quay and open views 

into and across the Harbour. 

 

5.54 The repairs to the walls of South Quay will 

enhance the appearance of this part of the 

conservation area. 

 

5.55 The proposals will enhance the character and 

appearance of this part of the conservation 

area and the area around South Quay.  The 

proposals bring investment into the town and 

this will be a catalyst for regeneration of Hayle. 

  

Scale of features in the harbour area 

 

 South Quay is a very large structure.  It is 

some 450 metres long and six metres high.    

 The railway viaduct is 253.45m long and 

10.37m above South Quay.  

 Penpol Terrace is some 335m long.  

 East Quay and North Quay are extensive 

structures some six metres high. 

 The utilitarian warehouse buildings on East 

Quay are larger than domestic scale of 

buildings. 

 Carnsew Dock and Carnsew Quay are large 

industrial scale structures.   

 Carnsew Pool is an immense engineered 

structure of some 16 hectares with a massive 

retaining bund. 
 Jewson builders‟ merchants in Carnsew 

Road and adjacent to the application site 

has large retail warehouse buildings which 

depart from the prevalent scale and grain 

within the town south of the viaduct.  
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 Listed Buildings east of South Quay 

 

No. 28 Penpol Terrace  Hayle No 42 Penpol Terrace, Hayle The Royal Standard Inn

Setting of Royal Standard Inn and East QuaySetting of No 42 Penpol TerraceThe setting of No.28 Penpol Terrace
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Important buildings 
6.1 Much of the character and appearance of the 

town is determined by buildings and features in 

the town.   Particularly important are the quays 

and maritime structures along the three arms of 

the estuary.   The railway viaduct is a prominent 

feature and severs much the town from the 

estuary.  This structure informs decisions in the 

design and height of the proposed buildings.  

These generally do not rise above the viaduct. 

 

6.2 To the east of the centre of Hayle is 

Coppertown and this is sufficiently remote from 

the area around Foundry Square for the built 

fabric have to be considered as a different 

place.  The village of Phillack north of the 

Angarrack River has its own and different 

identity.   The buildings and structures are 

affected by the development proposals lie 

along Penpol Creek. 

 

6.3 The cluster of former industrial buildings of the 

former Harvey Foundry lying immediately south 

of the railway viaduct are important buildings.  

They are testimony to the engineering and 

smelting activities of the company but are 

separate from South Quay.   

 

6.4 Proposed changes to Isis Garden at the foot of 

the viaduct lie in the settings of these buildings.  

There is no harm here because the changes will 

reinforce a sense of place in this part of Hayle. 

6.5 North of Penpol Terrace is East Quay.  This quay 

is a listed building and is nationally important.  

On it is a cluster of large utilitarian warehouses.  

These are not listed buildings but lie in the 

curtilage of the listed structure. In the past, they 

were home to dockside activities but are now 

used for industrial and storage uses.  

 

6.6 The granite walls of the quay provide a well-

defined edge to this part of the Penpol Creek.  

East Quay and its buildings lie in the setting of 

South Quay but have no relationship with it. 

 

6.7 Away from and east of the dock is a cluster of a 

bridge, sluices and the Coppertown Pool.  Here 

are listed buildings but these have no 

relationship with South Quay. 

 

6.8 Closer to South Quay on the east side of Penpol 

Creek and in its setting is Penpol Terrace.  This is 

a range of terraced houses with a variety of 

styles but generally of two stories with rendered 

walls and slate on the roofs.   Two of these 

buildings have been listed and this is because 

of the qualities of the buildings as small 

nineteenth century shops.   

 

6.9 At the north end of Penpol Terrace is a cluster of 

utilitarian buildings, some houses and a pub.    

South Quay lies in the settings of the pub and 

North Quay and these are listed buildings.   

Views to and from the listed buildings will be 

changed,  but the settings  are not harmed   

6   Buildings, fabric, and features 

 

Listed buildings immediately around South Quay 
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 Listed Buildings west of South Quay 

 

Sluice at Carnsew Quay looking west Carnsew Sluice  at Carnsew Pool Carnsew Dock looking to South Quay

Timber store in Carnsew RoadCarnsew Pool looking westCarnsew Pool looking  east
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because there is no conspicuous intervention in 

the views or setting. 

 

6.10 Penpol Terrace defines the east side of the 

space around Penpol Creek.  In front of the 

terrace is a road and linear municipal garden 

alongside the sloping foreshore of the Creek. 

 

6.11 West of South Quay is group of large but 

utilitarian buildings.  These are used by a 

builders‟ merchant with associated space for 

car parking.   Fronting onto Carnsew Road is a 

long low former timber store built and used by 

Harvey and Company.  This is a Listed Building 

and so is nationally significant.  Appendix J  

 

6.12 The application proposals fall within the setting 

of this listed building but have little effect on it.  

Views of the former timber store from Carnsew 

will be unchanged. The new buildings will 

enhance the setting of the building by bringing 

nearby derelict land into use.  

 

Significance of South Quay 

6.13 South Quay is a listed building and so is of 

national significance.  Appendix J The genesis 

of the Quay is described in Appendix  H. 

 

6.14 The walls are built from granite, scoria and other 

stones.  These stone walls are the basis of the 

listing but the whole structure is a Listed Building.   

The Quay was listed because of its group value 

with other nearby harbour structures. 

 

6.15 The Foundry Yard Car Park is a cleared site used 

in the 19th C as a gasworks and other foundry 

buildings.  The proposed retail buildings avoid 

the position of the gasworks ensemble. 

 

6.16 The proposals will bring forward the means to 

repair the fabric of the quay and particularly 

the stone walls.   The condition of the walls 

varies.   Parts need repair and a section on the 

east side has collapsed.     

 

6.17 The quay is a structure built on top of a reef and 

alongside adjacent land where there were 

once slipways but these have been filled in.  

The earlier tunnel lies well below the proposed 

housing. Accordingly, the foundations of the 

new buildings will not intrude into ground of 

archaeological interest.  On the west side of the 

quay is an area of fill over the ensemble of 

former slipways and graving dock.  

 

6.18 The slipways were filled before 1968.  The 

proposals introduce a new retaining wall across 

the north side of the filled area. The new wall 

will support and conceal the back fill in the 

slipways.   The position of the slipways and 

graving dock will be presented in the hard 

landscape proposals. 

 

6.19 Overall, the proposals will bring forward the 

repair and enhance the fabric of South Quay.  

The proposed promenade will introduce a 

public space around the perimeter of the quay 

thereby sustaining access into the harbour area 

and providing an opportunity for views across 

the harbour and estuary.  Bollards, stairs and 

quayside fittings are to retained, repaired and 

augmented.  

‘There are now at Hayle two very extensive Iron 

Foundries, in which are cast the largest engines which 

have been hither erected on mines.  They are wrought 

partly by water, and partly by Steam Engines.  Near 

the Copperhouse the traveller will not fail to notice the 

fine back water dam, which was constructed about 

twenty years since, for the scouring out of the harbour.  

The effect has been a considerable reduction of the 

sand which forms its bottom so that ships of much 

greater burden may now enter it’ 

 

John Ayrton Paris, 1824,  p.160 
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Summary of the main implications for each of the groups of heritage assets 

 

World Heritage 

Conservation 
Area

Listed Buildings

History presentation of quay is improved

activity on quay will be restored

Settings views across harbour are sustained

views from outside are not compromised

Character urban design, scale and grain are respected

views from outside are not compromised

Appearance maritime scale and local styles are respected

resonance with materials, render & colour in design

Quay walls repairs and conservation of fabric are enabled

promenade will be introduced sustaining access

Settings settings of listed buildings are not compromised

Narrative values are

felt and experienced

Values of the fabric

can be both touched

and measured

Visual values can be

seen and described

The values of South Quay are interrelated

and the implications of the proposals on

each of the value sets are different.
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7.1 The heritage assets in Hayle relevant to 

development proposals for South Quay are: 

 Part of the Cornwall and West of Devon 

Mining Landscape; 

 Part of the Hayle Conservation Area; 

 Nearby Listed Buildings and South Quay as 

a grade II Listed Building. 

 

7.2 The values for each of these assets are different. 

The impact and implications of the proposals 

are different for each of the Heritage Assets 

and are illustrated on the diagram opposite. 

 

World Heritage Site 

7.3 The World Heritage Site is of international 

importance.   Hayle is one of the ten parts of 

this World Heritage Site.  Most of the narrative 

values of the World Heritage Site concern the 

history of mining in Cornwall and the role Hayle 

played as a port in supporting the mining 

industry and undertaking heavy engineering 

and particularly steam engines. 

 

7.4 This role concerns the history and reputation of 

the two foundries involved with the 

manufacture of steam engines destined for the 

mines. Development of the Cornish Engine 

assured the reputation of local engineers and 

much of this was centred on the foundries in 

Hayle. These values, history and reputation is 

not changed or harmed by the proposals.  

 

7.5 Ship-building took place in suitable ports and 

estuaries in Cornwall and Devon, so that ship 

building at Hayle is not a part of the 

Outstanding Universal Value of the World 

Heritage Site.  

 

7.6 The design of the proposals meets the 

expectation that an appropriate design of high 

quality will be forthcoming.  The proposals 

respect the values of the site. 

 

7.7 The new buildings will not intrude into the setting 

of the World Heritage Site and this is not 

compromised because there is no conspicuous 

intervention into views into or across the town. 

The proposals are generally below the height of 

the viaduct. 

 

7.8 The open car park spaces and open vistas 

through the proposed housing at the north end 

of the quay will permit views across South Quay 

to the estuary and the Towans beyond. 

Development will enhance the derelict quay 

and adjacent car park 

 

Conservation Area 

7.9 The Hayle Conservation is of local significance.  

The character and appearance of the area is 

different across parts the designated area.  The 

proposals affect only a small part of the area 

and they enhance the appearance and 

7   Heritage assets and findings 

 

‘On the North side of the estuary is Hayle, a small 

decayed town, and the ancient village and church of 

Phillack, and behind the village the sea and on either 

side miles and miles of towans.’ 

 

W.H. Hudson, 1908,  pp.227 -228 
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respect the character of this part of the 

conservation area.   

 

7.10 The relevant neighbourhood is an area around 

the harbour.  The maritime character of the 

quays and docks is on a large scale with robust 

details and materials in surviving bollards and 

granite walls. Similar features will be reinstated.   

 

7.11 There are utilitarian buildings on the quay and 

plain rendered houses nearby.   This character 

informs the architectural approach taken for 

the design of the retail store and the illustration 

of the houses at the north end of the quay. 

 

7.12 The investment in, and regeneration of, South 

Quay will be the catalyst for attracting a wide 

range of benefits to Hayle.   These will enhance 

the whole of the Conservation Area and the 

appearance of this part of the area. 

 

Listed Buildings 

7.13 South Quay is a listed building and there are 

other listed buildings nearby.  These are of 

national significance because they are 

included on the List of Buildings of Architectural 

and Historic Importance.  The proposals will 

bring forward repairs to the breach in the walls, 

and improvements to the top of walls of quay 

and stabilise the area of fill at Carnsew Quay.   

 

7.14 The archaeological investigation of August 2010 

has informed decisions on the state of the walls 

of the former slipway ensemble.  The position of 

the former slipways and graving dock ensemble 

will be respected in the proposals and marked 

on the ground in the landscaping scheme. 

 

7.15 The proposals do not harm the setting of nearby 

listed buildings because they respect the 

character of buildings in the area and make no 

conspicuous intervention in these settings.  The 

proposals will improve the outlook from nearby 

listed buildings by enhancing the derelict quay. 

 

Other benefits 

7.16 The proposals make provision for a pedestrian 

bridge to link Penpol Terrace to South Quay.  

The bridge will not harm the surviving fabric of 

the walls of the quay.  However, the future 

bridge lies in the setting of a nearby listed 

building.  This setting is not harmed by the 

introduction of the bridge because it is not a 

conspicuous and unacceptable intervention.   

 

7.17 Provision is made for the future introduction of a 

second bridge to link the north end of South 

Quay with East Quay. The pedestrian bridges 

will improve accessibility to and within the 

harbour.  Improvements to the Isis Gardens will 

be brought forward.  

 

7.18 Space has been made available close to the 

viaduct and the former Harvey Foundry for the 

future return and reconstruction of the 

Goonvean Engine. 
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Inscribed 2006 against Criteria ii, iii, and iv  
 

The World Heritage Committee inscribed the Cornwall 

and West Devon Mining Landscape on the World 

Heritage List under criteria (ii), (iii), and (iv):  
 

Criterion (ii): the development of industrialised mining in 

Cornwall and West Devon between 1700 and 1914, and 

particularly the innovative use of the high pressure 

steam beam engine, led to the evolution of 

industrialised society manifest in the transformation of 

the landscape through the creation of  smallholdings, 

railways, canals, docks and ports, and  the creation or 

remodelling of towns and villages.  Together these had 

an profound impact on the growth of industrialisation in 

the United Kingdom and consequently on industrialised 

mining around the world. 
 

Criterion (iii): the extent and scope of the remains of 

copper and tin mining and the associated 

transformation of the urban and rural landscapes 

presents a vivid and legible testimony to the success of 

Cornish and west Devon industrialised miming when the 

area dominated the world‟s output of copper, tin and 

arsenic. 
 

Criterion (vi): The mining landscape of Cornwall and 

West Devon, and particularly its characteristic engine 

houses and beam engines, as a technological 

ensemble is a landscape reflect the substantial 

contribution the area made to the Industrial Revolution 

and formative changes in mining practices around the 

world. 
 

As amended by the UNESCO World Heritage Committee 

August 2010.  The inscription of 2006 is set out below. 
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In 2006, the World Heritage Committee inscribed the 

Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape on the 

World Heritage List.   The Outstanding Universal Value 

agreed by the then World Heritage Committee was:-  
 

Criterion (ii): the development of industrialised mining in 

Cornwall and West Devon between 1700 and 1914, and 

particularly the innovative use of the beam engine, led 

to the evolution of industrialised society manifest in the 

transformation of the landscape through the creation of 

towns and villages, smallholdings, railways, canals docks 

and ports, and this had an impact on the growth of 

industrialisation in the United Kingdom and then on 

industrialised mining around the world. 

 
Criterion (iii): the extent and scope of the remains of 

copper and tin mining and the transformation of the 

urban and rural landscapes, including the now 

distinctive plant communities of waste and spoil heaps 

and estuarine areas, presents a vivid and legible 

testimony to the success of Cornish and west Devon 

industrialised miming when the area dominated the 

world‟s output of copper, yin and arsenic. 

 

Criterion (vi): The mining landscape of Cornwall and 

West Devon, and particularly its characteristic engine 

houses and beam engines, as a technological 

ensemble is a landscape reflect the substantial 

contribution the area made to the industrial revolution 

and formative changes in mining practices around the 

world. 

 

This Outstanding Universal Value is the wording that 

Cornwall Council examined with respect to Hayle and is 

discussed in Appendix B. 
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Appendix  B 

Analysis of Outstanding Universal Value   
 

Outstanding Universal Value of 2006 Narrative history Narrative reputation Visual testimony Visual  landscape fabric 

Criterion (ii): the development of 

industrialised mining in Cornwall and 

West Devon between 1700 and 1914,  

 

and particularly the innovative use of 

the beam engine, 

 

led to the evolution of industrialised 

society manifest in the transformation 

of the landscape  

 

through the creation of towns and 

villages, smallholdings, railways, 

canals docks and ports,  

 

and this had an impact on the growth 

of industrialisation in the United 

Kingdom and then on industrialised 

mining around the world. 

Development of 

mining in the area 

 

 

 

 

 

Evolution of 

industrialised society 

 

 

[CC –Hayle Industrial 

new town principal 

mining port to south 

Wales smelters] 

[CC –Hayle Terminus 

of early railway] 

 

Innovative solutions 

and techniques  

 

[CC -beam engines 

made in Hayle] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[CC – Unique 

example of twin 

company town] 

 

Impact on :- 

Growth in UK and 

industrialised mining 

around world 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Town introduced 

into estuarine area 

 

 

Creation of towns 

and villages  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Town introduced 

into estuarine area 

 

 

 

 

Foundry 

Surviving quays 

 

 

 

 

 

Canal, docks and 

quays ,tidal, pools  

[CC  massive marine 

infrastructure] 

Criterion (iii): the extent and scope of 

the remains of copper and tin mining 

and the transformation of the urban 

and rural landscapes, 

 

 including the now distinctive plant 

communities of waste and spoil heaps 

and estuarine areas, 

 

 presents a vivid and legible testimony 

to the success of Cornish and West 

Devon industrialised mining when the 

area dominated the world‟s output of 

copper, tin and arsenic. 

[CC –Hayle only 

major copper 

smelter ] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

success of Cornish 

and West Devon 

industrialised mining 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

dominated world‟s 

output of copper tin 

and arsenic 

remains of mining  

Transformation of 

urban and rural 

fabric 

 

 

 

 

 

testimony to success 

of Cornwall & 

WDevon mining 

Evidence in 

landscape 

remains of copper 

and tin mines 

 

 

 

omitted from OUV 

UNESCO  July 2010 

Criterion (vi): The mining landscape of 

Cornwall and West Devon, and 

particularly its characteristic engine 

houses and beam engines, as a 

technological ensemble is a 

landscape reflect 

 

 the substantial contribution the area 

made to the industrial revolution  

 

 

and formative changes in mining 

practices around the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

substantial 

contribution to 

industrial revolution 

 

changes in mining 

practices around the 

world 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

substantial 

contribution to 

industrial revolution 

 

engines houses and 

technological 

ensemble surviving in 

the landscape 

 engines houses and 

technological 

ensemble surviving in 

the landscape 

 

[CC – use of Scoria 

in Copperhouse] 
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Hayle’s Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) 

i. Hayle was Cornwall‟s principle mining port that 

exported copper ore to the South Wales smelters. 

Importing much of the Welsh coal that fuelled the 

Cornish steam revolution and was the means by 

which many of its beam engines were shipped to 

the far corners of the World. 

ii. The location of Cornwall‟s only major copper 

smelter. 

iii. Unique example of twin „company‟ industry „new 

towns‟ of Foundry and Copperhouse, these being 

wholly the product of their industrial past and 

maritime location, fringing the southern edge of 

the Hayle estuary in a distinctly linear character. 

They are characterised by rows, terraces, and 

villas at the back of the foundry. 

iv. Massive, landform-scale maritime infrastructure of 

extensive quays, wharves and massive sluicing 

ponds. 

v. The terminus of one of the most important of 

Cornwall‟s early railways (the Hayle Railway, 1834) 

serving a hinterland stretching eastwards as far as 

Redruth and Camborne, with their huge market for 

coal, timber and other materials. 

vi. Within Copperhouse, the use of copper slag 

(scoria) blocks for construction adds a distinctive 

„vernacular‟ character to houses, boundary walls, 

bridges and other structures. 

 

 

 

The extent to which South Quay contributes to 

OUV 
a. The OUV for Hayle is significantly related to the 

town‟s historical association with the Industrial 

Revolution and technological endeavour.  

b. Hayle harbour and South Quay particularly, 

played a key role in the transfer of the industrial 

revolution to the world and thus growth of a global 

industrial society.  

c. South Quay was the site of the construction of 

ships to transport Harvey‟s products, and the 

embarkation point for these products and 

technology across the World. 

d. The physical components of South Quay were the 

walls, the slips, mooring posts and loading bays, 

ore bins, rail tracks, and buildings along the Quay 

associated with shipbuilding.  

e. It is important to realise that the form and 

appearance of the harbour has changed 

considerably since 1914 at the end of the period 

for which OUV is inscribed.  

f. The current open and derelict form of the quay is 

not authentic.  

g. It is not possible to restore the authentic 

appearance of the quays at any point in time 

during period of active use, because of the series 

of alterations that were made in the early 20th 

century (see map regression), the demolition of 

buildings and the burying of slipways with part of 

the western quay wall.  

h. It is possible to conserve the surviving components, 

which include the east and northern sides of the 

quay wall, and individual features upon the 

surface such as mooring posts.  
  

Appendix  C  

Outstanding Universal Value and Hayle 
 

From Cornwall  Council. [Work in progress]  

This analysis is based on the UNESCO World 

Heritage Committee inscription of 2006 
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Local Plan Policy TV-D 2004 
 

PROPOSAL TV-D: South Quay / Foundry Yard (6.0 ha), 

North Quay (7.9 ha) and East Quay (1.0 ha) are 

proposed for redevelopment for uses within classes 

A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B8, C1, C3, D1 and D2 of the Town 

and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as 

amended).   Proposals for development will be 

required to:- 

 

(i)  Make provision for improved port facilities; 

(ii)  make provision for the maintenance of the 

existing level of industrial and storage facilities; 

(iii)  ensure that town centre uses (a1, a2 and a3) are 

closely integrated with the adjacent town centre 

in terms of location, orientation and pedestrian 

movement; 

(iv)  provide for at least 400 dwellings with a target for 

25% of provision being “affordable” and meeting 

the requirements of policy h-14; 

(v)  be of a scale and design that respects the 

maritime environment and heritage of these 

prominent locations in the harbour; 

(vi)  retain existing buildings and traditional features 

which contribute to the character of the area; 

(vii) be compatible with their surroundings; and 

(viii)include provision for the improvement of the 

junction between Carnsew Road and Foundry 

Lane. 

 

Local Plan Policy TV- 6 2004 
  

POLICY TV-6: proposals for development which 

would affect a conservation area must not conflict 

with the objective to preserve or enhance the 

character or appearance of the area in terms of 

scale, siting, design and materials.   Developments 

which would have an adverse effect on the 

character, appearance or architectural and historic 

importance of a conservation area will not be 

permitted. 

 

Local Plan Policy TV- 10 2004 
 

POLICY TV-10:  Proposals for development which 

would directly or indirectly affect a listed building will 

not be permitted unless they respect:- 

(i) its intrinsic architectural and historic value; 

(ii) its design and particular physical features, 

and 

(iii) its setting and contribution to the local scene. 

 

Local Plan Policy TV- 14 2004 
 

POLICY TV-14:  Within historic settlements proposals 

for development will be required to respect their 

medieval origins as manifested in their layout and 

built fabric.  Where development would be likely to 

affect buried layers of archaeological remains 

conditions will be imposed, or a planning obligation 

sought, to ensure that prior site investigations and 

recording are undertaken. 

 

 

Local Plan Policy TV- 162004 
POLICY TV-16 major retail, office, entertainment, 

leisure or community developments should be 

located in the town centres of Penzance, St. Ives and  

Appendix  D 

Relevant Local Plan Policies 
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Hayle, where the greatest benefits to the community 

can be provided in terms of:- 

(i)  accessibility, without the use of the private 

car, to a significant proportion of the 

population and 

(ii)  contribution to the vitality and viability of the 

town centres. Proposals for edge-of-centre 

sites will only be permitted where the 

development cannot be accommodated 

within the town centre. 

 

Development on out-of-centre sites will not be 

permitted unless all potential town centre and edge-

of-centre options have been demonstrated to be 

unsuitable. 

 

In examining these options, flexibility will be required 

about the format, design and scale of the 

development in relation to local circumstances. 

The relevant saved policy from the Cornwall Council 

Structure Plan of 2004 

 

Extract from Policy 2  Character areas, Design and 

Environmental protection 

 

The quality, character, diversity, and local 

distinctiveness of the natural and built environment 

of Cornwall will be protected and enhanced.   

 

Throughout Cornwall, development must respect 

local character and: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 retain important elements of the local 

landscape, including natural and semi-natural 

habitats, hedges, trees, and other natural and 

historic features that add to its distinctiveness; 

 contribute to the regeneration, restoration, 

enhancement or conservation of the area; 

 positively relate to townscape and landscape 

character through siting, design, use of 

materials and landscaping; 

 create safe, aesthetically pleasing and 

understandable places; 

 consider where appropriate, a mix of uses that 

create vibrant and active places, including 

tenure, size and densities. 

 

Local plans should define Character Areas to inform 

planning decision taking into account Regional and 

Countywide landscape assessments. 

 

The conservation and enhancement of sites, areas, 

or interests, of recognised international or national 

importance for their landscape, nature conservation, 

archaeological or historic importance, including the 

proposed World Heritage Site, should be given 

priority in the consideration of development 

proposals.
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Statutory context 

The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation 

Areas Act) 1990 imposes a duty on the Secretary of 

State to compile lists of buildings of special 

architectural or historic interest.   Secton 7 of the Act 

requires applicants to obtain consent for the 

demolition of a listed building or for works of 

alteration or extension, which would affect its 

chracter as a listed building.   In consideration of 

proposals within the setting of listed buildings, the Act 

establishes a requirement to have special regard to 

the desiribility of preserving that setting. 

 

Relevant  PPS 5 Policies 

PPS 5 – „Planning for the Historic Environment‟ was 

published in March 2010 and this replaces former 

Planning Policy Guidance 15 and 16.  It sets out a 

series of policies which are material considerations to 

be taken into account in development 

management decisions and in relation to those 

heritage consent regimes established in the Planning 

(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.  

 

The PPS is intended as a single policy statement for 

all heritage assets, which are taken to be all those 

parts of the historic environment „that have 

significance because of their historic, archaeological 

or artistic interest‟ (PPS 5, para. 5).   A World Heritage 

Site is held to be a Heritage Asset. (PPS5 p.13) 

On significance 

The PPS sets out the importance of being able to 

identify and assess the significance of heritage assets 

and the emphasis of the PPS is on ensuring that 

planning decisions are based on an understanding 

the nature, extent and significance of a heritage 

asset.  The assessment of significance should take 

account of any designation records, information in 

the historic environment and other similar sources of 

information, the heritage assets themselves, the 

outcome of consultation with interested parties and, 

where appropriate, expert advice from relevant 

specialists (PPS5 Policy HE7).  

 

The PPS also states clearly that the effect of an 

application for development upon the significance 

of a heritage asset or its setting is a material 

consideration in determining that the application 

(PPS5, Policy HE8).   It is further stated that there 

should be a presumption in favour of the 

conservation of the designated assets.   The more 

significant the desigated asset, the greater the 

presumption in favour of its conservation should be. 

 

The PPS recognises the balance that needs to be 

struck between enhancing the significance of an 

asset and delivering public benefit.   Policy HE9 sets 

out considerations to be taken into account when 

Appendix   E 

On PPS 5 Planning for the Historic Environment 
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determining the application which has a negative 

impact upon the significance of a heritage asset.   

 

It states that the local planning authority should 

weigh the public benefits of the proposed 

development against any harm, and to recognise 

that the greater harm to the significance of the 

heritage asset the greater justification will be needed 

for any loss (PPS5, Policy HE9). 

 

Policy HE9.6 recognises that there are many heritage 

assets of archaeological interest not currently 

protected by designation as a scheduled monument 

which are of equivalent significance.    HE9.6 further 

notes that the absence of designaton does not 

denote a lower signicance and states that such 

assets should be considered subject to the policies 

set out within HE9 and HE10 (PPS 5, Policy HE9.6). 

 

On setting 

Consideration of development affecting the setting 

of heritage assets is outlined in policy HE10.  It is 

stated that in considering applications for 

development within the setting of a heritage asset, 

local authorities should be favourable toward 

applications that preserve those elements of the 

setting that enhance the significance of the asset. 

 

Opportunities for changes in the setting to enhance 

the significance of a heritage asset should also be 

identified by local planning authorities and taking 

such opportunities should be seen as a public benefit 

and part of the process of place shaping (PPS5, 

Policy HE10). 

The recording of information relating to heritage 

assets is considered by Policy HE12.   This recognises 

that a record of our past is not as valuable as 

retaining heritage assets.  The policy sets out the 

need to record, to advance the undertstanding of 

the significance of heritage assets before they are 

lost, but recognises that the extent of the recording 

requirement should be proportionate to an asset‟s 

level of significance.  It also establishes the 

requirement for developers to publish the evidence 

recorded and for local authorities to make the 

information publicly available, notably through the 

relevant historic environment record (PPS5, Policy 

HE12). 

 

Circular 07 2009 

The Circular on the Protection of World Heritage Sites 

sets out how World Heritage Sites in England will be 

protected and managed.  The Circular states that 

the Outstanding Universal Value of a World Heritage 

Site indicates its importance as a key material 

consideration to be taken into account by relevant 

authorities in determining planning and related 

applications  (Para 8).   

 

The Circular sets out principles for, inter alia, the 

protection of the World Heritage Site and its setting, 

including any buffer zone from inappropraite 

development.  It recognises the need to strike a 

balance between the needs of conservation, 

biodiversity, access, the interests of the local 

community and the sustainable economic use of the 

World Heritage Site in its setting. (para.12) 
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Authenticity 
The Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape fulfils all 

the criteria for authenticity in relation to World Heritage Sites 

set out in the declaration of the conference organised by 

UNESCO, ICCROM and ICOMOS at Nara, Japan in 1994. 

 

The Areas that make up the nominated Site collectively 

represent one aspect of an important stage in human 

development, namely the industrialisation process of the 

eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries with their 

associated technical, scientific, cultural and landscape 

changes. It is a landscape that continues to evolve. It 

contains exceptional and varied evidence of past activities 

as well as the interaction of people with the natural world, 

in particular with the metalliferous resources of the 

Cornubian Orefield (see 3a). 

 

Efforts to conserve elements within the site began more 

than seventy years ago. A Preservation Committee first 

emerged in 1935. From this evolved the Cornish Engines 

Preservation Society, which, in 1943, formally advocated 

the preservation of a number of Cornish beam engines as 

monuments to Britain‟s heritage in power and technology. 

This organisation is now the Trevithick Society that works 

closely with the National  Trust on engine restoration. The 

success of this partnership was demonstrated recently by 

the successful re-steaming of the Levant Mine winding 

engine. These beam engines were not designed to be 

portable but were traditionally moved to new sites as part 

of their ongoing working life. The survival in situ of four mine 

engines is entirely authentic in this respect. 

 

As far as the mining landscape is concerned, a major effort 

has been directed towards the conservation of the built 

mining heritage during the past fifteen years. 

A further programme of work is planned for the next five 

years. A high priority is placed on retaining the authenticity 

of the structures. Best practices have been adhered to 

when conserving engine houses and their associated 

mineshafts which have often survived relatively unaltered. 

Reconstruction has been limited to the minimum required to 

achieve structural integrity and public safety. Not one of 

the key features of the Cornish Mining Landscape is a 

replica. 

 

The nominated Site includes Camborne-Redruth that has, 

at times, when viewed as a single urban centre, contained 

one of the largest populations in Cornwall. The overall 

pattern and structure of this historic „new town‟ survives 

remarkably well. Some of the smaller scale authentic 

elements have been damaged as most buildings have 

been refurbished.  

 

Much of this is retrievable, however, and will constitute an 

issue within the Management Plan. Some of the nearby 

mining landscapes have experienced new development. 

Many buildings have been adapted for new uses and 

remain in occupation. 

 

The nominated Site is exceptionally well documented. It has 

the longest and most continuous recorded history of any 

metal mining region. It is the subject of diverse research, 

extensive publication of Scientific and Learned Society 

Proceedings and Transactions, aerial mapping, measured 

survey, photography, written and oral records. A very 

extensive and still growing reference literature is based 

around the mines of the Cornubian Orefield. This high level 

of information and knowledge provides a database that 

has allowed the landscape to be tested for authenticity 

and integrity and to be monitored effectively so as to 

inform conservation strategies. 

Appendix   F 
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The Serial Nomination known as the Cornwall and West 

Devon Mining Landscape is an example of dispersed 

industrialisation. The ten areas are necessary to ensure that 

the geographical coverage and the overall size is 

sufficiently large to provide a complete representation of all 

the significant elements which together express outstanding 

universal value. 

 

Table 6 shows the components C1-C7 (see page 50 et seq. 

for a description) which are essential to the distinctive 

character of the Cornish Mining landscape. Areas A1-A10 

are the best examples of surviving mining cultural 

landscapes which also remain free from the adverse effects 

of development. They also represent the most significant 

areas in terms of industrial history. Though the evidence of 

industrialisation was dispersed across a wide area, the 

components were not evenly spread. An examination of 

Table 6 shows that each area possesses a different mix of 

components. It is the sum of the Areas rather than any 

individual Area, which demonstrates the full relationship 

between the components and leads to an holistic 

understanding of the Cornish mining landscape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At its 34th meeting at Brasilia 25th July to 3rd August 

2010, the UNESCO World Heritage Committe agreed 

retrospective changes to the Statements of 

Outstanding Universal Value of a number of World 

Heritage Sites.  Amongst these are changes to the 

Outstanding Universal Value of the Cornwall and 

West Devon Mining Lnadscape. The Committe 

agreed:- 

 
„Integrity (2010) 
The areas enclosed within the property satisfactorily 
reflect the way prosperity derived from mining 
transformed the landscape both in urban and rural 
areas, and encapsulates the extent of those 
changes.  
 
Some of the mining landscapes and towns within the 
property are within development zones and may be 
vulnerable to the possibility of incompatible 
development.  
 
Authenticity (2010)  
The property as a whole has high authenticity in 
terms of form, design and materials and, in general, 
the location and setting of the surviving features. The 
mines, engine houses, associated buildings and other 
features have either been consolidated or await 
work. In the villages and towns there has been some 
loss of architectural detail, particularly in the 
terraced housing, but it is considered that this is 
reversible.  
 
The ability of features within the property to continue 
to express its Outstanding Universal Value may be 
reduced, however, if developments were to be 
permitted without sufficient regard to their historic 
character as constituent parts of the Site.   The 
spatial arrangements of areas such as Hayle Harbour 
and the settings of Redruth and Camborne are of 
particular concern and these may be vulnerable 
unless planning policies and guidance are rigorously 
and consistently applied.‟  
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Appendix G 

Timelines 
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Hayle Harbour used for coastal trading and by a fishing fleet from early times

Slipways altered 

by 1879 & 1908

Harvey &Co. 

Foundry closed in 

1904

Slipways altered 

by 1936

Slipways filled in 

by 1968

Copper smelting 

ceased early C19

First Boulton & 

Watt engine 1770

Boulton & Watt 

patents expire 

1800

1st Newcomen engine 

imported through Hayle 
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Very early use of the estuary and foreshore at Carnsew used by 
Roman and medieval trading ships and also as a start of a pilgrimage
route to Santiago de Compostela.   Early tin smelting in the Hayle area Source

1700

1710 First Newcomen engine imported through Hayle Pascoe1981

1720

1730

1740 Existing Carnsew Quay occupied by Curnow Co.   Quay built c 1740 ? LB  Description

1750 Cornish Copper Company founded 1756 moved to Hayle 1757 Vale 2009

1760 Coppertown canal excavated and dock built

1770 Hayle Foundry founded by John Harvey 1779 Vale 2009

1780

1790

1800 Boulton and watts patents expire Copper smelting ceased early 19th C

1810 South Quay built 1819 Vale 2009

1820 Causeway built 1824 LB Description

1830 Hayle made a Stannary Town  Carnsew pool and Sluices completed

Hayle Railway built  (Hayle Railway act 1834)

Vale 2009

Fairclough 2008

1840 Harvey &Co Barn built LB description

1850 West Cornwall Railway extends railway to Penzance Wigley 1972

1860

1870 Harvey & Co acquire Cornish Copper Company

1880 Great Western Railway build present viaduct across the town

1890

1900 Harvey & Co Foundry closed 1904    Former slipway altered Vale 2009 

1910

1920

1930 Former slipway altered OS maps

1940

1950

1960 Slipways filled  by 1968  buildings demolished OS maps

1970 Sluicing the harbour ceased 1972  Commercial traffic ceased 1977 Vale 2009

1980 Harvey & Co sell the port 1983  Harvey‟s Foundry demolished 1984  Vale 2009
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Background 
The settlement of Hayle is of two parts.  Copper 

House (or Copper Town) is on the east and the 

Foundry area is along Penpol Creek.  Within the 

Foundry area, Harvey & Co. had their iron foundry 

and built here an extensive ensemble of industrial 

buildings.  A rope works was established further south.  

Harvey‟s Wharf extended north from the foundry 

Above:- Two parts of Hayle shown on an OS Map of 1813 

Right:-   extract from Ordnance Survey Plan of 1813 

Foundry buildings of the 

Cornish Copper Company 

Foundry buildings of Harvey & Co. 

Appendix  H 

Industrial genesis of South Quay 

 
 

Foundry buildings of Harvey & Co. 

Curnow‟s Wharf at 

Carnsew Channel 

Curnow‟s Wharf 
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along the west side of Penpol Creek into the estuary.  
The Harvey‟s foundry was separated from its wharf, 

first in c.1824/6 by the construction of the Turnpike 

Road what is now Carnsew Road.   Some ten years 

later, the foundry was divided again by the 

construction of the viaduct of the West Cornwall 

Railway. 

 

At the time of the closure of Harvey‟s Foundry in 

1904, the ensemble was an extensive collection of 

substantial industrial buildings.  Some surviving 

foundry buildings spread some 200 metres south of 

the viaduct and west of Foundry Square. 

 

To the east of the main road in the commercial 

centre of the Foundry area are a number of 

freestanding substantial commercial buildings, 

including banks, Post Office and an hotel.  Further 

Rope works Foundry buildings of Harvey & Co. Above:- surviving foundry buildings near Foundry Square 

Left:-   extract from Ordnance Survey Plan of 1908 
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east and south of the square are terraces of small 

houses.  These can be seen on the Ordnance Survey 

maps of 1879 and 1908.   More recently, high 

residential buildings have been built on the site of 

part of the former Foundry ensemble. 

 

South Quay 
Much of the present South Quay was built by the 

foundry and mine merchant, Harveys & Co. in 1819 

after many years of obstruction by a rival company.   

 

By 1780, Harvey & Co had built a canal to allow ships 

to reach their foundry by deepening and widening 

Penpol Creek. 1   The new wharf was built alongside 

the Creek and its shape was determined by a reef of 

Killas rock with a strike approximately north 

northwest.  On this outcrop, the quay was founded. 2  

The 1828 plan shows the quay was built across a 

track over the sands and this passed through a 

tunnel. 3   

 

An early plan of the centre of Hayle of 1828 4 shows 

the quay in its original form extending from a point 

near Foundry Square into the deeper water of the 

estuary. The quay is an impressive structure of a 

quarter of a mile long (440 yards = 402.6 m) and 

some six metres above the bed of the estuary.  

 

This structure was known first as Harvey‟s Wharf.   

Land on the west side of the wharf was owned by 

others. Harvey & Co had not been able to secure 

access on the land at the nearby and existing 

Carnsew Quay. This had been used by rival 

                                            
1  Edmund Vale . 2009, p.50 

2  Edmund Vale, 1966 (2009), pp.128 & 134 

3  This was filled in during the 19th Century.  Vale, 2009, p.128 

4  Edmund Vale, 2009, p.129 

companies until Harvey & Co. bought this property in 

1868 and 1875.  5  The present South Quay is an 

amalgam of Harvey‟s Wharf and some of the land 

around Carnsew Dock  

 

On the west boundary of the Wharf and in the 

adjacent shipyard around Carnsew Channel and 

Dock was an imperforate range of industrial buildings 

and shipyard wall.   This extended some 290 metres 

northwards from Carnsew Road down some two 

thirds of the centre of what is now South Quay.   

 

Early photographs show these buildings were 

generally substantial high two storey buildings and 

markedly higher than the short terrace of two storey 

cottages (now demolished) on what is now the 

property of Jewson Ltd. 

 

Maps of 1879, 1908 and 1936 show a few small 

buildings on Harvey‟s Wharf.  Close to the viaduct 

and the only entrance to the Wharf was a large 

building used by Harvey & Co. as a weighing house.   

A small building and flagstaff is shown at the north 

end of the quay. 

 

The only entrance to the adjacent shipyard west of 

Harvey‟s Wharf was from Carnsew Road and to the 

west of the entrance to Harvey‟s Wharf. Around this 

entrance were a number of industrial buildings. Much 

of the east side of South Quay (Harvey‟s Wharf) was 

used for open storage.  This was a mercantile quay 

where ore was loaded on ships and coal was 

discharged onto the quay.  Conveyors and „hutches‟ 

                                            
5  Harry Pascoe, 1981, p.72 

Entry in James William’s ‘Commercial Directory for 

Principal Market Towns in Cornwall’ 1847 

„Harvey & Co., Millers, Engineers, Iron Founders, Iron 

and Coal Merchants, Shipbuilders, Ship-owners, 

Ironmongers, Wholesale Grocers, Tea-dealers, and 

General Merchants and Ropemakers.‟ 

Above far:- plan of 1828 showing Harvey‟s Wharf 

Left:- plan of 1828 superimposed on a  contemporary plan 
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6  were used to handle and store the ore and coal.  

At the south end of the Quay was a set of „sheer 

legs‟ to lift large boilers and heavy kit and this rose 

above the railway viaduct. 

 

Up until the end of the 1960s, the only views over the 

quay were across the third of the structure at its north 

end but over   high piles of ore, coal or scrap metal 

that were stored there.   The line of buildings and 

                                            
6   Hutches were generally an open rectangular structure of retaining 

walls on the quay and within which ore or coal could be stored. 

These are shown on the Ordnance Survey Plans of 1879 and 1908 

shipyard wall prevented most of the views across at 

the quay at its south end. 

 

Some views west across the quay would have been 

possible from Penpol Terrace.   However, this road 

was built after 1826 by the Cornish Copper Company 

and after Harvey‟s Wharf, the Causeway and the 

Turnpike road what is now Carnsew Road had been 

built.   After 1837, a railway ran along the length of 

the wharf with additional sidings at the south end.  A 

branch line extended to the west onto land at 

Carnsew Quay, which is owned now by Jewson Ltd.  

Above:- Extract from the 1908 OS Map Note the retaining wall on the east side of Carnsew
Channel has been revised anda additional weigh has been introduced.

Above:- Extract from the 1879 OS Map Note the curved retaining wall on the east side of
Carnsew Channel
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Carnsew Slipways 

On the west side of ‘Harvey’s Quay’, a footpath is 

shown, then a slipway and an area marked „timber 

pound‟. 7  West of this pound is a dock marked 

„Carnsew Channel‟.  The timber pound was a strand 

where rafts of timber could be floated ashore on a 

high tide. 8    Harvey‟s Wharf was constructed 

alongside this then existing slipway ensemble.  

 

South of Carnsew Channel and Carnsew Dock was a 

shipyard with slipways and a graving dock. These 

features are shown on the Ordnance Survey plan of 

1879 and this records the quay a few years after 

Harvey & Co. had bought the Carnsew land 

adjacent to Harvey‟s Wharf.  Shipbuilding had taken 

place here before Harvey built his wharf alongside.  

 

Shipbuilding took place in all ports and suitable 

estuaries around the Cornwall coast.  9  10  A drawing 

of 1810 and discussed by Edmund Vale shows a 

‘Barge in Building’ on the site of the slipway recorded 

on the 1828 plan. This indicates that shipbuilding was 

undertaken at Carnsew before the construction of 

South Quay.   

 

The „Channel Pilot‟, of 1865 11 refers to Hayle Harbour 

containing a graving dock that „can admit a vessel 

of 250 long’ and because of its size, this must be part 

of the Carnsew ensemble.   As well as shipbuilding, 

the weighs or slipways will have been used for 

graving, careening and repair of ships and then in 

the 20th Century for ship breaking.   These weighs will 

have been used by the fleets of coastal trading 

                                            
7  Edmund Vale, 2009, p.318 

8  Edmund Vale, 2009, p.129 

9  John Ferguson, 2000, p.63 

10  Edmund Vale , 2009, p.292 

11  John King, R.N., 1863, p.29 

companies as well as the local fishing fleet and other 

visiting vessels.  Vale notes „much repair work‟ was 

being undertaken in the shipyard in 1886. 12  

Accordingly, work in the Carnsew slipway ensemble 

was one of a number of activities in Hayle Harbour 

ensemble. 13    

 

Ordnance Survey Maps show a sequence of slipways 

of different shapes and sizes at Carnsew.   The 

Ordnance Survey map of 1879 shows a short and 

narrow slipway.  This was extended by 1908 when a 

second weigh had been introduced close to the 

west side of South Quay. 14 However, none of these 

arrangements encroached into Harvey‟s Quay.   

 

Photographs of 1891 show a timber-retaining wall on 

the east side of the slipway and these were in place 

still in 1931.  15 The1936 OS map shows no retaining 

walls and an apparent reduced slipway ensemble 

and by 1968, the Carnsew slipway ensemble had 

been filled in.  

 

Changes to the slipways reflect an expansion of the 

activities of Harvey and Co. to include shipbuilding. 

However, Harvey‟s shipbuilding here was after 1875. 

The company wished then to keep the work force 

employed at a time when the manufacture of steam 

engines had practically ceased and after Harveys 

had bought the assets of the Cornish Copper 

Company and this included the land around 

Carnsew Dock.  

 

                                            
12  Edmund Vale , 2009, 312 
13 Another slipway was part of the Copperhouse Dock on which the 

Cornish Copper Company built a few vessels.  The present slipway is 

near the Harbour Masters office. 

14  Vale indicates that the new slipway was built about 1890. p.318 

15  Northamptonshire Archaeology, 2010, p.12 

Above:-  A view of the harbour in 1931 shows HMS Bristol 

waiting to be broken up.  Two slipways are visible .  

Source: Harry Pascoe, 2005, „The Book of Hayle‟, p.120.  

Above:- The SS Ramleh under construction in 1891.    In the 

foreground and on the right of the picture are the granite 

walls of Carnsew Quay and these survive.  Source: Edmund 

Vale, 2009, p.230 
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Some of these ships were built for Harvey‟s own 

coastal trading fleet.  However, ships were built for 

others.  In 1876, the Company built a steam powered 

fishing vessel, the ‘Patmos‟ for an owner in St Ives.  16   

The „SS Ramleh’ built in 1891 was the largest ship built 

by Harvey & Co. and the largest vessel from Cornwall 

and this was built for a client in Liverpool.  17   

 

Following the First World War, South Quay and 

Carnsew Dock were used for importing coal and 

timber.  18   The adjacent Carnsew slipways were 

used for ship breaking and the scrap metal was 

taken to South Wales for recycling.  This activity 

continued from the 1920s to the 1970s. 19   

                                            
16  Keith Harris, 2005, p.57 

17  Harry Pascoe, 2005, p.109 

18  Edmund Vale, 2009, p.325 

19  Harry Pascoe, 2005, p. 119 

Whilst, the 1936 Ordnance Survey map appears to 

show a reduced ensemble of slipways the aerial 

photographs of 1942 and 1946 show two slipways 

were again in use.  20 

 

The aerial photograph of 1931 shows ships being 

broken up alongside South Quay.  Buildings can be 

seen along the west side of the quay.  These were 

removed by the 1970s.  The slipways were generally 

filled before 1968 and by 1975, the fill extended to 

the line along the Carnsew Channel we see today. 

 

The quay walls survive.  They are built from scoria and 

stone from different sources.  Granite is used on the 

coping on the walls.   Parts of the quay walls are in 

                                            
20  A recent archaeological investigation shows retaining walls here to 

be of timber and the floor is sand and consolidated slag. 

From a photograph of 1946 

From the 1879 Ordnance Survey map.  The slipway 
extended past Carnsew Dock.

From the 1908 Ordnance Survey Map.  All the slipways have 
been altered.

From the 1936 Ordnance Survey Map.  The slipway 
ensemble appears to have been reduced.
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bad repair, a section over the former tunnel 

collapsed in 1963 21 and a further collapse can be 

seen today.  

 

Tradition and the listed building statement maintain 

the scalloped walls of South Quay enabled a greater 

number of boats to moor along the wall.  Vale notes 

this idea, but records of an account from the former 

harbour master that the shape was defined by and 

depended on the form of the reef below.  The 

present collapse has occurred where the curves of 

                                            
21  Edmund Vale, 2009, p.134 

the retaining wall meet and at the weakest point of 

the wall. 22 

 

South Quay and the nearby Carnsew Dock are listed 

buildings.   These structures are listed buildings 

because of their „Group Value‟ as part of an 

ensemble of harbour structures that includes East 

Quay and Carnsew Quay.  Appendix F  

 

The whole of the South Quay including the land over 

the former slipways is considered here to part of the 

listed building because this lies in one curtilage.  

                                            
22  Edmund Vale , 1996, (2009) p. 134. 

South Quay in 1946 with weighs opened up again and shown below South Quay in 1968 with new buildings built over earlier slipways
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However, the condition and position of the slipway 

ensemble was not known at the time of listing and 

the slipways are not referred to in the list description.  

 

On land adjacent to South Quay, a range of 

activities took place.  These included shipbuilding 

and ship repair by other companies until land was 

bought by Harvey and Co.  For fifty years after 1920 

ship breaking took place here.  These marine 

activities are not reflected in the Outstanding 

Universal Value of the World Heritage Site.  

 

The history of South Quay concerns the use by its 

builder, Harvey & Co. as a mine merchant and 

manufacturer of steam engines.    These activities are 

reflected in the Outstanding Universal Value World 

Heritage Site.    
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The application proposals include introducing a 

bridge to link South Quay to Penpol Terrace and 

change to Isis Gardens.  These changes are on the 

line of part of the former Hayle Railway.  This feature 

no longer exists.  However, it is of some local 

significance and part of the history of the town. The 

line shapes the space around the foot of the viaduct 

and the gardens along Penpol Terrace.  

 

An Act of Parliament of June 1834 incorporated the 

Hayle Railway Company and this enabled a railway 

to be constructed from Hayle to Redruth. 23 The result 

was the Hayle Railway was built in 1837. The railway 

provided access for both of the principal companies 

and linked the harbour with the mining region to the 

                                            
23  Tony Fairclough, 2008, p.11 

Appendix   I 

The Hayle Railway 
 

Isis Gardens 
Line of the Hayle Railway south of the present railway viaduct and along Penpol Terrace.  OS map of 1876 
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east of Hayle.  The line opened in stages and from 

1837, a branch line was opened from Hayle to 

Portreath.  Passengers were carried from 1841. 24 

 

The line ran from Foundry Square around Penpol 

Creek along Penpol Terrace crossing the 

Copperhouse Sluice and along the north side of 

Copperhouse Pool.  From here, the line extended 

eastwards to Camborne via a steam drawn inclined 

plane.   Horses operated from the lower end of the 

Angarrack plane but by 1843 engines were allowed 

to negotiate this part.   

 

The railway crossed the mouth of the Copperhouse 

Pool by means of a swing bridge and then across the 

mouth of the sluice alongside North Quay.  This 

limited access to Copperhouse Pool to small lighters 

and other craft.   Larger vessels used the quays in the 

main estuary.  

 

Unlike other mineral lines, locomotives were used 

here from the beginning.  In 1838, the Copperhouse 

Foundry built its first locomotive, „The Cornubia’ and 

this was probably the first locomotive to be made in 

Cornwall.  25 

 

In 1846, the Hayle Railway was taken over by the 

West Cornwall Railway and in 1852; its main line was 

built linking Hayle to Penzance across the town on a 

timber viaduct designed by Isambard Kingdom 

                                            
24  John Vaughan,2009, p.125 

25  Tony Fairclough, 2008, p.12 

Brunel.  26   This was 253.45m (831feet) long and 

10.37m (34feet) high. 27  

Seven years later the line was linked to the east with 

a connection to Truro and the Cornwall Railway.  The 

Great Western Railway took over the line in 1888.  The 

timber structure had been replaced two years earlier 

with stone piers. 28  

 

Lines of the first Hayle Railway served the quays with 

horse drawn wagons o a narrow gauge track.  From 

1852, a steep spur line was introduced just west of 

the present station to descend steeply to the 

wharves in Hayle Harbour. This linked up with the 

original railway lines including the line opposite 

Penpol Terrace and later extending north of 

Copperhouse Creek to serve other industrial activities 

including a local gasworks and the later coal-fired 

power station and the explosives factory. 29  

 

The original station was at Foundry Square.   

Proposals in 1852 to link the station to the new 

viaduct with a lift were abandoned in favour of a 

new station at the east end of the viaduct.  The 

original station survived as an Institute up until the 

end of World War II. 30   

 

Remnants of railway lines survive in roads at North 

Quay.  However, the line along Penpol Terrace and 

at Foundry Square is gone and replaced by 

municipal gardens so the significance is diminished. 

                                            
26  Edward Wigley, 1972,  pp.98-100 

27  Dr L.G.Booth, 1976, p.127 

28  Dr L.G.Booth, 1976, p.127 

29  John Vaughan, 2009, p.126 

30  Edward Wigley, 1972, p.100 

 Line of Railway along Penpol Terrace looking north 

 Line of Railway along Penpol Terrace looking south 
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HAYLE                           SW 5437-5537 10/104    

 

South Quay, including south-east - side of 

Carnsew Dock    GV II 

Quay walls. Circa 1819. Built for Harvey and 

Company (Henry Harvey). Granite and killas rubble, 

granite ashlar, copper slag blocks and granite 

dressings.  Walls to 3 sides of a peninsular wharf, the 

long side facing north east and forming one side of a 

long narrow harbour.  Walls are scalloped on plan 

possibly to allow boats to lie alongside.  The north 

west wall is also part of Carnsew dock.  This dock was 

designed so that accumulated silt could be sluiced 

out at intervals by releasing a large volume of 

dammed-up water.  The walls are slightly battered 

and have dressed granite copings.  On December 

the 27th 1834 there was a ceremonial opening of the 

sluices when the mine's adventurers and other 

customers and friends of the Company were invited 

to breakfast at The White Hart Hotel q.v.   Sources: 

The Harveys of Hayle, by Edmund Vale; The Cornish 

Copper Company, by W.H. Pascoe;  Hayle Town Trail 

by Brian Sullivan.  

 

 
 

 

Appendix  J    

Description of the Listed Buildings 
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HAYLE                              HAYLE SW 5437-5537 10/105 

Carnsew Quay - GV II 

 

 Quay walls.  Circa 1740, extended early C19. 

Granite and elvan rubble with granite dressings, 

some granite ashlar ; iron cramps to copings.  Plan: 

Causeway quay which forms a barrier damming 

water behind it between tides so that it could be 

released through sluices to remove silt from the 

estuary channels.  One sluice between the neck of 

the quay Carnsew Dock and South Quay q.v. is now 

blocked ; the other sluice is fed by a 2-span bridge 

opening and the water flows under a projecting 

sluice quay through 4 openings. Quay walls opposite 

South Quay are scalloped on plan and have 2 

loading bays.  The walls are battered and on the 

estuary side have dressed granite copings. The walls 

surrounding the exit sluices are granite ashlar and the 

openings are spanned by granite lintels.  The inner 

walls of the quay are random rubble.  The entrance 

to the sluices is 2 spans of round arches with rubble 

voussoirs.  On December the 27th 1834 there was a 

ceremonial opening of the sluices when the mines 

adventurers and other customers and friends of the 

Company were invited to a breakfast at the White 

Hart Hotel. Source:  The Harveys of Hayle, by Edmund 

Vale; Hayle Town Trail by Brian Sullivan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HAYLE                           HAYLE SW 5437-5537 10/103 

East Quay - GV II  

 

Quay walls.  Early C19. Built for The Cornish Copper 

Company.  Granite ashlar, copper slag blocks and 

granite dressings.  Walls at the sides of a peninsular 

wharf projecting north west into the Hayle Estuary. 

The walls partly enclose 2 narrow harbours, one to 

the south west and one- to the north east.  Flight of 

landing steps at the round north end.  Walls are 

scalloped on plan probably to allow boats to lie 

alongside.  The harbours enclosed by these walls and 

by South Quay q.v. were built in such a way that 

accumulated silt could be sluiced out at intervals by 

releasing a large volume of water.   This quay was 

built shortly after Harveys quay (South Quay q.v.) 

following a bitter feud between the 2 rival 

companies of Harvey and Co. and The Cornish 

Copper Company. Sources: The Cornish Copper 

Company, by W.H. Pascoe; The Harveys of Hayle, by 

Edmund Vale; Hayle Town Trail, by Brian Sullivan.  

 

 

 

 

  

HAYLE                           HAYLE SW 5537 

Former Harvey’s timber store and drying shed  -  II  

 

Timber store and drying shed.  Built circa mid C19 for 

Harvey and Co; altered late C20.  Granite and brick.  

Hipped and gable ended roof re-clad in corrugated 

asbestos. L-shaped on plan, the longer SE range 10 

bays, the shorter NW range 4 bays; C20 glazed 

addition on east end. 

 

Single storey.   10 and 4bay open and north east 

fronts with square dressed granite piers, the four bays 

at east end glazed in C20.  The rear wall is stone 

rubble with brick superstructure above pierced by 

ventilation holes. 

 

Listing NGR  SW5563337214 
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The Goonevan Engine is a Grade 11* listed Cornish 

Beam engine.    The engine was built 1863 by Harvey 

&Co. in Hayle.  It was last used at the Goonvean 

China Clay site near St Austell.  But has been 

dismantled with a view to relocating to Hayle and 

rebuilding on a suitable site.  

 

The application proposals for South Quay reserve a 

place to reconstruct the Goonvean Engine.   The site 

is adjacent to the north side of the railway viaduct 

and close to the Harvey Foundry where it was made. 

 

The sketches on the left illustrate a possible 

arrangement for the reconstructed structure. 

 

 

From the listed building description: 

‘The beam engine was built in the 1860s by Harveys 

of Hayle and originally situated in an engine house in 

St Agnes.   The engine was moved here from Goon 

Innis mine, St Agnes in 1910.   The existing beam was 

cast in 1928 to replace one that broke.   The new 

(1928) beam was cast by Holmans of Cambourne 

and it is reputedly the last in the world to be cast.  

The boilers have been removed.    Only 6 Cornish 

beam engines survive and a few more exist outside 

the country.  This is a rare early example.’  

Source:  SMR.- Trounson, J. H.,  „Mining in Cornwall‟,  

Vol. II.  

 

 

 

 

  

Appendix  K 

 The Goonvean Engine 
 

The Goonvean Engine in position at a quarry at Goonvean 
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In August 2010, Northamptonshire Archaeology 

undertook an investigation of the east wall of the 

Carnsew slipway ensemble by excavating seven 

trenches.  The objective of the exercise was to 

determine the position of the retaining wall and to 

assess its condition.  The report of this excavation was 

submitted to ING RED in September 2010. 

 

The investigation undertook the excavation of seven 

trenches across the anticipated line of the retaining 

wall. At the same time, the archaeologists undertook 

a desktop evaluation, a map regression analysis, 

examined evidence in old photographs and 

correlated this with information from earlier borehole 

investigations. 

 

Background 

South Quay includes the 1918 Harvey‟s Wharf and an 

area of adjacent land over the former slipways at 

Carnsew Dock.   Part of the slipway ensemble lies 

outside of the land owned by ING and the 

application site.  However, within this neighbouring 

property are two former slipways and these were not 

explored as part of the archaeological commission.  

 

The sequence of available old Ordnance Survey 

Maps shows the extent and alignment of the slipways 

and their retaining walls have changed from time to 

time from 1879 to 1936.   The OS map of 1807/8 shows 

the most extensive arrangement and after this, the 

extent of the ensemble appears to have been 

reduced.  The slipways were visible in an aerial 

photograph of 1960 (Photograph 1) and had begun 

to be filled by 1968. 

 

Evidence from map regression 

The 1879 OS map shows a curved retaining wall on 

the east side of Carnsew Channel extending south.  

At its southern end is a short graving /dry dock (now 

on adjacent land owned by Jessop Ltd.]  This is likely 

to be a masonry structure because stairs are shown 

on the plan. Alongside this is a slipway shown on the 

plan with a dashed line and this suggests no retaing 

wall of any substance was found here. 

 

The 1907/1908 OS map shows a number of changes. 

The graving / dry dock which has a different shape 

and alongside is a rectangular open area has been 

created after the removal of some buildings.  The 

earlier slipway shown with the dashed line is shown 

no longer.  

 

However, a new slipway has been introduced on the 

east side of the ensemble and to achieve this length 

of the earlier wall has been removed and replaced 

with a new straighter wall.   This new retaining wall is 

shown also in a series of photographs and is shown to 

have been constructed from timber. (Photograph 2)   

  

 

Appendix L 

Archaeological  Investigation 
 

Photograph1:- aerial view of  1960 
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A photograph of 1931 show the timber was present 

then.  (Photograph 3) 31  At the north end, a short 

length of the earlier (1879) stone wall remains 

unchanged.  The present fill extends across the 

Carnsew Channel and conceals this short length of 

masonry wall. (Photograph 4) 

 

Two OS maps of 1936 show conflicting evidence of 

the arrangement and with the suggestion that by 

then some of the slipways had been filled in.  

                                            
31  Photographs 2 and 3 by courtesy of John Browne 

Above:- Extract from the 1908 OS Map Note the retaining wall on the east side of Carnsew
Channel has been revised anda additional slipwayhas been introduced.

Above:- Extract from the 1879 OS Map Note the curved retaining wall on the east side of
Carnsew Channel

Photograph2   shows the timber revetment built after 1879 Photograph 3  shows the timber revetment  in 1931 
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However, photographs of 1942 and 1946 show 

vessels being repaired where there had been earlier 

slipways.  The aerial photograph of 1946 below shows 

vessels on the strand and on the site of one of the 

former slipways shown on the earlier OS maps.  The 

photograph of 1968 shows the filling of the slipways 

underway. 

 

Conclusions from Northampton Archaeology,32  

A combination of desk-based assessment and trial 

trench evaluation has been used to establish, with 

some degree of accuracy, the character and extent 

                                            
32  Northampton Archaeology,  2010, pp.30-31] 

of the quaysides and slipways lying within the 

proposed development area. Particularly informative 

results were achieved in fulfilment of the principal 

aim of the fieldwork: to locate and characterise the 

walls buried beneath the modern in-fill along the 

western edge of South Quay. 

 

Cartographic and documentary evidence indicates 

that South Quay was constructed in the period 1817-

1818 by Harvey and Co and that three slipways were 

eventually located at the head of the Carnsew 

Channel. The most westerly of these, alongside South 

Quay, was constructed at a relatively late date, first 

appearing on Ordnance Survey maps of 1907/8. 

Some debate exists as to whether this slipway was 

Above:- Extract from the 1936 1:2500 OS Map the eastern slipwayis not shown hereAbove:- Extract from the 1879 OS Map with the changes shown on the 1908 map
superimposed

Photograph4:-  existing stone quay wall partly conceal  by 

fill 
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temporarily in-filled as it is not depicted on the 

Ordnance Survey map of 1936 but is clearly 

rendered on that of 1938 as well as appearing on 

photographs of the 1940s and 1960s. Whilst the 

evidence for this temporary in-filling remains 

equivocal, the slipway had definitely been 

permanently buried by 1968. 

 

Trenches 1-6 of the evaluation successfully located 

elements of the buried quayside and slipway, 

demonstrating that while its northern reaches were 

constructed in granite ashlar similar to the exposed 

fabric at the very end of the South Quay (observed 

in Trenches 1 and 2), a timber revetment was used 

further to the south (the change occurring 

somewhere between Trenches 2 and 3. This change 

from granite blocks to less expensive timber probably 

reflects Harvey and Co‟s weakened financial 

position when the „new‟ slipway was inserted in the 

first decade of the 20th century. 

 

South Quay in 1946 with weighs opened up again and shown below South Quay in 1968 with new buildings built over earlier slipways
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This timberwork observed in Trenches 3, 5 and 6, and 

clearly depicted on photographs of the early 19th 

century (see photographs 2 and 3), comprised 

planks retained by vertical posts, braced with cross-

timbers and tied into the quayside with iron rods. In 

Trench 6 both sides of the c 15m-wide slipway were 

located together with a base comprised of 

compacted iron slag. The western side of the slipway 

was also located in Trench 5, together with an area 

of its base. The eastern revetment, however, was not 

located and, based on the excavated evidence, 

could exist either side of Trench 4. 

The material used to in-fill the channel and former 

slipway, deposited post-1960, largely comprised brick 

and concrete building rubble, probably deriving 

from the demolition of nearby industrial buildings. Of 

the apocryphal ship buried in the slipway, there was 

no trace. Local residents claim it lies to the south-

west of the proposed development, in the former 

slipway beneath Jewson‟s builder‟s yard. 

 

The southernmost trench, Trench 7, was located to 

evaluate the projected south-east corner of the 

middle slipway whose defining walls were, on the 

Trench 1 revealed  stone walls similar to the visible walls of 

the quay further o the north 

Above right:- the location of the trenches superimposed on 

OS map of 1879 with outline of 1908 slipways added. 
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basis of photographic evidence, constructed in 

stone. The walls, however, were not present; instead 

concrete beams and probable machine bases were 

found which relate to industrial buildings built of the 

1960s. As such the slipway fabric, if it survives, would 

appear to lie a short distance to the west of the 

trench. 

 

For the most part the trenches were positioned too 

close to the edge of the quayside to pick up the 

buildings depicted by the historic maps of the 

period. Evidence for the construction of the quayside 

itself was, however, revealed in each of the 

trenches; clean sand was consistently observed at 

depth and the surface of the quay constructed over 

layers of clinker, slag, ash and stone. 

 

The slipways adjacent to Carnsew Dock are part of a 

large number of slipways around Hayle Harbour 

including those at Coppertown and North Quay. 

These slipways were an essential part of a busy port 

and they supported the trading and fishing fleets 

that used the harbour. Whilst the wider mining 

landscape is a designated World Heritage Site, and 

the importance of transport is recognised in that 

designation, the shipbuilding industry is not included 

as an integral associated industry and the slipways‟ 

importance is more by association with the WHS than 

as a specific part of it.”  

 

 

 

  

Trench 2 exposed the stone quay wall which is 
similar to the visible wall further to the north

Trench 3 exposed the 
remains of the

timber revetment

Trench 4 revealed no quay
walls or the timber 

revetment

Trench 5 revealed slipway timbers and a base of 
compacted slag

Trench 6 revealed timber 
walls at east and west 

ends of the trench

Trench 7 revealed no walls 
or timber revetments 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Brief 

A harbour wall condition survey was required to provide information for the preliminary stages of the 

harbour renovation: to repair and stabilise all harbour walls. Buro Happold Engineers were 

commissioned to carry out a visual inspection and photographic survey of the harbour walls. 

The survey was carried out between the 24th November and the 10th December 2004.   

In April 2009, Buro Happold Engineers undertook a further photographic survey record to 

supplement this main survey. Future proposals will include a re-survey of all the quay walls 2 to 3 

months prior to the commencement of any repair works to ensure that the specification is kept up to 

date. 

1.2 Description of the wall 

Within Hayle Harbour the length of wall frontage totals over 1700m. With the exception of a short 

stretch of steel piled wall in the South Quay, all walls are of masonry construction. The masonry 

comprises various types of blockwork, including granite, scoria, ashlar and randomly coarsed 

stonework.  

Sections of the harbour wall date back to the 19th Century, during which the harbour developed to 

support the tin and copper mining industries. By 1842, after the construction of a significant number 

of new quays, the shape of Hayle Harbour, as we know it now, was largely complete. The latter half 

of the 20th century saw the engineering and harbour gradually fall into decline, at one point being 

closed to commercial shipping. After many decades of neglect much of the harbour wall is now in a 

poor state. In 1964 a collapsed section of the South Quay was replaced with a tied sheet pile wall 

and in 2005 another collapsed section of South Quay was rebuilt. Localised repairs and wall 

strengthening have been attempted at certain locations during recent years. There are currently two 

major breaches to the harbour wall, on the South and East quays.      

1.3 Using this report 

The location of each surveyed section of wall can be easily identified by referring to the pull out 

orientation map at the back of this report (Section 9). 
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2 Methodology 

The harbour wall condition survey consisted of a visual inspection and detailed photographic survey 

of the wall. The survey was carried out between the 17th November and the 10th December 2004. 

A supplementary photographic survey was carried out between 6th April and the 9th April 2009 from a 

hoarbour location across the water from the section of wall of interest. 

The harbour walls included in the condition survey were first identified and then separated into the 

following sections: North Quay and North Quay (Eastern), South Quay, East Quay, Carnsew Wharf 

and Carnsew Quay, as indicated in drawing C010, Section 9. 

A chainage system was set up for each of the above harbour sections, as shown in drawing C010.  

The chainage along each section was measured at the top of the wall and marked at ten metre 

intervals. Chainage was painted near the top of the wall face to aid identification of photographs.  

At low tide a significant area of the foreshore is exposed along the harbour wall and is generally firm 

enough to access on foot. A proportion of the wall inspection was therefore undertaken with an 

engineer at the base of the wall, partnered by an assistant at the top of the wall. However, inspection 

in this manner was not possible for East Quay, parts of South Quay, Carnsew Wharf and Carnsew 

Quay. 

Inspection date, time, weather and tidal conditions were recorded for each 10m chainage interval. 

Wall type was identified, and the general condition was recorded. Wall depth was measured and 

recorded at each 10m chainage. 

The 2004 wall condition survey included the identification and measurement of missing blocks, 

cracks, vegetation, open joints, and surface erosion. Evidence of settlement and movement was also 

recorded. Other wall features were identified and described, including outfalls, ladders, fenders, and 

facing plates. Chainage and depth from the top of wall was measured and recorded for each feature.       

Digital photographs were taken of 10m sections of the wall. Where possible, photography was 

undertaken on land, from a harbour location across the water from the section of wall of interest. 

Additional photographs were taken of certain details and surface features. It should be noted that 

generally the 2004 photographs were carried out at a different time from the wall condition survey. 

The visual survey was carried out from foreshore level and did not include any intrusive investigation 

of the structure of the wall or testing of materials.  

Access to the top of the wall was restricted in some locations due to extensive vegetation. In a 

number of locations moored boats obscured areas of the wall from view.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reported delineation of Quay lengths  

North Quay 

North Quay (Eastern) 

South Quay 

East Quay 

Carnsew Wharf 

Carnsew Quay 
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3 Dockwall History 

The first quay to be constructed at Hayle was South Quay which was completed circa 1819 and was 

previously known as Foundry Quay. 

East Quay and North Quay are understood to have been constructed circa 1834. 

At the same time at East and North Quay, Carnsew Pool was constructed and it is reasonable to 

assume that Carnsew Pool and Carnsew Wharf were also constructed at this time. 

The docks were owned and managed by Harveys until relatively recent times. 

The Hayle Harbour Company was established in 1988 with statutory powers effective from 1989. 

 

The majority of quays are masonry gravity structures which resist overturning and sliding forces 

occasioned by soil, water and surcharge pressures behind the wall. 

Some attempts appear to have been made to increase wall stability at Carnsew Wharf and an 

isolated section of North Quay by providing tie backs. 

Following collapse of a section of masonry wall on South Quay circa 1964 a sheet piled wall was 

constructed. 

A section of North Quay has a timber jetty as a berthing facility for a fuel distribution depot situated 

near the Harbour Masters office. Fuel vessels ceased using this facility circa 1975. 
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6 South Quay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Panaramic photograph of the northeast length of South Quay 

 

 

Collapsed section of wall between chainages 230 to 275m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collapsed wall at the northern end of South Quay (chainage 480 – 490m). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

South Quay wall collapse (chainage 480 – 490m) 2004 – Now repaired (refer Page 116)
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 0 – 10m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very Poor  Poor 0-3.2m Fair 3.2-10m Good  Very Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild/Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: HW +3.00 

Inspection Time: 1055 Average Height of Section: 3.1m 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

8.50   2.13 - 

3.29 

Dimensions of rectangular flap valve only seen in closed 

position [1.65 wide x 1.16 deep flap valve] 

6.10  - SWEB double covers 1.5 from wall edge  

7.90  - Centre-line rusted handrails above sluice  

7.90  - Centre-line top hung flap gate 

0-2.60  - Diagonal crack extending to surface of free standing 

wall, 2.34m high above general quay level 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

9.5m  0.3 Vertical crack (minor) 

2.0-3.2m  0-2.05 Very open diagonal crack  

0.5m   Block missing at base 
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Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 10 – 20m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very Poor  Poor  Fair  Good  Very Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: HW +2.42 

Inspection Time: 1040 Average Height of Section: 3.8m 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

10 - 13   Open joints immediately below coping stones 

16 - 20   Open joints immediately below coping stones 

13  0 – 1.10 Vertical crack 

13  2.30 & 

below 

Random open joints 
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Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 20 – 30m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very Poor  Poor  Fair  Good  Very Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW +2.32 

Inspection Time: 1030 Average Height of Section: 4.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

23  3.45 Invert level of large culvert approx 1.5m dia. 

Concrete frame & penstock & screen. 

Penstock appears always to be in raised position. 

Sheet piled sill extends 2.8m outwards from wall 4.5 O/A 

width. 

23   Galvanised handrails fixed to top edge of quay, 2.1m 

wide 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

26.5-30  1.90 & 

below 

Randomly spaced open joints 1.90 to bottom 

29.50   Thin rusty handrails and remains of spindle is badly bent.  
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Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 30 – 40m 

Overall Grading:        

 Very Poor  Poor  Fair  Good  Very Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW +2.39 

Inspection Time: 1037 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

30m  4.5m 225 pipe with penstock open (rusted) 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

34.5m  0.5m Missing block possibly drainage hole 

30 – 40m   Randomly spaced open joints to bottom 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 40 – 50m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW  +2.37 

Inspection Time: 1035 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

48.50   Galvanised Mild Steel ladder 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

59.5m  0.40 Missing block possibly for drainage 

40 – 50m  2.30 Generally random open joints below this level 

    

   Boat in way 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 50 – 60m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Poor 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW +2.17 

Inspection Time: 1015 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

50.20   Aluminium ladder (temporary) 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

56.5  0.3,1.2,1.6 Missing blocks immediately below coping & open joints 

59 – 60  0 – 2.30 Generally open joints 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 60 – 70m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Poor 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW  +3.02 

Inspection Time: 1100 Average Height of Section: 5.10 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

61.60   Mild Steel circular runged ladder, made of old scaffold 

tube 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:   

Chainage Item Depth Description 

60 - 70   Open joint generally under coping stones 

63  2.30 Missing block 

  around 

2.90 

Seaweed line 

60 - 70  1.30 & 

below 

Generally open joints 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 70 – 80m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Poor 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW +3.08 

Inspection Time: 1106 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

74  0.55 100m diameter pipe 

73  1.90 Rectangular block missing possibly old drainage hole 

72.70   Mild steel scaffold tube type ladder 

    

     

Condition Defects:   

Chainage Item Depth Description 

73-79  0.3 Open joints immediately under coping 

74  top - 1.0 More recent repairs in this area 

76-787  0-1.6 Randomly spaced open joints 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 80 – 90m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW+2.12 

Inspection Time: 1010 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   General notes:  

Some granite coping stones have metal braces across 

adjacent stones. 

Generally iron stakes or similar means are used for tying 

up boats. Only old bollards recorded.  

85   Aluminium temporary ladder 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Generally good section with randomly spaced open joints 

   Boat in way 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 90 – 100m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW +3.17 

Inspection Time: 1115 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

90 - 100  0 – 1.0 Vegetation at isolated sections along wall 

99 - 100   Open joints immediately below coping blocks 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 100 – 110m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW +3.27 

Inspection Time: 1125 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

105.50  2.1 Iron strengthener at face of wall (230 wide) 

101.50   Mild steel ladder with handrails above quay level (held by 

iron stake) 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

102  1.6 Block missing 

102-105  1.6-2.8 Open joints 

108  1.0 Missing block 

105  0.3 Missing block 

109.5 - 110  0.4 Missing blocks below coping 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 110 – 120m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.30 

Inspection Time: 1128 Average Height of Section: 4.9 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

110-110.5  0.4 Missing blocks below coping 

    

   A few random open joints on this section 

   Boat in way 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 120 – 130m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.07 

Inspection Time: 1005 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

121  0.4 150mm diameter pipe 

127.2   Rusted mild steel ladder 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

120 - 130  0 – 1.4 Top section of wall more recent repairs, but still some 

open joints 

124 & 125   Particular vertical cracks 

123  1.60 Large block missing 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 130 – 140m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.57 

Inspection Time: 0955 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

137   Mild steel ladder very wobbly, unsafe. 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

130 - 135  1.3 Semi open joints 

135 - 138  1.3 Rendered repaired section 

135  0.4 Missing block with vegetation 

130 - 140   Random open joints throughout whole section 

  3.2 Seaweed line 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 140 – 150m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.34 

Inspection Time: 1132 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

147.5  0.55 150mm diameter pipe 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Generally good wall section for age 

   Randomly spaced open joints 

   Vegetation just below top of wall 
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2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 150 – 160m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.37 

Inspection Time: 1135 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

159.5  0.20 150mm diameter pipe 

151.0   Aluminium ladder, very movable, in poor state 

151.7   Rusted galvanised mild steel ladder, very movable, in 

poor state 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Minor randomly spaced open joints 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 160 – 170m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.42 

Inspection Time: 1140 Average Height of Section: 5.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

166   Steel scaffold type ladder 

   

   

 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

163 - 170  0 – 1.70 Vegetation just below top of wall, recent patching along 

upper section 

161 - 162  0 – 1.70 Vertical open joint 

    

   Boat in way 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 170 – 180m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.48 

Inspection Time: 1146 Average Height of Section: 5.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

177  0.6 100mm diameter pipe 

173   

   

Scaffold type ladder, wobbly, with lifting davit alongside 

made up of scaffold tube - poor condition 

177   Centreline of sunken area behind granite coping stones 

2.8m long x 1m wide 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

170 - 180  1.70 Recently repointed on upper section 

   Vegetation needs clearing mainly under coping 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 180 – 190m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.357 

Inspection Time: 1155 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

181 - 190 Surface feature  Circular hole and sunken area 5.5m long x 1.5m approx.  

   Generally sunken area over this section (180-190) 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

189 - 190  1.10 

   

Open joints  

Vegetation see image. 

Pointing required below coping stones 
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2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 190 – 200m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.58 

Inspection Time: 1156 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

190 - 200   Generally sunken area behind coping stones typically 2 -

3m wide 

190.0   

   

Mild steel ladder (painted red) 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

190 - 191  0 – 1.10 Open joints 

    

   Vegetation and open joints immediately below coping 

    

   Boat in way 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 200 – 210m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW +4.04 

Inspection Time: 1202 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

203   Galvanised mild steel ladder 

200 - 210   Generally depressed / sunken area behind coping stones, 

typically 2m wide, max. 3m 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

209.5 - 210   Coping block missing 

   Vegetation (see image)  

Open joints below coping stones 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 210 – 220m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 4.07 

Inspection Time: 1205 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

210   Missing coping stones (width 1.4m) 

212   Rusty mild steel ladder 

210 - 220   Generally depressed sunken area behind coping stones, 

typically 2m width, max. 3m 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

210 – 210.8   Top coping stone missing  

   Coping vegetation below, needs repointing 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 220 – 230m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 4.12 

Inspection Time: 1210 Average Height of Section: 5.15 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

221.0   Missing coping stone 1.25m width with adjacent 

depression. 

222.8   Painted mild steel ladder 

220 - 230   Generally depressed / sunken area behind coping stones. 

Typically 2 – 3m width 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

220.2 – 201.2   Coping stone missing 

Joints below coping stone vegetated / open, need 

repointing 

200 – 201.5  0 – 1.20 Blocks missing & open joints 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 230 – 240m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 4.14 

Inspection Time: 1212 Average Height of Section: 5.15 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

235.0   Unsafe rusted mild steel ladder, top stringers badly bent 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

231 - 240   Open joints below coping / vegetation 

Wall gets progressively worse with displacement until 

present breach is reached 

Appears to slope downwards towards breach 

239   Vertical crack 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 240 – 250m 

Overall Grading: No O/A 

grading 
      

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions:  

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions:  

Inspection Time:  Average Height of Section: 4.90 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Breach in wall, see images 

   Wall breach extends back to approx. 17.5m to furthest 

point from face of wall 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 250 – 260m 

Overall Grading: No O/A 

grading 
      

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions:  

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions:  

Inspection Time:  Average Height of Section: Breach N/A 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Breach extends back from line of wall to 17.5m approx. 

at max. 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Breach in wall (see images) 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 260 – 270m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 

268.5 – 

270 
Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions:  

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions:  

Inspection Time:  Average Height of Section: Breach N/A 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Breach extends back from projected line of wall to 

maximum of 17.5m approx. 

    

267 - 270   Significant depression behind wall 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 270 – 280m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.59 

Inspection Time: 1050 Average Height of Section: 5.20 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

272  0.3 100mm diameter pipe 

270 – 272.5   Significant depression behind wall 

275   Rusty scaffold type ladder 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation, open joints below coping, all copings have 

metal pins in this area  

270 - 277  1.30 – 

1.70 

Horizontal crack, some recent repairs on top 1m approx 

of wall 

277  1.00 Block missing 

   Randomly spaced open joints throughout 

    

   Boat in way – lower sections not surveyed 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 280 – 290m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.09 

Inspection Time: 1100 Average Height of Section: 5.3 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

  1.00 

approx 

General repairs, recent? 

280 - 290   Open joints below coping 

282  0.4 Missing block 

  2.90 General seaweed line 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 290 – 300m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.11 

Inspection Time: 1102 Average Height of Section: 5.3 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

297   Wooden ladder 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

290 - 300   Vegetation below coping stone 

290 - 300   Some randomly spaced open joints 

    

    

   Boat in way 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 300 – 310m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.13 

Inspection Time: 1104 Average Height of Section: 5.3 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

308   Missing coping stone 1.4m length  

300 - 310   Generally sunken behind coping stones 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

300 - 310   Vegetation below coping stones 

308   Missing coping stone, 1.35m 

   Randomly spaced occasional open joints  
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 310 – 320m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.15 

Inspection Time: 1106 Average Height of Section: 5.4 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

313   Galvanised mild steel ladder 

317.5   Coping stone missing 1.4m length 

310 - 320   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

310-320   Vegetation / open joints below coping stones, few / 

occasional open joints  

317.7   Missing coping stone 1.30 wide 

    

   Boat in way 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 320 – 330m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor  
 Poor  Fair  Good   

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.19 

Inspection Time: 1110 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

327   Aluminium ladder 

328   Step in coping stone 

320 - 330   Generally sunken behind wall  

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation below coping, open joints 

327.50   1.40m wide gap in coping, probably may have been 

drainage outlet  

   Few minor open joints on this section 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 330 – 340m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor  
 Poor  Fair  Good   

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.20 

Inspection Time: 1111 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

337.0   Davit bolted to coping stone 

338.0   Wooden ladder 

330 - 340   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation below coping, open joints 

337.50   Missing coping 1.20 (removed for ladder) 

    

   Some open joints throughout 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 340 – 350m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.24 

Inspection Time: 1115 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

340 - 350   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation / open joints under coping 

340 - 350  1.30 Recent repairs for full length 

  below 

1.30 

Some open joints, mainly horizontal 
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2004 

 

2009

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 350 – 360m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor  
 Poor  Fair  Good   

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.27 

Inspection Time: 1118 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

350   Scaffold type ladder 

357.5   Missing coping stone (1.1m length) 

350 - 360   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

350 - 360  0 – 1.30 Recent repairs 

357.5   Missing coping stone 1.1m wide 

357  1.0 Open horizontal joint  

350 - 358  below 1.3 Generally some horizontal open joints  

    

   Boat in front 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 360 – 370m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor  
 Poor  Fair  Good   

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Cloudy, colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.30 

Inspection Time: 1121 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

365   Very rusty mild steel ladder 

367.70 - 370   Missing coping stone 1.10 wide 

360 - 370   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation / open joints below coping 

365 – 367   Small bulge in wall, i.e. looking on plan 

   Occasional open joints 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 370 – 380m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.37 

Inspection Time: 1128 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

374.5   Aluminium ladder 

    

370 - 380   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation / open joints  under coping  

372 & 378  1.10 2 large metal plates 

   Generally randomly spaced open joints 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 380 – 390m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 

Poor 

masonry 
 Fair  

Good 

Sheet 

piled wall 

 
Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.44 

Inspection Time: 1135 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

383.70   Sheet piled wall with concrete coping commences 

387.0   Mild steel ladder 

380 - 390   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

380 – 383.70   Vegetation crack below coping   

383  1.10 Large metal plate 

380 – 383.70   Randomly spaced open joint 

383.70 - 390   Sheet piled wall 

    

   Boat in front 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 390 – 400m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.45 

Inspection Time: 1136 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Sheet piled wall 

390 - 400   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 400 – 410m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.48 

Inspection Time: 1139 Average Height of Section: 5.7 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

400 - 410   Anchored Sheet piled wall 

 

401   Davit 

400 – 410   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

400 – 

408.5 

   

   Large boat in the way from 402m chainage 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 410 – 420m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor  
 Poor  Fair  Good   

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.51 

Inspection Time: 1142 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Sheet piled wharf 

410 - 415   Generally sunken behind wall 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 420 – 430m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 

Poor 

masonry 
 

Fair 

Sheet 

piles 

 Good  
Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 2.59 

Inspection Time: 1150 Average Height of Section: 5.5 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

421.70   Sheet piled wall ends 

420.5   Mild steel ladder – useless / dangerous 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

420 – 421.7   Sheet piled wall, some spalling at end of concrete 

capping beam (minor) 

421.70 - 430   Masonry wall 

427.5  0.90 Missing blocks 

421.70   Randomly spaced open joints generally below 1m and 

particularly at Ch 427.5 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 430 – 440m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.01 

Inspection Time: 1152 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

433   Rusty mild steel ladder 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation / open joints under coping  

434.5   Minor bulge in plan 

434  0.4 Hole / block missing, probably drainage hole 

436   Coping gone replaced by rough concrete 

  0.4 – 1.0 Blocks missing  

   Generally open joints  

430 - 435  1.4 Some previous repairs over part of wall 

440  2.0 Blocks missing 

   Signs of previous movement 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 440 – 450m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.07 

Inspection Time: 1115 Average Height of Section: 5.7 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

410 - 415   Movement / settlement generally 

410.5  0.3 Blocks missing below coping 

410.5  1.0 Large open horizontal crack 

413  1.8 Missing block 

412  1.0 & 1.4 Missing blocks 

410 - 416   Signs of settlement in wall 

449 / 450  0 – 2.80 Vertical crack at least to seaweed level 
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2004 

 

2009 
 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 450 – 460m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.19 

Inspection Time: 1210 Average Height of Section: 5.7 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

453   Rusty scaffold type ladder 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

450 - 460   Vegetation cracks under copings 

457   Small hole possibly for drainage 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 460 – 470m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.24 

Inspection Time: 1215 Average Height of Section: 5.7 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

460-470   Vegetation / cracks under coping 

466  0 – 2m 

plus 

Large vertical crack 

468  0 – 2m 

plus 

Large vertical crack down at least to seaweed line 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 470 – 480m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor   Fair  Good   

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 3.27 

Inspection Time: 1218 Average Height of Section: 5.8 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

474.0   Heras fencing commenced  

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   From ch.470m wall gets progressively worse – 

considerable movement.  

Blocks or large open joints under coping 

Large open vertical cracks  

480  2m Rotation of wall, one small block missing 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 480 – 490m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.32 

Inspection Time: 0830 Average Height of Section:  

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

480   Iron bollard with flange at top (filled with concrete) & 

leaning towards wall 

   Generally badly sunken in this area 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

At corner   Granite quoins badly dislodged with open joints 

485  3.5 Wall completely collapsed with stones and backing 

stones gone / daylight through holes to wall around 

corner 

485-486.5   Wall just still in place but in dangerous condition. Wall 

bows at bottom 

489  2.3 Hole in wall 
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2004    

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 490 – 500m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.42 

Inspection Time: 0840 Average Height of Section:  

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

492.7  0 Start of steps (0.9m width) 

496  2.1 Bottom of steps (generally need repointing) 

497   Heras fencing terminates 

490 - 500   Generally sunken behind wall 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

496 - 492  Top to 

2.9 

Roughly diagonal crack starting at 492m at top  to 490m 

at bottom 

  2.9 Seaweed line generally  

Granite steps in poor condition, steel reinforcing visible 

from seaward side  

   Considerable open joint blocks missing between 0 – 3.2m 

depth 

497 - 498  2.2 – 3.3 Open joints 

  2.3 – 4.6 Generally open joints,  

490 - 500   note wall generally over this section  does not have a 

straight profile 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 500 – 510m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor   Fair  Good   

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.07 

Inspection Time: 0905 Average Height of Section: 5.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

508.0  0.3 Old 75mm pipe extruding from wall 

Iron pipe bollard filled with concrete set back 2m from 

edge of wall  

500 - 510   Generally sunken behind wall 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

500 - 503  2.2 Coping granite blocks joints open  

500 - 504   Diagonal crack virtually to bottom 

503.8 – 

505.5 

  Diagonal crack in wall to full depth, large amounts of 

open joints 

503  3.00 Missing block 

503  3.60 Missing small block 

506  3.00 At corner rounded granite block open joints and 

displacement  

Generally movement evident and open faults over much 

of this section 

506 - 510  4.4 Sill projects approx. 150 – 300 on return section 

  1.2 – 4.4 Displacement large open joints  
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2004 

 

2009 

 

 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 510 – 520m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 08/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.12 

Inspection Time: 0910 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

509   Sill near base of wall ends 

514   Mild steel ladder 

515   Void below coping 

510 - 520   Generally sunken behind wall 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

510 – 

511.5 

 0 – 5.40 Generally open joints to full depth 

511.5 – 

512.5 

 1.60 – 

2.50 

Granite blocks protruding from wall, 3 no by up to 150, 

movement evident 

513 – 

514.5 

 0.3 – 1.0 Major stone loss under coping stone 

510 - 515  0 – 1.90 Open joints in blocks, major displacements 
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2004 

 

2009  

 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 520 – 530m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.11 

Inspection Time: 0840 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

529   Mild steel rusty ladder 

   Regular coursing, all granite 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Open joints under coping, vegetation in places 

520 – 

525.5 

 1.20 – 

1.75 

Blocks missing, say 15.20, odd block just sitting in hole 

520 – 

525.5 

 1.2 – 5.20 Open joints effectively to base 

525 - 526  1.10 Block dislodged and oversailing wall 

527  0.5 Hole / block missing 

Base of wall undercut by 300,  

   Open joints for much of this wall, top to bottom 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 530 – 540m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW – 0.03 

Inspection Time: 0845 Average Height of Section: 5.6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

531 - 540   Open joints immediately below coping 

530 - 540  Full depth Open joints to all masonry throughout wall 

530 - 540   Undercutting at base as previous section by 100 – 

150mm 

532 - 535  1.20 – 1.80 Blocks either dislodged or missing 

536.5 - 538   Bottom stone dislodged outwards and settled, 

movement under base 

536 - 539  4.20 & 4.60 Large gaps 

538  1.40 Missing block 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 540 – 550m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild + Cloudy 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.14 

Inspection Time: 0905 Average Height of Section: 5.4 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

541   Corner return steps start 

546.7   Coping cracked – possible drainage shoot underneath 

548   Iron flanged bollard 2m offset from edge of wall 

547 - 550   Sunken over this area 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

  3.20 General seaweed line 

540 - 541  3.80 – 

4.10 

Very open large joints 

540 - 547  1.2 Some recent repairs over top section of wall 

540 - 547   Open joints below coping 

542  0 – 1.60 Vertical crack 

546  0.30 Man made gully, coping crack over top 

547 - 548  3 – 4.20 Steps dislodged, some on seabed 
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2004 

 

2009

Location: SOUTH  QUAY – Chainage 550 – 560m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor  
 Poor  Fair  Good   

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.39 

Inspection Time: 0910 Average Height of Section: 5.4 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

547 - 554   Steps from corner 

556   Return corner 

552.5 – 553.8   Remains of granite steps (0.9m wide) 

550 - 560   Sunken over this area, coping blocks have joggle type 

joints 

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

550 - 551  3.0 to 4.2 Steps dislodged, some on seabed 

551 - 554  0 to 2.30 Large breach in wall, some large blocks on seabed, 

others resting at precarious angles 

553.5 - 

556 

 2.50 Very open large horizontal crack to corner 

Note: steps section shown considerable movement, 

dangerous,  

556 - 560   Surface sunk towards seaward corner, considerable open 

joints - movement 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 560 – 570m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 0.59 

Inspection Time: 0950 Average Height of Section: 6 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   All the section from 556 to end of wall view from Carnsew 

side at quite a distance 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

562 - 568  1.10 – 2.8 Considerable movement, large open joints 

    

   Boat in way 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 570 – 580m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / Sunny  

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.09 

Inspection Time: 1000 Average Height of Section: 6.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

576.80   Davit  

577.50   Rotten wooden ladder with rusty metal steps 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

570 – 575.5  0 - 2.0 More recent repairs to top section, very small stones / 

bricks 

570 - 580  2.0 - 

bottom 

Open joints – signs of movement for much of this section 

of wall 

575 - 580  1.40 Blocks missing 

    

   Boat in way 

   General signs of movement / settlement in wall when 

viewed from other side of water 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 580 – 590m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / Sunny  

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.19 

Inspection Time: 1010 Average Height of Section: 6.1 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

    

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation, joints open under coping  

   Some repairs over upper section, mainly just under 

coping,  

Approx 

590 

  Vertical cracks and movement, generally open joints 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 590 – 600m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions:  

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.21 

Inspection Time: 1012 Average Height of Section: 6.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

594.5   Metal ladder 

    

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

590 – 600    For much of this length thin coping stones, vegetation / 

open joints below 

598 - 600  0.90 – 

2.30 

Large gap, missing stones in wall 

599  0.50 Block missing, may be old drainage outlet 
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2004 

 

2009 

 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 600 – 610m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor  
 Poor  Fair  Good   

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / Sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.24 

Inspection Time: 1015 Average Height of Section: 6.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

605.0   Flanged iron bollard set back from quayside by 2m 

608.5   Mild steel ladder 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

   Vegetation below coping stones – open joints 

602  1.30 Block missing 

600 - 602   Open joints generally on this section 

602   From 602 – 610 better quality / larger regular granite 

blocks, but randomly spaced open joints still apparent 

   General indications of settlement over this section 

   Boat blocking view of this section 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 610 – 620m 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Sunny / colder 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.34 

Inspection Time: 1025 Average Height of Section: 6.2 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

617 - 620   Remains of timber jetty, behind present masonry wall? 

617 - 620   Copings missing 

    

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

610 - 617   Open joints / vegetation under copings 

617 - 620   Copings gone / void or / small stones, generally open 

joints throughout 

615 - 617  0 – 2.0 Some recent repairs but these also in bad state 

    

   Viewed from Carnsew 
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2004 

 

2009 

Location: SOUTH QUAY – Chainage 620m – end 

Overall Grading:        

 
Very 

Poor 
 Poor  Fair  Good  

Very 

Good 

     

General:  Weather Conditions: Mild / sunny 

Inspection Date: 09/12/04 Tidal Conditions: LW + 1.39 

Inspection Time: 1030 Average Height of Section: 5.0 

     

Features:     

Chainage Item Depth Description 

626   End of masonry wall 

620 - 626   Remains of old timber jetty, behind present masonry 

wall? 

620 - 626   Copings located below GL at rear of wall 

    

     

Condition Defects:    

Chainage Item Depth Description 

621, 623, 

625 

  Holes in wall 250 deep approx  

620 - end   Generally open joints throughout 
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10 PULL OUT ORIENTATION MAP 
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11 HARBOUR WALL PROFILES
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APPENDIX 13.2: RELEVANT GEOGRAPHICAL ASSESSMENT

BOUNDARIES

1.1 Outputs from the Census are based upon Output Areas (OAs) built from clusters of

adjacent unit postcodes. They are designed to have similar population sizes and be as

socially homogenous as possible (based on tenure of household and dwelling type).

Urban/rural mixes are avoided where possible (i.e. OAs preferably consist entirely of

urban postcodes or entirely of rural postcodes). They have approximately regular

shapes and tend to be constrained by obvious boundaries such as major roads. OAs

are based on very small sample sizes with a minimum of 40 resident households and

100 resident persons with a recommended size of 125 households.

1.2 Until recently, the standard unit for presenting local statistical information was the

electoral ward/division. This has drawbacks though, as electoral wards/divisions vary

greatly in size, from fewer than 100 residents to more than 30,000. This is not ideal

for nationwide comparisons, and also means that data which can safely be released for

larger wards may not be released for smaller wards due to disclosure requirements

(i.e. the need to protect the confidentiality of individuals). Further, electoral

wards/divisions are subject to regular boundary changes. This creates problems when

trying to compare datasets from different time periods.

1.3 Therefore, to ensure consistency of size and boundaries the Office of National Statistics

(ONS) has developed a range of areas that are of consistent size and whose

boundaries do not change. These are built from groups of the OAs used for the 2001

Census, and known as Super Output Areas (SOAs).

1.4 The smallest level of these new areas is the Lower Layer SOAs (LSOAs), built from

groups of OAs (typically four to six) and constrained by the Standard Table wards used

for 2001 Census outputs. They have a minimum size of 1,000 residents and 400

households, but average 1,500 residents, with 34,378 LSOAs covering England and

Wales. As with the OAs, measures of proximity (to give a reasonably compact shape)

and social homogeneity (to encourage areas of similar social background) were also

included in their delineation and composition.

1.5
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APPENDIX 13.2: RELEVANT GEOGRAPHICAL ASSESSMENT

BOUNDARIES

1.1 Outputs from the Census are based upon Output Areas (OAs) built from clusters of

adjacent unit postcodes. They are designed to have similar population sizes and be as

socially homogenous as possible (based on tenure of household and dwelling type).

Urban/rural mixes are avoided where possible (i.e. OAs preferably consist entirely of

urban postcodes or entirely of rural postcodes). They have approximately regular

shapes and tend to be constrained by obvious boundaries such as major roads. OAs

are based on very small sample sizes with a minimum of 40 resident households and

100 resident persons with a recommended size of 125 households.

1.2 Until recently, the standard unit for presenting local statistical information was the

electoral ward/division. This has drawbacks though, as electoral wards/divisions vary

greatly in size, from fewer than 100 residents to more than 30,000. This is not ideal

for nationwide comparisons, and also means that data which can safely be released for

larger wards may not be released for smaller wards due to disclosure requirements

(i.e. the need to protect the confidentiality of individuals). Further, electoral

wards/divisions are subject to regular boundary changes. This creates problems when

trying to compare datasets from different time periods.

1.3 Therefore, to ensure consistency of size and boundaries the Office of National Statistics

(ONS) has developed a range of areas that are of consistent size and whose

boundaries do not change. These are built from groups of the OAs used for the 2001

Census, and known as Super Output Areas (SOAs).

1.4 The smallest level of these new areas is the Lower Layer SOAs (LSOAs), built from

groups of OAs (typically four to six) and constrained by the Standard Table wards used

for 2001 Census outputs. They have a minimum size of 1,000 residents and 400

households, but average 1,500 residents, with 34,378 LSOAs covering England and

Wales. As with the OAs, measures of proximity (to give a reasonably compact shape)

and social homogeneity (to encourage areas of similar social background) were also

included in their delineation and composition.
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APPENDIX 13.2: RELEVANT GEOGRAPHICAL ASSESSMENT

BOUNDARIES

1.1 Outputs from the Census are based upon Output Areas (OAs) built from clusters of

adjacent unit postcodes. They are designed to have similar population sizes and be as

socially homogenous as possible (based on tenure of household and dwelling type).

Urban/rural mixes are avoided where possible (i.e. OAs preferably consist entirely of

urban postcodes or entirely of rural postcodes). They have approximately regular

shapes and tend to be constrained by obvious boundaries such as major roads. OAs

are based on very small sample sizes with a minimum of 40 resident households and

100 resident persons with a recommended size of 125 households.

1.2 Until recently, the standard unit for presenting local statistical information was the

electoral ward/division. This has drawbacks though, as electoral wards/divisions vary

greatly in size, from fewer than 100 residents to more than 30,000. This is not ideal

for nationwide comparisons, and also means that data which can safely be released for

larger wards may not be released for smaller wards due to disclosure requirements

(i.e. the need to protect the confidentiality of individuals). Further, electoral

wards/divisions are subject to regular boundary changes. This creates problems when

trying to compare datasets from different time periods.

1.3 Therefore, to ensure consistency of size and boundaries the Office of National Statistics

(ONS) has developed a range of areas that are of consistent size and whose

boundaries do not change. These are built from groups of the OAs used for the 2001

Census, and known as Super Output Areas (SOAs).

1.4 The smallest level of these new areas is the Lower Layer SOAs (LSOAs), built from

groups of OAs (typically four to six) and constrained by the Standard Table wards used

for 2001 Census outputs. They have a minimum size of 1,000 residents and 400

households, but average 1,500 residents, with 34,378 LSOAs covering England and

Wales. As with the OAs, measures of proximity (to give a reasonably compact shape)

and social homogeneity (to encourage areas of similar social background) were also

included in their delineation and composition.
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Hayle Comparison

Target Area(s): 

Base Area(s): 

Date: 17/11/2009

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Residential) 58,789,114 4,928,402 501,267 65,526 1,569

People resident in households 57,742,457 4,812,060 492,851 64,325 1,497

People resident in Communal 

Establishments
1,046,657 116,325 8,414 1,201 72

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

Population Density

Density - Persons per hectare 2 2 1 2 16

Gender

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Gender) 58,789,194 4,928,438 501,268 65,522 1,569

Males 28,579,869 2,396,417 242,487 31,424 762

Females 30,209,325 2,532,021 258,780 34,098 807

Age (Course Class) (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Age) 57,102,002 4,927,649 501,082 65,644 1,569

Under 15 10,733,202 877,311 86,330 10,757 218

Age 15-19 3,535,384 293,806 28,668 3,639 69

Age 20-24 3,436,564 263,921 22,408 2,597 58

Age 25-34 8,118,617 626,404 56,174 6,869 170

Age 35-44 8,529,823 704,983 67,417 8,518 203

Age 45-54 7,575,617 674,751 73,279 10,064 222

Age 55-64 6,057,065 567,761 65,991 9,079 231

Age 65+ 9,115,730 918,711 100,814 14,121 398

Dependent Children

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All Families in Households 

(Dependent Children)
16,546,687 1,425,530 148,179 19,096 479

No dependent children 9,324,603 857,396 90,412 11,690 316

1 dependent child aged 0 to 4 1,077,790 80,978 7,972 1,011 19

1 dependent child aged 5 to 11 785,617 57,114 5,944 827 23

1 dependent child aged 12 to 18 1,225,915 95,726 10,829 1,490 35

2 or more dependent children, 

youngest aged 0 to 4
1,684,662 131,540 12,767 1,626 31

2 or more dependent children, 

youngest aged 5 to 11
1,797,893 147,192 14,490 1,710 39

2 or more dependent children, 

youngest aged 12 to 18
650,207 55,586 5,765 742 16

Marital Status

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Marital Status) 58,391,617 4,928,510 501,245 65,514 1,567

Single (never married) 25,647,485 2,007,062 190,346 24,988 533

Married (first marriage) 20,535,415 1,766,357 179,539 22,204 654

Re-married 3,317,856 361,688 42,692 5,605 126

Separated (but still legally married) 1,181,923 86,555 8,448 1,178 13

Summary (Work)

Layers; South West, Cornwall& IoS, TTWA P&IoS, LSOA 002D

Standard Geography; United Kingdom

Population by Residence Type
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Divorced 3,761,279 352,762 40,382 5,879 106

Widowed 3,947,659 354,085 39,837 5,660 135

Living Arrangements (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 and over in 

households (Living Arrangements)
44,675,213 3,883,079 400,493 52,731 1,248

Living in a couple 26,960,642 2,473,762 257,082 32,612 892

Couple: Married (including 

separated)
19,423,743 1,735,493 176,439 21,714 642

Couple: Re-married 3,208,988 355,045 41,931 5,482 118

Couple: Cohabiting 4,327,911 383,224 38,712 5,416 132

Not living in a couple 17,714,571 1,409,316 143,410 20,119 356

Not Couple: Single (never married) 10,351,175 770,164 72,433 9,937 189

Not Couple: Married (first 

marriage)
352,897 19,661 1,856 264 0

Not Couple: Re-married 49,431 4,056 406 73 3

Not Couple: Separated (but still 

legally married)
894,982 66,077 6,585 900 12

Not Couple: Divorced 2,605,212 237,014 27,066 4,001 53

Not Couple: Widowed 3,460,874 312,344 35,064 4,944 99

Ethnic Group (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Ethnic Group) (GB) 57,103,372 4,928,298 501,188 65,506 1,561

White 52,481,255 4,815,224 496,342 64,813 1,532

White: British (incl White Scottish) 50,366,497 4,701,605 486,636 62,932 1,484

White: Irish 691,606 32,472 2,236 333 15

White: Other White 1,423,152 81,147 7,470 1,548 33

Mixed 673,743 37,441 2,284 386 6

Asian or Asian British 2,328,784 32,921 950 125 9

Asian: Indian 1,051,614 16,373 378 50 4

Asian: Pakistani 746,520 6,755 172 11 5

Asian: Bangladeshi 282,854 4,911 239 52 0

Asian: Other Asian 247,796 4,882 161 12 0

Black or Black British 1,147,400 20,735 709 35 3

Black: Caribbean 565,839 12,371 295 22 0

Black: African 484,578 6,079 277 13 3

Black: Other Black (incl Black 

Scottish)
96,983 2,285 137 0 0

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group 472,190 21,976 903 147 11

Other: Chinese 243,243 12,657 543 89 8

Other: Other Ethnic Group 228,947 9,319 360 58 3

Religion or Current Religion 

(GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Religion) (GB) 57,104,055 4,928,729 501,306 65,532 1,568

Christian 40,633,031 3,646,490 372,541 47,279 1,225

Buddhist 151,697 11,412 970 204 4

Hindu 557,793 8,289 249 25 7

Jewish 266,315 6,663 431 71 0

Muslim 1,589,645 23,577 666 103 11

Sikh 335,612 4,614 115 12 0

Any other religion 177,513 18,374 2,324 434 0

No religion 9,103,738 825,462 83,694 11,975 216

Not answered 4,288,711 383,847 40,316 5,429 105

General Health

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D
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All People (General Health) 58,789,209 4,928,446 501,268 65,522 1,569

Good Health (General) 40,293,584 3,393,552 329,992 41,931 1,034

Fairly Good Health (General) 13,004,745 1,115,479 119,880 16,053 363

Not Good Health (General) 5,490,880 419,415 51,395 7,538 172

Provision of Unpaid Care

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Unpaid Care) 58,789,319 4,928,605 501,239 65,525 1,569

Provides no care 52,904,744 4,432,995 445,477 58,066 1,376

Provides 1 to 19 hours care a week 3,971,833 348,775 36,499 4,898 127

Provides 20 to 49 hours care a 

week
662,086 49,066 6,138 832 26

Provides 50 or more hours care a 

week
1,250,656 97,768 13,125 1,729 40

Qualifications (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 

(Qualifications) (GB)
41,338,413 3,534,444 359,706 46,966 1,136

No Qualifications or unknown 14,786,151 1,179,168 134,405 17,861 461

GCSE \ A level or Scottish 

equivalent
18,133,288 1,689,400 168,508 21,370 539

Degree \ NVQ 4+ \ HND \ 

Professional Grade
8,418,974 665,875 56,792 7,735 136

Economic Activity

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 

(Economic Activity)
42,364,055 3,534,367 359,626 46,963 1,136

Economically active 28,166,738 2,386,136 226,879 28,372 691

Economically active: Employee 22,149,642 1,849,012 163,953 18,913 499

Economically active: Self 

employed with employees
1,254,024 122,560 15,854 2,375 60

Economically active: Self 

employed without employees
2,198,472 233,648 28,316 4,392 82

Economically active: Unemployed 1,458,207 90,882 11,708 1,929 33

Economically active: Full-time 

students
1,106,393 90,033 7,048 763 17

Economically inactive 14,197,317 1,148,231 132,746 18,591 445

Economically inactive: Retired 5,654,426 547,080 63,022 8,543 248

Economically inactive: Student 1,994,208 137,863 12,379 1,604 30

Economically inactive: Looking 

after home/family
2,737,615 215,748 25,636 3,539 69

Economically inactive: 

Permanently sick/disabled
2,447,603 159,603 21,773 3,443 75

Economically inactive: Other 1,363,465 87,936 9,936 1,462 23

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 (Econ 

Activity by Gender)
42,525,757 3,534,638 360,037 47,046 1,112

All males aged 16 to 74 20,895,777 1,746,244 176,787 22,940 540

Males Economically active 15,363,899 1,301,030 124,378 15,502 358

Males Economically inactive 5,531,878 445,214 52,409 7,438 182

All females aged 16 to 74 21,629,980 1,788,393 183,249 24,106 572

Females Economically active 12,820,775 1,085,434 102,650 12,892 309

Females Economically inactive 8,809,205 702,960 80,599 11,214 263

Occupation (SOC2000)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 in 

employment (Occupation)
26,577,456 2,286,121 214,284 26,247 652

Economic Activity by Gender
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1. Managers and Senior Officials 3,918,075 332,610 29,416 3,885 99

11. Corporate Managers 2,922,726 228,702 15,926 1,692 49

12. Managers and Proprietors in 

Agriculture and Services
995,349 103,908 13,490 2,193 50

2. Professional Occupations 2,957,567 235,739 17,451 2,073 38

21. Science and Technology 

Professionals
828,400 72,085 3,535 309 12

22. Health Professionals 233,141 18,695 1,715 189 6

23. Teaching and Research 

Professionals
1,201,428 95,555 8,673 1,157 14

24. Business and Public Service 

Professionals
694,598 49,404 3,528 418 6

3. Associate Professional and 

Technical Occupations
3,659,206 310,164 25,930 2,965 79

31. Science and Technology 

Associate Professionals
530,484 43,066 3,098 278 6

32. Health and Social Welfare 

Associate Professionals
896,337 76,179 7,139 881 31

33. Protective Service Occupations 360,637 38,811 3,669 236 13

34. Culture, Media and Sports 

Occupations
537,981 44,637 4,212 777 18

35. Business and Public Service 

Associate Professionals
1,333,767 107,471 7,812 793 11

4. Administrative and Secretarial 

Occupations
3,536,585 291,716 22,782 2,519 83

41. Administrative Occupations 2,591,383 213,446 16,095 1,712 70

42. Secretarial and Related 

Occupations
945,202 78,270 6,687 807 13

5. Skilled Trades Occupations 3,134,163 303,748 36,582 4,809 121

51. Skilled Agricultural Trades 329,766 44,477 7,738 1,117 12

52. Skilled Metal and Electrical 

Trades
1,255,023 107,496 10,502 1,094 47

53. Skilled Construction and 

Building Trades
947,185 95,038 11,184 1,476 37

54. Textiles, Printing and Other 

Skilled Trades
602,189 56,737 7,158 1,122 25

6. Personal Service Occupations 1,841,390 164,121 17,156 2,283 66

61. Caring Personal Service 

Occupations
1,324,892 122,553 12,935 1,629 51

62. Leisure and Other Personal 

Service Occupations
516,498 41,568 4,221 654 15

7. Sales and Customer Service 

Occupations
2,058,474 184,042 17,035 2,172 54

71. Sales Occupations 1,716,943 156,730 15,656 2,043 48

72. Customer Service Occupations 341,531 27,312 1,379 129 6

8. Process, Plant and Machine 

Operatives
2,299,282 185,008 17,926 1,640 53

81. Process, Plant and Machine 

Operatives
1,328,825 109,635 10,636 800 35

82. Transport and Mobile Machine 

Drivers and Operatives
970,457 75,373 7,290 840 18

9. Elementary Occupations 3,172,714 278,971 30,006 3,901 59

91. Elementary Trades, Plant and 

Storage Related Occupations
1,088,321 96,686 10,177 1,130 18

92. Elementary Administration and 

Service Occupations
2,084,393 182,285 19,829 2,771 41

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 (NS-SeC) 42,364,055 3,535,041 359,903 46,995 1,141

1 Higher managerial and 

professional occupations
3,501,625 271,115 17,544 1,882 55

2 Lower managerial and 

professional occupations
7,838,192 659,957 57,322 7,150 164

3 Intermediate occupations 3,995,845 321,966 24,995 2,728 95

National Statistics Socio-Economic Class (NS-SeC) (Res Popn)
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4 Small employers and own 

account workers
2,929,721 310,275 41,528 6,308 125

5 Lower supervisory and technical 

occupations
3,054,485 267,268 30,015 3,554 105

6 Semi-routine occupations 5,016,334 434,892 47,364 6,219 140

7 Routine occupations 3,955,640 314,216 34,390 4,382 82

8 Never worked and long-term 

unemployed
1,621,960 78,516 9,566 1,412 31

Not Classified 10,450,253 876,834 97,178 13,360 344

Industry (SIC92) (Res Popn)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 in 

employment (Industry)
26,576,056 2,286,374 214,386 26,343 656

A Agriculture, hunting, forestry 423,758 56,897 9,002 1,188 7

B Fishing 13,310 1,872 811 295 3

C Mining and quarrying 90,440 7,657 2,870 71 6

D Manufacturing 3,930,798 318,891 23,785 2,108 82

E Electricity, gas and water supply 199,030 17,595 1,156 121 3

F Construction 1,830,837 165,431 17,350 2,054 49

G Wholesale and retail trade; 

motor and goods repair
4,415,424 391,825 38,910 4,785 116

H Hotels and restaurants 1,286,234 128,016 18,705 3,198 59

I Transport, storage and 

communications
1,844,211 141,538 11,154 1,532 29

J Financial intermediation 1,242,403 97,446 4,035 459 19

K Real Estate, renting and 

business activities
3,371,720 261,205 18,722 2,604 82

L Public administration and 

defence, social security
1,573,455 161,010 15,373 1,238 35

M Education 2,058,545 172,788 15,923 2,030 33

N Health and social work 2,921,977 252,122 25,346 3,144 112

O Other community, social and 

personal service activities
1,336,569 108,888 10,852 1,486 21

P Private households with 

employed persons
23,525 2,493 201 27 0

Q Extra-territorial organisations 

and bodies
13,820 698 191 3 0

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 in 

employment (Dist) (E, Wa, NI)
23,627,916 2,286,466 214,433 26,337 647

Works mainly at or from home 2,170,351 251,375 29,909 4,153 65

Less than 2km 4,731,162 551,016 53,876 7,721 157

2km to less than 5km 4,725,183 437,123 29,522 3,245 77

5km to less than 10km 4,305,132 356,290 29,401 3,252 95

10km to less than 20km 3,601,639 305,830 33,404 3,059 132

20km to less than 30km 1,269,368 99,304 11,002 1,226 58

30km to less than 40km 555,540 46,787 3,967 695 0

40km to less than 60km 507,809 41,091 2,903 284 7

60km and over 643,905 73,756 6,476 836 17

No fixed place of work 1,040,066 114,679 12,561 1,645 36

Working outside the UK 63,379 7,892 1,148 167 0

Working at offshore installation 14,382 1,323 264 54 3

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

Aged 16 to 74 (E, Wa and NI), All 

people (Sc) (Travel to Work)
42,670,730 3,534,535 359,773 46,976 1,139

Works mainly at or from home 

(includes study in Scotland)
2,360,354 251,381 29,909 4,153 65

Underground, metro, light rail, 

tram
721,678 1,874 138 36 0

Train 1,055,061 21,198 1,366 188 7

Method of Travel to Work (inc Study in Scotland) (Res Popn) (GB)

Distance to work (Res Popn) (E and Wa)
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Bus, minibus or coach 2,254,550 115,575 5,821 998 32

Taxi or minicab 152,601 6,832 810 90 0

Driving a car or van 14,309,049 1,343,336 124,778 13,166 419

Passenger in a car or van 1,848,357 143,928 14,173 1,644 40

Motorcycle, scooter or moped 271,604 34,609 3,430 416 3

Bicycle 690,890 76,426 3,742 613 17

On foot 3,081,802 278,288 27,925 4,699 73

Other 139,095 12,736 2,233 328 3

Not currently working (includes 

studying in Scotland)
15,785,689 1,248,351 145,447 20,645 480

Summary (Work)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Residential) 58,789,114.00 4,928,402.00 501,267.00 65,526.00 1,569.00

People resident in households % 98.22 97.64 98.32 98.17 95.41

People resident in Communal 

Establishments %
1.78 2.36 1.68 1.83 4.59

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

Population Density

Density - Persons per hectare % 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Gender

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Gender) 58,789,194.00 4,928,438.00 501,268.00 65,522.00 1,569.00

Males % 48.61 48.62 48.37 47.96 48.57

Females % 51.39 51.38 51.63 52.04 51.43

Age (Course Class) (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Age) 57,102,002.00 4,927,649.00 501,082.00 65,644.00 1,569.00

Under 15 % 18.80 17.80 17.23 16.39 13.89

Age 15-19 % 6.19 5.96 5.72 5.54 4.40

Age 20-24 % 6.02 5.36 4.47 3.96 3.70

Age 25-34 % 14.22 12.71 11.21 10.46 10.83

Age 35-44 % 14.94 14.31 13.45 12.98 12.94

Age 45-54 % 13.27 13.69 14.62 15.33 14.15

Age 55-64 % 10.61 11.52 13.17 13.83 14.72

Age 65+ % 15.96 18.64 20.12 21.51 25.37

Dependent Children

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All Families in Households 

(Dependent Children)
16,546,687.00 1,425,530.00 148,179.00 19,096.00 479.00

No dependent children % 56.35 60.15 61.02 61.22 65.97

1 dependent child aged 0 to 4 % 6.51 5.68 5.38 5.29 3.97

1 dependent child aged 5 to 11 % 4.75 4.01 4.01 4.33 4.80

1 dependent child aged 12 to 18 % 7.41 6.72 7.31 7.80 7.31

2 or more dependent children, 

youngest aged 0 to 4 %
10.18 9.23 8.62 8.51 6.47

2 or more dependent children, 

youngest aged 5 to 11 %
10.87 10.33 9.78 8.95 8.14

2 or more dependent children, 

youngest aged 12 to 18 %
3.93 3.90 3.89 3.89 3.34

Marital Status

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

Population by Residence Type
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All People (Marital Status) 58,391,617.00 4,928,510.00 501,245.00 65,514.00 1,567.00

Single (never married) % 43.92 40.72 37.97 38.14 34.01

Married (first marriage) % 35.17 35.84 35.82 33.89 41.74

Re-married % 5.68 7.34 8.52 8.56 8.04

Separated (but still legally 

married) %
2.02 1.76 1.69 1.80 0.83

Divorced % 6.44 7.16 8.06 8.97 6.76

Widowed % 6.76 7.18 7.95 8.64 8.62

Living Arrangements (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 and over in 

households (Living Arrangements)
44,675,213.00 3,883,079.00 400,493.00 52,731.00 1,248.00

Living in a couple % 60.35 63.71 64.19 61.85 71.47

Couple: Married (including 

separated) %
43.48 44.69 44.06 41.18 51.44

Couple: Re-married % 7.18 9.14 10.47 10.40 9.46

Couple: Cohabiting % 9.69 9.87 9.67 10.27 10.58

Not living in a couple % 39.65 36.29 35.81 38.15 28.53

Not Couple: Single (never 

married) %
23.17 19.83 18.09 18.84 15.14

Not Couple: Married (first 

marriage) %
0.79 0.51 0.46 0.50 0.00

Not Couple: Re-married % 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.24

Not Couple: Separated (but still 

legally married) %
2.00 1.70 1.64 1.71 0.96

Not Couple: Divorced % 5.83 6.10 6.76 7.59 4.25

Not Couple: Widowed % 7.75 8.04 8.76 9.38 7.93

Ethnic Group (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Ethnic Group) (GB) 57,103,372.00 4,928,298.00 501,188.00 65,506.00 1,561.00

White % 91.91 97.71 99.03 98.94 98.14

White: British (incl White Scottish) 

%
88.20 95.40 97.10 96.07 95.07

White: Irish % 1.21 0.66 0.45 0.51 0.96

White: Other White % 2.49 1.65 1.49 2.36 2.11

Mixed % 1.18 0.76 0.46 0.59 0.38

Asian or Asian British % 4.08 0.67 0.19 0.19 0.58

Asian: Indian % 1.84 0.33 0.08 0.08 0.26

Asian: Pakistani % 1.31 0.14 0.03 0.02 0.32

Asian: Bangladeshi % 0.50 0.10 0.05 0.08 0.00

Asian: Other Asian % 0.43 0.10 0.03 0.02 0.00

Black or Black British % 2.01 0.42 0.14 0.05 0.19

Black: Caribbean % 0.99 0.25 0.06 0.03 0.00

Black: African % 0.85 0.12 0.06 0.02 0.19

Black: Other Black (incl Black 

Scottish) %
0.17 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.00

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group % 0.83 0.45 0.18 0.22 0.70

Other: Chinese % 0.43 0.26 0.11 0.14 0.51

Other: Other Ethnic Group % 0.40 0.19 0.07 0.09 0.19

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Religion) (GB) 57,104,055.00 4,928,729.00 501,306.00 65,532.00 1,568.00

Christian % 71.16 73.98 74.31 72.15 78.13

Buddhist % 0.27 0.23 0.19 0.31 0.26

Hindu % 0.98 0.17 0.05 0.04 0.45

Jewish % 0.47 0.14 0.09 0.11 0.00

Muslim % 2.78 0.48 0.13 0.16 0.70

Sikh % 0.59 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.00

Religion or Current Religion (GB)
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Any other religion % 0.31 0.37 0.46 0.66 0.00

No religion % 15.94 16.75 16.70 18.27 13.78

Not answered % 7.51 7.79 8.04 8.28 6.70

General Health

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (General Health) 58,789,209.00 4,928,446.00 501,268.00 65,522.00 1,569.00

Good Health (General) % 68.54 68.86 65.83 64.00 65.90

Fairly Good Health (General) % 22.12 22.63 23.92 24.50 23.14

Not Good Health (General) % 9.34 8.51 10.25 11.50 10.96

Provision of Unpaid Care

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Unpaid Care) 58,789,319.00 4,928,605.00 501,239.00 65,525.00 1,569.00

Provides no care % 89.99 89.94 88.88 88.62 87.70

Provides 1 to 19 hours care a 

week %
6.76 7.08 7.28 7.48 8.09

Provides 20 to 49 hours care a 

week %
1.13 1.00 1.22 1.27 1.66

Provides 50 or more hours care a 

week %
2.13 1.98 2.62 2.64 2.55

Qualifications (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 

(Qualifications) (GB)
41,338,413.00 3,534,444.00 359,706.00 46,966.00 1,136.00

No Qualifications or unknown % 35.77 33.36 37.37 38.03 40.58

GCSE \ A level or Scottish 

equivalent %
43.87 47.80 46.85 45.50 47.45

Degree \ NVQ 4+ \ HND \ 

Professional Grade %
20.37 18.84 15.79 16.47 11.97

Economic Activity

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 

(Economic Activity)
42,364,055.00 3,534,367.00 359,626.00 46,963.00 1,136.00

Economically active % 66.49 67.51 63.09 60.41 60.83

Economically active: Employee % 52.28 52.32 45.59 40.27 43.93

Economically active: Self 

employed with employees %
2.96 3.47 4.41 5.06 5.28

Economically active: Self 

employed without employees %
5.19 6.61 7.87 9.35 7.22

Economically active: Unemployed 

%
3.44 2.57 3.26 4.11 2.90

Economically active: Full-time 

students %
2.61 2.55 1.96 1.62 1.50

Economically inactive % 33.51 32.49 36.91 39.59 39.17

Economically inactive: Retired % 13.35 15.48 17.52 18.19 21.83

Economically inactive: Student % 4.71 3.90 3.44 3.42 2.64

Economically inactive: Looking 

after home/family %
6.46 6.10 7.13 7.54 6.07

Economically inactive: 

Permanently sick/disabled %
5.78 4.52 6.05 7.33 6.60

Economically inactive: Other % 3.22 2.49 2.76 3.11 2.02

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 (Econ 

Activity by Gender)
42,525,757.00 3,534,638.00 360,037.00 47,046.00 1,112.00

All males aged 16 to 74 % 49.14 49.40 49.10 48.76 48.56

Males Economically active % 36.13 36.81 34.55 32.95 32.19

Males Economically inactive % 13.01 12.60 14.56 15.81 16.37

Economic Activity by Gender
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All females aged 16 to 74 % 50.86 50.60 50.90 51.24 51.44

Females Economically active % 30.15 30.71 28.51 27.40 27.79

Females Economically inactive % 20.72 19.89 22.39 23.84 23.65

Occupation (SOC2000)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 in 

employment (Occupation)
26,577,456.00 2,286,121.00 214,284.00 26,247.00 652.00

1. Managers and Senior Officials % 14.74 14.55 13.73 14.80 15.18

11. Corporate Managers % 11.00 10.00 7.43 6.45 7.52

12. Managers and Proprietors in 

Agriculture and Services %
3.75 4.55 6.30 8.36 7.67

2. Professional Occupations % 11.13 10.31 8.14 7.90 5.83

21. Science and Technology 

Professionals %
3.12 3.15 1.65 1.18 1.84

22. Health Professionals % 0.88 0.82 0.80 0.72 0.92

23. Teaching and Research 

Professionals %
4.52 4.18 4.05 4.41 2.15

24. Business and Public Service 

Professionals %
2.61 2.16 1.65 1.59 0.92

3. Associate Professional and 

Technical Occupations %
13.77 13.57 12.10 11.30 12.12

31. Science and Technology 

Associate Professionals %
2.00 1.88 1.45 1.06 0.92

32. Health and Social Welfare 

Associate Professionals %
3.37 3.33 3.33 3.36 4.75

33. Protective Service 

Occupations %
1.36 1.70 1.71 0.90 1.99

34. Culture, Media and Sports 

Occupations %
2.02 1.95 1.97 2.96 2.76

35. Business and Public Service 

Associate Professionals %
5.02 4.70 3.65 3.02 1.69

4. Administrative and Secretarial 

Occupations %
13.31 12.76 10.63 9.60 12.73

41. Administrative Occupations % 9.75 9.34 7.51 6.52 10.74

42. Secretarial and Related 

Occupations %
3.56 3.42 3.12 3.07 1.99

5. Skilled Trades Occupations % 11.79 13.29 17.07 18.32 18.56

51. Skilled Agricultural Trades % 1.24 1.95 3.61 4.26 1.84

52. Skilled Metal and Electrical 

Trades %
4.72 4.70 4.90 4.17 7.21

53. Skilled Construction and 

Building Trades %
3.56 4.16 5.22 5.62 5.67

54. Textiles, Printing and Other 

Skilled Trades %
2.27 2.48 3.34 4.27 3.83

6. Personal Service Occupations % 6.93 7.18 8.01 8.70 10.12

61. Caring Personal Service 

Occupations %
4.99 5.36 6.04 6.21 7.82

62. Leisure and Other Personal 

Service Occupations %
1.94 1.82 1.97 2.49 2.30

7. Sales and Customer Service 

Occupations %
7.75 8.05 7.95 8.28 8.28

71. Sales Occupations % 6.46 6.86 7.31 7.78 7.36

72. Customer Service 

Occupations %
1.29 1.19 0.64 0.49 0.92

8. Process, Plant and Machine 

Operatives %
8.65 8.09 8.37 6.25 8.13

81. Process, Plant and Machine 

Operatives %
5.00 4.80 4.96 3.05 5.37

82. Transport and Mobile Machine 

Drivers and Operatives %
3.65 3.30 3.40 3.20 2.76

9. Elementary Occupations % 11.94 12.20 14.00 14.86 9.05

91. Elementary Trades, Plant and 

Storage Related Occupations %
4.09 4.23 4.75 4.31 2.76
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92. Elementary Administration and 

Service Occupations %
7.84 7.97 9.25 10.56 6.29

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 (NS-SeC) 42,364,055.00 3,535,041.00 359,903.00 46,995.00 1,141.00

1 Higher managerial and 

professional occupations %
8.27 7.67 4.87 4.00 4.82

2 Lower managerial and 

professional occupations %
18.50 18.67 15.93 15.21 14.37

3 Intermediate occupations % 9.43 9.11 6.94 5.80 8.33

4 Small employers and own 

account workers %
6.92 8.78 11.54 13.42 10.96

5 Lower supervisory and technical 

occupations %
7.21 7.56 8.34 7.56 9.20

6 Semi-routine occupations % 11.84 12.30 13.16 13.23 12.27

7 Routine occupations % 9.34 8.89 9.56 9.32 7.19

8 Never worked and long-term 

unemployed %
3.83 2.22 2.66 3.00 2.72

Not Classified % 24.67 24.80 27.00 28.43 30.15

Industry (SIC92) (Res Popn)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 in 

employment (Industry)
26,576,056.00 2,286,374.00 214,386.00 26,343.00 656.00

A Agriculture, hunting, forestry % 1.59 2.49 4.20 4.51 1.07

B Fishing % 0.05 0.08 0.38 1.12 0.46

C Mining and quarrying % 0.34 0.33 1.34 0.27 0.91

D Manufacturing % 14.79 13.95 11.09 8.00 12.50

E Electricity, gas and water 

supply %
0.75 0.77 0.54 0.46 0.46

F Construction % 6.89 7.24 8.09 7.80 7.47

G Wholesale and retail trade; 

motor and goods repair %
16.61 17.14 18.15 18.16 17.68

H Hotels and restaurants % 4.84 5.60 8.72 12.14 8.99

I Transport, storage and 

communications %
6.94 6.19 5.20 5.82 4.42

J Financial intermediation % 4.67 4.26 1.88 1.74 2.90

K Real Estate, renting and 

business activities %
12.69 11.42 8.73 9.89 12.50

L Public administration and 

defence, social security %
5.92 7.04 7.17 4.70 5.34

M Education % 7.75 7.56 7.43 7.71 5.03

N Health and social work % 10.99 11.03 11.82 11.93 17.07

O Other community, social and 

personal service activities %
5.03 4.76 5.06 5.64 3.20

P Private households with 

employed persons %
0.09 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.00

Q Extra-territorial organisations 

and bodies %
0.05 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.00

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 in 

employment (Dist) (E, Wa, NI)
23,627,916.00 2,286,466.00 214,433.00 26,337.00 647.00

Works mainly at or from home % 9.19 10.99 13.95 15.77 10.05

Less than 2km % 20.02 24.10 25.12 29.32 24.27

2km to less than 5km % 20.00 19.12 13.77 12.32 11.90

5km to less than 10km % 18.22 15.58 13.71 12.35 14.68

10km to less than 20km % 15.24 13.38 15.58 11.61 20.40

20km to less than 30km % 5.37 4.34 5.13 4.66 8.96

30km to less than 40km % 2.35 2.05 1.85 2.64 0.00

40km to less than 60km % 2.15 1.80 1.35 1.08 1.08

60km and over % 2.73 3.23 3.02 3.17 2.63

National Statistics Socio-Economic Class (NS-SeC) (Res Popn)

Distance to work (Res Popn) (E and Wa)
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No fixed place of work % 4.40 5.02 5.86 6.25 5.56

Working outside the UK % 0.27 0.35 0.54 0.63 0.00

Working at offshore installation % 0.06 0.06 0.12 0.21 0.46

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

Aged 16 to 74 (E, Wa and NI), All 

people (Sc) (Travel to Work)
42,670,730.00 3,534,535.00 359,773.00 46,976.00 1,139.00

Works mainly at or from home 

(includes study in Scotland) %
5.53 7.11 8.31 8.84 5.71

Underground, metro, light rail, 

tram %
1.69 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.00

Train % 2.47 0.60 0.38 0.40 0.61

Bus, minibus or coach % 5.28 3.27 1.62 2.12 2.81

Taxi or minicab % 0.36 0.19 0.23 0.19 0.00

Driving a car or van % 33.53 38.01 34.68 28.03 36.79

Passenger in a car or van % 4.33 4.07 3.94 3.50 3.51

Motorcycle, scooter or moped % 0.64 0.98 0.95 0.89 0.26

Bicycle % 1.62 2.16 1.04 1.30 1.49

On foot % 7.22 7.87 7.76 10.00 6.41

Other % 0.33 0.36 0.62 0.70 0.26

Not currently working (includes 

studying in Scotland) %
36.99 35.32 40.43 43.95 42.14

Summary (Work)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Residential) 58,789,114 4,928,402 501,267 65,526 1,569

Index: People resident in 

households
100 99 100 100 97

Index: People resident in 

Communal Establishments
100 133 94 103 258

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

Population Density

Index: Density - Persons per 

hectare
100 100 100 100 100

Gender

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Gender) 58,789,194 4,928,438 501,268 65,522 1,569

Index: Males 100 100 100 99 100

Index: Females 100 100 100 101 100

Age (Course Class) (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Age) 57,102,002 4,927,649 501,082 65,644 1,569

Index: Under 15 100 95 92 87 74

Index: Age 15-19 100 96 92 90 71

Index: Age 20-24 100 89 74 66 61

Index: Age 25-34 100 89 79 74 76

Index: Age 35-44 100 96 90 87 87

Index: Age 45-54 100 103 110 116 107

Index: Age 55-64 100 109 124 130 139

Index: Age 65+ 100 117 126 135 159

Dependent Children

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All Families in Households 

(Dependent Children)
16,546,687 1,425,530 148,179 19,096 479

Population by Residence Type

Method of Travel to Work (inc Study in Scotland) (Res Popn) (GB)
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Index: No dependent children 100 107 108 109 117

Index: 1 dependent child aged 0 to 

4
100 87 83 81 61

Index: 1 dependent child aged 5 to 

11
100 84 84 91 101

Index: 1 dependent child aged 12 

to 18
100 91 99 105 99

Index: 2 or more dependent 

children, youngest aged 0 to 4
100 91 85 84 64

Index: 2 or more dependent 

children, youngest aged 5 to 11
100 95 90 82 75

Index: 2 or more dependent 

children, youngest aged 12 to 18
100 99 99 99 85

Marital Status

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Marital Status) 58,391,617 4,928,510 501,245 65,514 1,567

Index: Single (never married) 100 93 86 87 77

Index: Married (first marriage) 100 102 102 96 119

Index: Re-married 100 129 150 151 142

Index: Separated (but still legally 

married)
100 87 83 89 41

Index: Divorced 100 111 125 139 105

Index: Widowed 100 106 118 128 127

Living Arrangements (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 and over in 

households (Living Arrangements)
44,675,213 3,883,079 400,493 52,731 1,248

Index: Living in a couple 100 106 106 102 118

Index: Couple: Married (including 

separated)
100 103 101 95 118

Index: Couple: Re-married 100 127 146 145 132

Index: Couple: Cohabiting 100 102 100 106 109

Index: Not living in a couple 100 92 90 96 72

Index: Not Couple: Single (never 

married)
100 86 78 81 65

Index: Not Couple: Married (first 

marriage)
100 64 59 63 0

Index: Not Couple: Re-married 100 94 92 125 217

Index: Not Couple: Separated (but 

still legally married)
100 85 82 85 48

Index: Not Couple: Divorced 100 105 116 130 73

Index: Not Couple: Widowed 100 104 113 121 102

Ethnic Group (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Ethnic Group) (GB) 57,103,372 4,928,298 501,188 65,506 1,561

Index: White 100 106 108 108 107

Index: White: British (incl White 

Scottish)
100 108 110 109 108

Index: White: Irish 100 54 37 42 79

Index: White: Other White 100 66 60 95 85

Index: Mixed 100 64 39 50 33

Index: Asian or Asian British 100 16 5 5 14

Index: Asian: Indian 100 18 4 4 14

Index: Asian: Pakistani 100 10 3 1 25

Index: Asian: Bangladeshi 100 20 10 16 0

Index: Asian: Other Asian 100 23 7 4 0

Index: Black or Black British 100 21 7 3 10

Index: Black: Caribbean 100 25 6 3 0

Index: Black: African 100 15 7 2 23

Index: Black: Other Black (incl 

Black Scottish)
100 27 16 0 0
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Index: Chinese or Other Ethnic 

Group
100 54 22 27 85

Index: Other: Chinese 100 60 25 32 120

Index: Other: Other Ethnic Group 100 47 18 22 48

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Religion) (GB) 57,104,055 4,928,729 501,306 65,532 1,568

Index: Christian 100 104 104 101 110

Index: Buddhist 100 87 73 117 96

Index: Hindu 100 17 5 4 46

Index: Jewish 100 29 18 23 0

Index: Muslim 100 17 5 6 25

Index: Sikh 100 16 4 3 0

Index: Any other religion 100 120 149 213 0

Index: No religion 100 105 105 115 86

Index: Not answered 100 104 107 110 89

General Health

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (General Health) 58,789,209 4,928,446 501,268 65,522 1,569

Index: Good Health (General) 100 100 96 93 96

Index: Fairly Good Health 

(General)
100 102 108 111 105

Index: Not Good Health (General) 100 91 110 123 117

Provision of Unpaid Care

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All People (Unpaid Care) 58,789,319 4,928,605 501,239 65,525 1,569

Index: Provides no care 100 100 99 98 97

Index: Provides 1 to 19 hours care 

a week
100 105 108 111 120

Index: Provides 20 to 49 hours 

care a week
100 88 109 113 147

Index: Provides 50 or more hours 

care a week
100 93 123 124 120

Qualifications (GB)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 

(Qualifications) (GB)
41,338,413 3,534,444 359,706 46,966 1,136

Index: No Qualifications or 

unknown
100 93 104 106 113

Index: GCSE \ A level or Scottish 

equivalent
100 109 107 104 108

Index: Degree \ NVQ 4+ \ HND \ 

Professional Grade
100 93 78 81 59

Economic Activity

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 

(Economic Activity)
42,364,055 3,534,367 359,626 46,963 1,136

Index: Economically active 100 102 95 91 91

Index: Economically active: 

Employee
100 100 87 77 84

Index: Economically active: Self 

employed with employees
100 117 149 171 178

Index: Economically active: Self 

employed without employees
100 127 152 180 139

Index: Economically active: 

Unemployed
100 75 95 119 84

Index: Economically active: Full-

time students
100 98 75 62 57

Index: Economically inactive 100 97 110 118 117

Religion or Current Religion (GB)
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Index: Economically inactive: 

Retired
100 116 131 136 164

Index: Economically inactive: 

Student
100 83 73 73 56

Index: Economically inactive: 

Looking after home/family
100 94 110 117 94

Index: Economically inactive: 

Permanently sick/disabled
100 78 105 127 114

Index: Economically inactive: 

Other
100 77 86 97 63

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 (Econ 

Activity by Gender)
42,525,757 3,534,638 360,037 47,046 1,112

Index: All males aged 16 to 74 100 101 100 99 99

Index: Males Economically active 100 102 96 91 89

Index: Males Economically inactive 100 97 112 122 126

Index: All females aged 16 to 74 100 99 100 101 101

Index: Females Economically 

active
100 102 95 91 92

Index: Females Economically 

inactive
100 96 108 115 114

Occupation (SOC2000)

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 in 

employment (Occupation)
26,577,456 2,286,121 214,284 26,247 652

Index: 1. Managers and Senior 

Officials
100 99 93 100 103

Index: 11. Corporate Managers 100 91 68 59 68

Index: 12. Managers and 

Proprietors in Agriculture and 

Services

100 121 168 223 205

Index: 2. Professional Occupations 100 93 73 71 52

Index: 21. Science and 

Technology Professionals
100 101 53 38 59

Index: 22. Health Professionals 100 93 91 82 105

Index: 23. Teaching and Research 

Professionals
100 92 90 98 48

Index: 24. Business and Public 

Service Professionals
100 83 63 61 35

Index: 3. Associate Professional 

and Technical Occupations
100 99 88 82 88

Index: 31. Science and 

Technology Associate 

Professionals

100 94 72 53 46

Index: 32. Health and Social 

Welfare Associate Professionals
100 99 99 100 141

Index: 33. Protective Service 

Occupations
100 125 126 66 147

Index: 34. Culture, Media and 

Sports Occupations
100 96 97 146 136

Index: 35. Business and Public 

Service Associate Professionals
100 94 73 60 34

Index: 4. Administrative and 

Secretarial Occupations
100 96 80 72 96

Index: 41. Administrative 

Occupations
100 96 77 67 110

Index: 42. Secretarial and Related 

Occupations
100 96 88 86 56

Index: 5. Skilled Trades 

Occupations
100 113 145 155 157

Index: 51. Skilled Agricultural 

Trades
100 157 291 343 148

Index: 52. Skilled Metal and 

Electrical Trades
100 100 104 88 153

Economic Activity by Gender
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Index: 53. Skilled Construction 

and Building Trades
100 117 146 158 159

Index: 54. Textiles, Printing and 

Other Skilled Trades
100 110 147 189 169

Index: 6. Personal Service 

Occupations
100 104 116 126 146

Index: 61. Caring Personal Service 

Occupations
100 108 121 125 157

Index: 62. Leisure and Other 

Personal Service Occupations
100 94 101 128 118

Index: 7. Sales and Customer 

Service Occupations
100 104 103 107 107

Index: 71. Sales Occupations 100 106 113 120 114

Index: 72. Customer Service 

Occupations
100 93 50 38 72

Index: 8. Process, Plant and 

Machine Operatives
100 94 97 72 94

Index: 81. Process, Plant and 

Machine Operatives
100 96 99 61 107

Index: 82. Transport and Mobile 

Machine Drivers and Operatives
100 90 93 88 76

Index: 9. Elementary Occupations 100 102 117 125 76

Index: 91. Elementary Trades, 

Plant and Storage Related 

Occupations

100 103 116 105 67

Index: 92. Elementary 

Administration and Service 

Occupations

100 102 118 135 80

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 (NS-SeC) 42,364,055 3,535,041 359,903 46,995 1,141

Index: 1 Higher managerial and 

professional occupations
100 93 59 48 58

Index: 2 Lower managerial and 

professional occupations
100 101 86 82 78

Index: 3 Intermediate occupations 100 97 74 62 88

Index: 4 Small employers and own 

account workers
100 127 167 194 158

Index: 5 Lower supervisory and 

technical occupations
100 105 116 105 128

Index: 6 Semi-routine occupations 100 104 111 112 104

Index: 7 Routine occupations 100 95 102 100 77

Index: 8 Never worked and long-

term unemployed
100 58 69 78 71

Index: Not Classified 100 101 109 115 122

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 in 

employment (Industry)
26,576,056 2,286,374 214,386 26,343 656

Index: A Agriculture, hunting, 

forestry
100 156 263 283 67

Index: B Fishing 100 163 755 2,236 913

Index: C Mining and quarrying 100 98 393 79 269

Index: D Manufacturing 100 94 75 54 85

Index: E Electricity, gas and water 

supply
100 103 72 61 61

Index: F Construction 100 105 117 113 108

Index: G Wholesale and retail 

trade; motor and goods repair
100 103 109 109 106

Index: H Hotels and restaurants 100 116 180 251 186

Index: I Transport, storage and 

communications
100 89 75 84 64

Index: J Financial intermediation 100 91 40 37 62

National Statistics Socio-Economic Class (NS-SeC) (Res Popn)

Industry (SIC92) (Res Popn)
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Index: K Real Estate, renting and 

business activities
100 90 69 78 99

Index: L Public administration and 

defence, social security
100 119 121 79 90

Index: M Education 100 98 96 99 65

Index: N Health and social work 100 100 108 109 155

Index: O Other community, social 

and personal service activities
100 95 101 112 64

Index: P Private households with 

employed persons
100 123 106 116 0

Index: Q Extra-territorial 

organisations and bodies
100 59 171 22 0

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

All people aged 16 to 74 in 

employment (Dist) (E, Wa, NI)
23,627,916 2,286,466 214,433 26,337 647

Index: Works mainly at or from 

home
100 120 152 172 109

Index: Less than 2km 100 120 125 146 121

Index: 2km to less than 5km 100 96 69 62 60

Index: 5km to less than 10km 100 86 75 68 81

Index: 10km to less than 20km 100 88 102 76 134

Index: 20km to less than 30km 100 81 96 87 167

Index: 30km to less than 40km 100 87 79 112 0

Index: 40km to less than 60km 100 84 63 50 50

Index: 60km and over 100 118 111 116 96

Index: No fixed place of work 100 114 133 142 126

Index: Working outside the UK 100 129 200 236 0

Index: Working at offshore 

installation
100 95 202 337 762

Base: United Kingdom South West
Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly
TTWA P&IoS LSOA 002D

Aged 16 to 74 (E, Wa and NI), All 

people (Sc) (Travel to Work)
42,670,730 3,534,535 359,773 46,976 1,139

Index: Works mainly at or from 

home (includes study in Scotland)
100 129 150 160 103

Index: Underground, metro, light 

rail, tram
100 3 2 5 0

Index: Train 100 24 15 16 25

Index: Bus, minibus or coach 100 62 31 40 53

Index: Taxi or minicab 100 54 63 54 0

Index: Driving a car or van 100 113 103 84 110

Index: Passenger in a car or van 100 94 91 81 81

Index: Motorcycle, scooter or 

moped
100 154 150 139 41

Index: Bicycle 100 134 64 81 92

Index: On foot 100 109 107 139 89

Index: Other 100 111 190 214 81

Index: Not currently working 

(includes studying in Scotland)
100 95 109 119 114

2007 Experian Ltd, Census output is Crown copyright and is reproduced with the permission of the Controller of HMSO and the Queen's Printer for Scotland

 Experian Ltd., Experian Ltd.

Distance to work (Res Popn) (E and Wa)

Method of Travel to Work (inc Study in Scotland) (Res Popn) (GB)

16
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Primary_ 

School

Distance_

Miles

LA Postcode Type Age_R

ange

Gender Religious_

Affiliation

Nursery Special_

Needs

Extended_

Services

NOR Net 

Capacity

Avaliable 

Spaces

Plans for 

expansion

Penpol 

School 

0.38 Cornwall TR274AH Special/ 

Community

4-11 Mixed N/A N N/A Full 314 320 6 No

Bodriggy 

Primary 

School  

0.55 Cornwall TR274DR Special/ 

Community

3-11 Mixed N/A Y N/A Full 323 Full in the 

lower 

years (R1)

Some 

spaces

No

St Piran's 

School (Gb) 

Ltd  

0.64 Cornwall TR274HY Independent 3-16 Mixed Christian Y N/A N/A 69

St Erth 

Community 

Primary 

School 

1.44 Cornwall TR276HN Special/ 

Community

4-11 Mixed N/A N N/A Full 68 84 - 

estimate

16

St Uny CofE 

School 

1.86 Cornwall TR262SQ Special/ 

Voluntary 

Aided

4-11 Mixed CoE N N/A Full 244 Currently 

full

0 No 

St Ia School  1.94 Cornwall TR262SF Independent 3-11 Mixed N/A Y N/A N/A 20

Secondary_S

chool

Distance_

Miles

LA Postcode Type Age_R

ange

Gender Religious_

Affiliation

Post_16 Special_

Needs

Extended_

Services

Specialisation NOR Capacity Avaliable 

Places

Plans for 

expansion

Hayle 

Community 

School  

0.56 Cornwall TR274DN Special/ 

Community

11-16 Mixed N/A N N/A Full Language 719 At 

capacity

0 No

St Piran's 

School (Gb) 

Ltd  

0.64 Cornwall TR274HY Independent 3-16 Mixed N/A N N/A N/A N/A 69

St Ives 

School, A 

Technology 

College  

2.74 Cornwall TR262BB Special/ 

Community

11-16 Mixed N/A N N/A Full Technology 630 Spaces 

avaliable

Yes No

Cambourne 

Science and 

Community 

College

5.22 Cornwall TR147PP Special/ 

Community

11-18 Mixed N/A Y N/A Full Science 1450 Unknown A few in 

certain 

years

No

NB. From September 1st 2010, Cornwall Council are taking 

Appendix 13.4 Schools Schedule
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Appendix 13.5 Socio-Economic Analysis: Additionality Assessment

Number Number

24 Mth Period 152 F & G: A1 336
36 Month Period 102 F & G: A3 362

Housing Market 30

A Gross direct jobs 152

B = A*leakage Estimated leakage 15

C= A-B Gross local direct affects 137

D=C*displacement Displacement 14

E=C-D Net local direct effects 123

F=E*(multiplier -1) Multiplier 53

G=E+F Total Net local effects 176

H = G(Development) - 

G(Deadweight)

Total net additional local 

effects 176

A Gross direct jobs 102

B = A*leakage Estimated leakage 10

C= A-B Gross local direct affects 92

D=C*displacement Displacement 9

E=C-D Net local direct effects 83

F=E*(multiplier -1) Multiplier 36

G=E+F Total Net local effects 118

H = G(Development) - 

G(Deadweight)

Total net additional local 

effects 118

A Gross direct jobs 336

B = A*leakage Estimated leakage 34

C= A-B Gross local direct affects 302

D=C*displacement Displacement 45

E=C-D Net local direct effects 257

F=E*(multiplier -1) Multiplier 77

G=E+F Total Net local effects 334

H = G(Development) - 

G(Deadweight)

Total net additional local 

effects 334

A Gross direct jobs 362

B = A*leakage Estimated leakage 36

C= A-B Gross local direct affects 326

D=C*displacement Displacement 49

E=C-D Net local direct effects 277

F=E*(multiplier -1) Multiplier 83

G=E+F Total Net local effects 360

H = G(Development) - 

G(Deadweight)

Total net additional local 

effects 360

A Gross direct jobs 30

B = A*leakage Estimated leakage 0

C= A-B Gross local direct affects 30

D=C*displacement Displacement 2

E=C-D Net local direct effects 29

F=E*(multiplier -1) Multiplier 0

G=E+F Total Net local effects 29

H = G(Development) - 

G(Deadweight)

Total net additional local 

effects 29

0

Displacement 0.05

Multiplier 0

Leakage

Substitution 0

Leakage 0.1

Land at South Quay, Hayle

Direct Employment:

Development Proposal

Description
Development  

Proposal

Calculation Description
Development  

Proposal

Construction Employment: 36 Month Period

Factors Factor Values Calculation

Displacement 0.1

Multiplier 1.43

Leakage 0

Substitution

Substitution 0

Leakage 0.1

Operation

Operation Employment: F & G (A1)

Factors Factor Values Calculation Description
Development  

Proposal

Construction

Multiplier 1.43

Displacement 0.1

0.1

Construction Employment: 24 Month Period

Factors Factor Values

Development  

Proposal

Substitution 0

Displacement 0.15

Multiplier 1.3

Factors Factor Values Calculation Description
Development  

Proposal

Multiplier 1.3

Development Proposal

Direct Employment:

Housing

Leakage 0.1

Substitution 0

Displacement 0.15

Operation Employment: F & G (A3)

Factors Factor Values Calculation Description
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Appendix 7.1 Feed in Tariffs
Volume 2: Technical Appendices 1

FEED IN TARIFFS

Feed in Tariffs (FiT) are a policy mechanism designed to encourage the adoption of

renewable energy sources and to help accelerate the move towards grid parity. The FiT

scheme is aimed to start from the 1st of April 2010. Small-scale low-carbon electricity

technologies that are eligible for FiTs include:

 Wind;

 Solar photovoltaics (PV);

 Hydro;

 Anaerobic digestion; and

 Domestic scale micro CHP (with a capacity no greater than 2kW).

The scheme will see the payment of cash rewards (feed in tariffs), by electricity

suppliers, from April 2010, to owners of these small-scale electricity generating

renewable technologies. In order to qualify, the technologies must use the

Microgeneration Certification Scheme in order to confirm their eligibility (for more

information please refer to http://www.microgenerationcertification.org/).

For developers who are required to install renewable technologies, such as PV or small-

scale wind, as part of their planning application, there is now the opportunity to see a

boosted revenue stream from the technologies in operation and a reduction in simple

payback period. Tariffs will be fixed for a 20 or 25-year period, depending upon the

technology: PV being given an extra 5 years compared to the other sources. It is

anticipated that the tariff will result in a financial return of between 5-8% on the initial

investment of the installation.

Costs for the FiT programme will be met by UK electricity suppliers who will pass the

costs on to their customers.  The scheme will undergo a review in 2013 to assess its

cost and effectiveness in increasing small-scale renewable electricity generation. The

rates payable to small-scale generators is shown below.

The worked example provided by the DECC a PV installation on a domestic property

would provide the bill payer with £900 per year, paid quarterly by the electricity

supplier, in addition to the net £140 saving on electricity from the system.

http://www.microgenerationcertification.org/
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